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Aboriginalism and The Bulletin - The Computer Program 

The computer application "Aboriginalism and The Bulletin" is in Apple Macintosh format 
and has been designed using Hypercard. It can therefore only be used on an Apple 
computer. The program has been compacted and requires approximately four megabytes of 
space on your computer. 

To install the program on your computer take the following steps: 

Insert and open disk 1 by double clicking on the icon. Double click on the file 
"Aboriginalism". 

Click on "eject" and insert disk 2. 

Click on "load". 

Select destination folder by clicking on Folder box and fmding desired destination. This 
may be on the desktop or in another folder. 

Click on "extract". 

Insert disk 1 when requested. 

Insert disk 2 when requested. 

Insert disk 1 when requested. 

The program should now be installed. Remove disk and place icon of disk 2 in the 
trash (this will save you from a disk shuffle when you want to quit the program). If the 
icon for the program (an open book) is not on the desktop open selected folder to fmd 
program. The program is now ready to run. 
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Aboriginalism and The Bulletin 1901 to 1991 

Abstract 

Since the creation of the Council for Reconciliation in Australia there has been a call for 
White Australia to examine its actions and attitudes towards Black Australia. This call has 
also been reiterated by Bain Attwood in his examination of Aboriginalism. 

This paper examines the attitudes expressed by Whites towards Blacks in the pages of the 
Bulletin since Federation in 1901 until the call for Reconciliation between Whites and 
Blacks in 1991. The examination takes place in the milieu of Aboriginalism, a concept 
expressed or implied in the works of Muecke, Attwood and Foucault. It explores 
communication between White and White on the topic of Black. It contains a history, or 
perhaps, a series of histories. It describes Discourse and dialogue rather than events or 
facts. The emphasis is on what was said to have occurred rather than what did occur. 

Aboriginalism is seen as both Discourse, the relationship between knowledge and power, 
and Discursive practices which include dividing practices, scientific classification and 
subjectification. Aboriginalism embraces an episteme, an era, dominated by those 
practices. Aboriginalism is also seen as milieu, as an all pervading force, or as an aether 
invading all parts of the Australian society. 

The implications of the fmdings of this study are particularly relevant both to an 
understanding of an Australian history and to White/Black reconciliation in Australia. 
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Preamble 

The thesis is composed of two parts, both of which play an integral role in the 
presentation of the thesis. 

One of these is the written version. This version is designed to meet the presentation 
requirements of the Northern Territory University. It also provides a somewhat dry 
summary of the computer version and may assist in providing an overview. It contains 
all of the text from the computer program as well as selected quotations, ifiustrations, 
tables and graphs. 

The second version, the computer version, contains transcripts of a large number of items 
examined, all cartoons and advertisements, and additional graphs and tables as well as all 
material in the written version. The program allows the reader to travel easily and quickly 
between text and transcript by clicking the mouse on the record number in the text. This 
facility not only allows the reader to confirm or question the text, it defmes the times in 
which the items were written and assists in understanding the feelings and thoughts of the 
writers. Other references can easily be examined within the text by clicking the mouse on 
the short reference. 

While a defmed major path through the thesis is provided, similar to the regular lay-out of 
a book, alternative paths are suggested. In order to allow for these alternative paths I 
have attempted to make each "page" or card of text able to be read alone. This has 
necessarily led to some duplication in both text and the use of transcripts. 

The computer version also allows the reader to browse through the items or cartoons in a 
manner in which she/he chooses and to search the table of contents in a simple manner. 

The program is in Macintosh format. It has been compacted and requires approximately 
four megabytes of space on your computer. 
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To install the program "Aboriginalism and the Bulletin" on your computer take 
the following steps: 

insert and open disk 1. Double click on the file "Aboriginalism". 

Click on "eject" and insert disk 2. 

Click on "load". 

Select destination folder by clicking on Folder box and fmding desired destination. 

Click on "extract". 

insert disk 1 when requested. 

insert disk 2 when requested. 

insert disk 1 when requested. 

The program should now be installed. Remove disk and open selected folder to fmd 
program. The program is now ready to run. 
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Intmduction 

The History 

The history of Blacks and Black/White relations has been presented using several different 
methodologies since the 1960s. Attwood describes three separate schools of writing, 
oppositional, revisionist and Aboriginal.' 

The oppositional school attempted to right the wrongs of the past. It discredited the view 
of Terra Nullius, the natural right of White to the land of Australia. No longer was the 
domination of the Black seen as a natural progression. It presented history as a series of 
violent clashes between Aborigines and Europeans rather than as a passive withdrawal by 
the Aborigines. Yet it continued to view history from the point of view of the White. 

The revisionist school attempted to view history from the point of view of the Aborigine. 
Case studies thus became an important part of this procedure. However the possession of 
such a view indicated an appropriation of Black culture, an attribute perhaps appropriate at 
the time but frowned on today. 

The third school was provided by the Aborigines themselves. Their stories of the past 
differed from those of other historians in both form and content. They placed emphasis on 
matters of importance to them rather than on matters of interest to the White reader. This 
thesis has characteristics pertinent to the first and second schools. It examines history from 
the viewpoint of the Anglo/Celtic, the White Australian (since it is a history of the White 
Australian). It varies however from the three schools in its focus. It examines in the most 
part the dialogue among Whites about Blacks expressed in The Bulletin between 1901 and 
1991. 2  Its concern is not the relationship between Black and White but between White 
and White and the written dialogue which occurs among Whites concerning Blacks. It 
explores this dialogue in the framework of Aboriginalism. 

Though the study is a history (it describes the past) it is not a narrative history; it is a study 
of the written word and printed image. Since it is the word and image which are examined 
much of the substance of Aboriginalism which may appear in a narrative history, the tears, 
the physical violence, the poverty, the retreat to drunkenness, is ignored. "Words are 
central to [the] process but racism is made manifest too, through physical violence, through 
material disadvantage, and through differences in opportunities and power".3  Descriptions 
of these matters and an examination of their causes are left to other historians; it is only 
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their presence in a particular form of the written word and the cartoon, that provided by The 
Bulletin, which is explicitly examined (though other documents have been used to 
substantiate the study). 

These words from The Bulletin are, according to Dening, a literary relic from the past. The 
cartoon can be treated in a similar manner. Yet the relic, "the inscribed language [,] is 
stripped of the context of speech, the eye-to-eye exchanges that catch the mood, the 
nuances, the tropes that condition the sign. Already the relics of the past in their messages 
are transformed simply by being read".4  The relic is examined and again transformed since 
its own code, encapsulated within it, is not used. A code of the present, that of 
Aboriginalism, is used to interpret the relic instead. Its own code was designed to 
entertain, to provide a glow of satisfaction and contentment to its audience, to provide 
information (at times of dubious quality), to conduct some gentle political maneuvering, 
and to sell a magazine. While items from The Bulletin were intended to provide a series of 
histories for the time, they were not intended to provide a history for our time. The 
Bulletin was not designed to be interpreted in the way in which, in this thesis, it is, since 
its writers were unaware of the code which is presently being used. 

This history is being created. It is "the product of that dialectic between discovery and 
invention".5  Yet as such it fills a purpose. Attwood has suggested that a knowledge of 
White/Black history "necessarily involves a new object of knowledge - Ourselves, 
European Australians, rather than Them, the Aborigines" (1992, p.xv).6  This call has also 
been made repeatedly by the Council for Reconciliation and of late by the Synod of the 
Uniting Church.7  It is the aim of this study to answer in part the call for knowledge of "us" 
in the "us/them" dichotomy. 

The Bulletin and The Bulletin community 

One of the reasons The Bulletin has been chosen for analysis in this thesis is because it is 
one of the longest running Australian magazines; only the Australasian Post, under many 
names and guises, being older than The Bulletin. Rolfe believes that The Bulletin may 
have represented Australia and the (White) Australian more accurately than any other 
newspaper. 

A weekly magazine like The Bulletin perhaps comes nearer to what people want to read, and so 
what people think and are. The Bulletin through good and bad may run closer to what Australia has 
been and what it is now than any other newspaper.8  
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Inson and Ward agree with these sentiments. 

Nowhere is the self conscious, adolescent striving of the Australian people to realise its identity 
reflected so graphically as in the pages of a weekly illustrated journal of news and opinion, The 
Bulletin, founded in Sydney in 1880. During the next forty years it exercised more influence on 
public opinion than any other Australian newspaper before or since.9  

Norman Lindsay concentrates on the culture of (White) Australia. According to Lindsay 

The Bulletin was the only cultural centre this country possessed. It dominated opinion wherever 
people were looking for an intelligent outlook on life and art. It has startled into being a genuine 
urge of nationalism.'0  

Lawson agrees with Lindsay's 
assessment and reinforces her view by 
quoting from the London Times that 
among influences on the Australian 
bushman 

the most important - and most 
dangerous - is that of The Bulletin. It 
is hard to over-estimate the extent to 
which this journal modifies the 
opinions (one might almost say the 
character) of its readers. ... It was The 
Bulletin that educated bush Australia 
up to Federation. (31 /8/ 1903)" 

Ii 

I 
1 

f. 

li-IE MEETING PLACE 
Stranger "I'm sure I've seen you somewhere before." 
King Billy: "Oh yes - you bin read The Bulletin. 
(16/12/31. p.24; R.376) 

The Bulletin of the 1890s and early twentieth century also had a manifesto and it was 
within the constraints of its aims and ideals of that manifesto that Blacks were portrayed. 

THE UNIQUE WEEKLY - AUSTRALIA'S NONPAREIL ILLUSTRATED NEWSPAPER 
'THE BULLETIN" 

Premier Australian Literary Journal 

It is the only paper which has a consistent and distinctive Australian National Policy. 
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THE BULLETIN favours 

A Republican Form of Government. 

One Person, one Vote. 

Complete Secularisation and Freedom of State Education. 

Reform of the Criminal Code and Prison System. 

A United Australia and Protection against the world. 

Australia for the Australians - The cheap Chinaman, the cheap Nigger, and the 
cheap European pauper to be absolutely excluded. 

A State Bank, the issue of bank-notes to be a State monopoly. 

The direct election of Ministers by Parliament, instead of Party Government or 
rather Government by Contradiction. 

A new Parliamentary System - one House to be elected by constituencies as at 
present; the other to be chosen by the whole country voting as one 
Constituency. 

A Universal System of Compulsory Life Insurance. 

The entire Abolition of the Private Ownership of Land. 

The Referendum. 

The Abolition of Titles of so-called "nobilityt. 

THE BULLETIN is an aggressive Democratic paper which strives to exclude from its artistically-
condensed columns all matter which is not of general human interest. 

THE BULLETIN was started eleven years ago with no capital but brains, and has become a vast 
property, because it possesses a vitality lacked by the countless newspaper-ventures in which Australian 
capitalists have unavailingly spent large fortunes. 

THE BULLETIN is the only well-established Australian journal which, throughout its career, has been 
consistently Radical. It points with pride to the fact that for years it stood alone among secular newspapers 
in advocating the Irish National Cause, and that it was the only Australian journal which denounced the 
Soudan Expedition from its inception. 

THE BULLETIN is the beacon-fire of national progress: it is the forceful summons to the crusade 
against the monopolies in land, wealth, power, and privilege - the direct cause of half the misery which now 
afflicts British humanity. Against the claims of avaricious clergy who claim to monopolise salvation, 
against the dark despotism of grasping plutocrats, and against the exercise of any authority which has not 
been granted by the people over whom it is exercised, THE BULLETIN will fearlessly and ruthlessly 
contend. 12  

The popularity of The Bulletin at the turn of the century cannot be doubted and The Bulletin 
itself was not slow to emphasise the fact. A Bulletin letterhead of the time contained in its 
margin eleven quotations praising The Bulletin. 
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The Bulletin was not just a magazine. It was a 
community. That community consisted of 
management, writers and readers of The Bulletin. 

Not all agreed with the style and content of The 
Bulletin. The following poem was published in 
1890. 

The Sydney "Bulletin" and its 
Contemporaries - An Honest Criticism 

And thou, red "Bull" careering madly on 
With tail erect, at all around the throne, 
Searching with cynic lantern, land and waves 
Not for an honest man but fools and knaves, 
illuminating brightly now and then 
The frauds and foibles of our public men, 
With witty sarcasm and humorous chaff 
That make the sage and dullard roar and laugh, 
Be on thy guard and keep a sharpened eye 
The demon Libel ever hovers high. 

Health to the "Bulletin" long may it shine 
With vile cartoons in vulgar crude design; 
Health to the "Bulletin", long may it stand 
The advocate of slang o'er all the land 

Now to thy virtues paid the tribute due 
Thy faults and vices we will now review; 
There's no perfection here without a flaw, 
There's no exception and the line we draw, 
Small errors of the press to magnify. 
For as a cur that garbles on refuse 
You search for faults and put the same as news:- 
Small is the merit and the talent less 
To carp on errors that escape from press. 
The play on words that in thy page we find, 
Which aims at wit proclaims a paltry mind 

Stories of Bushmen tortured into rhyme, 
Mangled and gasping in the false sublime 
Where sense concealed, appears in fits and starts 
In verse that writhes as doth a worm in parts, 
Tales of "Last Bullets" wailings in despair, 
Wafted by coo-ees on the Australian air - 

My rhyme is done, imperfect let it go, 
If truth has here been wronged let others show- 
If all things public and all public men 
Be proper game for every pressman's pen 
Should not all journals and the scribbling crew 
Be proper game for private scribblers too ... (SL, 
1890, pp.4-5). 

The circulation of The Bulletin is enormous. 
You meet with it everywhere; it is on the 
tables of all the clubs and hotels, not of New 
South Wales alone, but of all the colonies, 
including New Zealand and Tasmania, and if 
you go into the bushman's hut there are a 
hundred chances to one that you will find the 
latest number there. (Max O'Rell in his 
book on Australia "John Bull an Co" p.189). 

The Bulletin ... the most typical paper of 
purely Australian type. (Mark Twain). 

In my travels through Australia I found The 
Bulletin everywhere and everywhere found it 
powerful. (David Christie Murray in 
"Contemporary Review"). 

That journalistic sledgehammer The Bulletin 
in my travels through the Australian 
continent I see it everywhere. (John Dillon 
MP). 

The Bulletin, the only Australian Paper with 
a circulation throughout New Zealand. 
(Robert Stout QC ex premier Maoriland). 

The brightest, the most brilliant journal of 
the Southern Hemisphere: The Bulletin 
all honour to it. (Hon. CG Kingston Premier 
South Australia). 

The Bulletin has a huge sale in West 
Australia, and is more often quoted in 
conversation here than any other paper in the 
world. (Professor Nicholas Melbourne 
University). 

The Bulletin, the most widely circulated 
Colonial newspaper. (Truth London). 

The Christmas number of the Sydney 
Bulletin is an astonishing number, of great 
bulk and of more remarkable literary quality 
than any paper of the kind that has ever been 
given to the world since the earliest days of 
London Punch. (Daily Chronicle London). 

The Sydney Bulletin without doubt the most 
popular and powerful of all the Australian 
weekly papers. (Standard New York). 

The Christmas number of the Sydney 
Bulletin is a wonderful example of our 
colonial cousin's demand - not "The New 
Humour", but "The Real Humour". (Sketch 
London). 
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Archibald also received abuse. In 1902 the following appeared in the Red Page as an 
example of the bad poet: 

The Boss of The Bulletin 

If you want a low down Liar 
Who lies for the sake of tin 
No matter how vile 
If it answers his while 

That's the Boss of The Bulletin 

If you want a crawling liar 
Who stoops to the lowest thing 
If it sells his foul rag 
And swells out his bag 

That's the Boss of The Bulletin 

If you want a damned impostor 
A disgrace to the name of man 
Whose glory is shame 
Foul slander his game 

That's the Boss of The Bulletin.' 3  

The changes within The Bulletin over the years following the demise of Archibald until the 
ascendancy of Packer are described in chapters 3,4 and 5. Despite the rise and fall in 
popularity of The Bulletin it continued to voice and reflect the views of its community, 
which in turn was part of the wider (White) Australian community. 

The change in management in 1960 with the sale of The Bulletin to Consolidated Press 
marked the end of The Bulletin community as it had existed since the turn of the century. 
Letters of complaint appeared throughout January 1961. 

It is sad when one looks back at the days when The Bulletin was a power in the land, and when 
every literate male lined up at the post office in outback towns on BULLY days and then adjourned 
to the pub to argue about things. Nobody even argues about The Bulletin these days (25/1/6 1). 

The demise of Society and Aboriginalities, that fraternity of anecdote-lovers, should be marked by 
a national day of mourning. The boring (and bored) unsigned substitutes, far too verbose and 
insincere, can be got in any number of popular magazines, plus a pair of 'bosoms' on the front 
cover (1/2/61). 

It is true that a Bulletin community existed after 1960 - there was still a management, there 
were still writers, and there were still readers. While the management, writers and possibly 
many of the readers were different people, they continued to influence and to be influenced 
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by The Bulletin. The Bulletin community, as it always has been, was made up of the more 
literate section of the Ausiralian community. It had moved from its radical position at the 
turn of the century to its comparatively conservative position of today. Yet within its pages 
it continued to voice and reflect the opinion of its readers. 

The Black and the White 

Since the terminology used in referring to the "us/them" dichotomy automatically invokes 
racism and stereotypes one is faced with the problem of classification. The most 
appropriate terms to use would be Aboriginal peoples, indigenes, indigenous people, 
indigenous Australians and conversely British settlers, settlers, immigrants, Anglo/Celtic 
Australians and so on. The terms 'perpetrators' and 'victims' were considered, however 
not all of those in the majority White group display explicit racism, nor are all of those in 
the Black group the victims of racism, though both groups exist within the milieu of 
Aboriginalism. However this is a thesis about dichotomies, a thesis in which one half of 
the dichotomy, The Bulletin community, calls the other half a host of names. For the 
purpose of this thesis then, and to simplify and clarify the terminology, I use the capitalised 
terms Blacks and Whites. In doing so I acknowledge the inherent danger involved since 
such terminology in itself can be seen to extenuate the Discourse of Aboriginalism. Black is 
a generalisation and can also be a contribution to dividing practices as recognised by 
Attwood. "They (Blacks) used various names for themselves which generally signified 
that they thought of themselves as a particular group and considered other Aborigines to be 
strangers and savage".'4  Occasionally such differences were recognised in the pages of 
The Bulletin. One item described how "Bathurst Island blacks" attacked "Larrakeeyah 
blacks" in the Northern Territory and returned each year to take wives.'5  Both groups 
were nevertheless categorised in the same item as "Binghi". In later years some recognition 
was given to individual groups, particularly in the field of the arts. However in the 
majority of cases Blacks were classed as an homogenous group. Again in later years 
Blacks themselves have carried out this practice of viewing themselves as a group in a 
search for political identity. Charles Perkins emphasised this point when demanding land 
rights under threat of interference by Blacks to the Brisbane Commonwealth Games.'6  

Names and defmitions are crucial in this study, since it is through naming that Discourse 
occurs and it is such Discourse which forms the basis of the next chapter. 
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'Attwood, B., 1989, The Making of Aborigines, Allen and Unwin, Sydney, p.135. 
2  Three of the 707 items examined in The Bulletin were written by Aborigines. 
3 Wetherell M. And Potter J., 1992, Mapping the Language of Racism, Harvester Wheatsheaf, New 
York,p.62 
4 Dening G., 1996, Performances, Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, p.42. 
op.cit., Dening G., 1996, p.43. 

6 Attwood B., Arnold J. (eds.), 1992, Power, Knowledge and Aborigines, La Trobe University Press, 
Bundoora, Vic, p.xv. 
"A.M", Radio ABC, 20 September 1996. 

8  Rolfe P. 1979,The Journalistic Javelin, Wildcat Press, Sydney, Introduction. 
Inson G. and Ward R. (eds.) 1971,71he Glorious Years, Jacaranda Press, Milton, p.1. 
Lindsay N., 1965, Bohemians of the Bulletin, Angus and Robertson, London, p.3. 
Lawson S., 1971, J. F. Archibald, Great Australians, Oxford University Press, Melbourne, p.24. 

12The Bulletin 17 June 1893. 
13  op.cit., Rolfe P. 1979, p.206. 
14  op.cit., Attwood, B., 1989, p.149. 
15The Bulletin , 14/1/31, p.21; R.267. 
"The Bulletin, 15/9/81, p.24; R.651. 
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Chapter 1 Aboriginalism and the Press 

Aboriginalism 

Pat 0' Shane stated in 1994, a period of optimism for some in the siruggle towards 
reconciliation: 

For almost twenty years now, Australian governments have mounted community education 
programs aimed at countering racism. These programs rely on the government having access to 
the media in order to disseminate the government's information's and policies in the issues 
involved. At the same time the media ... have been engaged in the constant promotion of a 
particular ethnocentric, and racist image of the society that we live in, which is, on the surface, in 
direct conflict with the government's policies and programs.' 

While there have been people in government and throughout White Australian society who 
have sought justice for Black Australian society, such attempts have been stifled by what 
has been referred to by Hodge, Mishra, Attwood, Muecke and others as Aboriginalism. 
Aboriginalism goes beyond racism, beyond ethnocentrism, beyond stereotypes. 
Aboriginalism may be seen as a milieu involving the control and use of knowledge and 
power in which race relations take place. Aboriginalism brings into question the possibility 
of a government, the centre of power/knowledge, successfully countering racism. 

The thoughts of Foucault and the interpretations of the thoughts of Foucault by a variety of 
authors play a dominant role in the development of the concept of Aboriginalism. This 
author is aware of the pitfalls involved in trying to adapt the pragmatic theories of Foucault 
to a particular study since, though Foucault "does not hesitate to construct theories and 
methods, ... the constructions are always subordinated to the tactical needs of the particular 
analysis".2  The concept of Aboriginalism is an extension of the work of Foucault rather 
than his concept. Foucault in fact had little to say on racism with the exception of "The 
History Of Sexuality"3  which, in the last two sections deals "directly with the intersection 
of sexuality, degeneracy and racism within the emergence of the 'biopolitical' state".4  
While his thoughts, especially those concerning the relationship between power and 
knowledge, are relevant to this study, it is not the intention of this author to interpret the 
work of Foucault except in relationship to Aboriginalism. 

Attwood describes Aboriginalism as Discursive practices in which "power, knowledge and 
Aborigines are mutually constitutive - that they produce and maintain one another."5  
Aboriginalism deals with power over Blacks, specifically, the power of Whites over 
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Blacks. This power is exercised in three distinct but articulated levels of society, the 
economic base, politics and ideology.6  It is exercised under the pretext of knowledge, an 
understanding that the Whites know more about what is good for Blacks than Blacks know 
themselves. This understanding is held by Whites, however, through what Foucault 
describes as "subjectification"; it can also be held by Blacks. The Whites are literally the 
font of knowledge since their representatives, the academics, politicians and government 
officials defme what is "true" knowledge and what is not "true" knowledge. 

The term 'Aboriginalism' has been used by Hodge and Mishra7  and more recently by 
Attwood8  to describe a phenomenon allied to that of 'Orientalism'.9  Orientalism, like 
Aboriginalism, has no reality other than as a descriptive theory of how outsiders explain 
and contain a miscellaneous set of peoples and cultures. Aboriginalism involves 
stereotyping which is discussed in detail later. Both Orientalism and Aboriginalism 
however go beyond both stereotypes and racism. Hodge and Mishra describe 
Aboriginalism as a "Discursive regime" which has been developed to "legitimate imperialist 
rule".'°  Both Aboriginalism and Orientalism refer to Discourse using the language of 
Foucault, or a milieu, based on a constructed dichotomy. They are deliberate and 
successful attempts to divide Blacks, in the case of Aboriginalism, from Whites. 

Discourse 
In attempting to understand Aboriginalism one must be aware of the use of the term 
'Discourse' as used in the theories of post-structuralism and postmodemism. Beattie 
differentiates the Discourse of Foucault from that of the common language." Discourse 
(using title case) varies from the common term discourse (using lower case) though they 
have certain points in common. The latter refers to "a communication of thoughts by 
words" (Websters New Twentieth Century Dictionary) and is derived from the Latin 
discursus, a running to and fro. The term discourse (lower case) then refers to the 
spontaneous communication of thoughts as a two way process (to and fro) between 
individuals while "Discourses (title case) are perhaps best understood as practices that 
systematically form the objects of which they speak" and are society based.'2  In forming 
the object they thus relate to power over that object. Discourse is the relationship between 
knowledge and power. 

Attwood argues that knowledge is interpretive, contingent and political.' 3  Knowledge is 
interpretive. All truth is a construct rather than a reality. Truth is formed through 
Discourse. There are many Discourses, each interacting with each other. Beattie describes 
Discourses as being "like ongoing Conversations criss-crossing a Each 
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Discourse has its own set of rules and conventions and it is through these rules and 
conventions that truth is constructed. Each individual communicates within a particular 
Discourse and the information which is passed to and from the individual is controlled and 
limited both by the Discourse itself and the power of the individual to manipulate that 
Discourse. Knowledge is contingent It is not ubiquitous. It is dependent on context and 
will vary with changes in context. Knowledge is also political and controlled. It relates to 
the control of power by one group over another, generally to the detriment of the other. 

The term Discourse may cause some confusion, especially when Discourses can exist 
within Discourses as exemplified by Muecke's Discourses which exist within what 
Attwood would consider the major Discourse of Aboriginalism. 

The Dichotomy 
The ability to make Blacks subjects is based on the 'them and us' dichotomy. Attwood 
describes this dichotomy as 

a style of thought which is based upon an epistemological and ontological distinction between 
'Them' and 'Us' - in this form Europeans imagine 'the Aborigines' as their 'Other', as being 
radically different from themselves.'5  

Foucault refers to dividing practices. In different fashions, using diverse procedures, and 
with a highly variable efficiency in each case, "the subject is objectified by a process of 
division either within himself or from others." In this process of social objectification and 
categorisation, human beings are given both a social and personal identity. Essentially 
'dividing practices' are modes of manipulation that combine the mediation of a science (or 
pseudo-science) and the practice of exclusion -usually in a spatial sense, but always in a 
social one. 

In the first mode of objectification (the dividing practices), the constituted subject can be seen as a 
victim caught in the processes of objectification and constraint.'6  

Muecke refers to a similar racist Discourse and also to a romantic Discourse. While a 
romantic image or an image of the noble savage may appear to be less racist than an image 
designated as explicitly racist both images perform a divisive function similar to that 
described by Attwood and Foucault. 

The relevance of Foucault's work for to this study is that he provides us with a history of 
the dichotomy that he sees existing throughout human culture. The powerful by treating an 
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us/them dichotomy can make 'others' subjects in every sense of the word, subjects of a 
Discourse that the powerful can control, subjects in the sense of being subjugated to a 
prevailing world view, subjects in the sense that they are 'owners' and possessed by those 
who manipulate the Discourse. 

The goal of my work during the last twenty years has not been to analyse the phenomena of 
power, nor to elaborate the foundations of such an analysis. My objective, instead, has been to 
create a history of the diffeitnt modes by which, in our human culture, human beings are made 
subjects)7  

While Foucault did not intend to analyse the phenomena of power an examination of 
Aboriginalism demands such an analysis. The power to make Blacks subjects consists of 
three steps, the capacity to design knowledge, the capacity to design policy based on that 
knowledge, and the capacity to enforce that policy. 

Knowledge 
Knowledge can be seen as a product, an item designed to meet the requirements of the 
market. The design of knowledge within the milieu of Aboriginalism is undertaken by 
White scholars. Aboriginalism as a milieu has evolved. White voices have for so long 
garnered, annotated, analyzed and promulgated knowledge about Blacks that today, even 
when Black academics interject, their voice is subsumed within the Discourse. 
Varadharajan, an Indian academic living in the United States, described the attitudes of 
White academics towards her. 

I am often perceived as belonging to the cadre of colourful personalities who have turned their 
experience of alienation into a profitable commodity. I function then no longer as the white man's 
burden but as the scourge, able to ingratiate myself with aggressive jibes masochistically enjoyed 
by my protectors, who then congratulate themselves on their liberality. 18  

Though Black academics exist, their presence has had no effect in the pages of The Bulletin 
under discussion. Whites were interviewed in all cases where the views of academics were 
sought. Black opinion was interpreted by The Bulletin as the views of political activists. 
It is the White knowledge maker who determines knowledge about Blacks in the milieu. 

Attwood describes 'Aboriginal Studies' as 

the teaching, research or display of scholarly knowledge about mdigenes by European scholars who 
claim that the indigenous people cannot represent themselves and must therefore be represented by 
experts who know more about Aborigines than they know about themselves." 
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Foucault describes a similar mode of objectification, that of scientific classification.20  
Muecke also refers to a similar phenomenon, that of an anthropological Discourse, again, 
the authority of White experts in the field of Black studies.2 ' 

Within such a Discourse (Aboriginal Studies, Scientific classification and Anthropological) 
the designed knowledge is sanctioned by the Scholar's peers, White academics. The 
designed knowledge is then further controlled and disseminated through a White library 
system.22  The dissemination of knowledge is controlled by sets of rules or terms (power). 
The Library of Congress Subject Headings list provides an example of such a system as it 
determines what information is available, how it is sought, and what information will be 
supplied. 

Within the milieu of Aboriginalism the knowledge may be provided by other White 
"experts" apart from academics and scholars. Morris, while discussing White/Black 
relations in Northern New South Wales in the 1830s and 1840s describes how, in the 
absence of White scholars, the "pastoralists established knowledge and imposed truth 
which was inseparable from the exercise of power on the colonial frontier."23  The 
Churches too, through the missionaries, created knowledge about Blacks, knowledge 
based on their own beliefs and designed to meet their own ends. The writers of The 
Bulletin also generated and established knowledge about Blacks and imposed this truth 
within The Bulletin community and almost certainly throughout the White community in 
Australia. There are also many suggestions that the knowledge created by The Bulletin 
writers was accepted as truth in other parts of the world.24  The creators of knowledge may 
at times suffer from the delusion, because of their own belief in the knowledge they have 
created, that they are spokespersons for the Blacks. Such authority to speak on behalf of 
Blacks can only come from Blacks and is dependent on a role of subservience on the part 
of the spokesperson, a quality rarely found among the White creators of knowledge. 

Policy 
Within the milieu of Aboriginalism, policy is designed by the Government, a White 
Government, based on the knowledge supplied by the White scholars and the requirements 
of members of the White electorate. Policy comes from political power which Attwood 
sees as "a corporate institution for exercising authority over Aborigines by making 
statements about them, authorising views of them, and ruling over them."" 
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Since, in many cases the White scholar is funded by the White Government, which is 
dependent for its survival on the White electorate, the content of the knowledge will be 
designed to meet the requirements of the White electorate. In other cases the funding 
comes from industry and other wielders of power, who expect the product of their 
expenditure, the knowledge produced, to meet their specific needs. Policy can meet many 
conflicting White needs in the name of White assistance to Blacks. The creation of 
reserves was seen as a method of preserving Black culture by the White scholar, as an act 
of beneficence by the White Government by providing a place for Black development, and 
as a method of obtaining land by the White electorate. 

Enforcement 
The policy is enforced by a White bureaucracy, most of which exists far from the area 
inhabited by Blacks. Those members of the White bureaucracy who reside within the area 
inhabited by Blacks often separate themselves both physically and socially from the Black 
population. They exercise power by enforcing policy. The exercise of such power has 
been referred to by Foucault as disciplinary technology. Rabinow states that discipline 
"proceeds from an organisation of individuals in space, and it requires a specific enclosure 
of space."26  Such enclosures of space have been present during the White history of 
Australia as exemplified by the Blacks camps on pastoral properties, ration depots, 
compounds, settlements, missions, reserves, fringe camps, enclaves and city ghettos. 
Because of the separation of the enforcers of policy from the designers of policy it is 
common that locally perceived policy does not conform to actual policy and thus the policy 
enforced may vary radically from that designed. 

Identity 
Foucault describes the results of the practices of the production of knowledge, the design 
of policy and the enforcement of locally perceived policy as subjectification. 
Subjectification is the way in which the subject is influenced, changed and manipulated by 
the implementors of policy. 

It concerns the 'way a human being turns him- or herself into a subject.' This process differs in 
significant ways from the other two modes and represents an important new direction in Foucault's 
work. ... Foucault looks at those processes of self-formation in which the person is active. . . .This 
self-formation has a long and complicated genealogy; it takes place through variety of 'operations 
on (people's) own bodies, on their own souls, on their own thoughts, on their own conduct.' 
These operations characteristically entail a process of self-understanding by one which is mediated 
by an external authority figure.27  
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Sheridan takes a contrasting and more positive view of results, a post-colonial view in 
which Blacks attempt to liberate themselves from the power construct She refers to this 
Discourse as political identity, "a Discourse on survival and independence".28  

Methods of Examining Aboriginalism 
Three major complementary methods of examining Aboriginalism emerge, that of Foucault 
which supports rather than debates Aboriginalism, that of Muecke which was based on the 
work of Foucault and Said and extended by Sheridan, and that of Attwood. 

All methods of examination are basically similar and all 
those parts within each model are interdependent of 
each other. In Attwood's case the 'them and us' 
dichotomy which supports White 'political dominance' 
is entrenched through 'Aboriginal studies'. The milieu 
of Aboriginalism can thus be examined in the light of the 
following tools, modes, forms or Discourses. 

Fig. 1.1 - Methods of examining Aboriginalism 

H 

THE RACE PROBLEM 
The white kid: "How does your mother 
find out when your face is dirty?" 
(6/10/21, p.20; R.233) 

Foucault's Modes of 
Objectification 

Attwood's Interdependent 
Forms 

Muecke's and Sheridan's 
Main Discourses 

Dividing Practices Them and Us Racist, Romantic 

Scientific classification Aboriginal Studies Anthropological 

Subjectification Political Identity 

Political power 

Dividing Practices, Them and Us, Racist Discourse, Romantic Discourse 
Muecke's racist Discourse and Attwood's form of "Them and Us" are similar to Foucault's 
"dividing practices". The Black is seen as being radically different from the White, as 
being drunk compared to sober, as being primitive compared to civiised, as being ignorant 
compared to intelligent, as being dirty as compared to clean, as being heathen as compared 
to Christian. Though Muecke distinguishes between the racist and romantic Discourse (the 
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idea of the noble savage) each performs a similar function, that of dividing Blacks from 
Whites. 

The idea of the Romantic, however, introduces 
another concept, described by Goodall as 
appropriation.29  Appropriation consists of aspects 
of Black culture being separated from their owners, 
Blacks, and being taken over by the White 
community with no acknowledgment as to their 
source. The 'Aboriginal' designed tea towel, the 
boomerang key ring, designs on currency and many 
town names demonstrate aspects of appropriation. I 
will refer to this group as dividing practices. 
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Manners and Customs 
"What you do if one of your tribe gets 
bitten by a snake, Mary?' 
"Bury him, boss." 
(29/6/11, p.13; R.84.) 

Scientific Classification, Aboriginal Studies, 
Anthropological Discourse 
Muecke's anthropological Discourse and Attwood's form of "Aboriginal Studies" are also 
similar to Foucault's "scientific classification". Said has described a similar form in 
Orientalism as a suppression of the capacity of the 
indigenous people to speak or truly know their own 
culture.30  The author will refer to this group as 
scientific classification. 
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TAKING NO RISKS OF COLOR-
BLINDNESS 
Boss: "Jacky, I suppose you have had a 
good swim?" 
Jacky: '?o plurry fear, Boss." 
Boss: "Why, Jacky?" 
Jacky: "Too many shark, Boss." 
Boss: "But, Jacky, don't you know 
sharks will never touch black men?" 
Jacky: "All right, Boss; but one of them 
plurry fellows might be blind." 
(26/5/21, p.20;  R.179) 



Subjectifi cation, Political Identity 
Foucault's third mode of objectification, that of "subjectification" which deals with the way 
a human being turns him- or herself - into a subject is not dealt with by Muecke or 
Attwood, but is considered as one of the results of Aboriginalism rather than one of its 
forms or Discourses. Sheridan however offers a contrasting Discourse, a Black post-
colonial Discourse, a Discourse which seeks an identity in order to survive.3 ' While 
Foucault's third mode of objectification examines how the subject conforms to the identity 
thrust upon her/him, Sheridan's Discourse shows how the subject attempts to fmd an 
identity, though this identity may be drawn in part from the romantic Discourse of Muecke. 
The author will refer to this group as subjectification. 

Subjectification and political identity refer to the results of Aboriginalism, and are enforced 
on Blacks. Political power is a process and the property of Whites. It has thus been 
treated as a separate category. 

Political Power 
Attwood's third form is that of political power, "a corporate institution for exercising 
authority over Aborigines by making statements about them, authorising views of them, 
and ruling over them"." It also denies the ability of Blacks to determine their own future. 
In the case of Foucault and Muecke, White political power is seen as the sum of the parts of 
each model, that is, political power is the reason for, the method of implementation of, and 
result of, Aboriginalism. 

Racism 
While racism is not confmed to Australian White/Black relations, it is in the milieu of 
Aboriginalism (which is confmed to Australian White/Black relations) that racism is 
examined. Racism can exist in three major forms: 

where the perpetrators of racism are in the majority and are the traditional land holders (as 
in England, France and the United States with regard to African Americans), 

where the perpetrators of racism are in the minority and have usurped the land from the 
majority, the victims of racism (as previously in South Africa), 

where the perpetrators of racism are in the majority and have usurped the land from the 
minority, the victims of racism (as in Australia, New Zealand, Tibet and the United States 
with regard to the American Indians). 
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Each of these forms, while having much in common, will also have unique differences 
related to physical environment and social and psychological factors unique to the area, for 
example, guilt associated with the taking of land in Australia which is not relevant to the 
situation in England. Such guilt can be assuaged in part through legal processes including 
treaties, applied in New Zealand and the United 
States, or social processes including a process of 
reconciliation as suggested in Australia. The 
success, or lack thereof, of both processes is 
determined by the commonality, understanding 
and acceptance of the processes by both 
perpetrators and victims. 

Racism varies from Aboriginalism in that it is a 
combination of thoughts and actions, that is, a 
practice, rather than a milieu in which these 
thoughts and actions occur. In order to examine 
racism in the context of Aboriginalism it is 
implicit that one must ascertain what is being 
discussed, that a theory or model of racism is 
defmed. Such a defmition should act as a yard-
stick in examining the written word for 
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SCIENTIFIC PROOF 
Boss (to Biddy, who has been telling about 
the death of her Jacky): "But there's no 'flu 
about. What makes you think it was 'flu, 
Biddy?" 
Biddy: "By cripes, Boss, it bin 'flu alright. 
Him bin go bl-a-a-ck." 
(8/12/21, p.20; R.257) 

occurrences of racism. Unfortunately racism is a changing, evolving, fluid entity. 
Wherever possible it clings to some semblance of science, of knowledge, which is 
continually changing. If we look at The Bulletin we fmd that in 1901 the image of the 
Black was tied to the evolutionary model, a primitive at the bottom of the scale of 
evolution, possibly the "missing link".33  By 1911 the image was related to the survival of 
the fittest, it was accepted that Blacks would die out, a proper and possibly welcome 
outcome.34  At this stage racism was linked to physical (phenotypical) and genetic 
attributes. As such the defmition suggested by Miles seems adequate. Racism provides 

meanings to certain phenotypical and/or genetic characteristics of human beings in such a way as 
to create a system of categorisation, and by attributing additional (negatively evaluated) 
characteristics to the people sorted into these categories.35  

These phenotypical and genetic characteristics were represented often by race designation. 
Terms such as nigger and boong triggered stereotypes which held within them these 
characteristics. The removal of such tenns from The Bulletin in 1961 did not indicate the 
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removal of racism. Reeves refers to the new racism, a racism which does not stress 
physical and genetic attributes (though it does not deny these characteristics), as "sanitary 
coding"." Sanitary coding, sometimes referred to as political correctness, is at present a 
major feature of racism, particularly within politics and the press. Reeves describes 
sanitary coding as "the ability to communicate privately racist ideas with a Discourse 
publicly defensible as non-racist"." 

Because of the lack of emphasis on phenotypical and genetic characteristics Van Dijk 
introduced the concept of place of origin as the major characteristic in determining the 
group against whom racism is practiced. He described Western racism as a combination 
of thoughts and actions by which 

peoples of European origin dominate peoples of other origins... The relation of dominance may 
take various forms of economic, social, cultural and/or political hegemony, legitimated in terms 
of, usually negatively valued, different characteristics, ascribed to the dominated people(s).38  

Racism is not however restricted to peoples of European origin,39  nor are Blacks immune 
from participating in racist behaviour.40  

Racism varies from Aboriginalism in that it is a combination of thoughts and actions, rather 
than a milieu in which these thoughts and actions occur. Though Van Dijk described 
racism as a complex societal system the term is used in this instance as referring to thoughts 
and actions within the milieu (the complex societal system) of Aboriginalism. 

While allowing for variation through place and time racism can be considered to contain the 
following attributes: 

Racism consists of thoughts held by a group of people (the perpetrators) , discourse 
between perpetrators, and actions by perpetrators. 

The content of thoughts, discourse and actions of the perpetrators is directed against 
another group of people, the victims. 

The thoughts, discourse and actions are designed by the perpetrators to dominate the 
victims. The relation of dominance may take various forms of economic, political and 
ideological hegemony. 

Racism may be based on phenotypical characteristics, genetic characteristics, or social 
characteristics based on place of origin. 
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While in this instance, and also in the studies made by Miles4 ' and Van Dijk42, the victims 
belong to a minority group and the perpetrators to a majority group, such a scenario is not 
necessary, as demonstrated by the existence of racism in South Africa.43  

Race designation, racism and stereotypes 
Racism is associated with stereotypes. Cunneen claims that portrayals of Blacks in the 
media are primarily negative and degrading.44  This view is confirmed by an examination of 
items in The Bulletin. Fifty seven per cent of items examined were either explicitly or 
inferentially racist. Bulletin content also reinforces the statement that "in the last 20 years 
the media portrayal of Aboriginal people has shifted from the pitying stereotype of a victim 
to that of a law and order problem"45, a law and order problem in the sense of demands for 
land and citizenship rights, 1981 and 1991 being the periods of greatest action. The items 
examined in the pages of The Bulletin do not however substantiate the claim by Cunneen 
that the dominant stereotype of Blacks is associated with criminal activities.46  

The major problem in dealing with racism is to determine whether racist terms are used to 
distinguish or discriminate, that is, whether they are labels or stereotypes.47  The label is 
just that, a label. It does not carry with it value laden images. 

Bell defmes a stereotype as: 

an overgeneralised or oversimplified representation of a nominated social group, which assigns 
limited (frequently negative) role and social characteristics to the group, usually from the 
perspective of an assumed or implied majority. 

Goodall rightly points out that "the term is currently used as a fixed classification (of an 
attitude or image), with no way of explaining changing stereotypes, or conflicting ones."49  
Such an attitude is demonstrated by Hamilton who suggests that that stereotypes are 
illusory correlations.5°  They are a means of cataloguing whereby stereotypes are defmed 
by pieces of vivid or outstanding information which are easy to remember. In attempting to 
apply the definition to a term such as Aborigine or Aboriginal one is faced with many 
differing and conflicting schemata or changing stereotypes. These schemata in most cases 
approximate to that of ridicule and denigration, that is, Dividing Practices. 

The Marxist view of stereotypes which sees them as a method of controlling the economic 
structure also provides problems since the simplifications regarding Blacks are also held by 
the White working class, people who obtain no practical gain from maintaining the 
simplifications.5 ' 
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The stereotype has similarities to the cliché. Zijderveld describes the two basic principles 
of clichés as: 

clichés manage to avoid cognitive reflection, influencing human individuals in a behaviouristic 
manner... 

essential to the functionality of clichés is their repetitiveness - in a behaviounstic stimulus 
response process one must repeat the stimulus over and over again, until the organism has learnt 
to respond without the interference of reflection.52  

Stereotypes, like clichés, mechanically trigger responses. Stereotypes, like clichés, are 
learnt through repetition. 

It could be argued that the term 'Aborigine' is not a stereotype since it does not convey a 
single oversimplified image to a particular group, but rather a series of images, each 
dependent on context. It could also be said that the concept of stereotypes can be easily 
associated with terms such as 'nigger', 'savage', 'boong' and 'lubra' which in themselves 
contain the stereotype, that is, they contain limited role and social characteristics. Yet it is 
likely that such a belief is based on the view from the present, rather than taking into 
account the context of the time. The "nigger" is also seen in different roles, in many 
instances as a slave in the pastoral industry,53  and on the other hand, also in many instances 
as being "hairy and unprogressive".54  Similar contrasting and conflicting views can be 
seen in the use of terms like "abo" (the primitive55  and the noble savage  56) and "binghi" (a 
nuisance57  and a humorist58). 

In the pages of The Bulletin the following are examples of differing attributes or 
stereotypes applied to the term aborigine or Aborigine. Unfortunately the fmal attribute (the 
way ahead) was visible for only a short period following the takeover of The Bulletin by 
Consolidated Press in 1961. 

Ridicule 

[The] morons and mentally deficits, the culls and the runts.59  

Where a Vote Could Mean Disaster - N.T. aborigines unfit for citizenship - the stone age 
Bindaboos, who wander the western desert living on mice, lizards and yams; or the Guboingus and 
the unruly Andilyagwas of Arnhem Land, where missionaries are battling to curb polygamy and 
savage clan feuds.6°  
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The Alcoholic 

An Aboriginal patted the bottle of methylated spirit. 
'Haven't you got a cold one?' he asked.6' 

lying in drunken huddles like corpses after a massacre along 
the dry river bed of the Todd.62  

The Threat 

IRA, PLO and Aboriginal activists unite.63  

Land Rights threatens Brisbane GaniesP 

The Way Ahead 

The Aborigines were directors of their far-off aboriginal co-
operative, but they had never learnt to read or write very well. 
Now, at night, they had to learn. ... 'We fellows,' John said 
with dignity, 'got to help them others'.65  

A new hope rose for Australia's 70,000 aborigines last week 

MISUNDERSTOOD 
The Court (after a hard, long, wet 
night): "Oh, dash it all, how 
d'you plead7" 
Combo: "Me feel plurry bad too. 
Me an you berra have a pick-an-
me up over at Paddy Nolan's." 
(16/11/11, p.13; R.120) 

when a 47-year-old Cairns (Q.) aboriginal was elected president of the Federal Council for 
Aboriginal Advancement. 66  

Van Dijk states that perceived information based on nomenclature "is not so much directly 
derived from the mental representations of these news reports themselves but on the models 
people have built up during the reading process."67  These models are not static but are 
updated and changed depending on "the interview context, or rather the model people have 
of that context, including the perceived beliefs of the interviewer".68  This would explain 
the change in various interpretations of race nomenclature from Bulletin item to item. If 
the term stereotype can be attributed to The Bulletin community one should assume that 
there are a multitude of conflicting cue driven stereotypes, the conflict being either 
unobserved or of no consequence to those holding them, each triggered by keywords and 
the perceived attitudes of The Bulletin writer. Thus in 1961 the reader would be prepared 
to take on a condescending or inferentially racist attitude prior to reading an item when 
keywords in the headline included 'violence' ,69  'drinkers' ,° 'lepers0' and 'disaster' ,72  or 
when the author was identified with such attitudes. A sympathetic attitude was induced in 
the reader when keywords such as 'training'73  and 'hope'74  were used, or when the author 
was identified with similar attitudes. It should be noted that such keywords as 'training' 
and 'hope', while being optimistic, still indicate a division between 'us and them' with the 
White in the dominant position. 
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Bell reinforces this view. He believes that the attitudes lie within the audience and are only 
reproduced by the media. 

The mass media in Australia are involved in what some commentators have called the ideological 
reproduction of racism. ... The media are literally that - media rather than structurally significant 
causes of ethnicism and ethnocentrism: they reproduce and maintain the ways by which the 
ethnically diverse society makes sense of itself and the ways in which the dominant groups define 
and re-defme the less numerous and less powerful.75  

Such a statement implies institutional or systemic racism, racism which exists, which is 
entwined with all aspects of the dominant group, and cannot be separated from the 
dominant group. This quality is intrinsic in the milieu of Aboriginalism. 

The stereotype can thus be said to have the following attributes: 

a stereotype is an overgeneralised or oversimplified representation of a nominated social 
group, 

a stereotype is a mechanically triggered response which is learnt through repetition. 

An individual will own a multitude of conflicting cue-driven stereotypes, the conflict being 
either unobserved or of no consequence to that individual, each stereotype being triggered 
by key words and the perceived attitudes of the person or persons with whom the 
individual is communicating or whose words he/she is reading. 

Aboriginalism and the Media 

The Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission in its National Inquiry into Racist 
Violence stated that the mass media provide the majority of information concerning ethnic 
minorities to the majority of white Anglo-Celtic Australian residents, since they have little 
or no contact with such groups.76  The report also asserted that "there was ample evidence 
of discriminatoiy reporting and racial stereotyping" of Aboriginal people.77  

The Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody also highlighted the role of the 
press in the formation of public consciousness and public opinion. "The media is a 
principal source of information for the public, and is generally considered to play an 
important part in forming - or at least influencing - public consciousness and public 
opinion".78  
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The Royal Commission also described how the media influenced public attitudes. "The 
media to a large extent, by providing the broader context, sets the agenda. It may not tell us 
what to think, but it does set the parameters of what we think about".79  The media also 
takes a partisan approach to the 'us/them' dichotomy. In so doing it plays an active role in 
the milieu of Aboriginalism. 

Divisive Practices and the Press 
In dealing with mid-1980s immigration debates (the Blainey case) Bell (1992, p.3), 
quoting from previous writings, described how the press polarises White public opinion. 

Newspapers and television news do not merely describe race issues. They also address their readers 
in ways which assume certain semantic and, ultimately, ideological positions. ... (Readers) are 
addressed as though they are consensually integrated; those groups, which threaten (and are 
explicitly named) threaten this assumed consensus. Thus a set of implied polar opposites underlies 
the Blainey debate: it boils down to 'us' and 'them': 

Consensus (harmony) - Dysensus (conflict) 
Normal - Alien 
Non-Asian - 'Asian' 
'Us' - 'Them'80  

By replacing the words 'Non-Asian' and 'Asian' with 'White' and 'Black' the statement is 
relevant to the relationship between the press and Blacks over the last hundred years. The 
major theme of the quotation is that of the 'Us/Them" dichotomy, divisive practices used 
by the press and the audience to separate themselves from the 'other', the Blacks. 

The semantic and ideological positions mentioned by Bell are encased in a series of images, 
symbols, icons or typifications which take up little space and are easily absorbed by the 
audience .8182  These images, symbols, icons and typifications approximate to the notion of 
stereotypes. They do not present the underlying abstract argument on which the news is 
based. The stereotypes can be conflicting and are cue driven. Rubin describes public 
opinion, a euphemism in this case for stereotypes, as "the label given to rallied attitudes 
directed for a brief time in the shape of a coherent idea or concept. Often it has no direct 
target, no apparent concrete goal."83  

The press reflects the self image held by the audience which to a certain extent has been 
created by the press and its advertisers. It also aims to enhance that self image, and not to 
belittle it. Maddy argues that the images represent a rituaP' for whites which is based on 
the hypothesis of the dominance of the Anglo European heritage over black and over 
nature.84  
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The use of image as a form of omission can do much to protect the reader. Because of their 
simplicity images do not show the underlying causes of problems related to the other, the 
Black and so reinforce the 'us/them' dichotomy. Windschuttle states: 

we can recognise that news about crime studiously avoids the main issue. The existence of crime 
is never seen as a failure of society nor a sign that indicates the need for social change. There is 
never the suggestion that we, the innocent bear any responsibility. It is by the process of 
omission, this big silence, that news about crime serves conservative functions. This selective 
endorsement of genuine popular concerns thus underpins the power of existing authority.85  

Racial stereotyping is institutional rather than individual. It is enforced on the community 
by the nature of that community. Johnston in the National Report on the Royal 
Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody stated 

Racial stereotyping and racism in the media is institutional, not individual. That is, it results from 
news values, editorial policies, from routines of news gathering that are not themselves racist or 
consciously prejudicial. It results from the fact that most news stories are already written before an 
individual journalist is assigned to them, even before the event takes place. A story featuring 
Aboriginals is simply more likely to be covered, or more likely to survive sub-editorial revision or 
spiking, if it fits existing definitions of the situation.86  

The major way in which institutional racism is demonstrated in the press is by the 
insistence of press, and in consequence, the audience, of viewing Aboriginal people and 
Aboriginal events as problems external to the general society rather than as an integral part 
of that society. 

Phillipps and Phillipps emphasises this point. 

Australian newspaper accounts mentioning Aborigines inevitably focus on the problems - squalid 
housing, high infant mortality, adults dying on average at 50, much higher than average 
imprisonment rates, drunkenness, stalled progress in the battle for land rights, and more.87  

They also state that "our sample of the press suggests that there is much more concentration 
on Aboriginal problems than on constructive ideas for solutions".88  

Halloran reiterates the relationship between institutionalised racism within the press and the 
presentation of 'coloured people' as a problem or threat. 

It is clear then that the news media in general not only reflect public consciousness on matters of 
race and colour but also play an important part in shaping that consciousness. ... News coverage 
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tends to present a picture of coloured people as a threat or a problem. On the whole there is little 
doubt that media coverage is more conducive to hostility than to harmony.  11  

Thus Aboriginal alcohol problems are not related to general alcohol problems, community 
substance abuse, the economics of the alcohol industry, the lack of housing and so the 
visibility of drinkers, or unemployment, but rather to an external problem considered by the 
press and its audience as being unique to the Aboriginal people. 

Divisive practices are used by the predominantly White press when dealing with Black 
matters. The divisive practices are most evident in a number of images, symbols, icons or 
typifications used by the press aimed at inciting in the audience a particular cue-driven 
stereotype from a series of often conflicting stereotypes held by the audience. The image 
preferably enhances the self-image of the audience, but at the least, does not interfere with 
the self-image. In its simplicity the image and the stereotype refer to Blacks as problems. 
They do not show the underlying causes of the problems of the Blacks, and so remove any 
responsibility from the White audience. Both images and stereotypes are institutional rather 
than individual, being infused through and inseparable from the White culture. They serve 
the conservative function of underpinning the existing power structure. 

Scientific Classification and the Press 
Quite often images chosen by the press are simplifications of information from a number of 
academically respectable sources. Because of the transitory nature of the press it is difficult 
for the audience to question the validity of the information supplied. 

The nature of the media is determined largely by its own bureaucratic structure.909 ' News 
can be seen as a manufactured, continuous flow of material obtained from predictable 
sources which is required to fill a specific amount of space and to meet deadlines. 

The news is manufactured rather than procured randomly. As a manufactured item it 
requires restrictions, both on size and content. It requires consistency of product, the 
information must be able to be expressed in relevant images which will incite cue driven 
stereotype or stereotypes within the audience. It must satisfy the needs of the audience 
rather than necessarily presenting 'truth'. The audience neither requires nor expects truth 
from the press.92  

News is obtained from predictable sources, scientific experts, who provide suitable 
information, that is scientific classifications, which can be compressed and simplified to 



meet the needs of the image. The position of scientific expert or newsmaker is dependent 
on being able to meet the bureaucratic needs of the newspaper and being able to favorably 
reflect the self image of the readers. 

Within the pages of The Bulletin the scientific classifications were provided by five major 
groups throughout the period under review, the White 'bushman', the professional 
journalist, the politician, the academic, and representatives of industry. From 1901 to 1951 
major images were provided by the White 'bushman' (and occasionally bushwoman), 
believed to be experts in the field of Black/White relations. While much of the information 
supplied was obtained through casual observation, some was pure fantasy. From 1961 the 
academic played a major role in providing information about Blacks while government and 
industry provided information designed to meet their own purposes. This was particularly 
evident in industry's opposition to Black land rights and associated mining vetoes. 

Political Power and the Press 
Political power and the press take two forms, the role of the media in politics and power, 
and the influence of the media ownership on politics and the power which it gains 
therefrom. 

The newspaper proprietor is a participant in the political system. The press supports the 
political system because the corporate press is a part of the ruling class. Tuchnian argues: 

Professionalism serves organisational interests by reaffirming the institutional process in which 
newswork is embedded. ... The web of facticity legitimates the status quo. ... Routine news 
practices constitute news as an ideology - a means not to know, a means to obfuscate and so to 
legitimate the intertwining of political and corporate activity.93  

As a participant in the political system the news organisation reinforces the political status 
of a nation. According to Windschuttle it provides 

a broad but selective interpretation of society through a mediating ideology. This ideology is a 
powerful one because it has the ability to defme what is news and what is not, that is, what is 
brought to public attention and what is suppressed.94  

In examining the 'ideological consensus' model of the press Windschuttle describes the 
press as "a form of mystification that is directly functional to the ruling class".95  

The role of media ownership in the political process is only effective if the media 
ownership controls and intervenes in deciding the contents of the press. 
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The 'free market' model of the press as described by Windschuttle contradicts that 
premise.96  According to the free market model of the press, the press provides its audience 
with an objective body of truth. A major problem then arises as to what pieces of objective 
truth are included and what pieces are left out. The free model market intimates that it 
provides choice for the consumer. It is driven by market forces common to any 
commercial product. While there may be some truth in this model it is common knowledge 
that the press ownership does interfere with the running of the press far beyond those 
activities made necessary by market forces. 

Nearly seventy years ago Hannen Swaffer, a British journalist, stated that freedom of the 
press was "freedom to print such of the proprietor's prejudices as the advertisers don't 
object to"." Ita Buttrose, well known editor of the Womens Weekly wrote in her 
autobiography 

You are mistaken if you believe an editor produces the kind of publication he or she wants. You 
produce the kind of publication the boss wants. If you're lucky you can occasionally sneak in one 
or two things you think are good without upsetting your employer and/or his political pals of the 
moment.98  

Bowman expands on this view. "The commonest characteristic of newspaper proprietors 
everywhere has always been their belief in the divine right of proprietors."99  Rupert 
Murdoch, proprietor of News Ltd., agreed on the proprietor's right to direct his editors. In 
the Arthur Norman Smith Memorial lecture given in 1972 he said "Do I intervene? Of 
course I intervene. ... a publisher cannot abdicate his responsibilities to an editor."°°  

Such intervention can bring about unintended and undesired results. Murdoch's 
intervention into editorial policy and newspaper content with regard to the Australian during 
1975 provides an example. Following continued attacks initiated by Murdoch on the 
Australian Labor Party in the Australian and a consequent strike by journalists, average 
sales per issue fell from 153,000 in 1974 to 145,000 in 1975, 126,000 in 1976 and 
110,000 in 1978. The drop in sales is attributed to Murdoch's intervention.'0"02  

While the author is willing to accept the postmodernist view that social life is defmed and 
confmed by language he is unwilling to take the further step and accept the view put by 
Halliday. 

Our culture is becoming trapped inside a semiotic cycle, in which the environment that is 
depicted by the media is also one that is created by the media, so that if the semotechnology 
broke down all happening would come to an end.'°3  
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Our existence is not dependent on the press. It is possible however that the milieu of 
Aboriginalism is. The press is a major supplier of information to the White community. 
The press uses images to induce and influence cue driven stereotypes. These stereotypes 
form the bases for dividing practices. Scientific classification within the limits of the image 
are implanted within the cue driven stereotypes held by the White audience. Media 
ownership is part of the political power structure. It is influenced by and influences the 
structure. It also controls in part the content of the media, a vital role in the 
power/knowledge relationship that constitutes Aboriginalism. 
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Chapter 2 Study design 

This chapter examines the area of methodology. It addresses in detail the selection of items 
examined, the classification of the material and the storage and retrieval of information. 

As stated in the introduction, the study looks at the White Australian. Attwood states that 
the approach of historicising the processes that have constructed Aborigines 

necessarily involves a new object of knowledge - Ourselves, European Australians, rather than 
Them, the Aborigines - and this entails a consideration of the nature of our colonising culture and 
the nature of our knowledge and power in relation to Aborigines.' 

Dr Philip Bell also recommends that 

the quantitative analysis of multicultural issues in the media be extended, but concentrated on the 
news and information media, up-dating profiles of coverage to indicate trends over time in different 
types of news journal and programs.2  

This document aims to partially fill these roles. The study involves the following: 

The Milieu - The studies take place in the milieu or paradigm of Aboriginalism. 

The Discourse - Within this thesis Discourse refers to the writings and ifiustrations 
concerning Blacks found in selected issues of The Bulletin between and including 1901 
and 1991. 

The Specialty - The specialty of The Bulletin writers is 'Black Studies'. 

The Specialists - The Specialists are those contributors whose material has dealt with 
Blacks and has appeared in The Bulletin during the period 1901 to 1991. 

The Tools - The tools used to examine the items within the Discourse of The Bulletin are 
those provided by Foucault, his modes of objectification, by Attwood, his interdependent 
forms, by Muecke and Sheridan, their main Discourses. They are Dividing Practices 
(Them and Us, Racist Discourse, Romantic Discourse), Scientific Classification 
(Aboriginal Studies, Anthropological Discourse), Subjectification (Political Identity) and 
Political Power. 
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Methodology - The methodologies used are those of Discourse analysis. Both empiricist 
content analysis and qualitative methods are used. Empiricist content analysis by itself is 
criticised by Bonny and Wilson. 

Empiricist content analysis [is] closely related to empiricist effects studies in respect both of 
underlying assumptions and research objectives. In each cae, the concerns with isolation is 
associated with an emphasis on quantification and measurement. ... Information of this sort is not, 
of course, without value. But it is inadequate as a way of dealing with the meanings transmitted or 
produced in media outputs, however much the categories (within which the measurements are 
conducted) are multiplied or elaborated. In dealing with meaning or significance it is not enough to 
conduct de-contextualised measurements; the context is crucial.3  

In this case empiricist content analysis has continually been placed in the contexts of the 
time, The Bulletin community, and Aboriginalism, and is therefore of value. The author 
suggests that context alone is insufficient in this study without the factual information 
needed to corroborate that context. 

The methodology for the collection of data has been developed from that used previously 
by the author.4  A similar methodology has been used by Bell5  and also by Goodall et aL6  

The thesis allows its audience to see the "incremental" racism within The Bulletin which 
can go unnoticed or unremarked. The method demonstrates how consistent Aboriginalism 
was. It identifies the high and low periods of racism. It makes links with the period and 
major events. It allows Aboriginalism to be examined both in its own time and over time. 

Definition of terms 

Bulletin community refers to the readers, contributors, management and staff of The 
Bulletin. 

Category refers to a list of headings, some containing a series of sub-categories or sub-

headings. Items are assigned to relevant sub-categories within each category. 

Education is used in its broadest sense, formal education, non-formal education and 
informal education or incidental education. It refers to the provision of information. It 
refers to the expression of a need for change or sustaining the status quo. It refers to 
attempts to bring about change or to sustain the status quo. Education is the method by 
which knowledge is distributed and controlled and so determines how Aboriginalism is 
implemented. 
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Sample selection 

Fig. 2.1 Number 
of Items  

Year Number 
1901 60 
1911 71 
1921 132 
1931 122 
1941 84 
1951 79 
1961 55 
1971 37 
1981 27 
1991 1 40 

Episteme is used in a similar context to that described by Foucault.7  It refers to specific 
eras which are discontinuous, each with a different ideology or policy and each contained 
and confmed by its own Discourse. 

Item refers to each extract taken from The Bulletin. Items form the bases for analysis 

within this study. Record refers to the number assigned to each item in the data base. 

All copies of The Bulletin for the years 1901, 1911, 1921, 
1931, 1941, 1951, 1961, 1971, 1981 and 1991 were examined 
and all items concerning Blacks were categorised and entered 
into a computer data base. Particular descriptors were 
developed as the study progressed since a suitable list of terms 
referring to Blacks was not available at the commencement of the 
study. Each term had to be examined in context The term 
"abo", for example, when used in The Bulletin in 1911 referred 
to White readers of, and contributors to, the section 
'Aboriginalities' in The Bulletin, as well as the items 

themselves. An undated poem by Arthur H. Adams entitled "iF Archibald" stated in part 

The Angel Gabriel, sending in 
An "Abo" to The Bulletin 
Would be blue pencilled too. 
No words could be too few, 
Most adjectives he slew 
(Kennedy T.) 

In 1921 the term evolved from referring to 'Aboriginalities' to referring exclusively to 
Blacks, being a contraction of "aborigines". "Bill Bowyang", pseudonym for a Bulletin 
writer, described two "abos" fighting over a "gin".8  

In the case of cartoons reference to Blacks was often indicated by the illustration rather than 
the text The character's name, for example, "Jacky", used constantly in Bulletin cartoons 
also indicated that a person was Black. In other cases the language used in items rather 
than specific terms indicated reference to Blacks, for example, an item describing traditional 
dugong hunting.9  

A second data base was also developed in order to store the content of the cover page of 
The Bulletin for the issues listed above. This data base provided information concerning 
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events and issues which were considered by The Bulletin community to be of major 
importance during each of the periods under study. 

Collection and storage of data 

Seven hundred and seven items from The Bulletin were chosen and examined. All 
information was stored on a computer data base. While initial collection of material and 
entry of material into the data base was slow, it allowed relatively quick access to 
information, especially when searching for specific categories, sub-categories and time 
frames. 

Each of these items are examined and categorised in four major areas. They are: 

General information. 

Attitudes expressed in The Bulletin towards Blacks. 

Education for Blacks - Expressions of the need for Black education in The Bulletin. 

. Education about Blacks -Bulletin content. 

General Information 
This area provides basic information for each item. It consists of ten categories, four 
containing sub-categories. These are: 

Record number - each item is given a record number based on date and page number. 

Date ofpublication. 

Page number - The RED PAGE was to be found at the front of the magazine and had no 
page number. 

Item length - While it was considered that column inches be measured in each item in 
order to gain an accurate figure of the amount of space given to Blacks in The Bulletin 
such a method was impractical because of the use of microfilm and photocopies as the 
major sources of information. Three sub-categories were therefore established, Small, 

less than half a column, Medium, between half a column and half a page and Large, more 
than half a page. Bell (1992, p.13) used a similar category entitled "prominence". 
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Section - The sections within The Bulletin have changed constantly over the period under 
discussion and it has therefore been necessary to attempt to bring about some rationalisation 
regarding the sub-categories. There may appear to be some sections favored by readers of 
The Bulletin missing from the following list. The sub-categories shown are those which 
deal with Blacks, all others have been excluded. 

These are: 

'Advertisements' 

'Arts, literature and entertainment' - The sub-category includes "Red Page", "Sundry 
Shows", "Marietta" and "Sporting Notions". 

'Cartoons, humor' - The sub-category includes 'Cartoons" and "Smoke-oh". The majority 
of cartoons portraying Blacks appeared in the column "Aboriginalities" rather than that 
entitled "Cartoons". 

'Contributions' - The sub-category includes "Aboriginalities", "Banana Land", "Society" 
and "North of Twenty Eight". 

'Editorial' - The sub-category includes "Plain English". 

'Letters' - The sub-category includes "Other Fellow's Mind". 

'News' - The sub-category includes "Political Points", "This Australia", "One More Week" 
and "Service Man". 

'News comment' - The sub-category includes "Australia", "Forum", "Finance", 
"Intelligencer" and "Opinion". 

'Service' - The sub-category includes "Service Department" and "Man on the Land". 

'Social pages' - The sub-category includes "Melbourne Chatter", "A Woman's Letter" and 
"Personal Items". 

Mode - Closely associated to the section in which the item appears is the mode or genre in 
which the item is written. Goodall et. al describes genre as "a term in communication and 
cultural studies which identifies a type of media event or occasion which orients the 
audience to expect that they will be called on to respond in particular ways."°  Bell uses a 
similar category entitled "type of item"." Because of the particular usage of 'genre' in the 
field of education this author has replaced the term with that of 'mode'. 

The sub-categories used by Goodall are 'news', 'current affairs', 'comedy', 'advertising', 
and 'romantic fiction'.'2  In order to meet the requirements determined by The Bulletin the 
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list used in this study was modified to include 'descriptive article', 'reflective article', 
'editorial', 'letter', 'cartoon and advertisement', 'history Black and White', 'fiction and 
poetry', and 'review'. The terms 'descriptive article' and 'reflective article' replace 'news' 
and 'current affairs' which are considered to be more relevant to the category 'section'. 

Headline - Many items prior to 1961 had no headline and so in many cases this category 
remains empty. 

Summary of item - Space did not allow the inclusion of the total content of the seven 
hundred and seven items examined. A short summary of each item was therefore 
provided. 

Name of author - In most cases before 1961 a pseudonym was used by the authors and so 
their real names were difficult to discover. However it was possible to look at the work of 
various individual authors who produced work over a period of time, the attitudes 
expressed by individual cartoonists and journalists. 

Information Supplier - In the majority of cases the information was supplied by the writer 
of the item, however in some cases, the author has obtained the information from another 
source. In other instances, for example, that of Daisy Bates'3  and Bill Harney'4  the 
information supplier has filled some particular place of relevance to the subject of 
Black/White relations; it was the White who was the target of the item rather than the Black. 

Sub-categories are 'author', 'government representative' including politicians and 
education bodies, 'prominent community figures', 'Bulletin staff' including Editor, 
'members of the public', 'representatives of Black organisations' and 'individual Blacks'. 

Episteme -- In examining what is being said about Blacks it is necessary to understand the 
ideology, that is, the official beliefs of the day which guided those with power in decision 
making. Such official beliefs occur in epistemes, specific eras which are discontinuous, 
each with a different ideology or policy and each contained and confmed by its own 
Discourse. The sub-categories are those generally held to be the major periods of 
Black/White relations. These sub-categories are: 

Pre-protectionism - This sub-category refers to the period before 1836, 

Protectionism - The period following the recognition of the presence of the Black and the 
need for governments to protect the Black from oppression. 
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Apartheid - Though such an ideology was never officially adopted it was discussed in the 
pages of The Bulletin, 

Assimilation - While there is a difference in the ideologies of assimilation and integration 
this is not evident in the pages of The Bulletin and so both are included in this sub-
category. 

Self management - While there is a difference in the ideologies of self management and self 
government this is not evident in the pages of The Bulletin and so both are included in this 
sub-category. 

Attitude expressed in the Bulletin towards Blacks 
This area consists of six categories, all containing sub-categories. These are: 

Observed attitude towards Blacks - Observed Attitudes are those attitudes which The 
Bulletin writer has observed in others. Four sub-categories are included in this category. 
They are 'explicitly racist', 'inferentially racist', 'objective' and 'idealistic'. 

The four categories used are based on those described by N. Bell.'5  Bell provides four 
main positions taken by Whites in the Northern Territory towards Blacks when dealing 
with politics. 

The first position is "an attitude of unmitigated personal hatred for Aboriginal people and 
total dismissal of any government effort to mount programmes on their behalf".'6  Such an 
attitude approximates to that attitude which is labeled in this study as explicitly racist. 
Explicit and overt racism includes the practices of racial discrimination, segregation, 
persecution and domination based on racial differences. It is associated with dividing 
practices. In explicit racism there is a positive attempt to discredit Blacks. 

The second position is that of "personal intolerance coupled with a philosophical opposition 
to any programmes".'7  There is an approximation in this case to the attitude which is 
labeled inferentially racist. Hall believes that inferential racism is characterised by 
"naturalised representations" based on "unquestioned assumptions".'8  This attitude 
includes a patronising manner based on racial differences. It is also associated with 
dividing practices. 

Bell's third position is one of "personal tolerance coupled with a critical approach to the 
In this case there is an approximation to the attitude labeled objective. 
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The fmal position is that of "personal tolerance coupled with uncritical acceptance of all 
such programmes.20  There is an approximation to the attitude labeled idealistic which is 
also associated with dividing practices. 

Expressed attitude towards Blacks - Expressed attitudes are those attitudes which The 
Bulletin writer displays. These attitudes have been determined by the author through text 
analysis. The same sub-categories are used as in the category 'Observed attitude' towards 
Blacks. 

Denwnstration ofRacism - Racism is an activity and a characteristic of Aboriginalism; it 
varies from Aboriginalism which is a milieu, an environment. Van Dijk states that: 

The key concepts organising the prejudices about 'foreigners' in the Netherlands seems to be 
DIFFERENCE, DEVIANCE and THREAT. ... Minorities are categorised primarily by their 
different appearance, their different socioeconomic status (also a class prejudice, their different 
culture, their different (negative) acts, and their different mentality.21  

The sub-categories used are 'difference', 'deviance' and 'threat'. 

Race designation - This category provides a problem for the author because of the large 
number of terms used to refer to Blacks over the period studied. It was necessary to 
condense the number of sub-categories. In doing so some of the ridicule and scorn used to 
describe Blacks is lost. All items in this category apart from some of those in the sub-
category 'not designated' demonstrate dividing practices. 

The sub-categories used are: 

Abo - Used after 1911. 

Aborigine - This sub-category includes aborigine, aboriginal and Aboriginal. 

Binghi - Binghi, though generally a derogatory term, has not been included in that sub-
category because of the large number of items using the term. 

Black - This sub-category includes "black brother". 

Derogatory - This sub-category includes "nigger", "nig", "boy", "savage", "tarpot", 
"boong" and "darkie". 

Gender and age - This sub-category includes "gin", "lubra", "buck" and "piccaninny". 
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Native 

Not designated - Most items not designated are cartoons where race is shown through 
illustration. 

Other - This sub-category includes specific tribal names and the term "Tones Strait 
Islander". 

Race specific - This sub-category includes "full blood", "half caste" and "coloured". 

Reason for Aboriginalism - This category attempts to discover from the writings in The 
Bulletin if there were any reasons for exhibiting Aboriginalism. The sub-categories are 
'none', items where Aboriginalism is not exhibited, 'political gain' (political power), 
'fmancial gain', 'academic gain' (scientific classification) and 'no obvious reason' 
(dividing practices). Other reasons include an attempt at humor, pandering to the perceived 
audience viewpoint, a habit of mind, an historical legacy, ignorance, fear of the different 
and a source of social cohesion. 

Cartoon content - While cartoons have been included in all categories they have special 
characteristics and go beyond text analysis. They are included in a category of their own. 
The sub-categories are similar to those in the category, Observed attitudes to Blacks, those 
of 'explicit racism', 'inferential racism', 'foil' and 'other'. All except 'other' involve 
dividing practices. The sub-category 'foil' provides a reflection of the qualities of Whites, 
using Blacks as a mirror. 

Education for Blacks 
Over the period under study The Bulletin has shown very little interest in the development 
of educational programs for Blacks. From the small number of items found and the content 
of these items it was not possible to examine such categories as espoused educational 
philosophies, and educational methodologies. Because of this lack of information only 
three categories of education were examined, those of 'educational information', 'areas of 
education' and 'education providers'. 

Educational infonnation - This category seeks to determine what information about 
education is being given. The sub-categories look at educational 'need', 'planning', 
'implementation', 'funding' and 'results'. 

Areas of education - This category examines the various types or areas of education which 
were either advocated or provided. 
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The development of sub-categories in this category is strongly influenced by the National 
Report of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody which lists a strong 
demand for Aboriginal adult education in New South Wales in five broad areas.22  These 
areas were pointed out to the Commission in research conducted by Dr Gruff Foley and 
Rick Flowers.23  They are: 

Adult basic education 

community development 

community organisation and small business administration 

employment and enterprise development 

trades and other technical skills. 

In addition Commissioner Johnston pointed to another need included as a sub-category: 

maintenance of culture and historical identity.24  

Education Providers - Though the figures for education providers are low, they give 
information on who were considered the major providers, and when, by The Bulletin 
community. The sub-categories consist of 'Government', 'Religious institutions', 
'Employers', 'Community and Private institutions'. 

Information about Blacks 
This area looks at what The Bulletin says about Blacks. 

Topics - The selection of sub-categories within this category has probably been the most 
difficult to decide because of the diversity of information provided by the items studied. 
Bell in his study of multicultural groups, has produced two "reliable" categories, "the topic 
at issue to be addressed", and "items mentioning but not principally focused on 
multiculturalism".25  The author has confmed himself to a single category, however he 
questions the term "reliable" in this context. In many cases more than one topic has been 
written about in a particular item, and the author has had to decide within the context of the 
episteme, rather than the needs of the study, which was the most important topic. For 
example, an item entitled "It's a friendly street, she says"26  deals with education, housing, 
substance abuse, movement, denigration, attributes, and human rights. The author has 
chosen to place this item in the sub-category 'housing'. Sub-categories were limited to the 
following in order to make the study manageable. Many of the sub-categories are 
equivalent to those used by Bell in his examination of multicultural Australia.27  
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Anthropology - This sub-category contains descriptions by both professional and amateur 
anthropologists. This sub-category is associated with scientific classification. 

Arts, literature, entertainment and sport - Items on the arts often supply The Bulletin writer 
the opportunity to demonstrate his/her knowledge rather than providing objective 
information on Black arts. Sport is one of the few topics which attempts to break down 
dividing practices, however it generally refers to individuals. Examples include "abo 
bowler Gilbert",28  tennis player Evonne Goolagong29  and rugby players, the Ella 
brothers.3°  This sub-category is associated with scientific classification. 

Assimilation - While the expressed intent of the program was to counteract dividing 
practices the policy itself emphasises them. For example, a Bulletin editorial dealing with 
the policy of Minister for Territories, Paul Hasluck, states "The native problem will not be 
settled until Binghi has been completely assimilated into the general population. And there 
are many tribes, now fast dwindling, whose mental standard is so near that of the caveman 
that with them extinction will probably beat civilisation."3' 

Attributes - This sub-category includes ignorance as an attribute. This is associated with 
scientific classification and dividing practices. 

Black culture - This sub-category includes both demonstration of and description of Black 
culture. This is associated with subjectification and political identity. 

Education and employment - Because of the low number of items dealing with these topics 
they have been included in the same sub-category. 

Evangelism - This sub-category emphasises dividing practices. 

Health, housing and substance abuse - Housing is included in this sub-category because of 
the lack of number of items discussing these topics. This is associated with scientific 
classification and dividing practices. 

Human rights - This sub-category includes voting rights. Human rights are associated with 
subjectification and political identity. 

Land rights - This is associated with subjectification and political identity. 

Mistreatment - This sub-category includes exploitation, imprisonment and denigration and 
is associated with political power and dividing practices. 

Wisdom from innocence - Cartoons form the basis of this sub-category. 
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The World According to The Bulletin 

The second data base provides information on the topics that The Bulletin community 
considered to be the important matters of the day. It categorises the information featured on 
the cover page of each Bulletin under investigation and provides the majority of 
information for the introductory paragraphs in chapters three to five. These paragraphs 
provide a background to the events of the day and in part explain some of the attitudes 
towards Blacks during the period. Examples include the importance of the Second World 
War in 1941 and its effects on comradeship between Blacks and Whites fighting together, 
while the economic interests of 1981 are reflected in attitudes to Blacks and land rights. 

The categories are 'political', 'business', 'international', 'social problems', 'lifestyle', 
'education', 'arts', 'defence', 'health', 'Black matters', 'media', 'sport', 'religion', 
'immigration' and 'economy'. 

This chapter provides specific details on the conduct of empiricist content analysis within 
the study, particularly in chapters three to five. The methods of data collection and storage 
are emphasised. The use of qualitative methods with an emphasis on the context of 
Aboriginalism is emphasised in chapters six to eleven of the thesis. 
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Chapter 3 From Federation to the End of the Great War - 

1901 to 1921 

The ideology expressed by federal and state governments from 1901 to 1921 was that of 
Protectionism. The time was one of White expansion, especially in the north of Western 
Australia, western Queensland and the Northern Territory. While eastern development had 
been assisted by the use of convict labour, the growing pastoral industry was dependent on 
"slave labour" provided by the Blacks. Though the colonial experience was based on 
racism, the nationalism evoked by Federation had done much to focus on the subject, 
particularly with regards to non-White immigrants. The Black also remained the object of 
racism. The banner of The Bulletin was "Australia for the white man". Australians were 
described in The Bulletin of 2/7/1887 as "All white men who come to these shores with a 
clean record - and who leave behind them the memory of the class distinctions and the 
religious differences of the old world; all men who place the happiness, the prosperity, the 
advancement of their adopted country before the interests of imperialism" 

The Management 

The London Times commented, in a special article on 31 August 1903, that among 
influences on the Australian bushman 

the most important - and most dangerous - is that of The Bulletin. It is hard to over-estimate the 
extent to which this journal modifies the opinions (one might almost say the character) of its 
readers. ... It was The Bulletin that educated bush Australia up to Federation.' 

The Bulletin of 1901 to 1921 was under the control of Wffliam McLeod, Managing 
Director. The influence of Archibald, one of The Bulletin's founders, came to an end in 
1902 at which time he was committed by McLeod to a mental hospital, Archibald's last 
great crusade was against England's role in the Boer War. He retired in 1903 and James 
Edmond took on the role of editor, a position which he held until 1915. 

With some bitterness, and against the wishes of his relatives and friends, (Archibald) sold his 
interest in The Bulletin in 1914. By now, it was markedly more conservative, and from his point 
of view had betrayed its original principle..2  

Yet Archibald's influence remained. 
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The headings remained, the format, the familiar quips and nicknames, the formula; it was as 
though Archibald and the others had built and set in motion an immense elaborate machine, which 
could not be stopped from running, but which at the same time consumed the energies of all 
around it.3  

There were changes. Archibald wrote in an article "The Genesis of The Bulletin": 

It is a fact that since The Bulletin changed editors it has departed some from its original lines in 
that more attention is paid to finance and politics, but the alteration was inevitable, considering the 
space pressure caused by the rapid growth of Australian material interests.4  

Edmund was a model of consistency, described by Lawson as "a man of infmite patience 
[who] would write with equal erudition; he would also be exhaustively cogent and 
Discursive".5  Rolfe described Edmund's Bulletin as "the last Bulletin which had 
consistent and formulated policies on a variety of subjects".6  

Samuel Prior was appointed editor of The Bulletin in 1915 and became managing Director 
in 1927. He held both positions until his death in 1933. He has been described as an 
honorable and kind man, probably not the qualities sought in an editorial role. Rolfe 
described The Bulletin under the direction of Prior as a "duller paper for duller days".7  
"The time had passed when a paper could with great confidence expound its view of the 
world".8  Walker stated that by 1919 the old radical Bulletin had lost its fire.9  Such an 
outcome had been expected by Archibald, who had previously said "The Bulletin was a 
clever youth, ... it will become a dull old man".'°  

The World According To The Bulletin 

1901 In 1901 the most widely discussed and vilified person pictured on the covers of The 
Bulletin was George Houston Reid, leader of the Opposition in the new Parliament and 
head of the Free Trade Party. He was attacked on three major points. He supported the 
use of Kanakas as workers in the cane fields of Queensland, an anathema to The Bulletin 
which advocated "Australia for the Australians - The cheap Chinaman, the cheap Nigger, 
and the cheap European pauper to be absolutely excluded". He favoured free trade, a 
policy also abhorred by The Bulletin which advocated "A United Australia and Protection 
against the world". He was slow to reach decisions and was seen by The Bulletin as 
"sitting on the fence". The other person to obtain notoriety on the cover of The Bulletin 
was the Duke of York, whose visit to open the new House of Parliament was met with 
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criticism and ridicule since The Bulletin wished to break from royalty and establish a 

Fig. 3.1 Cover 
Stories 1 01 
Political 19 
Business 3 
Social problems 7 
Lifestyle 6 
Defence 9 
Sport 3 
Religion 4 
Immigration 10 

republican style of government. 

Three major events occurred during 1901 which attracted the 
attention of The Bulletin. During the early part of the year 
the Boer War was well reprsented on its cover. The war 
was seen by The Bulletin as barbarous interference by 
England in a foreign country's internal affairs. The 
individual states of Australia which supplied troops to fight 
for England, and the Commonwealth which took control of 

the troops after Federation, were seen as being subservient to England, especially at a time 
when Australia was breaking away from dominion by England through Federation. 
Surprisingly, Australian Federation received little coverage on the front covers, though 
within the pages there was some discussion on the matter. This lack of attention can be 
attributed to The Bulletin's unsuccessful advocacy of a republic as the preferred form of 
Government for the new country. The third major event, or series of events of 1901 
receiving major coverage were the cricket matches played between England and Australia. 
Other items to receive attention included non-British immigration, the use of cheap Kanaka 
labour, the incompetence of the Church and womanhood suffrage. 

The Bulletin of 1901 continued to display its revolutionary zeal in seeking White 
Australian rights, independence, and democracy. At this time it also "showed its contempt 
for squatters' greed"." This was evident in the field of Black affairs, especially in relation 
to the treatment of Blacks at the hands of White squatters in the north west of Western 
Australia.'2  

1911 The major topics occupying the minds of The Bulletin community in 1911 as 
exhibited on the cover pages were the matters of Australia's poor defence capabilities. The 

Fig. 3.2 
Cover Stories '1 1 
Political 25 
Business 7 
International 2 
Social problems 4 
Defence 8 
Health 
Media 
Sport 2 

Bulletin's belief in the need for an adequate defence force 
was justified in the years that followed. However The 
Bulletin saw as Australia's main antagonist Japan rather than 
Germany. The Bulletin supported the referendum to give the 
government power to nationalise monopolies and to increase 
its powers in trade and industrial matters. The Bulletin also 
loudly voiced its support for the implementation of trade 
barriers. 
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The Bulletin by this time was more conservative, especially in its attitude towards the land 
owners.'3  The squatters ridiculed towards the end of the nineteenth century had gained 
favour with Bulletin management. In the field of Black affairs this conservatism was 
evident through omission. Little reference was made to the appalling conditions facing 
Blacks in the north west of Western Australia, a subject which had been the centre of much 
discussion in previous years. 

1921 The major topics occupying the minds of The Bulletin community as exhibited on 
the cover pages dealt with the poor state of the economy, the possibility of war, the 
problems of Labor and the threat of Communism. 

Items dealing with the poor state of the economy appeared on the covers of fourteen of the 
fifty three issues of The Bulletin of 1921. They dealt particularly with poor debt 
management, high taxation, the problem of free trade and unemployment, particularly 
among younger soldiers returning from the Great War. The possibility of war and the 
search for peace also greatly occupied The Bulletin (eleven items). Anti-Labor sentiments 
and strikes occupied the covers of eight copies and, closely associated with the organised 

Fig. 3.3 
Cover Stories '21 
Political 9 
International 9 
Social problems 6 
Lifestyle 
Defence 11 
Aboriginal matters 
Immigration 2 
Economy 14 

Labor movement in the eyes of The Bulletin community, there 
were three items depicting the Communist menace. The items 
dealing with Communism, ifiustrated by Norman Lindsay, 
provided extreme examples in the art of caricature. 

One puzzling item entitled "Too much marry now, mine tinkit" 
appeared on the cover of the Special Christmas edition of 
10/12/21. It depicted at the top a happily married Black 

couple. The major image was that of a very large unhappy poor Black family. While the 
intimation of the problem of the uncontrolled breeding habits of Blacks was obvious, the 
presence of the cartoon on the cover of such a prestigious issue, the Christmas issue, with 
no apparent relevant context was perplexing. 

Episteme 

The major sub-categories during the period 1901 to 1921 in this section are "pre-
protectionist", referring to traditional culture and uncontrolled exploitation of Blacks by 
White settlers, and "protectionist" referring to some form of government control including 
sanctioned exploitation by both White settlers and government authorities. Those items 
which dealt with matters of the day were classified as "protectionist" on the grounds that 
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they occurred during the period of protectionism; it was not necessary that they presented 
protectionist sentiments. 

Fig. 3.4 Episteme 1901 to 
1921  

1901 1911 1921 
Pre protectionism 14 24% 13 18% 41 31% 
Protectionism 45 75% 58 82% 91 69% 
Apartheid 1 1% 0 0% 0 00/0 
Total 60 100% 71 100% 132 100% 

One item introduced the possibility of the implementation of a new method of dealing with 
Blacks, an ideology similar to Apartheid, enforced isolation. In an article entitled "The 
Neglected Aborigine" Ernest Favenc, explorer and author, provided a detailed plan based 
on such a system.'4  This item was received, at least by the editorial staff of The Bulletin, 
with some enthusiasm. Favenc was described by The Bulletin as knowing "as much as 
most authorities about the (neglected aborigine)".'5  

In 1901 the sub-category "pre-protectionism" contained nineteen per cent of items dealing 
with traditional Black culture. Eighty per cent of items dealt with events occurring within 
the episteme of "protectionism". The figures varied little in 1911, fifteen per cent dealt with 
pre-protectionism while the remainder demonstrated protectionism. 

The sub-category "pre-protectionism" contained thirty one per cent of items dealing with 
traditional Black culture in 1921, an increase from fifteen per cent in 1911. This increase 
may be associated with Bulletin editorial policy where the content had become a formula 
and short nostalgic paragraphs often dealing with the exotic were popular.'6  The remainder 
of items (sixty one per cent) dealt with events occurring within the era of "protectionism". 

Bulletin content 

The Bulletin provided information, that is, non-formal educational material, about Blacks 
and their culture to The Bulletin community. In 1901 sixty items were published dealing 
in the main with mistreatment of Blacks, descriptions of areas of Black culture, and the 
problems as perceived by The Bulletin community facing Blacks. 

In 1911 seventy one items were published dealing principally with descriptions of areas of 
Black culture. Interest had moved from the inhumanity of Whites towards Blacks probably 
because of a change in editorship and a resulting change in attitude towards the squatter. 
The view of squatters had changed from that of "temporary sojourners in the land" who 
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carried their "gains to their still cherished homes (abroad)" to "Bona fide settlers who, on 
planting their foot on Australian ground, adopt it as their country and resolve to invest in it 
what they win from its soil".'7  

Topics 
1901 There were sixty items which mentioned Blacks in the pages of The Bulletin in 
1901. One of the more common topics appearing in The Bulletin of 1901 dealt with the 
Black as a local curiosity, an oddity as described by amateur anthropologists. The interests 
of these amateur anthropologist of The Bulletin community provided a superficial view of 
Black life. Areas covered included astronomy, boomerang throwing, burial customs, 
cultural adaptation, dugong hunting, funeral ceremonies, preservation of objects in hollow 
trees, relationship with dogs, similarity in behaviour of Blacks and horses, and witchcraft. 
These items sat side-by-side with others dealing with such topics as how a kangaroo 
drinks, the control of rabbits and varieties of frogs. Although the content of this sub-
category "anthropology" was treated lightly, the items appeared in sufficient numbers to 
keep the subject of the Blacks in the minds of The Bulletin community. 

Fig. 3.5 Topics 1901 to 1921 
 

1901 1911 1921 
Anthropology 11 18% 11 15% 32 24% 
Arts, entertainment and Sport 0 0% 2 3% 0 0% 
Assimilation 3 5% 6 9% 6 5% 
Attributes 0 0% 9 11% 12 9% 
Black culture 4 7% 4 6% 6 5% 
Education and employment 2 3% 4 6% 4 3% 
Evangelism 3 5% 4 6% 5 4% 
Health, housing and substance 7 12% 3 40/c 15 11% 
abuse 
Human rights 1 2% 0 0% 0 0% 
Landrights 2 3% 2 3% 1 1% 
Mistreatment 23 38% 15 21% 24 17% 
Foil 0 0% 9 13% 10 8% 
Other 4 7% 2 3% 17 13% 
Total 1 60 100%1 71 100%1 132 100% 

The sub-category "mistreatment" contains the highest number of items. Black working 
conditions, especially in the pastoral industry, were seen by The Bulletin community as 
being close to slavery. The situation in the north west of Western Australia was perhaps as 
bad, if not worse, than in other areas of Australia and was described in some detail by 
Malcoimson in an item entitled "A Black Blot on White Australia"" and by "Carisbrook" in 
an item entitled "More Westralian Slavery".'9  While the matter of state policy on Black 
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affairs could not be dealt with directly by the Federal Government it was suggested by 
Mahon that the Federal Government could hold an inquiry into the situation, thus opening 
the matter to public debate.2°  Ernest Favenc echoed this view.2' He believed that "the 
growing feeling of shame aroused by the treatment of the blacks in Westralia" could help to 
bring about change. 

Mistreatment of Black workers was not confmed to Western Australia. Queensland also 
received much criticism.22  Nor was mistreatment confmed to the rural industry but was to 
be found both in the legal and prison systems.23  

Blacks did not in all cases submit meekly to such treatment. J. J. Durack of Dunham 
Station in the north of Western Australia was murdered after he had forced a Black to shoot 
another.24  In another case two brothers, Jimmy and Joe Govenor, with Jacky Underwood 
killed seven white people following slurs against Jimmy's white wife in 1900. Severe 
retaliation followed. 

An English paper re the Governor outrages: - 

Advices from Australia state that the blacks have risen against the whites in the outlying districts 
and massacred great numbers of the inhabitants, who were taken by surprise. A large proportion of 
the victims were women. 

They have not yet learnt in Hingland that the whites have retaliated by organising a head and scalp 
hunt in the scrubs and gullies of Mt. Erebus.25  

While it was general practice for the Black to take employment with the White, "Qued" 
described how at least one economic enterprise was being undertaken by a group of Blacks 
at Tilba Tilba in New South Wales where boomerangs were produced and sold to a 
distributor in Sydney for eighteen shillings a dozen.26  Another example of individual 
enterprise concerned the demand for tobacco at various stations by a Black who claimed he 
had made rain.27  

The problem of land ownership and the dispossession of the Blacks, while not receiving 
major attention remained in the background of the pages of The Bulletin. "Spinifex", when 
writing of the murder of Durack, reported that the "blacks" said the squatters were taking 
their land from them.28  A report of "aboriginal" suicide following the loss of land appeared 
in The Bulletin. 29  Difficulties in moving "aborigines" and the resultant break down in 
health were also reported.3°  
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Other sub-categories contained only small numbers yet were important in pointing out 
problems and needs which should have been addressed at the time and would most 
certainly have to be addressed by authorities in the future. The most pressing of these was 
the problem of health,3' and the successful use of the franchise by Blacks in South 
Australia was another.32  

1911 There were seventy one items which mentioned Blacks in the pages of The Bulletin 
in 1911. The sub-category "anthropology" attracted a large number of items. As 
previously stated, these items dealt with the Black as a local curiosity, an oddity, as 
described mainly by amateur anthropologists. A deal of space was taken up by an attempt 
to analyse Black smoke signals. Other topics examined included dietary habits, marriage 
customs, cannibalism and traditional medicine of Blacks. 

The sub-category "mistreatment" (including denigration) again contained the highest 
percentage of items (twenty one per cent). While physical violence dropped, denigration, 
not obvious in 1901, rose. It is not clear whether these figures represented a decrease in 
the amount of mistreatment, a decrease in interest among readers, or an attempt to ignore 
the mistreatment of Blacks. It would appear that conditions in Western Australia had not 
changed during the decade. The description given in the "Society" page of 3 1/8/1 133  is 
similar to that described by the Malcolmson item "A Black Blot on White Australia"' and 
by "Carisbrook's" "More Westralian Slavery".35  A fictional item, "Nemesis in the North" 
by Randolf Bedford provided a similar depiction. 36  By way of contrast "Mallarapoonie" 
provided a defence for behaviour in the pastoral industry towards Blacks. He admitted that 
"the niggers out there get a fairly rough time" however this is compensated by the fact that 
"they are a mighty tough race".37  One of the most emotive items of the period was a 
cartoon entitled "The Dusky Andromeda" by All VincenL38  The cartoon depicted a Black 
woman in chains, a captive of Chinese. An item which dealt with the official use of force 
and the act of genocide by Lieutenant Cave in Queensland in 1861 appeared in the section 
"Banana Land".39  

Attributes of Blacks remained an important topic. Many of these centred around the topic 
of humour among Blacks.4°  Humour among Blacks would suggest a semblance of 
humanity. Humour however, as a weapon, was also used to denigrate the target group, to 
dehumanise Blacks. Humour of this type appeared in the form of cartoons. 

They included such topics as the influence of missionaries,4' "cheekiness",42  extreme 
violence,43  theft,44  cannibalism and Semitic appearance.45  Not all cartoons portrayed 
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Blacks as problems. The sub-category "foil" 
made its appearance in 1911 in the form of 
cartoons. In cartoons of this type wisdom 
flowed from the innocence of the Black and the 
foibles of Whites were exposed. 

An item appearing in the sub-category of "arts" 
showed some vision. It recognised Black 
artifacts as works of art, a term not usually 
associated with Blacks. The item by "F'linderoo" 
described an "aboriginal art gallery" found near 
the Gleneig River district of North Westralia. 
One cave alone contained nearly 60 drawings. 
The human head carved in the sandstone rock is 

j 
The Customs authorities have at present 
under consideration the question of 
taking action to prevent or restrict the 
importation to Australia of forged 
"curios". 

Bah! - says King Billy as he tries out his 
newly acquired waddy on his lubra:- That 
has a "Made in Germany" ring about it! 
(26/1/11, p.19; R.66) 

an exceptionally clever piece of work, and shows that the blackfellow of long ago was a 
painstaking artist".46  This item suggested the romanticism of the past as compared to the 
primitivism of the present. 

An item of importance appeared in the sub-category "movement". "Chloe" wrote of the 
need for the implementation of an apartheid policy in the Northern Territory and sought the 
removal of Blacks from their land. He stated that "there must be sequestration unless the 
Australian tropics are to be a hotbed of diseases for the future white settler".47  

1921 There were one hundred and thirty two items which mentioned Blacks in the pages of 
The Bulletin in 1921. Amateur anthropologists provided a large number of items. The 
items again indicated an attitude among The Bulletin community of dealing with the Blacks 
as curiosities, rather than facing the practical needs of the people. Major topics dealt with 
included cannibalism, the use of the bow and arrow and Tasmania as the cradle of the 
human race.48  One item written by "Baree" provided a different attitude to that displayed 
throughout The Bulletin in that year. He argued that "the average nigger in the NT exhibits 
not only manual skill but very considerable intelligence".49  An example of the inteffigence 
is provided by 'Te Whare" who stated that "Binghi" knew more of the reproductive 
arrangements of the platypus than did embryologists of the day.5°  Closely associated with 
the sub-category "anthropology" is the sub-category "attributes" which in the main dealt 
with cross eyed "Binghi", bald headed "Binghi" and the lack of intelligence of "Binghi". 

In the sub-category "health" the authors of three items stated that Blacks were dying out. 



Four items dealt with a Black cure for gonorrhea and three dealt with the ability of Blacks 
to set bones. Associated with "health" is the sub-category "substance abuse". Of the five 
items dealing with this topic, the majority dealt with the 
mis-use of alcohol and were depicted in the form of 
cartoons. The one exception by "Zanthus" dealt with 
the use of indigenous tobacco or pitjiri in the north of 
South Australia.5' 

Descriptions of physical mistreatment decreased. All 
but one of the items treated the subject in a comic 
manner.52  The exception by "H.W.G" described the 
massacre of blacks at Gin's Leap (near Mackay, Qld.) 
following cattle killings in 1863. None of the items 
indicated or dealt seriously with the mistreatment of 
Blacks at the time. To The Bulletin community such 
problems did not exist. 

Denigration, included in the sub-category 
"mistreatment", became obvious in 1921. Items 
included had no other obvious purpose than to 
discredit the Black. Four items were the responsibility 
of the editors, while two, being cartoons, could also arguably be considered their 
responsibility. A major example of denigration was entitled U.E. on spooks and other 
aborigines" found in the section "Plain English".54  The item dealt with comments made by 
Conan Doyle dealing with the degradation and annihilation of the Black. "J.E." provided 
biblical evidence that certain groups had "to go so as to make more breathing-space for 
more progressive folk." The people who had to go were the Blacks who if allowed to 
"multiply exceedingly" would "force the superior peoples to restrict their birthrate to make 
room".55  

Truth was rarely allowed to interfere with a good story. An item written by '1Baree" which 
appeared in The Bulletin of 13/1/2 1 stated that all "Binghis" were imitative but in their 
imitation they added a brutishness to their work. The example provided dealt with the 
manner in which the Empire Slogan was mutilated. 
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The original version was: 

I love my country, the British Empire 
I honour the King, King George the Fifth 
I salute her flag, the Union Jack 
I cheerfully obey her laws. 

"Baree" states that the mutilated version which could be heard in the "black" camp was: 

I give my hunter a new camp pie 
I holler and sing and gorge in filth 
I shoot her glad, the Banyan black 
I carefully shave her lords. 

It is unlikely that the language quoted would in fact be used. Apart from being derogatory 
to the improviser ("I ... gorge in filth") some of the concepts are unlikely to be understood 
by the Black group described. The truth of the item can therefore be doubted. It is 
possible that many other items appearing in the pages of The Bulletin could also be 
doubted. The truth or otherwise of the items do not invalidate the examination of these 
items since their presence reflects the thoughts and attitudes of The Bulletin community 
rather than the facts. 

The period 1901 to 1921 was dominated by a confusing plethora of topics concerning 
Blacks discussed or presented in The Bulletin. The major topics presented dealt with the 
dehumanisation of the Black, the exploitation of the Black and the passing of the Black, all 
indicating the right of Whites to dominate the Blacks. 

Section and Mode 
Mode and section have much in common and are therefore examined together. The section 
refers to the particular columns in which the items are located. The mode or genre used in 
writing the item is often determined by the section. The arts, literature and entertainment 
section will generally use the mode of review as well as containing poems and short 
stories, while the editorial will use the mode of reflective article. Cartoons will be found in 
the cartoon section , though they will not be restricted to that column. 

Over the years under examination various columns have appeared and disappeared. Such 
columns as "Aborigines", "North of Twenty Eight", "Society" and "Red Page" remain in 
the memory of many. Yet the vast number of columns which have appeared has made it 
necessary to combine columns in various sections. Members and ex-members of The 
Bulletin community may sneer at the use of terms such as "arts, literature and 
entertainments" rather than "Red Page", "Sundry Shows", and "Marietta". Admittedly 
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much of the nostalgia is lost through lumping such individual columns together, yet it is 
necessary in order to make valid comparisons over the years. 

1901 The majority of items concerning Blacks in 1901 (eighty one per cent) was to be 
found in the section "Contributions" All of these paid contributions appeared in the column 
"Aboriginalities", a column dealing with oddities of the bush and written by contributors 
from throughout the country and beyond. It was also in this section that most cartoons 
concerning Blacks were to be found. 

Fig. 3.6 Sections 1901 to 1921  

1901 1911 1921 
Advertisements 0 0% 0 0% 7 5% 
Arts, literature and entertainment 4 7% 3 4010 2 2% 
Cartoons and humour 0 0% 6 8% 1 1% 
Contributions 48 81% 54 76% 115 87% 
Editorial 5 8% 2 3% 4 3% 
Letters 1 2% 0 0% 0 0 
News comment 1 2% 4 6% 3 2% 
Social pages 0 0% 2 3% 0 0% 
Total 1 59 100%1 71 100%1 132 100% 

The section "editorial" which included the column "Plain English" and letters scattered 
throughout The Bulletin at that time provided room for material of a more serious nature 
than that displayed in the rather light hearted "Aboriginailties" columns. It was in these 
sections that the main complaints of treatment of Blacks on pastoral properties and within 
the legal system were to be found, together with serious attempts to fmd some answer to 
problems arising between Whites and Blacks. 

One short story concerning Blacks appeared in The Bulletin of 1901. Entitled "A Black 
Pastorale" and written by "Point - Blank", it described how a girl lost in the bush was 
rescued by two "aborigines".56  The Black as benefactor was rare in the pages of The 
Bulletin throughout the twentieth century. 

The "Red Page" ("arts, literature and entertainment") provided some of the most explicitly 
racist content of The Bulletin in 1901. Descriptions of the "noble savage" ruined by white 
contact and the Social Darwinian influence indicating that the Black was lower (if not 
lowest) on the evolutionary scale than the White were to be found on the "Red Page". The 
poem entitled "The Piccaninny" by J. Brunton Stephens was also to be found in the "Red 
Page" of The Bulletin of 3/8/01. While the first part of the poem would be considered in 
poor taste today, the second part dealing with the transformation of roles would probably at 
the time be almost unthinkable, for to reverse roles indicates the possibility of some 
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commonality, almost an admission of the Black's 
humanity, something denied in the first part of the poem. 

1911 In 1911 the major column where items concerning 
Blacks were to be found continued to be : 

// •_ ,Tlr;1 / 
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ESTABLISHING HIS CLAIM 
Magistrate: "You have resided 
in Victoria for the last 59 years. 
You're quite an old resident." 
Claimant: "That's nothin' 
Mister. Me grandpaw's bin 'ere 
since '37." 
Magistrate: "Gracious! What 
age is he?" 
Claimant: "He isn't no age. 
He's been where the blacks 
speared him at the Desolation 
Peaks 70 years ago." 
(29/6/11, p.10; R.83) 

"Aboriginalities". The content continued in the same 
manner as 1901, that is, as a light hearted column dealing 
with oddities of the bush and written by contributors from 
throughout the country and beyond. There was an 
increase in the number of cartoons within the column. A 
column similar to that of "Aboriginalities", included in 
"contributions" and introduced in 1911 was entitled 
"Banana Land". This column also contained some news 
stories concerning Blacks.58  Together with 
"Aboriginalities" these two columns contained eighty 
seven per cent of items dealing with Blacks. 

Women also began to take an interest in the dealings of 
other women with Blacks. In the section "Melbourne 
Chatter" ("Social Pages") an item appeared dealing with 
the plight of women on outback stations and the problems 
they have with native help in the home.59  Another item 
appeared in "A Woman's Letter" ("Social Pages") 
telling of a lone woman on Roper River Station while 
her husband was overlanding cattle and how she 
worked with the tame "Binghi" and brought justice to 
the wild "black".6°  

Several items appeared in the section "Society" 
("contributions"). A cartoon, while not dealing 
directly with Blacks, established a White's claim as an 
Australian by referring to his grandfather's spearing by 
blacks at Desolation Hill seventy years previously.6 ' 
Three items dealing with Blacks appeared in the 
"Society" pages of 31 August 1911. The first ridiculed 
G. Reid, at that time Australia's High Commissioner, regarding comments he had made 
about Blacks.62  The second described the poor conditions faced by "aborigines" in the 
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"nor' west" of Western Australia,63  while the third dealt with how a country constable was 
acquitted after shooting an "aborigine".64  

While numbers of items had increased over the ten year period from 1901 to 1911 the items 
had also become more diverse in their positioning in The Bulletin indicating that a more 
diverse audience was takiig an interest in matters concerning Blacks. The information 
supplier in most cases was the writer (ninety six per cent) who was paid for each paragraph 
and who obtained information from personal observation, rather than a recognised 
authority on the subject. 

Fig. 3.7 Mode 1901 to 1921  

1901 1911 1921 
News 0 0% 6 8% 0 0% 
Descriptive Article 26 43% 22 31% 81 61% 
Reflective Article 14 23% 10 14% 8 6% 
Letter 7 12% 1 1% 0 0% 
Cartoon and advertisement 6 10% 26 37% 35 27% 
History Black and White 5 8% 1 1% 4 3% 
Fiction and poetry 2 3% 3 4010 4 3% 
Review 0 0% 2 3% 0 00/0 
Total 1 60 100%1 71 100%1 132 100% 

The mode containing most items to be found in the pages of The Bulletin in 1911 was that 
of the cartoon. Seventeen of the twenty six cartoons were found in the column 
"Aboriginalities", the remainder scattered throughout the magazine. The Black had thus 
become a figure of mirth rather than something to be examined by amateur anthropologists. 

All except one of the twenty two descriptive articles appeared in the column 
"Aboriginalities" as did five of the ten reflective articles. Two reflective articles appeared 
in the column "Plain English" and one in each of the columns "Banana Land", "Society" 
and "A Woman's Letter". 

The Black as news also made an appearance in 1911. The news items appeared in the 
section "Banana Land", a section which was to disappear from The Bulletin by 1921. 

Two contrasting items of fiction appeared in The Bulletin of 1911. The first, "Nemesis in 
the North" by Randolph Bedford, told the tale of a "black" who sought revenge for the 
murder of his father but was fmally shot by the white man. 65  The story emphasises the 
traitorous and deceitful nature of the "black". The second story, "The Civilisation of Sam" 
by "Spinifex" used a Black tracker as a foil to show the weakness of an Indian hawker.66  
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1921 The column "Banana Land" ("contributions") had disappeared from the pages of 
The Bulletin by 1921. Eighty four per cent of items appeared in the column 
"Aboriginalities" ("contributions"), an increase from sixty five per cent in 1911. The 
content of "Aboriginalities", except for a decrease in percentages of cartoons, remained 
similar to that of previous years, that is, mainly unsubstantiated anecdotes dealing with 
encounters with Blacks. 

Three items appeared in the column "Plain English" ("editorial"). Two of these dealt with 
Blacks in derogatory terms as an aside. One, dealing with the laziness of Sydney 
Municipal Council workers and their demands for shorter working hours, compared them 
to "Binghi" who was seen as the epitome of laziness.67  The other, when dealing with the 
plight of a police officer at Anthony's Lagoon in the Northern Territory who was refused 
permission to many by his employer, 
suggested that surely there were "gins" aplenty 
to meet his needs.68  The third item entitled "On 
spooks and other aborigines", which is dealt 
with in detail elsewhere, suggests biblical 
support for the annihilation of the Black 
people.69  In an editorial the editor saw no 
problems regarding race relations in Australia.70  
He stated in part that "Australia has no big color 
problem as yet, and no hereditary aristocracy." 
An item appearing in the column "Society" 
("contributions"), also dealt with Blacks in 
derogatory terms as an aside, in this case 
comparing the actions of the Scientific 
commission inquiring into pneumoconiosis to 
the "nigger" custom of pointing the bone.7 ' 

The new mode of dealing with Blacks in the 
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pages of The Bulletin , that of advertisements, appeared in 1921. The advertisement took 
three forms. The first, that of ridiculing the Black through the use of the pun, was 
demonstrated in an advertisement by Winchcombe Carson Ltd., a wool broking firm, with 
the slogan "A bright sign in a black outlook".72  Another example of such an advertisement 
or header was the cartoon at the top of the column "Aboriginalities". 
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IF ONLY CAPTAIN COOK HAD 
MISSED THE BOAT 
Tourist: "They tell me that all that 
territory once belonged to you." 
Jacky: "Yowi, boss." 
Tourist: "You can't be too pleased 
with your white brethren?" 
Jacky: "Mine tinkit dam' good job if 
Captain Cook missit plurry steamer." 
(17/11/21, p.22; R.248) 

The second form, and the more common, depicted the Black as the Noble Savage. This 
depiction sought to create the impression of the item being truly Australian. An example of 
such an advertisement was produced by Hilliers Chocolates with the slogan 'Plurry 
good".73  While attempting to call on similar images Bamet Glass in its advertisements with 
the slogan 'There and back" also attempted to create the image of a product, a motor vehicle 
tyre, designed for tough Australian conditions.74  The third, used by the firm producing 
Clements Tonic, used humour in a relatively non-degrading way.75  

An item of interest in "Answers To Correspondents" dealing with a rejected poem on the 
topic of cosmetics among White women stated in part: 

I've seen a big black gin dabbing on the powder white, 
And I can assure you my boys she looked an awful sight, 
I don't blame them so much, springing from the black race, 
But I am surprised at the white girls being ashamed to show their face.76  

Descriptive articles appearing in the sub-category "Aboriginalities" again provided the 
largest number of items in 1921 (eighty one) while there were four reflective articles. 

The cartoon had decreased in percentage from thirty six per cent in 1911 to twenty one per 
cent in 1921 though the numbers remained similar. B. 
E. Minns produced fourteen cartoons in each of the 
years of 1911 and 1921. Garnet Agnew produced a 
sentiment unusual for the time in a cartoon entitled "If 
Only Captain Cook Had Missed The Boat".77  Not only 
did the cartoon deal with the concept that maybe Blacks 
may have been in a better situation without the presence 
of Whites, it also recognised prior traditional land 
ownership by Blacks. 

Samples of poetry, other than that already given, 
appeared in The Bulletin on two occasions as did one 
short story. The content of one poem entitled "The Dead 
Tribe" by Roderic Quinn is self evident.78  The author 
sought to discover if the bush remembered the dead. 
The second entitled '1Historic and Prehistoric Australia" 
by Archie Meston described Australia from prehistoric times to the present. 79  Twenty eight 
lines are devoted to the period before man, four lines to Blacks and fifty two lines to White 
development. The short story entitled 'The Black Man's Justice" by "Gouger" described 
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how a "black man" who had previously been kicked by a white man in a nearby town 
marooned his adversary on a mud bank during king tides using the pretext of fmding 
gold.8°  

The majority of items during the period 1901 to 1921 were to be found in the 
"Aboriginalities" column. They consisted of descriptive articles, reflective articles and 
cartoons. The written item generally consisted of an untitled short paragraph signed with a 
pen name. 

Information Suppliers 
In a majority of cases during the period 1901 to 1921 the information supplier was the 
author, particularly in the cases of short paragraphs found in the section "Aboriginalities". 
Most of the authors used pen names. While it was possible to determine the identity of 
some of the authors until 1925 it was not possible to identify authors after this date without 
reference to the archives of The Bulletin 81  The author was denied such access. 

There was little political mileage to be gained from the Black question throughout the 
period. Thus it was an area largely ignored by politicians. It was only when blatant 
mistreatment of Blacks became public knowledge that politicians were forced to make some 
comment.82  

The rise of Protectionism as a government policy within the states and the subsequent 
appointment of government officials to implement the government policies led to the 
publication of a number of government reports.83  The reliability of the reports was often 
doubted by the editorial staff of The Bulletin 84  In all cases items concerning these reports 
were found in the section "Aboriginalities" rather in the section which would possibly be 
more appropriate, "Political Points". 

Attitudes expressed in The Bulletin towards Blacks 

1901 The Black was a problem to The Bulletin community and to Whites in general. It 
was believed by The Bulletin community that Nature would solve the problem, that 
eventually all Blacks would die out. The pseudo-science of Social Darwinianism 
confirmed this belief. "The Australian savage ... will join the ichthyosaurus and the 
missing link".85  "Herbiton" spoke of Blacks in North Queensland who were dying out 
because of opium abuse.86  The supply of opium was described as a means by which both 
station managers87  and "chows"88  obtained cheap "mgger labour". "ESS" told of Black 
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suicide following the loss of their land.89  An anonymous author described how West 
Queensland Blacks who had been moved to the coast were being killed off by the humid 
conditions.9°  The ex-Protector of "Queensland aborigines" wrote about the Blacks on the 
Georgina River, one third of whom had died in the last six years due to hunger and 
disease, and whom he believed would be wiped out completely following another 
drought.9' 

Blacks were considered by The Bulletin community to be a curiosity, an oddity, on a 
lower level of the evolutionary chart than the White, however concern was shown by many 
in The Bulletin community about their mistreatment and virtual slavery, especially in the 
pastoral industry and within the legal system. This concern over Black mistreatment may 
have been sparked by the idealism following Federation, though nationalism and associated 
racism throw some doubt on the power of idealism. It is probable that the situation allowed 
Archibald to attack the squatters, who, at the time, were no friends of The Bulletin. The 
concern may also have indicated a recognition of the humanity of Blacks. This recognition 
was short lived however it was the major concern about Black treatment in the items 
examined during the century. 

Fig. 3.8 Expressed attitudes 1901 to 1921  

1901 1911 1921 
Explicit racism 5 8% 10 14% 22 17% 
Infeintial racism 21 35% 34 48% 58 44% 
Objective 33 55% 25 35% 46 35% 
Idealistic 1 2% 2 3% 6 4010 
Total 60 100 71 100%1 132 100% 

Fig. 3.9 Observed attitudes 1901 to 1921  

1901 1911 1921 
Explicit racism 21 35% 16 23% 27 20% 
Inferential racism 20 33% 37 52% 61 46% 
Objective 18 30% 17 24% 39 30% 
Idealistic 1 2% 1 1% 5 4% 
Total 1 60 100% 71 100% 132 100% 

Many Whites saw Blacks as less than human and treated them as such. Malcomson in the 
article entitled "A Black Blot on White Australia" described how murder of Blacks by 
Whites was ignored if not condoned by the establishment. 

The "half caste" was seen by The Bulletin community as a different problem. According 
to the N.S.W. Aborigines Board numbers of "full bloods" were decreasing in N.S.W., 
however numbers of half castes were increasing. Ernest Favenc saw "the growth of a half- 
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caste population" as "an increasing curse in Australia". The "half-caste" also provided an 
economic threat. "If this breed is not stopped , the half-castes will be a menace to 
civiisation in that they have the franchise as well as the right to cut wage rates". 

When dealing with expressed attitudes more than fifty per cent of the items examined were 
considered to be objective, that is, they displayed a genuine attempt to describe some thing 
or some event while not actively belittling the Black. Of these, fifteen dealt with the 
inhumane treatment meted out to Blacks by employers and the legal system. Four items 
provided by amateur anthropologists described details of Black life-style and three items 
described in glowing terms the provision of education to Blacks by the New Norcia 
Mission in Western Australia. 

Together, attitudes considered to be inferentially racist and explicitly racist made up forty 
five per cent of the items examined. One item could be described as being idealistic yet it 
also contained an explicitly racist element. "The Australian aboriginal [is not] always a 
degraded animal with no aspirations, above worms - he was often a splendid man before 
white contact spoiled him". This item has been included with inferentially racist items in 
the graph because of its divisive nature. 

The major difference between expressed and observed attitudes appeared in the figures 
relating to explicit racism. These differences were caused by the disgust some Bulletin 
writers showed towards the treatment of Blacks by White pastoralists, the police and the 
legal system. Inferentially racist items were all expressed by the writers, rather than being 
observed in others. 

1911 Though the attitudes demonstrated by The Bulletin community did not vary 
significantly from those of 1901, there appeared to be a harsher side to these attitudes 
demonstrated, a lack of humanity which was not exhibited in 1901. The Black continued 
to be seen as a problem and the protest over mistreatment of Blacks had all but 
disappeared. The Black was also seen as primitive man who would eventually die out. 

There was an increase in items described as inferentially racist in 1911, both expressed and 
observed. The figures show that there were fewer objective items in The Bulletin of 1911 
(forty eight per cent in 1901 compared to thirty one per cent in 1911). The change came 
about because of three major factors. There was a drop in the number of items by amateur 
anthropologists (descriptive articles). There was a decrease in interest in the conditions 
facing Blacks on pastoral properties in the north west of Western Australia; only one item 
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examined the situation and found that there had been 
no change to the conditions decried in The Bulletin of 
1901.92  There was an increase in the number of 
cartoons which in general presented an inferentially 
racist, paternalistic picture of Blacks. 

1921 The belief that Blacks were 'The morons and 
mentally deficits, the culls and the runts" continued to 
flourish.93  A new symbolism incorporating the Black 
appeared at this time; that demanded by advertising. 
The Black was presented in some cases as a symbol of 
Australia, as the noble savage. Thus began the period 
of appropriation, the theft and transformation of Black 
culture to meet the needs of the White. Prior to this 
time the only items considered worth appropriating 
from the Black were labour by the squatters and bodily 
and other remains by the scientists. 
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CIRCUMSTANCES ALTER PACES 
Traveller: "Can you tell me how far 
it is to Booblekyne?" 
Jacky: "Oh, yes, boss. Berry long 
way you walk. Him not so far you 
ride. Drive him Mr. McKay's pair 
and buggy, no pluny distance at 
all." 
(13/4/11, p.13; R.69) 

In 1921 the majority of items appeared in the sub-categories "explicitly racist" and 
"inferentially racist" (sixty two per cent). There was a slight increase in the sub-category 
"objective". 

While the number of items appearing in The Bulletin almost doubled (from seventy in 
1911 to one hundred and thirty two in 1921) the variety of items did not. Most items, 
including those termed "objective", which appeared in "aboriginalities", dealt only 
superficially with Black / White relations. 

Those items in the sub-topic "idealistic" were in the majority of cases advertisements, intent 
on creating an Australian image for the products of the advertisers. Only one item, a poem, 
"The Dead Tribe" by Roderic Quinn," varied from this theme. 

During the period expressed attitudes showed a defmite increase in explicit racism and a 
slight increase in inferential racism. Objective items dropped dramatically from fifty five 
per cent in 1901 to thirty five per cent in 1921. Objectivity amongst observed attitudes did 
not change dramatically (remaining at thirty per cent) though there was a decrease in 
explicitly racist material with a consequent increase in inferential racism. 



Demonstration of Racism 
In 1901 the largest group of items in the category "Demonstration of Racism" showed 
limited or no racism (twenty one items) and have been designated as "None". They dealt 
with topics such as traditional culture and the poor treatment of Blacks by White 
employers, or slavers as some writers described them. While inferential racism was 
exhibited, through race designation, there was no attempt in these instances to denigrate the 
Blacks. 

Fig. 3.10 Demonstration of Racism 1901 to 1921 
 

1901 1911 1921 
None 21 35% 26 37% 42 32% 
Diffeience 13 22% 19 27% 46 35% 
Deviance 6 10% 5 6% 15 11% 
Threat 20 33% 20 30% 29 22% 
Total 60 100% 70 100% 132 100% 

The sub-category of "Threat" contained twenty items dealing with topics such as the 
problem of the half caste,95  suicide,96  alcoholism97  and disease.98  Blacks were not only 
seen as problems, there were no answers to be found to the problem Blacks presented. 
"Deviance", generally displayed as ignorance also provided a major sub-category (six 
items) as did that of that of "difference" (thirteen items) which contained items describing 
Black culture and its odd characteristics. These items appeared in the section 
"Aboriginalities" in most instances. 

In 1911 more than half the items examined were either explicitly racist or inferentially 
racist. Those demonstrating minor condescension have been included in the sub-category 
"none". These dealt with such topics as smoke signals,99  Black humour'°°  and attempted 
court rigging.'0' 

The major sub-category demonstrating racism was that of "threat". The Blacks were seen 
as 02  killers'03  seeking vengeance.'04  They were drunken105 06  who took 
on airs above their station'°7, and the half-castes were seen as exhibiting these vices in the 
extreme.'°t  

The majority of items under the sub-category "difference" appeared as cartoons. These 
provided somewhat whimsical representations of Blacks, though they did emphasise 
difference. 

In 1921 there was a decrease in the percentage of cases where Blacks were seen as threats, 
They were described as drunken'09  immoral"°  cannibals." The lax morality of the "gin" 
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(often enforced) was emphasised"2  though there appears to be no disapproval of the White 
who took advantage of the situation. 

There was a consequent increase in the percentage of Blacks seen as different. The "noble 
savage" was used in all but one case as an image in advertisements while cartoons 
continued to play an important role in emphasising difference. 

During the period 1901 to 1921 the percentage of items Ireating the Blacks as threats 
decreased (thirty three per cent to twenty two per cent). This decrease was balanced by an 
increase of items stressing the difference between Blacks and Whites (twenty two per cent 
to thirty five per cent). 

Race designation 
In the majority of items examined in 1901 the Black was referred to as "aborigine". The 

sub-category "aborigine" was used either (in the majority of cases) when there was no 
racism shown, or when there was an attempt to indicate scholarship. 

Fig. 3.11 Race designation 1901 to 1921  

1901 1911 1921 
Abo 0 0% 0 0% 9 7% 
Aborigine 31 52% 8 11% 4 3% 
Binghi 0 0% 10 14% 29 21% 
Black 9 15% 10 14010 20 15% 
Derogatory 4 7% 6 8% 9 7% 
Gender and age 2 3% 2 3% 10 8% 
Native 2 3% 3 4% 4 3% 
Race specific 2 3% 2 3% 1 1% 
Other 0 00/0 0 00/0 6 5% 
None 10 17% 30 42% 40 30% 
Total 60 100%1 71 100%1 132 100% 

The term "black" was also used in a non-explicitly racist, though often inferentially racist 
setting. Those items appearing in the sub-category "not designated" were either cartoons 
where race was illustrated visually or items using quotations which indicated through the 
use of stereotypes that the speaker was a Black. 

Explicit racism in 1901 appeared through description rather than designation. The poem 
"The Piccaninny" by J. Brunton Stephens provides an example."3  Brunton Stephens 
begs the piccaninny to listen 'Through muddiest brain pulp" to his message. He implores 
her to 'Die young, for mercy's sake" so as not to grow up in the image of her mother, "the 
dam that bore thee, that haggard Sycorax now bending o'er thee!" who is "altogether filthy 
and disgusting". Hadgraft provided what he described as a poor excuse for a similar poem 
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written by J. Brunton Stephens, "To a Black Gin"."4  "It hit the taste of the period, and 
apparently Stephens was quite in accord with his period. In all the contemporary 
comments on the poem no note of deprecation is heard." 

The term "binghi" was the most widely used in 1911. Binghi is defmed by Wilkes as a 
"White term for an Aboriginal: derogatory [Ab. word for "brother"]"."5  The term is used 
in a variety of circumstances ranging from the most explicitly racist"6  to the objective."7  

The sub-categories "aborigine", "native" and "boy" are almost always non-racist, though 
the two former terms are sometimes associated with scientific classification. In an item 
advocating the implementation of the policy of apartheid "native" is used to provide a 
scientific and objective sentiment."8  

While the sub-category "half caste" only appears twice it demonstrates explicit racism. One 
item deals with the uselessness of half castes and their impending death"9  while the other 
denigrates the "chows who hate any interference with their ancient industry of multiplying 
half castes".'2°  This industry was driven by enormous social pressure against Chinese 
marrying White women, and political and social measures that meant only single Chinese 
men were the most common Chinese immigrants. 

The most common term used in 1921 to designate Blacks was that of "binghi". The terms 
"black" and "nigger" were also used widely. Associated with the term "black" was that of 
"black brother" or "black brudder", a derogatory term based on irony. 

The most explicit racism appeared in the form of descriptors rather than designators. The 
descriptor "old buck"21  when referring to a "nigger" provides an example. 

Race designation is regulated by fashion rather than by a need to defme the subject. In 
1901 the term "aborigine" was the most common designatory term, a term which was not 
to again gain dominance until 1961. The terms "Binghi" and "abo" were unknown in 1901 
however by 1921 they were used in twenty nine per cent of cases. All terms used 
differentiated Blacks from Whites, just as the author draws such a distinction through the 
use of the terms "Black" and "White". It is the label, item content and perceived writer's 
intent which evokes the cue-driven stereotype which forms the basis of racism. 

The terms used in race designation provided such cues. While some of the terms could be 
described as descriptive rather than racist, it was the stereotype which was associated with 
a specific term, that stereotype formed and influenced by such descriptions which 
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extenuated racism. It was such a stereotype which contained the "knowledge" of the non-
human nature of Blacks and the resultant right of the White to treat them as non-humans. 

Reason for racism 
The reasons for racism are, in many instances, difficult to determine. While it is possible 
to see where practical benefits in the fields of fmance, politics, and academic studies could 
be achieved through maintenance of a system which discriminates against one group in the 
interests of another, this does not account for the major racist sub-category, that which has 
been called, for want of a better, more specific term, or perhaps number of terms, that of 
"other reasons". It includes attempts at humour, pandering to the perceived audience 
viewpoint, a habit of mind, an historical legacy, ignorance, fear of the different and a 
source of social cohesion. The items demonstrate Black behaviour which is unbecoming in 
the eyes of the White. 

Fig. 3.12 Reason for Racism 
 

1901 1911 1921 
Political gain 10 17% 3 40/c 2 2% 
Financial gain 15 25% 7 10% 13 10% 
Academic gain 2 3% 2 3% 4 3% 
Other reasons 19 32% 42 59% 73 55% 
No racism indicated 14 23% 17 24% 40 30% 
Total 1 60 100%1 71 100%1 132 100% 

This rather nebulous sub-category again dominated the pages of The Bulletin in 1911, 
containing seventy three items dealing with Blacks which ranged in subject matter over 
cannibalism, lax moral behaviour, primitive customs, untrustworthiness, behaviour above 
their station, drunkenness, ignorance, laziness and mistreatment of children. 

The next major reason for explicitly racist behaviour as presented in The Bulletin was for 
fmancial gain. Financial gain refers to the exploitation by Whites of Black land, labour or 
culture. The development of the pastoral industry in 1901 was dependent on the 
availability of cheap Black labour. Any attempt to improve the conditions of Blacks would 
interfere with the viability of that industry. 

The demonstration of fmancial gain can range from the extreme to the subtle. "Chloe" in 
1911 when discussing the expansion of settlement and the consequent removal of land 
from the Black, called for "sequestration unless the Australian tropics are to be a hothed of 
diseases for the future white settler".'22  An item in Melbourne Chatter on the other hand 
described the problems with "native" help in the home on Northern Territory stations.'23  
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Of the thirteen items under the sub-category "fmancial gain" in 1921 seven were 
advertisements, a new form of Black representation in the pages of The Bulletin, and (with 
the exception of one advertisement in 1981) one which was only to last during that year. 
Of the remainder, all except one dealt with exploitation in the pastoral industry, the 
exception referred to the pearling industry in the Tones Strait. 

There was little to be gained politically from the Black question so the topic was left alone 
by politicians. Exceptions included a statement by Queensland Home Secretary who said 
that the Aboriginal police force was seen as friends of the Aborigines,'24  the provision of 
the electoral franchise to aborigines in South Australia,'25  and a motion by Mr. Mahon, 
M.H.R. to inquire into enslaved Aborigines in North West Australia.'26  

In 1901 The Bulletin retained its larrikin image and scorned the intellectual and academic. 
This did not preclude the role of scientific classification from its pages. The function of 
providing such information was given to the practical man, the man on the spot, the 
contributor to "Aboriginalities". Intellectual gain was not completely ignored. The "Red 
Page" provided a forum for those seeking such gain,"' and the academic title commanded 
some respect.'28  

The sub-category "no racism indicated" may better be described as minimal racism. While 
it displays in many cases attributes of Aboriginalism it is comparatively non-racist in the 
light of remarks being made at the time. In many cases the sentiment expressed may be 
commendable though the race nomenclature used is divisive, as demonstrated in the many 
items dealing with the poor treatment of "niggers". The sub-category often also displayed a 
duality of character, providing complimentary information in a milieu of Aboriginalism. 
Thus the Aborigine was described as often a splendid man in the past (complimentary) 
before being spoilt by white contact (Aboriginalism).'29  

Cartoons and racism 
It should be noted when examining figures dealing with cartoon content that these figures 
vary greatly from other categories in this paper. The percentages and calculations are based 
on the number of cartoons rather than the total number of items which were found in the 
sample of The Bulletin studied. 
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Fig. 3.13 Cartoon content 
 

1901 1911 1921 
Explicit racism 1 17% 5 19% 4 14% Inferential racism 3 50% 8 31% 14 50% Foil 2 33% 13 50% 10 36% Total 6 100% 26 100% 28 100% 

Cartoons made up ten per cent of items examined in 1901. The cartoon provided perhaps 
the most explicitly racist vehicle of The Bulletin. The scathing black and white drawings 
depicting Indians, Chinese, Japanese, Kanakas, Islanders and a variety of other races are 
examples of what today would be described as explicit racism. At the time however they 
were seen as legitimate weapons designed to protect the countly and the principles of The 
Bulletin. Stephens, in his diary, provided an example of racism towards Japanese. 

Called on John Douglas, Administrator of Thursday Island, at Petty's Hotel. ... Fact being, that Hon. John was rubbed up by Government for indiscreet admissions, that Japs were eating white men out of Thursday Island, made in a letter to me some months ago & printed as bolstering a good anti-Jap article - just when Premier Nelson was assuring province there was no danger. Anyhow, John evidently didn't want to be advertised by Bulletin - not a respectable paper..'3°  

As previously stated he favoured "Australia for the Australians - The cheap Chinaman, the 
cheap Nigger, and the cheap European pauper to be absolutely excluded".'31  The banner 
which appeared in every copy of The Bulletin at the time was "Australia for the White 
Man". Rolfe describes Archibald's attitude in the following way. "Above Archibald's 
practical attitudes to his work was a belief that The Bulletin was a patriotic enterprise in 
which he was engaged with the readers and writers for the betterment of the country he 
loved."32  
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BLACK ARITHMETIC 
Black Mary (producing 8oz. 
nugget): "How muchee that 
pfeller?" 
He: "Oh - pennyweight!" 
She: "Baal that pfeller 
pennyweight! - that one 
shillin'-weight. Gib it 
tchillin." 
(Deal promptly effected.) 
(12/1/01, p.14; R.1) 

A Secret Page of History 
The King pledges his regalia. 
(4/5/11, p.13; R.72) 

The Black was relatively unscathed by the barbs of The Bulletin. Those cartoons which 
picture Blacks do not exhibit the caustic comment reserved for other races. They do 
however often picture Blacks in a similar way to that 
described by the amateur anthropologists, as oddities. One 
cartoon went even further and decried the poor treatment 
meted out to Blacks by the pastoral industry in Western 
Australia.'33  

Why were the Blacks treated so leniently by the cartoonist? 
It would appear that editorial pressure played a major role. 
Archibald decided what would, and what would not, appear 
in the pages of The Bulletin. 

[It] was Archibald, in his own phrase "a soler and heeler of 
paragraphs" who worked on every contribution until its point 
was sharp and its tone was characteristically The Bulletin's. ' 

The Bulletin was unsure how to deal with the problem of the 
Blacks. Unlike other races they could not be prevented from 
entering Australia, nor could they be repatriated to the 
country from whence they came. The Bulletin did 
not know what attitude to take towards the Blacks, so 
eventually it took none, or perhaps all, pragmatism 
being the better part of principles. 

Only six cartoons appeared in the pages of The 
Bulletin in 1901. Of these three could be considered 
inferentially racist.'35  One acted as a foil reflecting 
the inadequacies of others,'36  one was explicitly 
racist (though not excessively so) in its attitude,'37  
while one, an emotive cartoon representing the plight 
of Westralian blacks, was included in the sub-
category 66foil".138  

Cartoon content in The Bulletin increased from ten 
per cent of total content of items examined in 1901 to thirty seven per cent in 1911. The 
majority of cartoons (fourteen) were created by B. E. Minns who provided a somewhat 
sympathetic picture of the Black, though providing mirth through viewing the Black as an 
oddity. Many of the barbs were directed at the foibles of the White rather than the Black. 
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PAINTING THE LILY 
Newchum Visitor: "What horse am I 
to ride today - the one with the bob-
tail?" 
Abo. Stockman: "Ah, he not flash 
enough for you, boss. Other pheller 
flash - he got two-bob tail." 
(28/7/21, p.20; R. 202) 

An example comes from one of B. E. Minns' cartoons where "the King pledges his 
regalia".'39  King Bffly is depicted as trading his breast plate for a bottle of rum, perhaps 
more an indictment of the publican and his society than of the Black. The Blacks were not 
only the butt of the humour of the cartoonist, they were seen as humorists in their own 
right, a major topic in 1911.140  The concept of Black as humorist was based on the 
differences in the way the Black viewed various topics, an extension of dividing practices. 
The cartoons created by Lionel Lindsay, Norman Lindsay and Ashton Murphy provided a 
similar sensitive picture of Blacks. 

All Vincent, on the other hand, used the Black as a tool. His attitude was explicitly racist 
yet he was willing to use the Blacks as foils through which he could attack others.'4' The 
cartoon entitled "The Dusky Andromeda" was created in response to a news item claiming 
that in the Northern Territory Chinese were keeping native girls in their huts.' 42  

The cartoon shows Perseus of Manly with a rifle 
about to save a native girl, who is in chains, from 
the Chinese dragon. The caption reads "Perseus of 
Manly - Hold hard! I'm up here after big game and 
let me tell you there isn't going to be any close 
season for dragons." Unlike other cartoons in The 
Bulletin ,the woman is depicted as shapely in the 
White tradition. All Vincent's attack on the church 
in a cartoon entitled "The Orange Tree" provides 
another example of the use of the image of Blacks 
to attack another institution.'43  

Though there was an increase in the number of 
items appearing in The Bulletin of 1921 the number 
of cartoons in the magazine remained constant, 
decreasing to twenty one per cent of items. The change in the character of the work of 
B.E. Minns was particularly interesting. Fifty per cent of the cartoons were created by 
Minns. He produced fourteen cartoons in each of the years of 1911 and 1921. While his 
work of 1911 was sympathetic towards the Black this sensitivity appears to have been lost 
over the period and his work of 1921 was more in touch with the mood which possessed 
The Bulletin and The Bulletin community of the times. 

Minns' declining influence is indicated by the increase in the total "explicitly racist" and 
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"inferentially racist" sub-categories from fifty per cent in 1911 to sixty seven per cent in 
1921. Five of the items in these sub-categories (not all by Minns) dealt with excessive use 
of alcohol by Blacks, four dealt with the blackness of the skin in a derogatory fashion and 
three dealt with the laziness of the Black. A major cartoon on the front page of The 
Bulletin's special Christmas edition entitled "1921 - Too much marry now, mine tinkit" 
criticised the large family sizes of Blacks.'44  

Those items which fall into the "foil" sub-category ridiculed others. The targets could be 
the "new chum",'45  the missionary,'46  the public official,' 47  or the mean squatter.'48  All of 
these groups were common targets of The Bulletin's wit. 

Education for Blacks 

The topic of education for Blacks was rarely discussed in 1901 by The Bulletin 
community. It was clear that education of Blacks was not seen as a major responsibility of 
the White community nor of groups within it. The main reason for this lack of interest was 
the belief that Blacks were incapable of absorbing any learning. That the Black should be 
trained to behave in the same way as a White was the cause of some discussion. Some 
such as Ernest Favenc believed that Blacks should remain in their traditional state under a 
system akin to Apartheid. To others change was necessary. Two agents of change were 
discussed. The missions were seen as a means of bringing about this change. Others saw 
the pastoral properties as providing both on the job training and also a means of training 
through the imitation by Blacks of White ways.' 49  

As there was little attention paid by The Bulletin to the education of Blacks in 1901 there 
was no discussion of educational philosophy in relation to Blacks. That philosophy and 
resulting educational methodology which was indicated usually fell into the extreme 
behaviourist mould of force'5°  and the imprisonment of Blacks."' 

Though the work of the church was frowned upon by The Bulletin community an 
exception was made in the case of New Norcia, a Roman Catholic Mission in Western 
Australia. Three items praised the work of the mission in providing basic education for 
Blacks.'52  Items dealing with basic education provides two emphases, that of the need for 
education, stressing the ignorance of Blacks, '53  and those describing the work carried out 
at New Norcia in this field.'54  

Some results of the mainly informal education process described were negative and dealt 
with how Blacks had been spoilt by white contact.'55  Exceptions included the positive 
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results brought about by New Norcia mission station in the field of education and the 
results of a cross-cultural project involving the development of a boomerang business 
enterprise. 

The almost total lack of information concerning the education of Blacks in The Bulletin of 
1901 was startling. What was even more stirtling was the fact that this lack of interest, 
which indicated a lack of desire for change, was a consistent characteristic of The Bulletin 
throughout the total period examined with the exception of a four month period in 1961 
following the appointment of Donald Home as editor. 

In 1911 there was again little emphasis on adult education for Blacks. The attempt to 
improve education for Blacks was only 
mentioned once, following an item which, 
according to The Bulletin, appeared in a Daily 
Paper and stated that "steps were being taken to 
give a higher education to the aborigines in 
Queensland." A derogatory cartoon followed in 
which an Black woman was depicted as being 
"cheeky" by demanding a typist's position rather 
than that of a washer-woman.'56  

The Bulletin community in fact considered the 
Black incapable of being educated and ridiculed 
the church in its attempts to educate Blacks. In a 
Bulletin item entitled "Binghi and the Church" 
Blacks were described as "unfit", of "infantile 
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CLASS-CONSCIOUS 
Mistress: "Mary, I have corrected you 
repeatedly; you really must do as I tell 
you.,,  
Mary: "Don't you talk to me like that! 
I'm not one of your old-time blacks!" 
(10/3/21, p.22; R.154) 

intelligence", of having a lesser brain, and of there being "no ultimate hope for a race which 
is incapable of developing some kind of civiisation of its own."57  Not only were Blacks 
unfit to accept the benefits of education, they were also unfit to be members of the 
Australian community. "When a more advanced people come along, the incapables pass 
out, either by disease, violence, or invisible causes. The Church objects to this - in theory, 
at least. If it had its way it would preserve them all, and the earth would be full of them, 
and there would be no room for the more hopeful races".'58  

There was an exception to be found in an item describing the needs of the Northern 
Territory.'59  "Chloe" stated that the Beagle Bay Mission Fathers were unlike the 
"missionaries, with their narrow and positively sffly ideas". "What they (the Beagle Bay 
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Mission Fathers) have made of the native, through their practical organisation, is a lesson 
to the Commonwealth." 

There was again little emphasis on education for Blacks in 1921. The attempt to improve 
the status of Blacks was only mentioned once in a cartoon entitled "Class-Conscious" 
where Mary stated she is not one of the old-time blacks.'6°  The theme of Blacks being 
spoilt by education and White contact, of demanding privileges above their station was also 
evident in a 1911 cartoon entitled "A Condition".'6' 

The Bulletin community continued to consider the Black incapable of being educated. 
Moreover the idea of providing education for a race which was dying out was ludicrous. 
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Chapter 4 The Middle Years - 1931 To 1951 

The 1930s marked the introduction of a variation in the episteme of Protectionism. It was 
suggested that since the Blacks may not be dying out, it could be necessary to breed the 
Blacks out, or, to turn Blacks into Whites, that is, to develop a policy of assimilation. The 
call for assimilation was in contrast to another call for a policy with similar attributes to that 
of apartheid. This policy called for the complete isolation of the Blacks on reserves. By 
the 1950s Assimilation had become stated Government policy in all states and territories, 
though all practised isolation (spatial exclusion) on settlements and missions under the 
guise of training institutions. 

The Management 

Shapcott believes that by the 1930s the journey of The Bulletin from radicalism at its 
beginning to conservatism as it aged had all but been completed.' "The Bulletin had long 
settled into being the conservative voice of the country's rural hinterland. Sydney's wealth 
- and Australia's - was seen to be dependent on the "golden fleece"." A.G. Stephens was 
of the same opinion. "22 Aug. 1929 - Bulletin left a bloated carcass, waiting to be pushed 
over unless new sincere life comes in; once a force, now a formula."2  

Samuel Prior continued as editor of The Bulletin until his death in 1933. "John Webb took 
over a paper which, if not a dull old man, was enjoying a protracted, maundering middle 
age.3  Webb was obsessed by fierce anti-Communism and a pro White Australia stance, 
topics well covered in the pages of The Bulletin. Rolfe suggests that The Bulletin did not 
know what it stood for but was emphatic on what it was against, including an anti-Asian 
stand on immigration and an intense fear and loathing of Communism. Thus there was no 
paradox in associating Jews with both the Communists and the Nazis prior to the Second 
World War. The Bulletin supported Mussolini and suggested that Hitler was a modest 
man rather than a megalomaniac.4  As late as 1939 it suggested that Australia should seek 
co-existence with Germany and Japan. 

The Bulletin continued to work to a formula based on the style of Archibald. In 1947 
Oscar Mendelsohn, in reference to the owners of The Bulletin, the Prior family, wrote 

Those priers (sic) of that weekly Bulletin of heresy-hunts must have some occasional bad quarter 
hours with the shades of Archibald, Henry Lawson, Phil May, and the rest of that brave, jolly, 
envisioned company. Drop them a tear but no more sixpences.5  
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David Adams became editor of the magazine in 1948, though it is doubtful that many 
noticed any change in the style of The Bulletin. Adams was primarily a fmancial journalist 
and thus influenced the financial pages though he changed little else. He remained in the 
position of editor until the sale by the Priors of The Bulletin to Frank Packer and 
Consolidated Press. It has been stated by many employees that The Bulletin was a 
pleasant place to work, rather than an exciting one. 

By 1959 it was difficult to defme the audience of The Bulletin. It continued to seek the 
rural audience, though this audience was diminishing. The emphasis on the fmancial pages 
brought a particular audience as did Douglas Stewart's "Red Page". Yet it was this 
diversity that contributed to the continuing decline of The Bulletin. Individual interest lay 
in a particular section of the magazine rather than in the magazine as a whole. People were 
unwffling to purchase a magazine which contained ten to twenty per cent of information in 
which they were interested. This diversity in content has continued and accounts for the 
presence of the magazine in the waiting rooms of doctors, dentists and take away 
restaurants. 

The World according to The Bulletin 

1931 The depression of 1931 dominated the front pages of The Bulletin of that year. The 
ifiustrations on the front pages captured starkly the problems facing people and 

Fig. 4.1 
Cover Stories  

1931 

Political 19 
Business 
International 3 
Social problems 5 
Arts 1 
Aboriginal matters 1 
Media 
Sport 
Economy 1 20 

governments of the time. They presented a bleak picture, in 
general portraying the despair of the unemployed and the 
inactivity of the governments. Paradoxically, there was a 
large decrease in explicitly racist items appearing in the 
pages of The Bulletin. This may be associated with the 
common economic problem that faced everybody, a theme 
which was to re-appear in 1941. 

The Bulletin emphasised the depression itself (eleven 
items), inflation (six items), attempts to deal with inflation (five items), excessive taxation 
(three items), and unemployment (three items). Other items associated with the depression 
included labour relations, especially the union movement (five items), the voluntary 
liquidation of the Primary Producers Bank and state relations with the Loans Council. The 
union movement was again vigorously attacked as it was in 1921. 
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Other items, apart from local politics included the death of Melba and the abdication of the 

King of Spain. A cartoon depicting "black 
brother" conducting an election where the major 

issue was the size of lizards appeared on the 

front page of the Christmas issue of The 
Bulletin. It is again perplexing as to why, as in 
1921, the Black should be portrayed as a 
problem on the cover of such a significant issue 

of The Bulletin (in both cases the Christmas 

issue). 

1941 In 1941 the world was at war. The 

Bulletin community was totally immersed in the 
war effort, ninety four per cent of front page 
cartoons dealing with the subject. 
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MORE OF ThIS DEFLATION 
Combo (up tree): "Not a piurry 'possum! One 
time always used to get two three 'possum in a 
tree like this." 
Midnight: "My word! This pfeller dunno what 
plurry country comin' to!" 
1/4/31, p.21; R.287. 

Fig. 4.2 
Cover 1941 
Stories  

Political 1 
International 2 
Defence 43 
Media 4 
Sport 1 
Economy 

Only three items dealt I 
with other matters, one ridiculed censorship associated with the 

war (7/5/41), the others dealt with the poor quality of the press 

(15/10/41) and radio broadcasting (22/10/41). As all other 
matters of dispute were put aside in a joint effort to fight the 
common enemy, so too was the problem of the Blacks put into 

partial abeyance during the period of threat. 

1951 The major theme of Bulletin cover page cartoons in 1951 was that of the internal red 

menace, a rather vague amorphous grouping of Communism, Socialism, Unionism 

(especially union bosses), and the Australian Labor Party. Forty six per cent of front page 

Table 4.3 
Cover Stories 151 
Political 15 
Business 2 
International 5 
Social problems 3 
Lifestyle 4 
Defence 6 
Economy 17 

cartoons denigrated these groups. Ten items dealt with 
matters outside of Australia, a majority of these dealing with 

the Communist threat from Korea, China and Russia. In all, 

more than sixty per cent of cover cartoons railed against the 
red menace, both internally and externally. Three items dealt 

with the disastrous forty hour week, while two denigrated 

the role of the Senate. A major item within the pages of The 

Bulletin, though not illustrated in the cover pages, was the Jubilee celebrations, marking 

fifty years since Federation. 
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Episteme 
The episteme of 1931 continued to be that of protectionism with some reminiscences of the 
past and descriptions of Black traditional culture, pre-protectionism (seventeen per cent). 
The majority of The Bulletin community saw the demise of the Black race as inevitable. A 
fictional Black is quoted as saying "one is aware that one is going to be both individually 
and racially extinct in the space of one short generation".6  The implication that Blacks 
could fit into White society (assimilation) was provided by the praises heaped on "abo" 
bowler, Gilbert.7  

Fig. 4.4 Episteme 1931 to 
1951  

1931 1941 1951 
Pre protectionism 21 17% 35 29% 34 30% 
Protectionism 99 81% 57 48% 41 37% 
Apartheid 0 0% 1 1% . 1 1% 
Assimilation 2 2% 26 22% 36 31% 
Self management 0 0% 0 0% 1 1% 
Total 1 122 100%1 119 100%1 112 1000/. 

A clue to the future change in episteme was to be found in the "Red Page" which provided 
a very brief review of the book Understanding the Australian Aborigine, a sixpenny series, 
by Dr A. P. Elkin.8  It was Elkin who would influence government policy regarding Blacks 
and assist in the introduction of the episteme of assimilation. 

1941 The late 1930s was a period of change in the development of an episteme dealing 
with Blacks. Government policy was changing and the control of Blacks was being moved 
from the hands of the police to those of officers within such departments as that of Native 
Affairs in the Northern Territory.9  Such changes met resistance from some of The Bulletin 

community, however some within the community welcomed change, especially after 
common experiences on the war front. Those who sought to maintain the status quo 
appear in the table in the sub-category "protectionist" while those who presented an 
affirmative attitude towards the recognition of Blacks appear in the sub-category 
"assimilation". The percentage supporting or implementing protectionism was more than 
double that advocating assimilation. There was also a return to the call for apartheid in 
order to protect the Blacks." 

The largest number of items however falls into the sub-category "pre-protectionism". 
These items in most cases dealt with matters of an anthropological nature which were tied 
to the past. 
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1951 Those items described as Pre-protectionist refeffed to items describing traditional or 
supposedly traditional Black methods of behaviour or legends. In some cases the 
descriptions, such as how Blacks form a shelter to sleep through a complicated weaving of 

were pure fantasy; in others the contents was questionable, for example 
disparaging descriptions of rainmaking'2  and bush medicines.'3  

Those items dealing with the protectionist period refer to the past (1900 to 1940s). Those 
dealing with assimilation attempt to face some of the problems of the time and involve the 
complicated and often contradictory concepts of the time'4  and only slightly outnumber the 
protectionist items. One contains concepts of the future, namely those of self management. 
"Any action that is based on an attitude of superiority ... won't benefit the blacks" 

Education about Blacks -Bulletin content 

1931 There was a slight drop in the number of items dealing with Blacks in 1931 (one 
hundred and twenty two) from the figures of 1921 (one hundred and thirty two) , the 
highest number of items recorded in a year. While the content was similar to that of 
previous years, racism was less apparent in both 1931 and 1941. 

1941 There were a total of eighty four items dealing with Blacks in the pages of The 
Bulletin in 1941, a decrease of thirty one per cent from the figure of one hundred and 
twenty one in 1931. 

1951 The Bulletin of 1951 had taken on a much more professional, some would say, a 
much less interesting, appearance than that of previous years. As a result many of the items 
written about Blacks had an academic appearance, though, on analysis, some were as 
biased and "unscientific" as the more vigorous work of the amateurs of earlier times. The 
decrease in apparent racism in the previous two years examined did not continue. Figures 
for items dealing with Blacks remained constant, there being a total of seventy eight items. 

Topics 
1931 The figures show the diversity of topics examined in The Bulletin of 1931, 
indicating a lack of focus in the field of Black/White relations. Items within the sub-
category "anthropology" included items by "Gumblegubbin"6  and "Beanbah"7  dealing 
with "abo" skulls which could take "Binghi" back to prehistoric times. 

The sub-category "attributes" is associated with anthropology. As in all sub-categories 
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some of the material is questionable. "BE26" provided an example of dubious material 
when he wrote that the left side of the "abo" skull is flatter than the right because the 
"lubra" continually presses "baby Binghi" to her shoulder.'8  

Fig. 4.5 Topics 1931 to 1951  

1931 1941 1951 
Anthropology 21 17% 30 36% 20 26% 
Arts, entertainment and Sport 15 12% 0 0% 15 19% 
Assimilation 4 3% 4 5% 6 8% 
Attributes 10 8% 18 21% 4 5% 
Black culture 2 2% 1 1% 3 4% 
Education and employment 11 9% 1 1% 4 5% 
Evangelism 0 0% 0 0% 0 0 
Health, housing and substance 8 7% 3 4% 6 8% 
abuse 
Human rights 1 1% 1 1% 0 0% 
Landrights 0 00/0 0 0% 0 00/0 
Mistreatment 25 20% 17 20% 8 10% 
Wisdom from innocence 17 14% 1 1% 4 5% 
Other 8 7% 8 10% 8 10% 
Total 1 122 100%1 84 100%1 78 100% 

The topic of Black mistreatment remained the major topic in 1931. The percentage of items 
describing mistreatment continued to fall indicating either a lack of interest or an 
unwillingness to know by The Bulletin community. An exception was an item by 
"Irawuni" describing the poor conditions facing a "pet aboriginal leper" in Derby, Western 
Australia.'9  Items denigrating Blacks were included in the sub-category "mistreatment" 
and were generally explicitly racist items aimed primarily at dehumanising the Black. 
Examples included a description by "Murrungurry" of "One Legged Emily, an old lubra 
who used to infest the outskirts of Adelaide".2°  

The "abo" cricketer Gilbert provided a difficult topic for The Bulletin in 1931. That an 
excellent player should be Black was considered paradoxical and created tensions between 
the stereotype of the useless Black and the desire to win. Gilbert first came to prominence 
in an article written by "Gabba", being described as a "freak bowler".2 ' Attempts to bring 
Gilbert to Brisbane from a bush settlement in order to improve his cricket were not met 
with universal approval. "Old Q" was particularly opposed to the move on the grounds that 
in all previous instances of demonstrated sporting prowess by the "aboriginal athlete" 
exploitation by Whites followed.22  Gilbert's story which evolves through the pages of 
"Sporting Notions" reflected much of the prejudice experienced by Blacks in the field of 
sport. Though his prowess was continually demonstrated (Bradman for a "duck" in 
Sheffield Shield cricket, four wickets for thirty eight runs for Queensland against South 
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Africa) the New South Wales Cricket Manager was able to prevent Gilbert from playing for 
Australia, thus allowing selection of another New South Wales player. A suitable solution 
was found, Gilbert was accused of "chucking", thus providing an excuse for excluding the 
Black and reinforcing stereotypes. 

1941 The majority of topics (fifty seven per cent) came under the sub-categories of 
"anthropology" and "attributes". Those dealing with "anthropoiogy" were in the main 
submitted by amateur anthropologists. While many of the items lacked a scientific 
framework they provided an interesting view of The Bulletin community's perspective of 
traditional Black culture. Items were generally objective and dealt with such topics as 
Black legends, use of bush materials, fire, warfare, and tools and weapons. The sub-
category "attributes" in the majority of cases was positive in attitude. "Dark brother's" 
courage in the dentist's chair was dealt with in detail.23  The Black view of the lack of 
beauty in the White was also examined.24  While most dealt with particular skills such as 
tracking and horse riding others gave an overall view. "Dungerness" reported the deaths of 
two outstanding "abos", Governor Sam of Reedy Springs and Paddy Hopper, "the best 
boxer of the full blood race since Jerry Jerome".25  Another item providing an affirmative 
picture of the Black described how three Mirriwinni men saved an old white bushman.26  

The sub-category "mistreatment" provided the next highest figure with twenty per cent of 
the total. The description of mistreatment changed in this period. Though the poor 
treatment meted out to the Black by the pastoral industry in prior years was dealt with in 
one item the majority of items dealt with mistreatment in an urban setting. 27  The seduction 
of "abo girls" in Darwin was discussed28  as was the poor quality of police investigation 
(described by the court) in determining paternity in the case of "half caste" children.29  The 
cartoon provided some idea of the feelings of the poorly treated employee. 30  The 
denigration of Blacks continued as a popular topic, though in some cases such denigration 
was probably selectively factual. One item described an "abo" breast feeding both a child 
and a pup.3' Another ridiculed the appearance in the centre of town of "an aborigine in her 
native dress.32  

1951 The sub-topic, "Anthropology" contained the largest number of items. The most 
numerous items dealt with traditional ceremonies, legends and lifestyle of Blacks. The 
perennial and dehumanising topic of cannibalism made only one appearance during the 
year.33  
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The sub-topic, "Arts" contained fifteen items during 1951, second only to "Anthropology". 
There were two related major reasons for the upsurge in interest in the topic of art and the 
Black. The first was brought about by the celebration of the fifty year jubilee of Federation 
and the desire to present Australian art to the world. The second was the controversy 
surrounding the art works of Albert Namatjira and the Hermannsburg art movement. 

Pastor Douglas Nicholls, a Black pastor, first complained about the lack of Black 
representation in the Jubilee celebrations. "Cauboy" pointed out that in his view the 
Binghis had little to offer, except perhaps an all-aboriginal buckjumping show.34  Two 
major points of dispute arose from these comments, one concerning ceremony and dance, 
the other concerning visual art. While "Cauboy" contended that it would be "insulting to 
ask a team of Binghis to perform their sacred ritual" the writer, "Curate's Egg", strongly 
disagreed with "Cauboy's" view, stating that, while "admittedly there are certain ritual 
measures which he would not perform for the uninitiated, ... (they) are but a fraction of his 
repertoire."35  He believed that "by his counseling against the inclusion of a Binghi dance 
item on the Jubilee bifi, "Cauboy" does an injustice to a seasoned trouper in the person of 
Binghi himself." The question of dance led to further argument. A ballet by John Antill, 
"Corroboree" in which white ballerinas clothed from head to foot in black tights would 
perform a corroboree "was commissioned for performance during the Jubilee 
celebrations."" While the work was met with great praise37  the theme was used to ridicule 
Blacks.38  There was no controversy over the inclusion of Harold Blair, Black tenor, "with 
a speaking voice as mellifluous as his singing one", in the Jubilee celebrations. 

The topic of visual arts provided greater controversy. The major conflicts arose regarding 
the art works of Albert Namatjira and those of the Hermannsburg school, none of which 
were officially displayed as part of the Jubilee celebrations. They were exhibited at a 
private gallery, Tye's Gallery, Melbourne, and some "primitive" aboriginal paintings were 
exhibited at the Melbourne National Gallery.40  The debate dealt with questions concerning 
the Hermannsburg artists as representatives of Black culture, the quality of the works, and 
the social impact of sales of art. 

"Cauboy" stated that "it would be ridiculous to fetch down Albert Namatjira as a 
representative of aboriginal culture when he is really a product at one remove from the 
National Gallery school in Melbourne". 4' It was believed by many that there could be but 
one way in which a Black artist could paint, "I have seen the real aboriginal art in the secret 
caves on the Kimberley coast and it is very crude."42  The editor of the "Red Page" stated 
that Rex Battarbee, Namatjira's mentor, "is providing ammunition for the.critics, who, 
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whether out of racial jealousy or worship of the primitive, have always been eager to deride 
the Hermannsburg movement, and who demand that the aboriginal artists ... shall confme 
themselves to the elementary designs of concentric circles, which, as both Mr. Battarbee 
and Mr. Strehiow point out, are all that, by tribal law, are legally and religiously 
permissible to Arunta painters."43  

The question of quality of the work was discussed in some detail. The editor of the page 
"Sundry Shows" provided an interesting interpretation of the works exhibited at Tye's 
Gallery. 44  "Australians will always fmd it difficult to look at the work of the native race 
without sentimentality". Black art was compared to Ben Johnson's remarks concerning a 
woman preaching. "Sir," said Dr Johnson, "a woman preaching is like a dog's walking on 
its hind legs. It is not well done; but you are surprised to fmd it done at all." The editor saw 
little merit in the works and considered that if they "were robbed of their romantic glamour 
and, unsigned, were hung in an ordinary exhibition nobody would take any notice of 
them." A similar view was expressed by the editor of the "Red Page".45  "It is, of course, 
phenomenal, and full of hope for the future, that these paintings should have been done at 
all; and if most of them are best described as "creditable considering their origin" they 
remain - creditable." 

Yet it was not enough to denigrate the art of Blacks, thus demonstrating the presumption of 
white supremacy; there was an attempt to demonstrate that the introduction of the concept 
of art to the Blacks was detrimental to their society. In the same item a paper written by 
Pastor Albrecht, Superintendent of Hermannsburg Mission, was discussed with an 
emphasis on the effects of the introduction of the cash economy via the arts on missionary 
ideals. F.S in the section "Society" stated that "the sudden realisation of the power of art 
converted into money is tending to debauch the unsophisticated inhabitants of the Never 
Never, and leave them "unhappily suspended between the white men's world and their old 
world."46  M.S. in a letter to The Bulletin combines both the theme of poor quality art and 
the demoralisation of society. 47  Not all of The Bulletin community agreed with these 
feelings. "Dick Turpin"48  not only acknowledged the right of Namatjira to preserve his own 
culture and to continue to go on "walkabout", he suggested that "If many successful whites 
went "walkabout" instead of hanging on to make more, they would be better off in many 
ways." 

A topic not included in the list of sub-categories, and one of little importance in previous 
years was that dealing with Whites whose names were associated with Black people. These 
included John AntilP, a choreographer, Selina Muller50, an artist, Bill Harne?',  a 
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government patrol officer, Daisy Bates52, a supporter of Blacks, Dr Donald Thomson53, an 
anthropologist, and Mrs Gunn54, an author. 

Section and Mode 
1931 The majority of items (seventy eight per cent) appeared in the section 
"Contributions". Of these fifty nine per cent of total items were found in the column 
"Aboriginalities". 

Fig. 4.6 Sections 1931 to 1951  

1931 1941 1951 
Advertisements 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Arts, literature and entertainment 12 10% 4 5% 13 17% 
Cartoons and humour 5 4% 0 0% 1 1% 
Contributions 95 78% 70 83% 34 44% 
Editorial I 1% 1 1% 7 9% 
Letters 0 0% 3 4010 5 6% 
News 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
News comment 4 3% 5 6% 7 9% 
Service 2 2% 0 0% 6 8% 
Social pages 3 2% 1 1% 5 6% 
Total 1 122 100%1 84 100%1 78 100% 

The column "Sporting Notions" dominated the section "arts, literature and entertainment" 
with eight per cent of total items. Nine dealt with the prowess of "abo" fast bowler Gilbert 
from Queensland. In all cases except two Gilbert was referred to as "abo bowler Gilbert" 
or "abo Gilbert"; in one case he is referred to as "aboriginal bowler Gilbert" and in one case 
simply as "Gilbert". 

Two sympathetic items appeared in the column "A Woman's Letter" ("social pages"). The 
first was a memorial notice for half-caste Jimmy Allen.55  The second dealt with the 
assistance given by twenty "blacks" from Carowra mission station in fmding a lost child.56  

The mode "cartoons" increased to thirty two per cent of items and were found mainly in the 
column "Aboriginalities". B. E. Minns continued to produce the majority of cartoons, 
twenty six of the thirty nine dealing with Blacks. Cartoonist King produced two cartoons 
dealing with drunkenness, one with the intoxication of the "master"57, the other entitled 
"Lubra-cated". 

Two items were located in the "Red Page" ("arts, literature and entertainment"). The first 
provided a mediocre review of the book The Sands of Windee by Arthur Upfield, a book 
dealing with the exploits of a "half caste" detective.58  The second noted the publication of 
the book Understanding the Australian Aborigine by Dr A. P. Elkin.59  
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Fig. 4.7 Mode 1931 to 1951  

1931 1941 1951 
News 8 7% 3 4% 5 6% 
Descriptive Article 61 50% 60 71% 30 38% 
Reflective Article 9 7% 4 5% 11 14% 
Letter 0 0% 2 2% 9 11% 
Cartoon and advertisement 39 32% 6 7% 9 11% 
History Black and White 3 2% 5 6% 3 4% 
Fiction and poetry 0 0% 1 1% 7 9% 
Review 2 2% 3 4% 5 6% 
Total 1 122 100%1 84 100%1 79 100% 

1941 Eighty three per cent of items appeared in the section "contributions", that is, in the 
columns "Aboriginalities" and "North of Twenty Eight", a column devoted to that area 
considered to be most endangered by the war, that above the twenty eighth parallel. 

The column, "The Other Fellows Mind", was the first defmed "Letters to the Editor" 
column in The Bulletin. Previously letters had appeared sporadically throughout the 
magazine with little distinction being made between letters and articles. Letters included a 
description of the poor treatment of "Binghi" at the beginning of the centuly and the need to 
implement a system similar to apartheid to protect the Black.60  Three items dealt with AIF 
enlistment and rights of "full bloods" enlisted. 

The column "The Red Page" ("arts, literature and entertainment") contained four items. 
Three of these were book reviews, one dealing with a description of travels through 
Arnhem Land by C. Barrett entitled "Coast of Adventure".6' the second reviewed the novel 
"Nemarluk, King of the Wilds" by Ion Idriss62  and the third examined an anthropological 
study entitled "Burial Trees" by Lindsay Black.63  The fourth item was a short story by 
Xavier Herbert entitled "Kaijek the Songman".64  

An item appeared in the column "Personal Items" ("social pages") which told of eighty year 
old Daisy Bates" return to the "abos" at Ooldea. 

Cartoons decreased markedly to only nine per cent in 1941. This trend was to continue till 
the present. 

1951 The year 1951 saw a partial restructuring of The Bulletin, foreshadowing the 
complete change to come about in 1961. The number of items in the sub-category 
"contributions" was almost halved in 1951. This was reflected in the change in mode. The 
decrease in the appearance of the mode's "descriptive article" and "reflective article" (most 
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commonly found in the column "Aboriginalities") from seventy six per cent in 1941 to fifty 
two per cent in 1951 was matched by an increase in news items and editorials, that is, an 
increase in those columns written by the editor or by Bulletin staff, including editorials, 
"Plain English", "Service Department", "Sundry Shows" and "Personal Items". The 
dramatic change in content and mode signaled a change in personality and readership of 
The Bulletin and the end of an era in the history of The Bulletin. 

Attitudes expressed in The Bulletin towards Blacks 

1931 The attitudes demonstrated in The Bulletin of 1931 did not vary considerably from 
those demonstrated in 1901, 1911 and 1921. There was an air of fatalism in The Bulletin 
community brought on by the depression, and this extended to attitudes towards the Blacks 
and their expected demise. There was however a new voice mentioned in the "Red Page", 
that of Dr A. P. Elkin, a voice which would do much to change attitudes, particularly in 
governments in the next ten years. 

Two related items provide an interesting view of the thoughts of The Bulletin community 
at the time. The first, written by "Nakhoda" describes the reservation for "aboriginals" at 
Lake Tyers and "the more-or-less halcyon existence" of this diminishing race. 65  It was the 
following fmal two sentences which brought about a swift reply in the editorial pages of 
The Bulletin. "Despite the allegedly degrading effect of a life of idleness, I was struck on a 
recent visit by the dignity and self-sufficiency of the full-bloods. The younger generation 
talk like dinkum Australians; the older men like Oxford dons, with soft melodious voices." 

Fig. 4.8 Observed attitudes 1931 to 
1951 

 

1931 1941 1951 
Explicit racism 15 12% 7 8% 5 6% 
Inferential racism 51 42% 25 30% 32 41% 
Objective 53 43% 51 61% 39 49% 
Idealistic 3 2% 1 1% 3 4% 
Total 1 122 100%1 84 100%1 79 1000/o 

Fig. 4.9 Expressed attitudes 1931 
to 1951 

 

1931 1941 1951 
Explicit racism 12 10% 4 5% 5 6% 
Inferential racism 50 41% 25 30% 31 39% 
Objective 58 48% 54 64% 40 51% 
Idealistic 2 1% 1 1% 3 34% 
Total 1 122 100%1 84 100%1 79 100% 
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The Bulletin responded on April Fool's Day with a satire based on that item.66  The 
immediate aim of the item appears to be to ridicule the item submitted by "Nakhoda". The 
"aboriginal's" voice is that of an Oxford don. "I shall be glad to show you round the station 
and explain it to you. I am, of course, presuming that you understand the English 
language, though your opening remarks might easily lead one to an opposite conclusion." 
The content of the item then becomes rather ambiguous. While it is evident that some of the 
comments are designed to ridicule the "aboriginal" and "Nakhoda", the item contains many 
positive statements. The participation of Blacks in the great war is recognised, as is their 
prowess on the sporting field. It is recognised that before the arrival of Mr. Batman there 
was no unemployment in Victoria. The overriding factor exhibited in the item is, however, 
the belief that the Black "is going to be both individually and racially extinct in the space of 
one short generation". The item is an epitaph where the author, in good taste, emphasises 
the positive. 

The belief in the certain extinction of the Black was justified by figures quoted by "Tuart" 
from Professor Radcliffe-Browne who estimated that between 250,000 and 300,000 
"abos" were present before the coming of the white man. The census of 1929 provided the 
figure of 61,801 "full-bloods".67  A cartoon by B.E. Minns also emphasised the point of 
the demise of the "blackfellow".68  

The figures for the sub-category "objective" increased dramatically in 1931, to forty three 
per cent observed and forty eight per cent expressed. These figures may have been 
influenced by the adversity of the depression facing both White and Black. There were 
items in this sub-category which demonstrated a more positive attitude, especially from the 
country regions. An item by "Mulgo" suggested that "black ladies" make good wives.69  
He also recognised the competence of "Tarpot" in a managerial role on cattle stations. 
"Mundowie" also accepted the competency of an "abo" manager at Cadarga Station in 
Queensland.7°  "Homfrey Beale" provided two positive items concerning Blacks. In the 
first he indicated "the aversion of Binghi to the wanton destruction of trees and plants".7 ' 
In the second he described a "full blooded black gin", Mary Alice Throgmorton, a slavey at 
a hotel near Walgett.72  

This does not mean that those items considered explicitly racist lacked the vitriol of 
previous explicitly racist items. The cartoon entitled "Lubra-cated" is probably one of the 
most vicious appearing in The Bulletin at any time.73  
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Most items, including those termed "objective" continued to deal only superficially with 
Black/White relations. There was little attempt to look realistically at problems related to 
such relations as the extinction of the Black was seen as inevitable. 

The figures for the sub-category "idealistic" dropped due mainly to the lack of use of the 
Black in advertising. One idealistic item written by "Solomonoo" stated somewhat naively 
that before the arrival of "white brother, the native was desireless of things outside nature". 

Another item by "Palanda" verged on the line between reality and idealism.75  In part 
he wrote that the "coastal abos of the north are giving a little demonstration of the folly of 
civilisation just now. They don't give a dump for the old General de Presh and the price of 
wool means as little to them as the rate of exchange. ... Binghi has the laugh on us. He 
knows how to live in Australia without pawning it." 

The credibility of this sentiment is questioned by an item written by "By Cripes" who wrote 
that, with the suspension of rural awards in Queensland, "whites" were willing to take the 
lower rates paid to "abo" stockmen and were taking over their jobs. 76  

1941 The Second World War completely dominated the minds and hearts of The Bulletin 
community during 1941. Yet the war 
also provided an opportunity for the 
Black to fight and work beside the 
White as can be observed in cartoons 
of the period. The Black still 
remained a problem, a problem which 
was encroaching on the cities, the 
domain of the White. Yet the solution 
which up to this time had been 
considered inevitable, the eventual 
extinction of the Black, was no longer 
so certain. The problem was one for 
which The Bulletin community was not yet prepared to fmd an answer though steps were 
being taken by governments through the gradual introduction of an assimilation policy. 
The collective mind of The Bulletin community however was busy in the battle fields 
abroad. The support given by Blacks to the war effort was recognised by The Bulletin 
community" though there was some confusion as to their eligibility to enlist legally.78  
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The figures for the sub-category "objective" continued to increase dramatically in 1941, to 
sixty one per cent observed and sixty four expressed. The increase in numbers reinforces 
the view of a decrease in racist sentiments during a period of threat and perceived common 
obstacles. Yet the items were not as supportive as in 1931. Rather, they were descriptive 
and lacked positive emotion. 

Only five items were considered explicitly racist. The major item, designed and condoned 
by The Bulletin management and appearing in every edition of The Bulletin in 1941, was 
the banner for the section Aboriginalities which showed the Black at a campfire, lizard in 
one hand and bottle in the other, thus reinforcing the image of the problem of the drunken 
Black. Two items question the amount of money provided to the N.T. Native Affairs 
Department. One item describes the Black as "a Stone Age Man, perhaps a hundred 
thousand years behind the white. Nearer to the animal, to put it bluntly."79. 

1951 The number of items dealing with Blacks continued to fall from eighty three in 1941 
to seventy nine in 1951. There was a marked change in both content and attitude displayed 
by The Bulletin during the period. The magazine projected a more professional image 
rather than the conglomerate of public opinion and ramblings of its former years. It 
appeared to make greater use of sanitary coding in its attitudes and statements. 

Figures for both observed and expressed objective attitudes fell by twelve per cent with a 
consequent increase in inferentially racist items. 
While the numbers of explicitly racist items 
remained low, there were in most cases no 
follow up items denigrating the explicitly racist 
attitudes expressed. This indicates that the 
items were accepted generally by The Bulletin 
community. Explicit racism took three major 
forms, derision80, contempt81 , and explicit 
racism under the guise of philanthropy.82  

Inferential racism was shown in a variety of 
ways. Non-recognition of the presence of the 
Black (total exclusion) is evident in a long  
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"I never guessed you felt like this about er, 
Joe." 
(19/9/51, p.30; R.525) 

editorial item dealing with highlights of the last fifty years. The total space given to the 
Black consists of one line. "The Kenniffs and the Dora Dora blacks are almost forgotten 
now".83  
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The inability to recognise qualifies of the Black was shown in an item stating that Binghis 
have little to contribute in the Jubilee year.84  Ridicule was demonstrated in most cartoons 
as well as in other items" while incredulity appears in such items as one describing the 
replacement of burial posts with parking signs, evidently stolen from Darwin, on Goulburn 
Island.86  

Demonstration of Racism 
1931 In thirty five per cent of cases there was no demonstration of racism. Though it has 
been stated that the impact of the depression may have moderated attitudes towards Blacks, 
they were still seen as threats or problems in nineteen per cent of cases. 

Fig. 4.10 Demonstration of Racism 1931 to 1951  

1931 1941 1951 
None 43 35% 44 52% 42 54% 
Difference 44 36% 19 23% 19 25% 
Deviance 12 10% 2 2% 5 6% 
Threat 23 19% 19 23% 12 15% 
Total 1 122 100% 84 100% 78 100% 

Four of the items dealt with the physical threat of the Black in the past and the need to 
protect oneself. The wholesomeness of the White Australia policy was exemplified by 
"Australia Fair" in the Society pages, who described the degradation of Darwin where a 
lubra was rearing an abandoned Greek baby. 87  The "color line" in Darwin was also 
examined by "Ledraw".88  He describes how a White was charged for supplying whisky 
to his lubra wife. In another incident the mother of the bride was unable to attend the 
wedding reception because of the colour of her skin. 

The items in the sub-category "difference" generally dealt with anthropological, physical 
and psychological traits while those in the sub-category "deviance" covered such areas as 
untrustworthiness and ignorance. 

1941 In the majority of cases (fifty two per cent) there was no indication of racism. 
Where racism was present it was mainly in the form of a view that Blacks were problems to 
the White community (threats). The banner for the column "Aboriginalities", appearing in 
all copies of The Bulletin in 1941 ifiustrated the stereotype of the Black held by The 
Bulletin community and some of the associated problems. 89  While the Black had been a 
remote threat in the past to most of The Bulletin community (though a real threat to a few 
living in rural Australia) the animosity between Black and White broke into violence for the 
first time in the streets of Melbourne in 1941. 0  The attack of a "white woman" by "two 
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full bloods" and their consequent death sentence was reported under the headline "Sex and 
Color".9 ' Violence was also making an appearance among Blacks on "abo settlements". 
At Palm Island there was "... a self styled "razor gang" of young hoodlums". It was 
suggested that the "Abo Dept." should send Jerry Jerome, an "cx pug" from Baramba, to 
knock some sense into them.92  The attack of a "white woman" by "two full bloods" and 
their consequent death sentence was reported under the headline "Sex and Color".93  Two 
items written by the same author dealt with the purported overspending of funds on the 
N.T. Native Affairs Department.94  

The sub-category "difference" occupied twenty three per cent of the items while that of 
deviance appeared in only two items, both referring to Jacky who was ignorant with 
regards cheque books and sun dials. 

1951 The most number of items appeared in the sub-category "difference". The next most 
populous sub-category was that of "threat". Complaints to The Bulletin covered many 
areas including alcoholism, the poor example of Black parents, cannibalism, poor housing 
conditions, the inability to cope with White culture and the problems of miscegenation. 

Five items deal with the ignorance of the Black (deviance). One item, an editorial entitled 
"Territories and Sense", claimed that too much emphasis was being placed on the plight of 
the Black, much to the delight of Communist forces95, both internal and external. 

Race designation 
1931 The most common term used in 1931 was that of "abo". It appears that the staff of 
The Bulletin could not bring themselves to use the words "aborigine" or "aboriginal" even 
though these appeared to be considered correct terminology. In the "Red Page" Dr A. P. 
Elkin ,author of Understanding the Australian Aborigine, was described as a person "who 
lived among the abos doing anthropological work".96  In an item from "Our Service 
Department the population of the Northern territory is given as 4470 "excluding abos."97  
The author of an item in the "Society" page, the doyen of correct English usage, when 
describing a speech given at a charity function, refers to a confrontation between Keith 
Langford Smith and a group of "abos".98  The term "binghi" was the second most popular 
term, though its popularity had waned from that of 1921. 

Two new terms, both derogatory, made their appearance in this category in 1931, that of 
"tarpot" and "darkie", while the term "savage" did not appear. As secondary descriptors 
the term "flourbag", referring to elderly Blacks, appeared twice. 
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Fig. 4.11 Race designation 1931 to 1951  

1931 1941 1951 
Abo 34 28% 32 38% 12 15% 
Aborigine 5 4% 12 14% 17 22% 
Binghi 9 8% 13 16% 12 15% 
Black 11 9% 8 10% 5 6% 
Derogatory 3 2% 1 1% 0 0% 
Gender and age 6 5% 0 0% 0 0% 
Native 4 3% 1 1% 9 12% 
Race specific 3 2% 2 2% 1 1% 
Other 1 1% 4 5% 2 3% 
None 46 38% 11 13% 20 26% 
Total 1 122 100%1 84 100%1 78 100% 

Though the terms used did much to dehumanise the Black it was generally the use of 
associated terms that totally removed all human qualities from them and thus reduced them 
to the status of animals or vermin. The use of words like "bucks"99  and "infest"00  
provide examples. 

1941 The more commonly used terms when designating Blacks were "abo", "Binghi" or 
"binghi" and "aboriginal". The term "Binghi" is interesting in that it is the only term used 
until after 1961 to designate the Black that appeared in title case. The term "black" and the 
more disparaging term, "black brother" or "bruder" continued to be commonly used. 

A new derogatory term made an appearance in the vocabulary of The Bulletin, that of 
"boong". The term occurred only once during the year.'°' 

1951 The use in print of disparaging terms when dealing with Blacks was coming to an 
end. Whether this was because of a change in heart among The Bulletin community, the 
prick of the journalistic conscience, the fear of condemnation, or the fear of litigation is not 
clear, though probably all played a part in softening the stance of The Bulletin community. 

The use of those more temperate terms "aborigine" and "native" outnumbered that of "abo" 
and "Binghi". It would appear that the terms used by the public were giving way to the 
new sanitary coding of journalism. 

Reason for Racism 
Though the presence of racism continued during the period 1931 to 1951 the reasons for 
racism were not obvious. The fmancial gain obtained through exploitation of Blacks in the 
rural industry continued but was not discussed in the pages of The Bulletin. In 1941 there 
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were two cases where it was argued that Blacks were receiving too much fmancial 
assistance.'°2  

Fig. 4.12 Reason for Racism  

1931 1941 1951 
Political gain 1 1% 4 5% 1 1% 
Financial gain 4 3% 0 0% 0 0% 
Academic gain 3 2% 0 0% 1 1% 
No apparent reason 58 48% 27 33% 35 45% 
None exhibited 55 45% 52 63% 42 53% 
Total 1 121 100%1 83 100%1 79 100% 

Both political and academic gain received little attention. Racist items appeared in the pages 
of The Bulletin because racism was accepted by The Bulletin community. 

Cartoons and racism 
1931 Thirty two per cent of the items examined in 1931 were cartoons. The majority of 
items could be considered inferentially racist, that is, while displaying faults of the Black 
and extenuating the stereotypes held by The Bulletin community there was no real attempt 
to denigrate or degrade the subjects. This was not the case in those cartoons designated 
"explicitly racist". 

Fig. 4.13 Cartoon content  

1931 1941 1951 
Explicit racism 6 15% 1 17% 2 22% 
Inferential racism 22 56% 3 50% 4 44% 
Foil 11 28% 2 33% 3 33% 
Total 39 100% 6 100% 9 100% 

The cartoon entitled "Lubra-cated" by King provided an example of the worst of the 
cartoonist's art. 103  It is fair to say however that such degrading material in the form of a 
cartoon was uncommon in the pages of The Bulletin, though not in print. 

The supposed sexual appetites of Black women were often depicted in the sub category 
"explicitly racist" as exemplified by the misunderstanding in the cartoon entitled "Left too 
late" in the Smoke-oh page. 1 04  Another common explicitly racist theme, in this case 
displayed on the cover of Christmas issue of The Bulletin, was that of the imitation by the 
Black of White behaviour, often incorporating some feature of Black culture considered 
crude by The Bulletin community.'05  The cartoon by Leason in this case lampooned the 
electoral system and the Black's ability to understand the system.The sub-category "foil" 
contains twenty eight per cent of cartoons, all of which reflected the oddities of the White 
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through the eyes of the Black. Of particular interest is a 
cartoon which provided a counter to the cartoon "Left too 
late". The cartoon entitled "Didn't like the look of him 
either" by Hugh Maclean suggests that perhaps the Black 
may not enjoy the sexual advances made by the White. 106 

1941 The cartoon, like the majority of modes, was 

S 

ABORIGINALITIES 
(3/1/51, p.12; R.471 

dominated by war. Hitler and those associated with him were the targets for wit and the 
Black was left relatively unscathed. There were five cartoons, including the header for the 
section "Aboriginalities", depicting Blacks, a decrease from 39 in 1931. Three of the 
cartoons had wartime themes and involved the enlistment of Blacks'07, the header 
appearing in "Aboriginalities" depicted an Black cooking a goanna and holding what 
appeared to be a wine or spirit bottle.'°8  The fmal cartoon indicated mistreatment, or at 
least a lack of friendship between boss and employee.'09  

1951 The Black as the butt of the cartoon's ridicule did not return to the high numbers 
achieved prior to the Second World War. It would appear that, as in the case of race 
designation, political correctness had predominated. 

Only one cartoon dealing with the perceived desire of a White for a Black is 
explicitly racist. The banner for the section "Aboriginalities" demonstrated the political 
correct attitude being taken by The Bulletin by removing the rum bottle from the Black 
depicted." The Black continued to be shown cooking a lizard over an open fire. 

Two cartoons were based on the perceived response of Blacks to the performances of John 
Antill's ballet, "Corroboree", responses indicating the inability of Blacks to appreciate the 
ballet. 112 

Education for Blacks 

The Bulletin of 1931 provided no information concerning the education of Blacks, though 
it was suggested that the "abo" can fmd gold if trained."3  Nor was there much information 
provided in 1941. It can be assumed that with the participation of Blacks in the defence of 
Australia they would have benefited from training provided by the armed forces. 

There were two items (by the same author) querying the expense to the N.T. Native Affairs 
Department of employing a Head Teacher."4  Another item, describing the results of the 
Government's education programme, provided information from the N.T. 1939/40 
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Administrator's Report"5  In part it stated that "a mouth organ band of 30 aboriginal 
performers assisted by child vocalists, gave several creditable performances." A fourth, 
dealing with a criminal assault by two "full bloods" on a "white woman" stated that "blacks 
in N.S.W. are usually able to read and write."6  

Following the second world war there was a change in attitudes among many Whites 
towards Blacks, especially in the field of education. Many of The Bulletin community had 
fought with and worked with Blacks in the defence of Australia. No longer could the plight 
of the Black be ignored, and Governments, State and Federal, now aware that the problem 
of the Black would not disappear through the extinction of the race, were faced with the 
need to take positive action. The language of The Bulletin also changed. It made use of 
sanitary coding; while the Black was still treated as an inferior creature, the language used 
was more restrained, and justification for statements became more evident. 

Paul Hasluck, Minister for Territories, was given the responsibility of formulating a Black 
program for the Northern Territory, which eventually led to reforms throughout Australia. 
In an item entitled "Mr. Hasluck and the Abo." a policy involving education, health and 
employment strategies was presented. 1,7  

Associated with the assimilation policy enunciated by Hasluck was a program involving the 
removal of Black children from their families, a process which led to the establishment of 
the Stolen Generation. The need to remove Black children from their parents and to put 
them into the care of "responsible" people where they could receive "correct supervision" 
was seen by some of The Bulletin community as the preferable means of improving the lot 
of Blacks."' 

Some of The Bulletin community saw the answer to the problem of Black/White relations, 
and the consequent lack of a need for education in a policy of Apartheid."9  A forward 
looking contributor believed that effective development could only occur when the Black 
was involved in the process of decision making.'2°  

Community development and education were the sole prerogative of the Government. 
Blacks, with the assistance of some dedicated Whites, were taking matters into their own 
hands. Two major community projects of the time were to influence the direction of future 
Black development. The Hermannsburg art movement, assisted by Rex Battarbee, was the 
precursor to the $100 million per annum Black art industry of today. A short 
inconspicuous item concerning a miner (Don Macleod) at Marble Bar who "organised about 
200 abos" in a co-operative mining venture also foresaw a leading and continuing Black 
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conirolled community development scheme. 121  At the time it was not realised that this 
community development program, later known as the Strelley movement, was to lead 
directly to the outstation and cultural strengthening movement of today. 
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Chapter 5 The New Bulletin - 1961 to 1991 

The circulation of The Bulletin declined after the Second World War from fifty eight 
thousand to under thirty thousand in 1959, shortly before it was taken over by 
Consolidated Press. Following the takeover the fate of The Bulletin rested in the hands of 
Donald Home, then the editor of the Weekend, author and later academic. After the 
purchase of The Bulletin Sir Frank Packer asked him "Which will we kill off, it or the 
Observer ?".' Home chose to keep The Bulletin though he believed major changes would 
have to be made. His first action was to remove the banner "Australia for the White Man". 

The changes he introduced were not accepted by The Bulletin audience without strong 
resistance. Letters of concern poured in. 

Any meddling with The Bulletin and I defect (11/1/61). 

The 'Society' and 'Aboriginalities' pages, which were formerly made up of pithy, interesting and 
often humorous short paragraphs - I think the most attractive pages - have now been replaced with 
sordid and uninteresting items (11/1/61). 

I have been a constant subscriber to your paper for 50 years, excluding 1915-16 when I was 
overseas with the A.I.F. You have just about wiped out any interest the bushman had in your 
paper by doing away with the numerous pars. in Aboriginalities, which covered all sorts of 
subjects and were unique. No other paper in the world had this feature (25/1/61). 

There were some letters of support however they were far outweighed by those of 
complaint. Circulation continued to decrease with the defection of disgruntled readers, 
however in the mid sixties it began to rise and by the mid seventies had passed forty 
thousand. Home was replaced by Peter Hastings at the end of 1961. Sir Frank Packer, at 
Malcolm Ellis's farewell in 1965, said he had tried Donald Home as editor and that hadn't 
worked. Now he was going to try Peter Coleman.2  Coleman left The Bulletin to join the 
Bar in 1967 and Home again found himself behind the editor's desk where he remained 
until 1972. 

In 1972 Trevor Kennedy, previously of the Financial Review, became editor. The Bulletin 
was now the only paper in which Sir Frank Packer could express his views following the 
sale of the Daily Telegraph. Within two years Kerry Packer had taken control of 
Consolidated Press following the death of his father. Kennedy was what Claude McKay 
would describe as a "managing editor", "with one eye on the business department and the 
other on the editorial".3  His aim was to attract the greatest consumer market in order to 
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attract the greatest number of advertisers. This continued to be the focus during the 

Fig. 5.1 
Cover Stories  

1961 

Political 14 
Business 7 
International 
Social problems 4 
Lifestyle 8 
Education 3 
Arts 2 
Defence 2 
Health 
Aboriginal matters 
Media 2 
Sport 
Religion 2 
Imniigra1 
Economy 

Shapcott echoed these sentiments. "After 1961 and the takeover by the Observer, The 
Bulletin ceased to exist, except as a name for a local imitation of English/American weekly 
news journals."5  

The World according to The Bulletin 

1961 The change in ownership of The Bulletin in 1960 brought many changes to the 
presentation of material within the magazine. 

The front page cartoon disappeared and was replaced generally with a rather sage sketch of 
a personage or event. No longer did the front page present an attack on some section of 
society, but instead provided a reassuring, soothing introduction to the magazine. 

The majority of front page sketches referred to politics (ten items), social questions (nine 
items), prominent people (six items), business, politicians and cities (each with five items). 
One cover headline referred to Kylie Tennant's item entitled "Our National Pets" which 
dealt with the situation facing Blacks regarding education, health, and employment 
prospects in each state and territory.6  
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editorship of Kennedy in 1981 and by both James Hall and 
Lyndall Chrisp, editors during 1991. Blacks did not meet the 
requirements of extravagant consumer, advertiser or topic of 
mutual interest. 

The year 1961 brought a complete change to The Bulletin 
community. With the demise of the short par, "that fraternity of 
anecdote-lovers", the writer and reader were no longer of the 
same social group. The magazine now resembled "any number 
of popular magazines". 

The Bulletin of course still exists today, or a magazine by that 
2 name exists, and quite a good paper it is. It does in fact preserve, in 

a modernised, streamlined form, many of the elements of the earlier 
Bulletin, as a mirror of Australian society. Nevertheless it is a fact that when the paper was taken 
over by Consolidated Press in 1960 it changed almost beyond recognition. 



Fig. 5.3 
Cover Stories 

1981 

Business 9 
Lifestyle 16 
Political 6 
Health 5 
Defence 4 
Entertainment 6 
Education 2 
Sport 2 
Social problems 

Fig. 5.4 
Cover 
Stories  

1991 

Politics 11 
Business 11 
Lifestyle 5 
Health 5 
Media 4 
Education 4 
Defence 2 
Crime 2 
Social problems 2 
Employment 
International 1 
events 
Black matters 

1971 The changes in The Bulletin style became more obvious in 1971 as it moved 

Fig. 5.2 
Cover 
Stories  

1971 

Political 7 
Business 13 
International 5 
Social 7 
problems 
Lifestyle 7 
Education 1 
Defence 2 
Health 4 
Sport 2 
Religion 2 
Immigration 

1  

towards today's magazine. The sketch on the front page was in 
most cases replaced by a photograph depicting the major story. 
Business and fmance were the major items dealt with on the 
front pages with eleven cover stories. Items dealing with 
lifestyle were next with eight cover stories. Politics, 
international affairs and social matters had seven items each on 
the front pages while health had four. Sport, religion and 
defence had two front pages devoted to each while education 
had one. There were no cover stories dealing with Blacks. 

The magazine appeared in a slick format matching such 
prestigious international magazines as Time. The magazine was now aimed at the business 
executive and professional person rather than the bushman of the earlier years. 

1981 The cover stories of The Bulletin in 1981 reflected similar values demonstrated in 
1971. Business and fmance continued to dominate the front 
page while items dealing with the rich and famous and those 
dealing with wealth and lifestyle also were well covered. 
Politics, health and defence were considered to be matters of 
importance. There were no cover stories dealing with Blacks. 

1991 The cover stories of 1991 probably more than any other 
year gave an insight into the audience of The Bulletin. While 
unemployment was rife it was ignored in all but one case by The 
Bulletin. The "poor" world was ignored by the front page of 
The Bulletin in favour of the world of business and politics. 
Social matters such as education dealt in the main with private 
schools and universities. The lifestyle issues dealt in all cases 
with the aspirations of the wealthy. Even the items dealing with 
social problems and health (except for an article on AIDS) dealt 
with problems associated with the well off. One item dealt with 
Black matters. While the item on the cover was entitled "Angel 
of Black Death" the story, which was headed 'The body 
snatchers" in the magazine examined the collection of Black 
remains in the last century, either by the desecration of graves or 

by murder, for sale to museums throughout the world.' 
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Figures detailing cover stories give an incorrect idea of the audience's interest in 
international matters. By 1991 The Bulletin had included the American magazine 
Newsweek into its pages, a magazine with its own cover stories which dealt in detail with 
international affairs. 

Episteme 
1961 The policy of assimilation, that is, the policy that Blacks should take on the 
attributes of Whites, was reflected in the pages of The Bulletin in 1961 (seventy six per 
cent). In the majority of items described as pre-protectionist the Black, for the first time in 
the pages of The Bulletin, was given the opportunity to provide stories (through White 
editors) of the past in their own terms. The publication of such stories was short lived, 
lasting only three months after which such stories were not printed again in the magazines 
examined. One pre-protectionist item described how Blacks came to Australia.8  

One item entitled "Kenyatta in Perth" (in the sub-category "self management") pointed to 
the success of a Black reserve in Perth following control being given to the inmates.9  Two 
items, "Training at Tranby"°  and "Problems round the Gulf", included in the same sub-
category, referred to attempts to provide economic self sufficiency among Blacks. 

Fig. 5.5 Episteme 1961 to 1991 
 

1961 1971 1981 1991 
Pre protectionism 7 13% 3 13% 2 7% 9 23% 
Protectionism 3 5% 2 5% 1 4010 2 5% 
Apartheid 0 00/0 1 00/0 1 4% 0 0% 
Assimilation 42 76% 25 76% 10 37% 12 31% 
Self management 3 5% 6 5% 13 48% 16 41% 
Total 55 100% 1 37 100%1 27 100% 1 39 100% 

1971 Most items represented events of the present and have thus been included in the sub-
category "Assimilation". There were moves being made towards self management, 
described in five items which dealt with land rights. Those items in the sub-categories Pre-
protectionism and Protectionism were mainly reviews of the work of anthropologists and 
other White scholars. 

1981 Forty eight per cent of the items examined were classified as being in the sub-
category of self management or possibly self-determination. Essentially, self determination 
was a policy of the Federal Government implemented in the early 1970s whereby Blacks 
were encouraged to identify their own needs and to act on their own behalf to satisfy these 
needs. This was followed by a more moderate policy (self management) whereby the 
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Blacks were encouraged to implement actions to meet the needs identified by the 
Government. Unfortunately for the Government, many Blacks took the policy of self-
determination seriously, and so it continued past its 'use-by date', as a Black policy rather 
than Government policy. Thus six of the items in the sub-category "self-management" 
deal with the Black struggle for land rights, one with communication between Black 
activists and foreign activists'2, one with demands made by the Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Legal Service on the Federal Government", and one item pleading for the 
necessity of accepting Blacks on their own terms. Other items, more in tune with the 
episteme of self-management included the development of Black radio programs'4, the 
National Aboriginal Conference elections'5, and a world tour of the an of Blacks.'6  

Though the Government policy of assimilation had supposedly long disappeared this 
ideology remained in the heart of The Bulletin, its contributors, and supposedly its 
audience. This ideology formed the basis of thirty seven per cent of items in The Bulletin 
of 1981. 

1991 In 1991 the ideologies concerning Blacks expressed by the Federal Government and 
The Bulletin community were at odds. Of the sixteen items in the sub-category "Self 
management" seven dealt with the safe subject of the arts of Blacks, a non-threatening 
developmental program in the eyes of The Bulletin readership. One dealt with the 
development of a joint tourist development project at Kings Canyon in the N.T., where it 
was considered with some wonder that Blacks, despite their drunken background, could 
make some coniribution to tourist development.' 7  The remainder of items in this sub-
category dealt in anti-Black terms with land and mining matters, items which were seen as a 
threat to The Bulletin audience. While the content of the majority of the items did not 
condone Black influence in mining'8, or Black ownership of land, they did point to the fact 
that such events were taking place and that despite protests of The Bulletin community the 
ideologies expressed by the federal government in relation to self management were taking 
place. 

Thirty one per cent of items were included in the sub-category "assimilation". While 
government policy may have been that of self-management, this episteme was not reflected 
in the pages of The Bulletin, nor by the Australian community.'9  Even if the audience of 
The Bulletin was aware of the policy of self-management, which is not made clear, it was 
definitely opposed to the practicalities of such a policy. 
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The nine items dealing with "pre-protectionism" were all concerned with the taking of 
Black remains, generally through the desecration of graves and possibly in some cases 
through murder, for research purposes in museums throughout the world, and attempts to 
justify such actions. The two items in the sub-category "protectionism" refer to events that 
occurred during the episteme of protectionism, the accumulation of the Strehlow collection 
of Black sacred objects20, and the last documented BlacklWhite armed conflict at 
Mornington Island.2 ' 

Topics 
1961 Though the number of items concerning Blacks published in The Bulletin fell from 
seventy nine in 1951 to fifty five in 1961 the actual content increased. No longer were the 
majority of items short pithy paragraphs provided by the readers, but rather longer, 
considered items written by journalists and professional writers. Thirty one per cent of the 
items were long (more than half a page) compared to eight per cent in 1951, while fifty one 
per cent were of medium length (up to half a page) compared to twenty three per cent in 
1951. 

Fig. 5.6 Topics 1961 to 1991  

1961 1971 1981 1991 
Anthropology 4 7% 3 8% 1 40/o 11 28% 
Arts, entertainment and 2 4010 5 13% 8 29% 6 15% 
Sport 
Assimilation 0 00/0 0 00/0 0 00/0 2 5% 
Attributes 1 2% 0 00/0 0 0% 0 00/0 
Black culture 6 11% 2 5% 0 00/0 1 3% 
Education and employment 7 13% 1 3% 0 0% 2 5% 
Evangelism 0 00/0 0 00/0 0 00/0 0 0% 
Health, housing and 5 9% 5 13% 0 0% 1 3% 
substance abuse 
Human rights 7 13% 4 11% 2 7% 0 0% 
Land rights 1 2% 5 14% 10 37% 10 26% 
Mistreatment 18 31% 5 14% 5 19% 4 10% 
Wisdom from innocence 2 4010 0 00/0 0 0 0 0% 
Other 2 40/c 7 19% 1 4% 2 5% 
Total 55 100% 37 102% 1 27 100% 39 100% 

The topic of mistreatment was to be found in thirty one per cent of items in 1961. Of these 
two dealt with the Umbali massacre in Western Australia.22  Two dealt with the death of 
Freddy Lee in New South Wales because of White neglect,23  and two dealt with the caning 
of Jim Jacko by a North Queensland Missionary.24  Included in mistreatment was the topic 
of imprisonment. Items included one dealing with the clash between White and Black 
law25  and two dealing with the possible miscarriage of justice in the Stuart Case in South 
Australia.26  
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The question of alcohol was raised fro two points of view. The first dealt with the misuse 
of alcohol and the need to restrict its supply27  while the second dealt with the infringement 
of human rights in not allowing Blacks to drink alcohol.28  Some confusion arose as to the 
stance of one correspondent from Darwin (K. Wiley) who argued both cases. 

1971 While the number of items concerning Blacks dropped dramatically, the length of 
the items again increased. Twelve items were considered large (more than half a page), 
sixteen were medium (half a column to half a page) and nine were small (less than half a 
column). These items thus examined the subjects in greater depth than in previous years. 
This change from short snippets of information probably reflects a change in audience and 
thus audience requirements. It also indicates the role of the professional journalists who 
had replaced the amateur contributor. 

The disappearance of a dominant topic was evident, although the push by Blacks for the 
recognition of land rights did stand out. Two items" detailed Government recognition of 
the justice involved in Black land rights while three items looked at Black protesters, one 
dealing with demonstrations in Sydney,3°  another dealing with the demand for land at 
Yirrkala in the N.T.31, and the third dealing with the plight of the Gurindji.32  Another item, 
entitled "A case of mistaken identity?"33  which is included in the sub-category "arts, 
literature and entertainment", provided the lyrics of the song "Gurindji Blues". 

Long time people talk to Lord Vestey 
All about land belong to me, 
Poor bugger me, Gurindji. 
This country long time work, 
No wage for me. 
Work for good of Lord Vestey. 
Little bit flour, sugar and tea for Gurindji 
From Lord Vestey. 
Poor bugger me, Gurindji 
When we get land maybe we pay Vestey 
Little bit flour, sugar and tea 

The work of the amateur anthropologist had disappeared from the pages of The Bulletin 
with the demise of audience participation in the magazine. Those items appearing in the 
sub-category of "anthropology" dealt with professional anthropologists rather than their 
subjects. 

The sub-category "arts, literature and entertainment" did not concentrate on traditional arts 
as in previous years. It dealt rather with the development of new skills, including the 
publication of the magazine "Identity"34, the development of a film industry35, and the 
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provision of funding for the development of the arts of Blacks.36  

In the sub-category "mistreatment" two items, reviews of the works of C.D. Rowley, 
referred to events of the past and present37  while the other referred to the Commonwealth's 
attempt to force states to repeal all discriminatory laws.38  Those items included in the sub-
category "human rights" dealt with the rights of Blacks in a multicultural society39, 
hypocrisy of the Commonwealth concerning the condition of Blacks in the Northern 
Territory40, and poor conditions at Palm Island in Queensland.4' 

The sub-category, "other", contained three items dealing with the first Black appointed to 
the Senate, Neville Bonner.42  Two of the items were written in uncomplimentary terms. 

1981 The number of items dealing with Blacks continued to drop from thirty seven in 
1971 to twenty seven in 1981, the lowest number of items concerning Blacks in all years 
examined. Items continued to be larger with ten items considered large (more than half a 
page), ten items of medium length (half a column to half a page) and seven items small 
(less than half a column). 

The major topic dealt with in The Bulletin of 1981 was that of Black land rights. In the 
majority of cases the quest for Black land rights was seen by The Bulletin community as a 
threat to the White community, though the right of Blacks to make land claims appeared to 
be supported in three items, two being letters to the Bulletin", and one cartoon.44  In six 
items the Black quest for land and the resultant effects on mining development" was seen 
as a threat to the White community. The development of Black activism and the association 
of Blacks revolutionary movements were also seen as threats. Two items dealt with the 
threat of Black protests at the Brisbane Commonwealth Games and one stressed the amount 
of land being handed over to Blacks. One item ridiculed the relationship between the 
World Council of Churches and Black activists in their attempt to achieve land rights. 46  

There was also a plea to Whites from a group of Blacks in Arnhem Land to help them 
protect their lands from mining and mining exploration, since they feared that the following 
clash of cultures would kill them.47  

Arts of Blacks, still controlled by the White intelligencia, formed the second highest 
grouping. These items dealt with exhibitions and White ideas of the art of Blacks. There 
were four items dealing with the denigration of Blacks, a survey of attitudes of middle 
management to various social groups48, an attempt to discredit an Aboriginal activist in the 
eyes of the World Council of Churches49, explicitly racist issues raised by the Chinese 
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Association following comments by Charles Perkins", and an item dealing with the "dole 
islands" (Torres Strait Islands).5 ' 

The topic of the Black as a target for anthropological study, except in the field of arts, had 
all but disappeared from the pages of The Bulletin of 1981. 

1991 The number of items appearing in The Bulletin of 1991 increased from twenty 
seven in 1981 to thirty nine. Thirteen of the items were large (being more than half a page) 
fourteen were medium (being between half a column and half a page) and twelve were 
small (being less than half a column). The increase was mainly brought about by letters in 
response to the item entitled "The body snatchers"52  with a front cover lead entitled "Angel 
of Black Death". The item dealt with the collection of Black body parts for display in 
museum and scientific collections. Six of the seven letters of response attacked the item, 
provided justification for the perpetrators, denied that the remains should be returned, or 
deplored the "paranoia of part-Aborigines about past happenings and the public funds they 
waste in recovering and concealing anthropological resources".53  One letter condoned the 
return of the remains to the descendants. The major topic was therefore that of 
anthropology. 

The topics of Black land rights and the influence Blacks were presumed to have on mining 
provided the second highest number of topics.54  In the majority of cases these items 
denounced the perceived neglect of the land under Black ownership and the perceived 
obstruction to mining by Blacks. Both of these allegations seem to have been made by 
interest groups without adequate justification. 

Six items appeared in the sub-category of Arts. It has been mentioned previously that the 
arts were seen as a safe method of Black development which had no detrimental effect on 
the readership of The Bulletin. It also allowed the White reviewers, as self proclaimed 
experts, to maintain a position of superiority in attempting to judge the work of Blacks. 

There were three items dealing with imprisonment and mistreatment by police, mainly 
associated with the Royal Commission into Black Deaths in Custody.55  It would appear 
that these items were more concerned with discrediting police force members or analysing 
the legal system than in the actual Black deaths. The remainder of items covered a wide 
range of topics with no overriding or outstanding theme. 

The thirty nine items examined supplied little objective information about Blacks. Poor 
treatment of Blacks was suggested both by the legal system, and, in the past, by the 
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scientific community. However, Blacks were seen as intent on crippling science by 
demanding the return of the bones of their ancestors and other sacred items which had been 
stolen from them. Blacks were also presented as a group intent on the destruction of the 
economic base of Australia, particularly in the mining and pastoral industries, with little to 
offer Australia apart from their innocent and primitive art. 

The magazine had traveled a long way from The Bulletin community of 1901, in that 
period described as "national, and in a far truer and deeper sense than can be said of the 
English Punch or American Puck.56  "You meet it everywhere; it is on the tables of the clubs 
and hotels ... and if you go into the bushman's hut there are a hundred chances to one that 
you will fmd the latest number there".57  Yet, while the readership had changed its attitude 
to Blacks had not altered. In 1901 Blacks were considered to be a threat to The Bulletin 
community and whites in general. By 1991, though The Bulletin community had 
changed, they were still considered to be a threat to The Bulletin community and whites in 
general. 

Section and Mode 
1961 With the overall change in the nature of the magazine there was a resultant change in 
sections, the importance of sections and the structure of sections. The column 
"Aboriginalities" was gradually phased out of the magazine during the year, much to the 
distress of many of the readers. As a result items appearing in this section dropped from 
forty three per cent in 1951 to twenty five per cent in 1961. The major number of items 
made their appearance in the new column, "This Australia", devoted to news comment by 
professional journalists. 

Fig. 5.7 Sections 1961 to 1991  

1961 1971 1981 1991 
Advertisements 0 00/0 1 3% 0 0% 0 00/0 
Arts, literature and 7 13% 7 19% 4 15% 5 13% 
entertainment 
Cartoons and humour 2 4010 0 00/0 0 0% 0 0% 
Contributions 14 25% 0 00/0 0 0% 0 0% 
Editorial 2 4% 0 00/0 0 0% 0 0% 
Letters 4 7% 3 8% 5 19% 11 28% 
News 0 00/0 7 19% 2 7% 7 18% 
News comment 25 45% 19 51% 16 59% 16 41% 
Service 0 00/0 0 00/0 0 0% 0 0% 
Social pages 1 2% 0 00/0 0 0% 0 0% 
Total 55 100% 1 37 100%1 27 100% 1 39 100% 
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A scattering of items appeared throughout most sub-categories. For the first time in the 
items examined an item appeared in "Political Points". "Aborigines and Alcohol"58  
examined the positive results of a poii with regard to the legal consumption of alcohol by 
Blacks. Blacks had at last obtained the status worthy of political comment. 

The major difference in se..ctions in 1961 was the increase in the numbers in the sub-
category "news comment". The increase from nine per cent in 1951 to forty five per cent in 
1961 indicated not only a change in the presentation of the magazine but also a change of 
status for Blacks. News and news comment can be seen as affecting the readership, the 
Whites, whereas the readership can be aloof from contributions. News and news comment 
are seen as objective reality whereas contributions are seen as opinions of a kindred spirit. 

1971 The Bulletin had undergone another change in structure between 1961 and 1971. 
The magazine was divided into five main sections plus regular columns. The first, 
sometimes entitled "As it goes" and at other times "One more week" consisted of short 
pithy news stories. The second was entitled "Australia" and carried in depth articles on 
various matters dealing with the nation. The Third was entitled "Neighbours" and 
contained no references to Blacks. The fourth was entitled "Review" and dealt mainly with 
the arts and lifestyle, while the fifth dealt with fmance and did not contain any items dealing 
with Blacks. 

Fig. 5.8 Mode 1961 to 1991  

1961 1971 1981 1991 
News 12 22% 8 22% 6 22% 6 15% 
Descriptive Article 11 20% 12 32% 9 33% 5 13% 
Reflective Article 16 30% 6 16% 3 11% 9 23% 
Letter 3 6% 3 8% 5 19% 12 31% 
Cartoon and advertisement 4 7% 2 5% 2 7% 3 8% 
History Black and White 5 90/0 0 00/0 0 0% 0 0% 
Fiction and poetry 1 2% 0 00/0 0 0% 0 0% 
Review 2 4010 6 16% 2 7% 4 10% 
Total 54 100% 1 37 100%1 27 100% 1 39 100% 

The apparent lack of focus demonstrated in the category "Topics" was brought about by 
the lack of participation by the audience of The Bulletin. Letters appearing in its pages had 
dropped to a trickle, and, because of the method in which they were grouped in the 
magazine, and their high quality, it appears that they were severely edited. 

The mode sub-categories, "descriptive and reflective articles", contained the major number 
of items, forty eight per cent. The "review" in all cases except one dealt with the works of 
Whites writing about Blacks. The exception was a scathing attack on the Black magazine 
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"Identity".59  The advertisement appropriating Black culture made a single appearance6°  
while the cartoon depicting Blacks disappeared completely. Two photographs of Blacks 
were included in The Bulletin of 1971. While photographs had been included in items 
previously they now appeared seemingly at random in the magazine with little or no ties to 
the context.6 ' They depicted Blacks from Yirrkala and Wave Hill Station in the Northern 
Territory, both areas being involved in land disputes. 

1981 The Bulletin of 1981 consisted of eight sections. The major sections were entitled 
"Australia" which contained the largest number of items dealing with Blacks, "Neighbours" 
which dealt with overseas matters, and "Finance". The minor sections consisted of letters, 
short news items, arts and literature, sport, and opinion. 

For the first time an item dealing with Blacks was to be found in the Finance section. The 
item entitled "Black' bans lifted"62  (pun intended) dealt with mining on "Aboriginal" 
reserves, but did not mention Black people or Black individuals. 

1991 The largest section was that of "Australia", that is, the section containing both 
descriptive and reflective articles and feature stories. It was from this section that most 
discussion, particularly in the sub-category of "Letters" arose. 

A Morgan Gallup Poll referred to Blacks on one occasion. A survey was conducted to 
determine whether or not they should be consulted regarding mining at Kakadu.63  The 
headline "Most Australians favour Kakadu mining" was rather misleading since only thirty 
one per cent of Australians believed mining should be permitted in Kakadu National Park 
regardless of the view of the Jawoyn Aboriginal people, although a majority did support 
mining if the Jawoyn people agreed. 

Information Supplier 
Following the transfer of ownership of The Bulletin to Consolidated Press in 1960 the 
magazine underwent profound changes. These changes were not only reflected in the 
content of the magazine but also by the providers of content and also to the audience. The 
general readership as a major information supplier to The Bulletin was replaced by a group 
of professional journalists. Thus the readership took on a passive role in the production of 
the magazine rather than the previous participant role it had filled since the inception of The 
Bulletin. The numbers of letters of protest received by The Bulletin at the time, many of 
them reproduced in the magazine's pages, suggested that many members of The Bulletin 
community deserted the magazine. It is true that the new format probably attracted new 
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readers, possibly intellectuals, because of the new style and content, but many of its 
"grass-roots" supporters no longer subscribed. 

The change in style and in content suggests that perhaps The Bulletin no longer reflected 
the views of the Whites after 1960, but rather the views of a specific group of whites or a 
number of groups of whites. One such grouping included Kylie Tennant, Roland 
Robinson, Bill Harney , Randolph Stow and L. R. Hiatt, a group seeking justice for 
Blacks and an insight into their culture. A second grouping could include K. Wiley, a 
regular Darwin correspondent (eight signed items), and unnamed journalists seeking 
sensational stories, who were more attuned to the negative attitudes of the Whites than what 
might benefit the Blacks. The conflicting views of these two groups were particularly 
evident at the beginning of the year however the former soon slid from popularity and were 
replaced by the latter. While the year 1971 produced a number of Black writers and poets 
none of their work, except for two letters, appeared in the pages of The Bulletin. The 
White critic was seen as the sole expert in the field of Black culture and relations between 
Black and White. 

The Bulletin of 1981 presented a completely different description and attitude towards 
White/Black relations from that of 1971. The Blacks' call for land rights in 1981 appears 
to have frightened a major sector of The Bulletin audience, the business community 
(indicated by the large space devoted to business and fmance). The information providers 
portrayed the Black as radical and a threat to The Bulletin (business) community. Black 
activists were associated with such groups as the Irish Republican Army and the Palestine 
Liberation Front. While couched in sanitary coding The Bulletin attempted to undermine 
or at least defame the Black land rights movement, a major function to the present. 

The attitudes presented by The Bulletin of 1991 continued to portray the breakdown in 
Black/White relations exhibited in 1981. There was a move away from the depiction of the 
Black as a radical and a threat which was prevalent in 1981 though "the paranoia of part-
Aborigines" was still recognised. 64  The Bulletin continued to attack the Black land rights 
movement, particularly the Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 1976 and was described 
by Robert Tickner, Federal Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, as accepting uncritically the 
"campaign of attack on the Land Rights Act by certain interest groups which have been 
long in rhetoric but short on evidence".65  The representation of the Blacks had reverted to 
their previous stereotypes as drunkards, to "be found lying in drunken huddles like corpses 
after a massacre"66, with no ability to look after the land, indeed they were "slowly 
whittling away the potential of the Territory's $100 million pastoral industry and 
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$1.2 bfflion mining, oil and gas industries".67  Thus The Bulletin supported the group it 
now considered to be The Bulletin community, the mining and pastoral industry, the 
industrialists, the business and fmance industries, and presented, in the majority of cases, 
information provided by, and views condoned by these groups. 

Attitudes expressed in The Bulletin towards Blacks 

1961 The change in ownership of The Bulletin in 1960 from the Prior family to 
Consolidated Press controlled by Frank Packer brought about a change in the way Blacks 
were viewed. In the months up to May of 1961 the magazine took a benign attitude 
towards Blacks. This change was undoubtedly influenced by the new editor, though 
uncertainty on the part of the new management with regards to what attitude was expected 
of it, the use of sanitary coding and politically correct ideas and language, and the change in 
the format of columns such as "Aboriginalities" and "Society" also played a part. 

Fig. 5.9 Observed attitudes 1961 to 1991  

1961 1971 1981 1991 
Explicit racism 7 13% 5 14% 5 18% 7 18% 
Inferential racism 18 33% 8 21% 6 23% 14 36% 
Objective 28 50% 23 62% 16 59% 18 46% 
Idealistic 2 40/b 1 3% 0 0% 0 0% 
Total 55 100 1 37 100%1 27 100% 1 39 100% 

The pages were dominated in the early months by such sympathetic authors as Kylie 
Tennant, Roland Robinson, Bill Harney, Randolph Stow and others. This situation was 
rectified by the end of June with the return of inferentially racist and explicitly racist 
material from a Darwin correspondent, and unnamed authors from Perth and Adelaide. It 
would appear that while pro-Black material was politically correct it was not readily 
accepted by the readership. 

Those items, described as objective, fell into two main categories, tales of the past and 
descriptions of the present, including transcriptions of the Black perspective, and an 
examination of social matters and the need for reform. The former included the writings of 
Roland Robinson68  as well as other items of interest such as a poem by Bill Harney.69  A 
particularly interesting item was provided by Randolph Stow and described in the words of 
Daniel Evans, a Black witness to the Umbali mentioned previously.70  The item appeared 
to be unedited, thus allowing the Black character to show through. 
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Fig 5.10 Expressed attitudes 1961 to 1991  

1961 1971 1981 1991 
Explicit racism 4 7% 1 3% 2 7% 3 8% 
Inferential racism 15 27% 5 13% 7 26% 10 25% 
Objective 34 62% 30 81% 18 67% 26 67% 
Idealistic 2 4010 1 3% 0 0% 0 0% 
Total 55 100% 1 37 100%1 27 100% 39 100% 

Those items in the latter category, descriptions of the present, included social comment7 ' 
and book reviews.72  The majority of other objective items were written by members of The 
Bulletin staff. 

Those items described as inferentially racist did not make an appearance until 3/5/61.71  

Only two items were considered explicitly racist.74  Both were written by K. Wiley and 
argued that the "natives" of the Northern Territory were not ready for the vote. 

1971 The majority of the items of 1971 were objective in content. Eight items were 
considered to be inferentially racist. Three of these items dealt with Senator Bonner. One 
questioned the right of the Senator to claim the status of "Aboriginal".75  It would appear 
that to the author of this letter all Blacks were ignorant, therefore, if a person was not 
ignorant he or she could no longer be considered Black. The authors of two other items 
criticised Senator Bonner's maiden speech for being too moderate.76  

Five of the items contained material which was considered explicitly racist Unlike 
explicitly racist items of earlier times the authors of the items did not appear to hold 
explicitly racist attitudes, however they described the explicitly racist views or actions of 
others. The views expressed by Aldo Massola in his book The Aborigines of South-eastern 
Australia: As They Were and reviewed by David Harcourt provide a depressing example of 
the attempted supply of false information concerning Blacks, in this case, to White 
children, through the school system.77  The views expressed by residents of Mosman 
Street in Glen limes (N.S.W.) in an item entitled "It's a friendly street, she says" indicated 
just how deeply ingrained were the racist attitudes of Whites in rural Australia towards 
Blacks. 78  An item on excessive consumption of alcohol by Blacks contained the following 
joke. 79  "An Aborigine, checking his meagre groceries at a Port Lincoln supermarket, 
patted the bottle of methylated spirit. "Haven't you got a cold one?" he asked." Another 
item entitled "Giving our Aborigines a drink" also dealt with Blacks and alcohol. 80  The 
author described how Blacks in Western Australia, despite legal requirements, were 
refused service in hotels. The fmal paragraph also gave an insight into attitudes towards 
Blacks in rural areas. "If the Springboks visited Kalgoorlie, it is likely that they would not 
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only get a rousing reception but they would also be asked for a few tips on the handling of 
blacks." 

Another item dealing with Western Australia described a case of "discrimination in 
reverse."8' Western Australian politicians complained of special assistance being given to 
Blacks in the north of the state, a topic of relevance in the Australian political debates of 
1996. 

One item, an advertisement, provided an idealistic view of the Black, predictably in an 
effort to draw attention to the product sponsoring the advertisement.82  

1981 The attitudes expressed appeared to be less liberal than those of 1971 and there was 
a negative emphasis on Black activism, protests and Black claims for land rights. There 
was a thread of antagonism throughout the items though such antagonism was rarely 
expressed openly. Best denied that racism was present; "and our own Bulletin does not 
spew intolerance anymore."83  

Perhaps the most telling item concerning White attitudes towards Blacks, entitled 'Old 
prejudices are hanging on and on"84  showed the result of a survey examining the attitudes 
of middle managers to thirty community sub-groups. "Aborigines" appeared third last on 
the list, followed only by prostitutes and homosexuals. 

The attitude expressed by The Bulletin of 1981 had the appearance in most cases of 
objectivity. Eighteen of the twenty seven items are so categorised. Of these, five items, 
while being factual, may be considered border line with regard to emphasis on such matters 
as activists, protest and Black relations with revolutionary movements. Though they did 
not use racist terms it is certain that they aroused racist stereotypes within at least some of 
the readers. 

Of the five items classed as inferentially racist three dealt with land rights. One dealt 
directly with land rights85, one with the opening up of "Aboriginal" reserves to mining 
exploration86  and the third with proposed protests over land rights at the Brisbane 
Commonwealth Games.87  One item examined the unemployment among Blacks in the 
Tones Strait Islands88  while one dealt with the downfall of a Black sportsman.89  

Two items described explicitly racist behaviour. One has been mentioned, that providing 
results of a survey among middle management of attitudes towards various social groups. 
The second described Lang Hancock's unorthodox though possibly popular proposal as to 
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how to solve the problem Whites face with regards to Blacks.9°  Two items were attempts 
to discredit Black activists.9 ' One of these criticised statements made by Charles Perkins 
concerning Indo-Chinese refugees and reinforced the stereotype of the "drunken" Blacks 
"bludging on their fellow Australians". 

1991 Arts of Blacks continued to be popular. Sympathetic items appeared on such 
subjects as police harassment and Aboriginal deaths in custody as well as the removal of 
Black remains for so called scientific purposes. 

Yet throughout the items there appeared to be an anti-Black feeling, both by journalists and 
letter writers. The Federal Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, Mr. Robert Tickner, pointed to 
this attitude when he referred to "the present campaign of attack on the Land Rights Act by 
certain interest groups which have been long on rhetoric but short on evidence. Too often, 
it has been accepted uncritically by the media".92  

The majority of expressed attitudes (sixty seven per cent) were considered to be objective, 
that is, they were written in an objective manner, though the majority of observed attitudes 
(fifty four per cent) were either explicitly or inferentially racist. Five items dealt with the 
mistreatment of Black remains and sacred objects, four with mining and Black land rights 
while two dealt with Black deaths in custody and related matters. One item provided two 
contrasting views of Black communities, the drunk (explicitly racist) and the tourism 
developer (objective). 93  The image of the drunken Black was contradicted vehemently in a 
letter from an Alice Springs resident.94  Five items dealt in complimentary terms with the 
arts of Blacks. 

Demonstration of Racism 
1961 The majority of items over the year did not demonstrate racism. This was probably 
due in part to the change of ownership of The Bulletin in 1960, followed by a need on the 
part of the editorial staff to use politically correct language. This was particularly evident in 
the early part of the year where, until 30/5/61 only three items out of twenty two 
demonstrated any form of racism. Cartoons of the time also demonstrated this lack of 
racism. 
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The first item which treated Blacks as threats appeared on 3/5/6 1 and dealt with the failure 
of Allawah Grove in Perth as a social experiment in education.95  The majority of items in 
this sub-category dealt mainly with the problems of violence, alcohol, disease carried by 
Blacks and the perceived threat to the Whites, and the influence of Communism. Alcohol 
abuse by Blacks was seen as a 
problem, not because of its effects on 
Blacks, but as an offense to Whites. 
The threat of Communism returned to 
the pages of The Bulletin, this time, in 
the guise of an influence on the 
ignorant Black. Communists were 
believed to be agitating among the 
Blacks. 96  

 

"You've got to hand it to them, they've come a long way 
since the First Fleet." 
14/10/61. o.9: R.590. 

Fig. 5.11 Demonstration of Racism 1961 to 1991  

1961 1971 1981 1991 
None 37 67% 22 59% 15 55% 16 41% 
Difference 2 4010 5 14% 0 00/0 9 23% 
Deviance 0 00/0 1 3% 1 4010 0 0 
Threat 16 29% 9 24% 11 41% 14 36% 
Total 55 100% 37 100%1 27 100% 39 100% 

The image of the Noble Savage was presented in one item dealing with the artistic work of 
Elizabeth Durack.97  "The aborigines are part of the land ... where ambiguous figures 
move towards infinity across a waste of pale red soil and yellow grasses. That's how I see 
them." 

1971 The majority of items (fifty nine per cent) did not demonstrate racism. Where racism 
was demonstrated Blacks were generally seen as threats, threats as neighbours98, threats 
when consuming alcohol99, threats with motor vehicles'00, threats generally.'°' There was 
one item which dealt with preferential treatment given to Blacks in the fields of housing and 
education in the north of Western Australia.'02  

The view of Blacks as different, as being odd, was emphasised only in five items, one of 
which severely criticised an inaccurate book dealing with Blacks and aimed at the primary 
school market.'°3  There was also one advertisement which represented the Black as a 
"noble savage".'04 



1981 In most cases where racism was demonstrated Blacks were seen as threats, 
generally with no solution apparent. Lang Hancock's solution was an exception and has 
been mentioned previously. Six of the eleven items in the sub-category "threats" dealt in 
some way with the question of Black land rights. One letter referred to the ignorance of 
Charles Perkins. 

1991 Forty one per cent of items did not demonstrate racism which left a majority of items 
that demonstrated racism in some form. While the radical solution suggested by Lang 
Hancock in 1981 was not repeated another was suggested in a letter written by Rosemary 
Jacob.'°5  She stated that there were only two solutions to the Black problem, either the 
introduction of assimilation in its most extreme form whereby the Blacks would have 
exactly the same responsibilities and rights, and would behave in the same manner as 
Whites, or an extremist apartheid system, whereby Blacks could retain their own culture 
but make their own way without any assistance from governments. 

In thirteen cases where racism was demonstrated Blacks continued to be seen as threats, 
particularly with the increase in Black control over land and the growing influence of 
Blacks on mining of their own lands. The arguments used by lobby groups and 
demonstrated in such items by Nigel Austin entitled "The fight for the frontier"06  and 
Laurie Oakes entitled "Sparks fly in NT land splurge"°7  were hotly disputed by such 
people as Robert Tickner, Federal Minister for Aboriginal Affairs'08  and David Ross, 
Director of the Central Land Council, Alice Springs.'09  

The topic of poor relations between Blacks and police in Western Australia was again 
raised"°  as was the effectiveness of such enquiries as the Royal Commission into 
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody." In eight cases Blacks were seen as different, either as 
quaint artists with strange sounding names or as interesting specimens to be kept in a 
museum. On one occasion David McNicoll endorsed the suggestion that a statue of 
Bennelong be constructed near the opera house in Sydney in the image of the noble savage. 
112 

Race designation 
1961 The non-racist sub-categories of "aborigine" and "native" rose from thirty three per 
cent in 1951 to eighty per cent in 1961. Two attempts were made to use non-racist race 
specific language, namely "dark people" ' and "coloured sportsmen". "4  Apart from the 
sub-category "lubra", which was used only once, there were no explicitly racist terms 
used. 
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Fig. 5.12 Race designation 1961 to 1991  

1961 1971 1981 1991 
Abo 0 00/0 0 0% 0 0% 0 00/0 
Aborigine 32 58% 32 87% 20 74% 31 79% 
Binghi 0 0% 0 00/0 0 0% 0 0% 
Black 0 0% 2 5% 4 15% 3 8% 
Derogatory 0 00/0 0 00/0 0 0% 0 0% 
Gender and age 1 2% 0 00/0 0 0% 0 0% 
Native 12 22% 0 00/0 0 0% 0 0% 
Race specific 3 5% 1 3% 1 4% 0 0% 
Other 2 4% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
None 5 90/0 2 5% 2 7% 5 13% 
Total 55 100% 1 37 100%1 27 100% 1 39 100% 

1971 The terms used for Blacks by The Bulletin were now completely politically and 

socially correct in proper journalistic fashion. 

In most cases the terms Aborigine, or Aboriginal, spelt for the first time with a capital A, 
were used. Donald Home introduced (rather unsuccessfully) the terms, brown Australians 
and pink Australians, possibly in an attempt to break away from terms containing hidden 
prejudice."5  It would appear that pink Australians did not fmd the description particularly 
flattering and so the terms were never popular. 

While the cartoon depiction of Blacks had disappeared from the pages of The Bulletin in 
1971, an advertisement"6  and a photograph"7  provided graphic images where no 
designation was given. 

1981 In the majority of cases the terms Aborigine and Aboriginal were used. The term 
Black was used four times. On one occasion the term Black was used as a pun referring to 
mining bans being lifted in Northern Territory "Aboriginal" resees."8  

The terms full blood and half caste were used in an item which described Lang Hancock's 
novel solution to the Black problem."9  The sub-category, "Not designated" referred to 
the two cartoons appearing in The Bulletin of 1981 one of which indicated race by 
exaggerated illustration rather than words.'2°  

1991 In the majority of cases the terms Aborigine or Aboriginal were used. In four cases 

the term Black was used while there was no designation used in five cases, three of these 
being cartoons. The one item in the sub-category Other referred to Tones Strait Islanders. 
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Reason for Racism 
Fig. 5.13 Reason for Racism 

 

1961 1971 1981 1991 
Political gain 5 9% 3 8% 3 11% 1 3% 
Financial gain 2 4010 0 00/0 4 15% 5 13% 
Academic gain 0 00/0 1 3% 0 0% 3 8% 
No apparent reason 16 % 8 22% 3 11% 8 21% 
None demonstrated 32 58% 25 68% 17 63% 22 56% 
Total 55 100% 1 37 100%1 27 100% 1 39 100% 

While the sub-category "no apparent reason" continued to dominate over the period there 
were two points of interest. The first was the increase in political input. The increasing 
pressure for assimilation followed by the call for self management for Blacks are indicated 
by the percentages. 

The increase in the figure for fmancial gain is related to the negative items related to Black 
land and mineral rights. The figure for 1991 was only surpassed in 1901 in which case the 
figure was twenty five per cent. 

Cartoons and racism 

The Black as the butt of the cartoon's ridicule 
all but disappeared in 1961. Only four 
cartoons appeared during the year. Three of 
these acted as foils to White behaviour, 
dealing in turn with 

- 

sophisticated dating, 
"My etchings"21, 
nuclear weapons, 

Justice being denied 

 

"You've got to hand it to them, They've come a long way since the First Fleet"22, and big 
business, "As far as I can make out it's some sort of takeover bid".'23  The remaining 
cartoon with the caption "I got the recipe from Bifi Harney"24  showed the Black figure 
cooking a goanna, similar to that used as the header for the column "Aboriginalities" 

1971 There were no cartoons depicting Blacks in the pages of The Bulletin in 1971. 



1981 There were two cartoons in The Bulletin of 1981, both referring to Black land rights 
claims in Queensland. One criticised Blacks for their attitudes'25  while the other was more 
critical of the actions of the Queensland Premier.'26  

1991 There were three cartoons about Blacks in the pages of The Bulletin of 1991, only 
one of which depicted a Black person.'27  This cartoon by Neil depicted the plight of the 
Black in relation to the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. 

The remaining two cartoons, one by Neil'28  with the caption "Kakadu dreamtime is a lot of 
Bula", and the other by Lindsay'29  "I tend to think this is a case of land rights versus land 
whites", reinforced the anti land right sentiment of The Bulletin of the time. Both cartoons 
did not depict Blacks but presented Whites making White statements. 

Education for Blacks 

1961 For the first time in the items examined definite statements appeared about 
Commonwealth government policy regarding Black education and development. "The 
Government's Welfare Branch was established to bring the aboriginal, as quickly as 
possible, to the stage where he can be assimilated into the white community".130  This was 
contrasted to the aims of the missions in the 
north. "The missions, on the other hand, 
have worked, generally speaking, towards 
setting up separate, eventually self-
supporting, all native communities". The 
lack of success in the fields of education and 
community development in all states was 
made clear in the item "Our national 

Some success in the field of adult education 
and community development however was 
being achieved at a new independent school Justice being granted 21/5/91, p.42; R.677 
in Sydney, Tranby, a school whose aim was 
to develop the co-operative movement in Black 

The educational needs suggested by The Bulletin were often not the perceived needs of the 
Black but rather those of the Whites. They included the need for better health in order to 
prevent the spread of disease to Whites, "VD on Mission"33, "When lepers get out" s",  and 
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"A plague of dogs".'35  The need for electoral education was put forward in the items 
"Where a vote could mean disaster"36  and "Namatjira was sorry"37, not to prepare Blacks 
for citizenship, but as an excuse for not granting voting rights. Two items realistically 
examined the community needs of Blacks, "Black hope"38  and "Kenyatta in Perth".'39  
"Kenyatta in Perth" indicated the success of Black control on the community of Allawah 
Grove, an area previously described in the item "A social experiment" as a complete failure 
while under White control.'4°  

The Bulletin of 1961 provided some unbiased educational material about Blacks. Not only 
did it suggest that Blacks should be educated, one item, "Black Hope" suggested that 
Whites also needed education in the ways of Blacks. ' 4' Another item, "The Aborigines" 
stressed the importance of employing qualified and experienced trainers to work with 
Blacks. 142 

1971 For the first time in this study it was found that half of the items dealt in some way 
with the education of Blacks, community development projects, and the education of 
Whites about Blacks. The majority of items dealt with community development, both of 
Whites and of Blacks. There was an attempt to develop an understanding between the two 
groups and an attempt to point out the hypocrisy and prejudice of Whites.' 43  The need for 
the education of Whites as well as Blacks was stressed by such authors as Professor 
Charles Rowley'44, Donald Home'45, Barbara Leach146, Cohn Tatz'47, David Moore'48, 
and various Black authors in the magazine 'Identity".'49  Educational needs of Blacks were 
highlighted'50  as was the push for land rights.'5 ' In a more negative way the problems of 
alcohol abuse were stressed'  52, and the work of Black writers was ridiculed' 13  while the 
works of the White anthropologists was praised.154  

The Commonwealth Government was particularly criticised for its lack of progress in the 
field of education of Blacks in the Northern Territory.'55  Five items referred to the need for 
formal education for Blacks, particularly in the Northern Territory'56, Queensland'57, and 
Western Austra.'58  

Items referring to the implementation of programs included the threat by the 
Commonwealth Government to use its powers to enforce the removal of State 
discriminatory legislation.'59  Another described a program designed to reduce prejudice in 
the classroom'60  while another dealt with the presentation of a successful film production 
program in the Northern Territory. An advertisement also appeared seeking applications 
for funding in the field of the arts of Blacks by the Australian Council for the Arts.'6 ' 
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1981 The interest shown in the education of Blacks by The Bulletin in 1971 had all but 
disappeared from its pages in 1981. Any reference that could be vaguely associated with 
the field of education was in the Black's fight for land rights and for the rising power of 
such organisations as the National Aboriginal Conference and the Aboriginal and Tones 
Strait Islander Legal Service. While not considered as formal education they demonstrated 
the demand for and attainment of community development programs by the Blacks 
themselves. While the attacks made on the Federal and State Governments by the World 
Council of Churches concerning the poor conditions for Blacks, and the effects these 
attacks had in forcing educational change, were not recorded in the pages of The Bulletin, 
they were alluded to in attacks by The Bulletin on that body.'62  

One item by Pastor Paul Albrecht of Hermannsburg Aboriginal community in the Northern 
Territory made a serious attempt to help The Bulletin community understand the need to 
accept Blacks on their own terms and to provide education as desired by the Blacks using 
methods of delivery acceptable to them.163  

1991 At no time in the pages of The Bulletin of 1991 was there any mention made of 
education for Blacks. Perhaps the closest The Bulletin came to intimating the need for 
education is in a letter which demanded that Blacks be made to behave like Whites.'64  

Yet the fear of the development of Black rights, with particular reference to land and mining 
shown by The Bulletin indicated a dramatic expansion in the fields of Black community 
development. There was also the indication of the rise of a Black literate voice, evidence 
that the attempts at improving education among Blacks has not been the failure so often 
reported in the pages of The Bulletin and elsewhere. 
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Chapter 6 The Bulletin through Time 

This chapter provides a background for the examination of the Discourse of Aboriginalism. 
It describes the episteme or era in which the study takes place. It investigates those topics 
which were considered by The Bulletin community to be important at the time. It also 
examines general information concerning The Bulletin items. Such information includes 
the amount of material examined, the section of The Bulletin in which the item was printed 
and the mode used, and the source of the information. 

Epistemes 

An episteme is an era in which a Discursive formation predominates. Though Foucault 
states that there has been one episteme or Discursive formation, that of the modern age, 
during this century, this author uses the term more loosely and recognises (though later 
questions) that, in relation to Aboriginalism, there may have been at least four epistemes or 
eras, pre-protectionism, protectionism, assimilation (including integration), and self-
management (including self determination) which have been examined in the literature and 
accepted by governments. Epistemes in this sense can overlap. They are associated with 
ideologies and stereotypes. The episteme of pre-protectionism may not be confmed to a 
time-span but may overlap into other timespans. It is possible to describe the events of the 
past in the present and to think of them in terms of the past. It is also possible for groups 
of people not to participate in the episteme of the present; but to retain that of the past. The 
refusal of many to accept the episteme of self-management and to continue to retain the 
episteme of assimilation provides an example. It is also possible for a few to foresee the 
episteme of the future. 

The major governmental policies or ideologies involving Blacks are examined in the light of 
these epistemes together with the attitudes of The Bulletin community towards these 
policies. It is also argued that while the groups holding power/knowledge recognised these 
epistemes, The Bulletin community only recognised the epistemes of protectionism and 
assimilation. 

Pre-protectionism 
The term Pre-Protectionism refers to the period prior to that of Protectionism (1836). The 
period is not relevant to the timespan of this thesis. Yet the sentiment is. While the period 
of pre-protectionism came to an end in the mid nineteenth century the practice of traditional 
Black lifestyle and the discussion of traditional Black culture in the pages of The Bulletin 
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have continued to the present day. There is also some historical material on relations 
between Black and White before the period of Protectionism. The Bulletin during the 
period of investigation (1901 to 1991) contained material that referred to the period of pre-
protectionism, emulated the sentiment of that period and added to and critiqued pre-
protectionist themes. While some of the material presented may be based in fact much of 
the material was speculation, exaggeration and in some cases downright lies. Until 1960 
the items came from unconfirmed sources, some possibly with a research background, 
most however were amateur anthropologists, "bushmen" with little scientific knowledge 
yet perhaps with a great deal of knowledge based on practical experience. It would appear, 
because of the lack of contradiction of the most far fetched stories, that there was an 
unspoken agreement where contributors would not contradict for fear of being 
contradicted. Thus a story describing how Blacks would sleep standing in a formation 
similar to that of a giant rugby scrum in order to keep warm' had the same credence as 
statements made by a Government minister. All were read and remained uncriticised by 
The Bulletin community. 

After the take-over of The Bulletin by Consolidated Press the anonymous contributor was 
replaced by the professional journalist and the academic. The increase in pre-protectionism 
items in 1991 was in response to one item dealing with the removal of bodies from graves 
and the possible murder of Blacks in order to supply museums throughout the world with 
Black remains during the 1800s and early 1900s. 

The aim of items in this sub-category was to emphasise the differences between Blacks and 
Whites. This was an unpremeditated method by The Bulletin community of enforcing 
Aboriginalism. In the majority of cases the information was supplied by White 
"specialists". There were three exceptions, each appearing almost immediately after the 
takeover of The Bulletin in 1961. Roland Robinson edited two short collections of Black 
legends2  and Randolph Stow edited a Black description of the Umbali Massacre in Western 
Australia.3  Evidently this attempt to introduce Black stories was not accepted by The 
Bulletin management as the practice quickly ceased. 

Protectionism 
In 1836 the House of Commons in London ordered the establishment of a Protectorate 
system centred in the Port Philip area aimed at "the better protection and civilisation of the 
native tribes".4  Four protectors were to be appointed under the control of a chief protector. 
Their duties included watching over the rights and interests of the Blacks, representing 
them before the governor of the colony, and inducing them to live in permanent 
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settlements. While similar positions were created in the other colonies their responsibilities 
became clouded and in many instances their duties were interpreted as protecting the White 
man rather than the Black.' 

In Western Australia particularly, the Aborigines Protection Act of 1886 was used 
specifically to exploit Black workers.6  Many examples of this fact are provided in the 
pages of The Bulletin .' The use of such "slave labour" was not confmed to the squatter. 
"Never having benefited from the use of free convict labour to build public facilities, the 
Government was compensated by using the large and frequently falsely convicted 
Aboriginal prison population".8  The description of prison laborers on the Wyndham beef 
road provides an horrendous picture, condoned and supported by the State Government.9  

While mission stations were established prior to Protectionism and ration depots were 
established during the early phases of that policy, the creation of reserves for the use of 
Blacks was discussed at a South Australian Select Committee on 21 September 1899. J.L. 
Parsons, formerly Government Resident in the Northern Territory stated "the first duty of 
the state is to declare reserves, and within these reserves to give the native tribes absolute 
rights and sole control".'°  The interest shown in the development of reserves can be 
viewed in some cases as an attempt to introduce a system of apartheid. In some instances 
such a system was seen as being advantageous to the Black." In other cases such a system 
was demanded for the sole benefit of the White.'2  

Professor W. Baldwin Spencer wrote that "there is no other practicable policy but of the 
establishment of large reserves, if the aboriginals are to be preserved, and if any serious 
effort is to be made for their betterment".'3  

Apart from the matter of reserves this report referred to the popularly held belief that the 
Black race was dying out. In some cases this was not considered a bad thing. A Bulletin 
editorial, mentioned previously, entitled "Binghi and the Church" stated that "so far as all 
available evidence goes, there is no ultimate hope for a race which is incapable of 
developing some kind of civiisation of its own, and BINGHI, who left in Australia not 
one public work, is plainly one of the incapables".'4  Another editorial  ridiculed Conan 
Doyle's criticism of the annihilation of the Blacks in racist language.'5  

Not all reports on the extermination of the Blacks were couched in such words. The poem 
"The Dead Tribe" by Roderic Quinn portrayed the extinction of the Black in heroic terms.'6  
Another described the demise of the Blacks at Lake Tyers in a somewhat sentimental 
manner. ' "Nakhoda" spoke of "the dignity and self-sufficiency of the full-bloods. The 
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younger generation talk like dinkum Australians; the older men like Oxford dons, with soft 
melodious voices." This item drew the ridicule of The Bulletin and on 1 April 1931 a 
parody based on the letter was included'8  which began: "Good-day Jacky. You wantit 
'bacca, you wantit tchillun?" 

"No sir! I am not in need of the weed. The Government stores supply my small 
requirements. Nor do I ask for money. ..." 

The article concluded by referring to the extinction of Blacks. "Ah, well, when one is 
aware that one is going to be both individually and racially extinct in the space of one short 
generation, it does tend to turn one into a philosopher." 

The belief in the extinction of the Black was somewhat dampened by that "menace to 
civiisation", the "half-caste"." The "half-caste" was described in 1904 as an almost 
unsolvable problem by W.E. Roth at the Royal Commission into the Condition of the 
Natives in Western Australia.2°  The Sub-Inspector of Police at Roebourne suggested to 
Roth that "such children should be removed from the blacks' camp altogether." A similar 
suggestion was made in 1913 by E.C. Stirling at the Royal Commission on the Aborigines 
in South Australia.2 ' Bleakley suggested that "half-caste" children be taken from their 
parents and put into institutes for their own good.22  These sentiments eventually led to the 
creation of what is now known as the "Stolen Generation". 

Not all believed that the "half-caste" population would increase. Some believed that the fate 
of the "half-caste" was similar to that expected of the "full-blood". In reply to a letter 
inquiring about "the early demise of the half-caste aboriginal" the writer "Climax" stated 
"Another point about the yellow man is his marked deterioration after marriage. After six 
months he is not so good as he was; at the end of 12 (sic.) months he is hopelessly and 
incurably useless, and at the end of the second year he would be a positive nuisance but for 
the fact that he is generally dead".23  

The period of Protectionism is a confusing one. It is generally unclear who is being 
protected, Blacks, Whites or that group between termed the "half-castes". Nor is it clear 
from what they are being protected. What is evident is the distinction between them and 
us, the importance of the academic and politician in decision making and the complete lack 
of power on the part of the Black. It is true that at times there was some sympathy shown 
regarding the atrocious circumstances imposed on the Blacks. Such sympathy did little to 
bring about change. Nor was such sympathy expressed in a way that would nullify any of 
the three forms of Aboriginalism described by Attwood. 
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Apartheid 
Apartheid is described as a policy of strict racial segregation and discrimination against 
the native Negroes and other coloured peoples as practiced in South Africa (Webster). The 
policy and associated characteristics are also pertinent to Australia. Apartheid has 
contributed to Australian White/Black relations, both unofficially and to a lesser extent, 
officially, from the arrival of Whites in Australia until the present. 

Racial segregation has been called for in copies of The Bulletin examined since 1901. 
"The principle of establishing reserves for the blacks where they could live in their 
primitive state, without interference, has never been tried in this countly" (1901).24  "There 
must be sequestration" (1911). 25  Racial segregation has also been implemented during the 
period. "The Government has concentrated all [Blacks] that are left at Lake Tyers, 210 
miles east of Melbourne"26  (1931), while in the Northern Territory Blacks were restricted 
to settlements and compounds. The implementation of curfews, both official and 
unofficial, has also been common. Discrimination in a myriad forms has been evident 
throughout the century. 

Assimilation 
The sub-category of Assimilation includes both that of Integration (deemed to be 
implemented by the Commonwealth Government until 1961) and that of Assimilation 
(deemed to be held by the Commonwealth Government from 1961 to 1972). These terms 
have been used indiscriminately throughout the period. Paul Hasluck, Commonwealth 
Minister for Territories at the Native Welfare Conference in 1951 referred to assimilation as 
"the objective of native welfare measures".27  In 1971, Len King, Minister for Aboriginal 
Affairs in South Australia, described assimilation as the absorption of the "Aboriginal 
people into the white community on the basis that there will be no differentiation between 
black and white in the community".28  He described integration as recognising "the right of 
the Aboriginal people to live in our community on fully equal terms but retaining, if they so 
desire, a separate and identifiable Aboriginal heritage and culture". Because of the gradual 
nature of the change these two policies are often considered to be one and the same and are 
referred to as the assimilationist period, being the years between 1950 and 1972.29 
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While the author sees a distinct movement from 
the policy of the intentional removal of 
Aboriginal culture (integration) towards an 
acceptance (though somewhat reluctantly) of 
Aboriginal culture (assimilation), this change in 
attitude is not reflected in the pages of The 
Bulletin. The two ideologies have therefore been 
incorporated under the sub-category 
Assimilation. 

"Washing -board? No fear - gottit washing- 
machine." 
(6/6/51, p.15; R.503) 

The policy of Assimilation was spelt out in detail on 12 July 1963 at a conference of 
Commonwealth and State ministers on Aboriginal Welfare.31  

The policy of assimilation means that all Aborigines and part-Aborigines will attain the same 
manner of living as other Australians and live as members of a single Australian community 
enjoying the same rights and privileges, accepting the same responsibilities, observing the same 
customs and influenced by the same beliefs, hopes and loyalties as other Australians. 

A.P. Elkin introduced the concept of assimilation in 1937 and it was slowly accepted by the 
Commonwealth Government in an attempt to break away from the protectionist - 
restrictionist policy.3 ' Acceptance was slowed down by the commencement of World War 
II, however the acceptance of the policy by the White community, including The Bulletin 
community, was greatly influenced by the contact between Blacks and Whites during the 
war years. "The army employed well over a thousand Aborigines across northern 
Australia. They were paid cash wages, and shared full canteen services and equal 
accommodation".32  Blacks were perceived as wartime allies, "and fme soldiers many of 
them have proved", entitled to the civil rights and other benefits enjoyed by White 
Australians.33  The Black was also seen as "a human being and is no more anxious to have 
his existence run by anthropologists, civil servants and the like than any other human 
being".34  

The aim of the new policy was to integrate Aboriginal people into the non-Aboriginal 
community. "Education must aim at conscious adaptation to the new problems of life, as 
distinct from attraction, and this has many aspects, chiefly economic, social and religious, 
none of which can be avoided".35  

Ellcin believed that Black culture had been radically changed and that it was no longer 
possible to retain Black culture even if there was a desire to do so 36  The policy of 
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Assimilation was deferred until the completion of World War II and began to flower in 
1950. In a speech delivered to the House of Representatives on the 8 June 1950 Paul 
Hasluck said: 

The problem today is not a problem of protection. In the old days when they were a primitive 
people living under primitive bush conditions, the problem chiefly was to set up a barrier between 
them and the invading white community. Those days have gone, and the nation must move to a 
new era in which the social advancement rather than the crude protection of the natives should be 
the objective of all that is done in this sphere. ... 

In the section "Plain English" The Bulletin gave its full agreement to the policy of 
assimilation. At the same time it continued to hold some antiquated views as to the 
intelligence of Blacks.38  

The native problem will not be settled until Binghi has been completely assimilated into the 
general population. And there are many tribes, now fast dwindling, whose mental standard is so 
near that of the caveman that with them extinction will probably beat civilisation. But there are 
some tribes, such as the Arunta, capable of high mental development and multiplication of 
numbers. These might one day provide more abundant populations for our desert interior if they are 
nursed along. 

It has been suggested by Morgan and Bostock,39  and also by Cummings4°  that the policy 
aimed to produce a black servant class, both through training and through the enforced 
breakup of families as graphically ifiustrated in Morgan and Bostock's film "Lousy Little 
Sixpence". 

In the 1960/6 1 Northern Territory Welfare Branch Annual Report there was a move to 
recognise that while Blacks should be allowed to retain "connections with and pride in their 
aboriginal ancestry" they "should be encouraged to detach themselves from the present 
position of group separateness and solidarity and become merged as individuals in the 
general community" so that they "will become indistinguishable from other members of the 
Australian community".4' 

The sentiments concerning the retention of Black pride were not shared by the 
Commonwealth and states at the time. The policy statement issued by the Aboriginal 
Welfare Conference of Commonwealth and State Ministers, Darwin, in 1963 emphasised 
that Aboriginal people should observe "the same customs, and [be] influenced by the same 
beliefs, hopes and loyalties as other Australians." 42  Western Australian Native Welfare 
Commissioner, Stanley Middleton, when speaking of Blacks at Allawa Grove "implied that 
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the natives would be assimilated far more quickly if they were scattered through the 
suburbs and forced into assimilation".43  

In 1967 the Commonwealth Government was given concurrent power to legislate for 
Blacks by referendum. This new power allowed it to demand the removal of all 
discriminatory State legislation under the threat of legal challenge. 

Last March the Commonwealth Government dropped hints to State Ministers that by 1972 their 
Governments would have to scrap all legislation which discriminates against Aborigines. Failing 
effective action, the Commonwealth would challenge State laws in the High Court, and - because 
of its new constitutional powers in Aboriginal matters, arising from the 1967 referendum - it 
would undoubtedly win. 

The threat proved effective. 

Last week's Darwin conference of Ministers and permanent heads of the State departments 
responsible for Aboriginal Affairs was an anti-climax. The confrontation which had been looked 
forward to - Commonwealth Minister in charge of Aboriginal Affairs Billy Wentworth ranged 
against Queensland and Western Australia - was rendered unnecessary by Mr. McMahon's 
initiatives in Queensland and a Labor victory in the West. An era ended with the undertakings by 
Premiers Tonkin and Bjelke- Petersen to repeal legislation which discriminated against 
Aborigines.45  

By 1971 Commonwealth Government policy continued to emphasise the need for Blacks to 
enjoy "the same rights and privileges" and to "accept the same responsibilities" as all other 
Australians.46  However this report also stated that "At the same time they are encouraged 
to retain their traditions and pride in their Aboriginal ancestry". 

In the late 1970s following the return of the coalition government, the term integration 
made a reappearance for a short period. Its meaning incorporated the idea of a result, in 
contrast to the processes of self determination and self management. Its usage disappeared 
with the return to government of the Australian Labor Party. 

The figures show that in 1981 thirty seven per cent of items depicted attitudes akin to the 
ideology of assimilation. In 1991 thirty one per cent of items represented an assimilationist 
ideology. One item demanded that Blacks be forced to assimilate into white society with 
exactly the same rights as whites.47  Such attitudes were not restricted to The Bulletin 
community. In 1991 the Federal, states and Territory Governments were accused by Dr H. 
C. Coombs at the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody of implementing 
assimilationist policies. Dr Coombs described the National Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
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Islander Education Policy (NAEP) as being "assimilationist and potentially destructive of 
Aboriginal culture".48. The policy of assimilation can superficially be used to refute the 
claim of Aboriginalism by both Government and The Bulletin community. It can be argued 
that the aim of assimilation was to break down the "us/them" barrier, and that it was aimed 
to give political rights to Blacks, when they were ready to receive them. Yet power over 
Blacks still remained with Whites. The assimilation policy did not recognise the ability or 
right of Blacks to make decisions for themselves. Decisions were made by academics, 
politicians and White administrators. It was the White who determined when Blacks would 
be ready to receive political rights. Assimilation was a one way process. There was no 
attempt to integrate Black customs and ideology into a combined society. Thus Attwood's 
interdependent form of Aboriginal studies remains valid as does the form of political 
power. 

The language used during the Assimilation period, especially that used by The Bulletin 
community, does not attempt to break the "them /us dichotomy. The Black was described 
as little better than a cave-man.49  Other items describe the Black as a nomad, unable to take 
on responsibilities50, as diseased51, as a drunkard52, as debauched53, as unfit to vote54, as a 
dirty and unhygienic nuisance55, as an irrational homosexual.56  Such sentiments expressed 
by The Bulletin community do not assist in the breakdown of the dichotomy. Rather, it 
would appear that the assimilationist policy gave The Bulletin community greater incentive 
to express and to widen that dichotomy. 

While the concept of assimilation expresses an intention to bring about change in the future, 
the differentiation of the present is emphasised. Differences are exaggerated; 
commonalities are ignored. The very presence of the policy thus exacerbated the problems 
of Aboriginalism, Aboriginal studies, them and us, and political power, rather than 
bringing about some form of solution. 

Self-management 
The sub-category self-management includes both self-determination and self-management. 
Calls for self-determination prior to 1971 were associated with antagonistic radicals. 
"(George) Abdullah is a kind of aboriginal Jomo Kenyatta, preaching the gospel of self-
determination in a spirit of antagonism towards the white community".57  Whites also called 
for self determination in the pages of The Bulletin. Donald Home stated that 
"Assimilation' cannot be the basis of policy for the brown Australians: there must be a full 
sharing of rights, but no demand that 'they' be like 6us".58  
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On 6 May 1971 Prime Minister Wffliam McMahon appointed a Cabinet committee "to 
review its policies relating to the Aboriginal people and their aspirations".59  The objectives 
fell between those of assimilation and self-determination. While recognising the "rights of 
individual Aborigines to effective choice about the degree to which, and the pace at which, 
they come to identify themselves with" the Australian society",6°  McMahon believed that 
the "concept of separate development as a long-term aim is utterly alien" to the objectives of 
the Liberal Country Party.6' Assimilation was still expected, though it was expected to 
come through the will of the Blacks rather than enforcement by the Whites. 

The choice of items in The Bulletin for examination made by the author excludes a period 
of change in government policy, between 1972 and 1980. The change of government in 
1972 brought about a dramatic change in policy. In the second reading of the States Grants 
(Aboriginal Advancement) Bifi 1973 Senator Cavenagh stated that "the Government is 
following a policy of self-determination by the Aboriginal people" •62  He later said: 

the Government no longer expects that they (Blacks) will want to become like other Australians in 
all respects, not that they should do so. The former policy of assimilation, which assumed that 
Aboriginals would choose and eventually become, indistinguishable from other Australians in their 
hopes, loyalties and lifestyle, is no longer part of Australian Government policy.63  

Prime Minister Whitlam reiterated the theme of self-determination. "The basic object of my 
Government's policy is to restore to the Aboriginal people of Australia their lost power of 
self-determination in economic, social and political affairs".64  

A return to the Coalition Government in 1975 brought about a change in emphasis in 
policy. The term self-determination disappeared from the vocabulary of politics and was 
replaced by that of self-management 65  Viner described the policy of self-management as 
requiring 

that Aboriginals, as individuals and communities, be in a position to make the same kinds of 
decisions about their future as other Australians customarily make, and to accept responsibility for 
the results flowing from those decisions. The issue is one of Aboriginals exercising authority 
with responsibility. The Government sees this policy as offering to Aboriginals a means of 
breaking out of the state of dependence which has for so long enchained them. 

Self-management was linked to fmancial management rather than social decisions. 
Government saw "Aboriginals playing a leading role in setting long-term goals and 
objectives, expenditure priorities and program evaluations, as well as assuming 
responsibility for the success of programs adopted".67  
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With the return of Labor to power in the early 1980s, the term self-determination re-
appeared.68  The meaning of the term now appeared to be similar to that of self-
management. "The Government would wish to put Aboriginals in the position of making 
decisions about their own future, at the same time accepting responsibility and being 
accountable for these decisions".69  The funding of any programs was dependent on Black 
organisations being "required to set realistic objectives and to report on their performance 
against these objectives. Future funding is dependent on satisfactory performance".70  This 
accountability was determined by Whites. 

Willis thus saw the policy as being characterised "by policies of ambiguous cultural 
adaptation and assimilation"7' while Pastor Paul Albrecht in the pages of The Bulletin 
stated that government policy is 

no better than the policies that pieceded it, because it offers Aborigines self-determination, self-
management, and land rights, not on their terms, but on white terms, thereby negating the veiy 
things it sets out to do. 

Official policy says to Aborigines that they have a right to their own culture, to do things their 
way, to determine their lifestyle, and then proceeds to deny this by the way it puts this policy into 
practice."72  

Closely related to self-management was the question of land rights and associated mineral 
rights. In 1901 the killing of squatter Durack in Western Australia by Blacks was attributed 
to the fact that he took their land.73  Black suicide was also blamed on the loss of land.74  
Recognition of prior land ownership by Blacks was provided in a cartoon entitled "If only 
Captain Cook had missed the boat".75  

In the 1960s two major claims for land by Blacks, both in the Northern Territory, 
influenced future land and mining policy. The first, implemented by the people of Yirrkala 
in Arnliem Land, involved a petition sent to Canberra in 1963 asking that their land not be 
taken from them. This was followed in 1968 by a bark petition sent to Canberra asking for 
title to the land. In 1971 Blacks unsuccessfully took action in the Northern Territory 
Supreme Court to try to prevent bauxite mining at Gove. The second major influence 
involved the walk-out of Black labour from Wave Hill Station in the Northern Territory. 

At the beginning of 1972 Prime Minister McMahon indicated that special leases for up to 
fifty years would be made available for Blacks in the Northern Territory. He said that "the 
Government understands fully the desire of the Aboriginal people to have their affinity with 
the land with which they have been associated recognised by law".76  
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With the change of government in 1972 Prime Minister Whitlam almost immediately 
handed the leasehold of Dagaragu, a portion of Wave Hill, to the Gurindji people. The 
government also set up the Woodward Commission to consider land rights for Blacks in 
the Northern Territory. In 1977, under a coalition government, the Aboriginal Land Rights 
(Northern Territory) Act came into force. This not only allowed for the right to Black 
ownership of land in the Northern Territory, but also for some control over mineral assets. 

In The Bulletin community the actions of Black protesters seeking land rights were 
alternately treated with fear and ridicule. One item entitled "IRA, PLO and Aboriginal 
activists unite" stressed the relationship among the three organisations.77  Another entitled 
"Land Rights threatens Brisbane Games" also expressed fear of Black activists. 18  

Black land rights activists were ridiculed in an item entitled "In the Dark" where it was 
suggested that Black land rights supporters were confused as to what they were seeking.79  
An item by David Harcourt complained of the continual emphasis on the need for land 
rights in the Black magazine "Identity".t°  Blacks were seen as being unable to effectively 
use the land once they obtained it. In an item entitled "Sparks fly on NT land splurge" a 
Northern Territory government internal briefmg paper was quoted as stating "once 
converted to Aboriginal freehold title, many properties cease to be productive concerns and 
stock is rapidly depleted."8 ' A similar item entitled "The fight for the frontier" stated: 

As suburban Australia's social conscience overcomes the interests of pastoralists and miners, the 
Territory's future has been changed forever. Up to 80% of it may be back in Aboriginal hands by 
early next century. Unless balance is restored to the land rights debate, the Territory's economic 
viability and statehood ambitions will be critically diminished by the apartheid-like situation. 

...The transfer of vast areas to inalienable Aboriginal ownership virtually removes it from laws 
relating to environment, disease eradication and fencing and roading.82  

Such comments were not restricted to the pastoral industry. The desire by some Black 
groups to prevent mining on their land raised the ire of a large percentage of The Bulletin 
community, while obtaining support from a minority. A letter from the Gapuwiyak Land 
Council in the Northern Territory eloquently put forward the position of the Blacks. It 
stated in part: 

It is our earnest wish that mining and industry can leave us alone so we can follow our own 
development program. Too much pressure will kill us and this will not be in the long term 
national interest. You should remember that some of our people can still remember being shot at 
by hunters and we feel that if our land is to be taken then shooting might be a better way to kill 
us. If our arguments are not logical then forgive us, we are people; we appeal to your heart to 
support us by doing what you can to stop mineral exploration and mining in our region. 83 
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The majority of items appearing in The Bulletin concerning mining on land controlled by 
Blacks provided a contrary view. The ownership of land by Blacks had "significant 
ramifications for the mining industry".84  Such ownership was "slowly whittling away the 
potential of the Territory's ... $1.2 billion mining, oil and gas industries".85  Coronation 

Hill was a particular case in point. The Bulletin's priorities were evident in an item entitled 
"Most Australians favour Kakadu mining"." It stated in part: 

While 31% of Australians believe mining should be permitted at Coronation Hill in Kakadu 
National Park, NT, regardless of the view of the Jawoyn Aboriginal people, the proportion in 
favour increases to 56% if the Aboriginal people agree. 

At the time the majority of Blacks did not agree, creating a rather misleading headline. 

Prime Minister Hawke was also ridiculed over his attitude to Coronation Hill in an item 
entitled "This nearly was mined".87  

To mine or not to mine Coronation Hill in the Northern Territory turned out to be not so much a 
question of environmental ideology or even Aboriginal rights but whether Prime Minister Bob 
Hawke could emotionally blackmail cabinet into voting against the majority's gut feeling and thus 
establish his command. 

The cartoon was also used to ridicule both Black land rights88  and Black rights to veto 
mining on their own land.89  

Aboriginalism is exhibited in two major forms during the period of self-management. The 
first form is in the non-recognition of the policy during the 1981/1991 periods. The second 
form is the attacks made on Black land rights and the associated veto on mining. 

It could be asserted that the increased positive interest in Black art indicates the 
inadmissibility of the milieu of Aboriginalism. Such is not the case as the interest involves 
dividing practices as well as scientific classification, the acceptance of Black art being 
dependent on the opinion of White experts. 

While self-management, involving land rights became a reality in the view of the 
Government it was not recognised by The Bulletin community. As late as 1991 less than 
forty five per cent of items recognised or dealt with self management (thirty one per cent in 
1981). Many of these focused on the safe area of Black arts or derided the concept of land 
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rights and self management. Only five items (twelve per cent) provided a positive view of 
self-management. Approximately thirty per cent still viewed the major policy as that of 
assimilation (thirty seven per cent in 1981). 

While the governments and academics have believed that the century consisted of several 
different eras or epistemes where different policies were implemented (Protectionism, 
Integration, Assimilation, Self determination, Self management), this was not the belief of 
the White community as represented by the Bulletin. In the eyes of The Bulletin 
community there were only two eras in the century, Protectionism, or the period where it 
was believed that Blacks were dying out, followed by Assimilation, a period in which 
Blacks would or should become the same as Whites (though still not being recognised as 
equals of Whites). In both instances (protectionism and assimilation) Whites refused to 
accept Blacks as Blacks, that is, as a living, viable culture; they either had to disappear or 
change. 

Bulletin Cover Stories - 1901 to 1991 

The graph indicates the interest of the audience at which The Bulletin of the time was 
aimed. The figures were determined by subject content. Items which were associated with 
a high income such as investment, quality of private schools and ski-ing holidays were 
regarded as being aimed at the entrepreneurial (upper) class. Items dealing with subjects of 

enera1 interest such as defence - interest 
Fig. 6.1 
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politics were regarded as 
general. Those items dealing 
with matters affecting the poor 
such as unemployment, poor 
housing, social security matters, 
the need to resolve social 
problems, and Blacks were 
considered to refer to lower 
class. 

The figures demonstrate the 
revolutionary nature of the magazine in its early years, with an emphasis on attacks on 
royalty, the need to change the criminal code and the need for pensions. Such an interest 
rapidly declined with a slight increase in interest in the working and poor during 1931, in 
the midst of the depression, and in 1961 when Consolidated Press, under the leadership of 
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Frank Packer and the editorship of Donald Home, was determining how it would nm the 
magazine. It would appear that Consolidated Press decided to continue aiming at the upper 
market at the expense of the workers and the poor. 

The entrepreneurial community began to gain support from The Bulletin in 1921 when it 
commenced its battle against unions, the Labor Party and the workers. Though this attack 
did not cease in 1931 The Bulletin was forced to show some sympathy for those most 
affected by the depression. The Second World War brought about a need for social 
cohesion and so the division of social classes was ignored with an emphasis being placed 
on the war. The year 1951 saw the target audience as the entrepreneurial class, a situation 
which has persisted to the present day. 

The distribution of types of items overall did not vary greatly, ranging from one hundred 
and twenty six items dealing with political matters to eighty four items dealing with matters 
of lifestyle during the ten years of the magazine under observation. The sub-category, 
"Lifestyle", included cover pages dealing with arts, media, sport and religion. The 
importance of lifestyle from 1961 onwards match both the change in the ownership of The 
Bulletin and the entrenchment of the magazine in an entrepreneurial class niche. 

Social problems included cover pages dealing with education, health, Black matters and 
immigration. The covers dealing with social problems in 1901 referred mainly to the 
emphasis of the magazine on the White Australia policy and its anti-immigration stance. 
There was also the desire by The Bulletin community to provide compulsory life assurance 
and both age and medical pensions. Following 1961 items dealing with social problems 
tended to concentrate on those concerning the rich, especially in the fields of education 
(private schools and quality universities) and health (diseases more associated with the 
rich). 

Items on defence were particularly evident in 1921 following the Great War and in 1941 
during the Second World War. During 1941 there was little else apart from war matters on 
the cover page of The Bulletin. The apparent decrease in numbers of cover pages dealing 
with intemational matters during 1981 and 1991 was brought about by the amalgamation of 
the magazine Newsweek with The Bulletin. Matters of international importance appeared 
on the covers of Newsweek which was located in the centre of The Bulletin rather than on 
the cover page of the Bulletin itself. 

By 1921 as The Bulletin became more a tool of the conservative establishment, so 
business and the economy played a more important role in its pages. The exception was in 
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1941 when all attention was paid to the war effort. Both business and politics focused on 
the Communist menace, particularly in the years 1921 to 1951. 

Four front page items dealt with Blacks, two in an overtly racist manner (the Christmas 
issues of 1921 and 1931), and two describing overtly racist behaviour, one entitled 
"Aborigines - our national pets?" (29/3/61), the other entitled "Angel of Black Death" 
(12/11/91). 

Total items concerning Blacks 

The increased numbers of items in these years reflect 
the increasing fascination with the rural indusiry and 
the outback. Shapcott (1981, p.148) believed that "by 
the 1930s The Bulletin had long settled into being the 
conservative voice of the country's rural hinterland. 
Sydney's wealth - and Australia's - was still seen to 
be dependent on the 'golden fleece". The numbers 
were also increased in these years by the prolific work 
of cartoonist B.E. Minns who produced fourteen 
cartoons dealing with Blacks in 1911, fourteen in 
1921 and twenty six in 1931. 

A "S1RANGER'S" BRAND 
Though total numbers of items concerning Blacks Black Mary (pointing to vaccination 

scars): "Same fellow brand on piccaninny 
continued to decrease from 1931 onwards, this belonging Bullocky Bill." 

decrease was balanced to some extent by the amount (20/4/11, p.14; R.70) 

written in each item. This was particularly the case from 1961 onwards at which time 
professional journalists and academics provided items of some depth. The greatest 
numbers of items concerning Blacks appeared in the years 1921 and 1931. 

In order to provide a more balanced view of the amount of information published the 
figures were adjusted using the following scale. Small items, less than half a column were 
not adjusted. Medium items, between half a column and half a page were adjusted by 
multiplying the value of the number by three. Large items, being more than half a page 
were adjusted by multiplying the value of the number by six. It should therefore be noted 
that the adjusted total in the above figure has little relevance to the numbers on Y axis of the 
graph which provide an accurate indication of the total numbers of items concerning 
Blacks. The adjusted total provides a more accurate picture of the amount of material 
published in each year rather than the number of items. 
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The peaks and troughs in the adjusted figures show the erratic interest in Black matters. 
The major trough of 1941 was caused by the emphasis placed on the war. The trough of 
1981 is deceptive in that, while less was written about Blacks, the information supplied, 
that referring to the threat of land rights, was of more interest to The Bulletin community 

than that of other years. 

The numbers of items 
appearing in The Bulletin did 
not at any time reflect the 
proportion of Blacks in the 
Australian community. It is 
however surprising that items 
concerning Blacks should 
appear in the pages of The 
Bulletin at all, rather than 
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Blacks being under represented. Until recently Blacks were not considered by The Bulletin 
community to be members of that community; it is 
questionable whether they are so considered today. 
Items about Blacks were therefore present in order to 
supply information or entertainment for Whites by 
Whites. The principles of total exclusion expressed by 
The Bulletin in its banner "Australia for the White Man" 
(1880 to 1960) made the presence of any items dealing 
with Blacks unlikely. It is even more surprising that in 
some cases the rights of Blacks should be supported. 

Yet The Bulletin did provide a fonim for Black 
supporters, especially prior to 1981. Sixteen items 
appeared condemning the mistreatment of Blacks, both 
by the pastoral industry and the legal system. White 
social activists including Kylie Tennant, Donald Home 
and Pastor Paul Albrecht contributed to the pages of the 
magazine. Talented Blacks such as singer Harold Blair,  
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IN THE BAD OLD DAYS 
Bushranger: "Heard anything of that 
blacktracker that's after me?" 
Sundowner: "Yes, a feller pinched his 
bottle of rum th' other night, and 
Jacky's been on his track ever since!" 
(17/3/21, p.26. R.156) 

artist Namatjira, political activist J.D. McGinness, politician Neville Bonner, sports people 
Gilbert, Evomie Goolagong and the Ella brothers were recognised. It is true that in many 
cases such recognition was a tool to achieve the desires of the dominant group, for 
example, the item dealing with Evonne Goolagong was designed to break down sporting 
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barriers with apartheid South Africa rather than to portray her prowess as a tennis player. 
Items dealing with racial discrimination, self-determination, health, education and housing 
issues appeared in the pages. Admittedly, the items displaying positive attitudes were in 
the minority (sixteen per cent), one hundred and twelve from a total of seven hundred and 
seven items. It is also true that these items generally either demonstrated the concept of 
scientific classification and the subsequent conviction in the right of Whites to dominate 
knowledge of Blacks, or, while attacking overt racism they themselves, in their 
nomenclature and their differentiation, demonstrated inferential racism. 

In some cases, for example, that of alcohol abuse, it may be stated that the items were 
based on fact rather than the prejudices of Aboriginalism. It cannot be denied that alcohol 
abuse is, and has been, a problem in Black communities. Yet the problem was viewed by 
The Bulletin community in the light of Aboriginalism; the items appearing in The Bulletin 
demonstrated the emphasis of the problem to Whites. Drunken Blacks are an eye-sore to 
Whites; they make Whites feel uneasy.90  The social problems which bring about alcohol 
abuse were not discussed. Nor were the effects of the problems on the Black community 
scrutinised. In the case of Black housing the problem emphasised was the concern of 
Whites about Blacks moving into White communities, including White land prices and 
White schooling, rather than the problems of housing shortages for Blacks.9' 

The number of items attempting to obtain rights for Blacks, though a minority, bring into 
question the concept of Aboriginalism as a valid milieu. Foucault, in his writings, allowed 
for individuals whom he described as "founders of discursivity" to bring about change by 
providing a "paradigmatic set of terms, images, and concepts which organise thinking and 
experience about the past, present and future of society, doing so in a way which 
enigmatically surpasses the specific claims they put forth" (Rabinow, 1984, p.12). The 
authors of the one hundred and twelve items could not all be considered "founders of 
discursivity", nor did they bring about the change they desired. They can however be 
described in the terms of Foucault as "specific intellectuals" (Windschuttle, 1994, p.130), 
whose efforts were not needed to assist the oppressed to gain knowledge (MacDonell, 
1986, p.99), but rather to "sap power" (Foucault, 1980, p.208) from the oppressors. 

The items by the "specific intellectuals" are not excluded from the epistemes (Foucault 
1972, p.168) defmed by Aboriginalism, though their role is questionable in the formation 
of such epistemes. 
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The differentiation between the intellectuals of power/knowledge and the "specific 
intellectuals" who seek to place the immediate issues of the oppressed into an historical 
context in order to either assist the oppressed or weaken the oppressors, is vague 
(Windschuttle, 1994, p.130). The nature of the episteme indicates that the efforts of the 
"specific intellectuals" would be of little use. They are in fact trying to communicate with 
the Whites using a different language. This is corroborated by the unsuccessful attempts of 
such authors as Home, Tennant and Albrecht to bring about change in the minds of The 
Bulletin community. They wrote in terms of self-determination and self-management, 
however, the items were read, and are stifi being read, by The Bulletin community in the 
language of assimilation. 

The number of the items concerning Blacks was probably increased by the formula used by 
The Bulletin. It is true that Archibald disliked the idea of a formula "which is fatal to art 
although it is the father of money" yet formula remained the basis of Bulletin production 
until 1960, and probably beyond. The formula included the allocation of a certain amount 
of space and consequently items or paragraphs in columns such as "Aboriginalities", these 
items being commonly referred to as the Abo. par. The amount of material concerning 
Blacks found in the pages of The Bulletin was determined by Bulletin staff in order to 
meet the needs of the audience and the practical need to fill space. While institutional 
racism may be seen in the lack of material presented, the figures themselves prove little. It 
can be argued that the presence of any material about Blacks in The Bulletin indicates the 
inadmissibility of the milieu of Aboriginalism. Such a view is however simplistic since it is 
necessary to examine the contents of the material and the purposes of its inclusion in order 
to determine its relationship to Aboriginalism. 

Section and Mode 

Goodall et. al (1990, p.19) describe genre as "a term in communication and cultural studies 
which identifies a type of media event or occasion which orients the audience to expect that 
they will be called on to respond in particular ways." Since the term has different and more 
tightly defmed nuances in the field of education it has in this case been replaced by the term 
mode, that is, as a mode of presentation. 

Section refers to the positioning of items within The Bulletin. Until 1961 sections were 
tightly structured using column headings such as "Society", "Plain English", "Banana 
Land" and "Sporting Notions". This was supplemented by an ambiguous area towards the 
back of the magazine where literary works and sundry items appeared. Following 1961 
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these sections became less structured. While it was expected that news was to be found 
towards the front of the magazine, major items and news comment towards the centre, the 
arts and fmance towards the back, the rigid structure of previous years had disappeared. 

The sections within The Bulletin have changed constantly over the period under 
discussion. These changes have been brought about by perceived wishes of The Bulletin 
community ("Man on the Land", "Service 
Department"), by the matters of importance at the "I saw among the natives individuals 

having a distinctly Semitic cast of 
time ("Service Man", "North of Twenty Eight"), features. The aboriginals, as a race, are 

decidedly cannibalistic although it is not and by changes inBulletinmanagement ( Tins so pronounced in some parts as in others. 
Australia", "Forum"). They often kill and eat one another in the 

Never-Never, but I do not think they would 
eat the flesh of a European". - Laurell, 

While sections or column headings have changed Swedish Anthropologist. 

there have been a series of common threads which a 
- 0 

. have continued durmg the hundred years under 
discussion An examination of Black literature and  

the arts have continued through the "Red Page"  
'- 

(1901 to 1961), "Sundry Shows" (1951-1961), and 
"Arts and Literature" (1971 to 1991). When the 

An interesting sidelight on tribal customs 
column "Aborigmahties" disappeared from the at Sunday Island. 

pages of The Bulletin items referring to Blacks 
were transferred to columns such as "This I 

Australia" and "One More Week" if & 

The sections in which items appeared in The 
Bulletin and the mode in which they were written .j 
were, as is to be expected, closely associated. -- 
Letters from readers appeared in columns such as Sunday Islander - Eat him? Never! He s no 
"Other Fellow's Mind" and "Letters", literary true Son of Shem who Can't get more 

substance out of a Christian alive than 
cnticism was to be found in the "Red Page" and dead. 

jokes were to be found in the "Smoke-oh" column. (7/9/I1, p.12; R.102) 

There were areas where information about Blacks might be found ("Aboriginalities") and 
areas were they were not expected ("Melbourne Chatter"). 

"Aboriginalihies" and Descriptive Articles. 
The short paragraphs submitted by correspondents throughout Australia and New Zealand 
made up much of the material produced in The Bulletin between 1901 and 1951. It was 
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this material which allowed The Bulletin to consider itself to be the people's voice. Items 
poured into such columns as "Aboriginalities", "Society", "Banana Land" and "North of 
Twenty Eight". These four columns contained nearly eighty per cent of items dealing with 
Blacks to be found in The Bulletin between 1901 and 1951 with he section 
"Aboriginalities" containing more than seventy five per cent. Of these more than eighty per 
cent were either descriptive articles or cartoons. In both cases Blacks were treated as 
objects, as oddities, with degraded values as compared to Whites. Such matters as the 
existence of "bald headed Binghis" (eight items), cannibalism among Blacks (seven items), 
gonorrhea among Blacks (four items) and "cross eyed Binghis" (three items), were 
examples of topics of discussion found in the column "Aboriginalities" which provided 
vigorous debate. With the passing of "Aboriginalities" in 1961, the decrease and eventual 
end of paragraphs (apart from letters) submitted by the public, and the rationalisation of the 
strict sectional format of The Bulletin , items dealing with Blacks changed both in 
positioning and in mode. Descriptive articles and cartoons in the years 1951 to 1991 
dropped to twenty nine per cent. 

Descriptive articles and cartoons were used to entertain and to maintain cue-driven 
stereotypes. The greater the 'them/us' differentiation between Black and White the greater 
was likely to be the impact of the item on the audience. Truth had little to do with content. 
Examples include the "boong" who mistakenly drank spirits of salts and the asked for 
more92  and the assertion that the left side of the "abo" skull is flatter than the right because 
the "lubra" continually presses "baby Binghi" to her shoulder.93  It is not known whether 
the audience accepted the outrageous claims which were made. There were few corrections 
made to such claims by the staff of or contributors to The Bulletin. 

The decline of "Aboriginalities" and the rise of Reflective Articles 
There was a decrease in descriptive articles in The Bulletin following the introduction of 
new management at the end of 1960, though there continued to be more items in this sub-
category than in any other. While descriptive articles fell from fifty one per cent during the 
period 1/1/1901 to 31/12/51 to twenty three per cent during the period 1/1/61 to 3 1/12/91 
the reflective article rose from eight per cent to nineteen per cent. The reflective article 
included editorials, the reflective voice of Bulletin management, which until 1961 were 
particularly racist. The presence of reflective articles does not indicate a lessening of racist 
views. There was a higher percentage of explicit and inferential racism exhibited in 
reflective articles than in descriptive items both before and after the Consolidated Press 
take-over. 
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The reflective article provides a mode for the expression of Scientific Classification. It is 
the reflective article which allows the author to demonstrate his/her in depth knowledge of 
the subject and hence to control knowledge. Examples include the suspicion that the extinct 

Tasmanian was the cradle of civiisation94, the wholesomeness of the White Australia 

policy", and an item entitled "The expensive aba".96  It was also within this mode that the 

inhumanity of Whites to Blacks was proclaimed and condemned. The description of the 

poor conditions facing Aboriginal prisoners working on the rail line at Roebourne97  
provides an example as does Kylie Tennant's condemnation of government policy 

concerning Blacks" and Donald Home's plea for a policy of self-determination.99  

The Literary and Art Critic 
While some items dealing with Black art and literature appeared scattered throughout The 

Bulletin, the majority and the most authoritative items appeared in special columns provided 

for the examination of the arts. The literary and art critics provide examples where 
individuals dominate knowledge, both with regards Blacks and Whites. The Bulletin has 

always been highly regarded in its role as critic of the arts. The "Red Page" has played an 
important part in the development of White Australian literature. Its role with regard to 

Black literature is minuscule. In all items examined in the "Red Page" between 2/3/01 and 

24/6/61 all items mentioning Blacks dealt with literary works written by Whites. The Black 

was an object of study, not a producer of literary material. It is true that some important 
works by authors such as Blealdey, Strehlow and Elkin were reviewed. These items 
demonstrated clearly the nature of scientific classification and the control of 
knowledge/power. 

A notable exception to the lack of Black literary works occurred shortly after Donald Home 
took up the position of editor in 1960. Roland Robinson edited a number of Black legends 

between 11/1/61 and 22/2/61 and Daniel Evans, a Black, in an item edited by Randolph 

Stow dated 15/2/61, described the Umbali massacre. 

In the column "Sundry Shows" the attitude towards Black art was similar to that displayed 

in the "Red Page". Only one item referred to the work of Namatjira, all others examined 
dealt with the manner in which Whites produced the images of Blacks. Discussion of 

Namatjira and the Hermannsburg art group in 1951 took place in "Aboriginalities" and 
"Other Fellows Mind". With the end of "Sundry Shows" in 1961 both literary and art 
reviews appeared in a general section sometimes entitled "Arts and Literature". It was not 

until 3/11/81 in the items examined that an item dealing with Black art appeared. Prior to 

that all items in the column dealt with White works describing the plight of Blacks. The 
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four items dealing with the arts produced by Blacks appearing in 1991 received favorable 
reviews, though the musical "Bran Nue Dae" was greeted with a certain amount of 
condescension. 

It should be noted that the sporting critics were far more enthusiastic in their praise of Black 
athletes. The majority of stories were positive. One outlining the decline of boxer Tony 
Mundine could be considered negative, though it can be argued that the negative attitude 
displayed is aimed at the results of the sport rather than Mundine.10°  Items not only 
praised the efforts of sports people. The exploitation of Blacks in sport was criticised'0' as 
was the lack of assistance given to Black athletes.'°2  

News Items 
Fifty four news items concerning Blacks appeared in the pages of The Bulletin in the 
periods under review, with a slight increase in numbers after 1959. By their nature news 
items were less racist than other items. They generally presented information in a 
straightforward manner without discussion and without pressing a point of view. Prior to 
1961 they appeared in such columns as "Political Points" and "Service Man". After 1961 
they appeared in such columns as "This Australia" and "One More Week". News items 
covered a variety of areas, deaths of Blacks of some fame, appointments or election of 
Blacks to various positions, specific acts of mistreatment of Blacks. They were confmed to 
specific incidents which had occurred in the immediate past 

Letters 
The letter has played an important role during the history of The Bulletin in allowing the 
readers to express their opinions on matters which affected them. In 1901 seven letters 
concerning Blacks were published; in the same year forty nine items concerning Blacks 
were published and paid for by The Bulletin in the column "Aboriginalities". The letter 
varied from the par. which appeared in such columns as "Aboriginalities" and "Society" in 
that payment was not sought by the writer; the letter was used to show real concern, as in 
the poor treatment meted out to Blacks on the pastoral properties, or to enhance one's own 
reputation. In the period 1911 to 1941 the letter as a means of referring to Blacks 
disappeared from the pages of The Bulletin examined, only to reappear in 1941 in the 
column entitled "Other Fellow's Mind". Three letters appeared in 1941, one dealing with 
past atrocities and recommending a system of segregation,'°3  the remainder dealing with the 
Black and the war effort.'°4  The letters of 1951 dealt with three eras of government policy. 
Two called on the implementation of that of the past, protectionism and 05  Two 
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called on the implementation of the policy 
of the time, that of assimilation, with 
emphasis on housing'°6  and the provision 
of adequate supervision of children away 
from their parents.'°7  One letter in which 
the author stated that no action based on 
superiority will help Blacks contained 
notions more appropriate to policy of the 
future, that of self determination.'08  

It would be expected that the letters 
column would gain in importance with the 
demise of the paid Bulletin par. in 1961. 
This was not the case. Twenty three 
letters concerning Blacks appeared in the 
pages of The Bulletin examined after 
1951, three in each of the years 1961 and 1971, five in 1981, and twelve in 1991. Of the 
1991 figure seven letters were in reply to an item concerning the removal of Black remains 
to overseas museums, six of these being negative in relation to Blacks, particularly with 
regard to the "paranoia of part-Aborigines about past happenings and the public funds they 
waste in recovering and concealing anthropological resources".'°9  Eleven of the twenty 
three letters were considered either explicitly or inferentially racist, dealing with such 
subjects as facetious remarks regarding Charles Perkins"0  and Nevifie Bonner" , the need 
for the enforcement of strict assimilationist policy' 12,  and the right of the science 
community to remove, study and display the Black 

The letter allowed for a majority of positive views concerning Blacks to be put to The 
Bulletin community between 1961 and 1991, twelve of twenty three letters. Letters 
included a call for Black land rights, education and participation in decision making."4  
They allowed the Black view on mining rights to be put to the audience."5  They allowed 
explicit acts of racism, both in the past and in the present, to be exposed.116  Through the 
medium of the letter calls were made for the return of Black remains for ria1 7  

While the letter was the major mode used in the defence of the Black it was in the 
overwhelming majority of cases the White who made use of it. With few exceptions the 
Black voice was not present in this mode, nor in any other in the pages of The Bulletin. 
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The Advertisement and the Cartoon 
Though very few advertisements portraying Blacks appeared in the copies of The Bulletin 
examined (five in 1921 and one in 1971) they presented a complex depiction of Blacks. 
The major trait of the advertisement was that of appropriation, that is, the separation of 
aspects of Black culture by Whites. In the case of advertisements, those aspects were used 
to create wealth for the Whites. The advertisement portrayed the Black in two ways, as the 
Noble Savage' 18,  and as the comic or degraded figure."9  

The majority of cartoons portraying Blacks were to be found in the "Aboriginalities" 
column. The pictorial nature of the cartoon and its minimal usage of language provides a 
major source of cues for cue-driven stereotypes. 

As Petty, the cartoonist stated, "the cartoon is an appalling abbreviation."20  In describing 
The Bulletin cartoons, Coleman and Tanner said,: 

By their unfairness and often by their crudeness, the cartoonists caught the attitudes, prejudices, 
hopes of the Australian people of the time and usually give better clues to the popular feelings of a 
period than journalists' reports, let alone Government documents.'2' 

It has been argued that The Bulletin cartoon was not racist. Coleman and Tanner, in 
examining pre-Federation Bulletin cartoons 
stated: 

With Aborigines on the other hand we could find 
no cartoons reflecting the bitter anti-Aboriginal 
sentiments that must have been widespread at 
certain periods of the nineteenth century. 
Leaving aside conventional Aboriginal jokes, 
which are mainly condescending in tone, all the 
political cartoons we found about Aborigines 
expose the white man's inhumanity to the race 
he conquered.'22  

While this statement indicates an apparent lack 
of, or diminishment of, racism at the turn of the 
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PERFECTLY Frr 
"You shouldn't be allowed to work your wife 
like that, Jacky." 
"Why, Boss? She no gottum sore back." 
(6/5/3 1, p.20; R.295) 

century, such racism is only relative to that shown to other races. The scathing black and 
white drawings depicting Indians, Chinese, Japanese, Kanakas, Islanders and a variety of 
other races are examples of explicit racism. At the time they were seen as legitimate 
weapons designed to protect the country and the principles of The Bulletin. Archibald 
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favoured "Australia for the Australians - The cheap Chinaman, the cheap Nigger, and the 
cheap European pauper to be absolutely excluded" (17 June 1893). The banner which 
appeared in every copy of The Bulletin 
until the end of 1960 was "Australia for 
the White Man". The degree of racism 
does not negate the presence of racism. 
The above quote from Coleman and 
Tanner acknowledge implicit racism and 
the view of Blacks as oddities, pointing to 
the 'us/them' dichotomy. 

The cartoon consists of two parts, the 
ifiustration and the caption. The major 
difference between the cartoon and the 
written item concerning Blacks in The 
Bulletin is the nomenclature. In the 
written item the subject is named or 
classified, "Binghi", "lubra", "abo", 
"boong", "gin". From this name the 

DUSKY ANDROMEDA 
W.M. Burton, a man who resided for 14 years in 
the Northern Territory, says he knew one camp of 
25 Chinese every man of whom had his native girl 
keeping his hut for him, some of the girls were 
mere children. "Age" 

Perseus of Manly: "Hold hard! I'm up here after 
big game and let me tell you there isn't going to 
be any close season for dragons." 
(6/7/11, p.12; R.85) 

image or cue-driven stereotype is drawn by the reader. In the cartoon the subject is 
generally not named, the difference between 'us /them', the division, the dichotomy, is 
evident in the exaggerations and excesses of the ifiustration. It is up to the reader then in 
his /her own mind to name or classify the subject. 

The Bulletin cartoon presents starkly the 'them/us' dichotomy throughout the years 
studied. It is difficult, in fact nigh impossible, to fmd a cartoon where the difference is not 
emphasised. The dichotomy is expressed as alcohol abuse, laziness, heathenness, dietary 
habits, licentiousness, untrustworthiness , poor treatment of women , and general 
ignorance. It is true that there are some cartoons which show the Whites in a poor light 
with regards to Blacks. It is also true that there are some interesting plays on words, and 
character reversals. This does not negate the fact that in all cases there is the presence or 
the intimation of the 'us/them' dichotomy. There is a dominating White power. There is a 
lack of Black power and a presumption that Blacks would be unable to use such power if 
available. There is the intimation that the dominant power knows more about the subjects 
than they know themselves. These are the three ingredients, according to Attwood, of 
Aboriginalism. 
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The proposition that similar ingredients are found in all cartoons is not valid. While 
individual ingredients have occurred in cartoons depicting various classes of Whites, the 
three ingredients are not found together. In cartoons depicting Whites there is generally no 
'Us and Them'; there is an attempt to include rather than exclude. Power is seen to be held 
by the characters, rather than there being the presence of an enforced power structure. The 
characters are not the centre of an anthropological investigation. 

The Editorial and 'Plain English" 
The editorial and the column "Plain English" 
provided the voice of management in the pages of 
The Bulletin. Though there were only six 
editorials dealing with Blacks there were sixteen 
items in the column "Plain English" providing 
supplementary views. Perhaps the most telling 
item to appear was the banner "Australia for the 
White Man". 

In 1901 five items dealt with the poor treatment 
handed out to the Black by squatters in the north 
west of Western Australia. It is possible that the 
concentration on this topic had more to do with 
Archibald's disdain for the squatters than an 

HE'D MADE THAT ALL 
RIGHT 
Parson (to Jacky, who is drunk again): 
"You should be ashamed, Jacky. Don't 
you ever think of poor Mary?" 
Jacky: "Too right, hic - Boss! Gottem 
two plurry bot-hic-ties for Mary!" 
(17/6/31, p.20;  R.313) 

interest in the fate of the Black. By 1911 the area of attack had changed from the squatters 
to the church. The church was ridiculed for providing support for the Blacks for who 
"there is no ultimate hope for a race which is incapable of developing some kind of 
civiisation of its own, and BINGIII, who left in Australia not one public work, is plainly 
one of the incapables".'23  In 1921 Conan Doyle was criticised in a similar vein following 
his remarks deploring the poor treatment meted out to Blacks in Australia.'24  During the 
same year the rather naive statement was made that "Australia has no big color problem as 
yet, and no hereditary aristocracy".'25  

While the idea of the demise of the Black remained in 1931 the treatment of the topic had 
softened. In an editorial April Fool's Day joke the Black was portrayed as a person using 
the language and manner of a member of the British upper class.'26  

In 1951 an editorial examined policies of the Labor government in the Territories. The item 
indicated that too much emphasis was being placed on Blacks and not enough on defence, 
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much to the delight of the communists and Moscow "which does not care a rap about 
Brown Brother or Binghi so long as he stays discontented and provides an awful example 
of the dreadful brutality of capitalists when handling the weak".'27  At this late stage The 
Bulletin continued to believe in the ultimate disappearance of the Black as demonstrated in 
the same item. "The native in the Northern Territory has died off faster than ever under the 
impact of the new 'Labor' brand of civiisation." Also mentioned was a topic which was to 
increase in prominence in 1961, the consumption of alcohol by Blacks.'28  

While the majority of items were counter-productive in the field of improvement in White / 
Black relations two items praised attempts to provide education, training and employment 
for Blacks. In 1951 an item appeared praising the policies of Hasluck, Minister for 
Territories'29, in contrast to that of 13/6/5 1 previously quoted. The second appearing in 
1961 commended the actions of the Church of England in its attempts to train Blacks to run 
their own affairs.'3°  There were no editorials concerning Blacks in the examined copies of 
The Bulletin after 1951 and the column "Plain English" was discontinued in 1961. 

The information supplied in editorials and the column "Plain English" was contradictory 
and of little depth. Such attitudes demonstrated how little interest was shown by The 
Bulletin community in Black affairs. 

Other Sections and Modes 
Though there have been many other columns using various modes throughout the hundred 
years appearing in The Bulletin they have had little to do with the Black. Odd items 
appeared in various columns. "Our Service Department" provided information concerning 
cannibalism'31, Tasmanian Blacks'32  and a list of books about Blacks' , all at the request 
of its readers. The column "Melbourne Chatter" informed its audience of the difficulties 
women face with native help in the home on pastoral properties'34, and of the fact that Lady 
Somers had added a real boomerang, "an abo weapon" to her farewell gifts.'35  

The Bulletin was, and is, a magazine controlled and written by Whites for Whites. It has 
provided a glance at the views and attitudes of The Bulletin community about Blacks. 
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Chapter 7 White Attitudes to Blacks in The Bulletin 

Dividing Practices. 

Foucault sees dividing practices as one of the major factors in the control of 
power/knowledge. 

Essentially 'dividing practices' are modes of manipulation that combine the mediation of a science 
(or pseudo-science) and the practice of exclusion - usually in a spatial sense, but always in a social 
one.' 

Churchill provides a third extreme type of exclusion, that of total non-recognition where 

the general public perceives them (Indians) as extinct for all practical intents and purposes. Given 
that they no longer exist, that which was theirs - whether land and resources on or beneath it, or 
their heritage - can now be said, without pangs of guilt, to belong to those who displaced and 
ultimately supplanted them.2  

This type of exclusion can be referred to as total exclusion. 

Romanticism provides a different form of exclusion. It is distinguished by both social 
exclusion and appropriation of Black culture by Whites. 

Spatial Exclusion 
Since the coming of the Whites to Australia there has been continued spatial exclusion of 
Blacks. The expressed need for such exclusion has appeared in the pages of The Bulletin 
until 1981. Ernest Favenc, explorer and writer, suggested the establishment of reserves in 
1901. 

The principle of establishing reserves for the blacks where they could live in their primitive state, 
without interference, has never been tried in this country. .... The intercourse between the blacks 
and whites should be strictly confined to the proper officials, and the punishment of unauthorised 
persons found on the reserves should be heavy. No white man should be allowed there except on 
business, and by official authority; and no blackfellow should be permitted to come on white 
territory excepting on the same terms.3  

The call for the isolation of Blacks was made on various grounds. Threats to the health of 
Whites provided one reason. "There must be sequestration [of the native race] unless the 
Australian tropics are to be a hotbed of diseases for the future white settler".4  In an item 
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entitled "a Social Problem" it was stated that at Allawah Grove in Western Australia "the 
prevalence of disease among native children at the camp was a serious threat to the health of 
the general community".5  Similar sentiments were expressed in items entitled "VD on the 

Mission"6  and "When lepers get out".7  In association with the fear of Black voting and 
citizenship rights it was feared that "leprosy and other diseases common among the natives 
would spill over even further into the white community".8  

It was also argued in 1941 that isolation was necessary for the good of the Blacks. 
"Contact with white civilisation and its ways is about the worst fate that can befall Binghi, 
and for years people who know him and his habits have been urging that he be sent to his 

native bush and kept there".9  Half castes were also to be separated from Blacks living in a 
traditional manner. "The best plan is to see that the unciviised blacks are kept in their 
native surroundings, and that the partly civiised variety are confmed to stations and other 
places well removed from the towns".'°  In 1951 similar views prevailed. "As a basic 
policy, full-bloods not yet completely demoralised by enjoying surreptitiously the rights of 
the white should be kept away from towns"." Not only should the Blacks be separated 
from the Whites, it was believed they should also be separated from their own children, 
thus heralding the "Stolen Generation". "The worthless adult natives should be strictly 
segregated and denied all contact with the juveniles, however closely they are related".'2  
Such ideas continued until 1981. Mining entrepreneur, Lang Hancock, caused a great deal 
of consternation with his solution to the Black problem, reported in an item entitled 
"Aborigines outraged". 

WEST Australian mining entrepreneur Lang Hancock outraged Aborigines and civil libertarians in 
an interview on Queensland television by calling for the sterilisation of half-caste Aborigines by 
drugging their water supply, and the relocation of full-blooded Aborigines to the Ord River area of 
WA. His statements were widely criticised, and brought even a mild rebuke from close friend 
Queensland Premier Joh Bjelke-Petersen.'3  

The personal nature of spatial exclusion was demonstrated in an item entitled "It's a 
friendly Street, she says".'4  The item describes the reactions of people in Glen Innes, 
N.S.W., to a report that two houses were being built for Blacks in a White residential area. 
Statements included: 

I would like to state that I have no prejudice against them having decent homes to live in, but 
think they could be put farther out of town. ... I might draw your attention to the fact that where 
these houses are to be built in unsewered. Now, everybody is aware of the hygiene habits of these 
people. This alone should prompt the council to relocate these dwellings. ... I consider that this 
plan being accomplished will cause much concern and displeasure, and will also lower by a great 
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degree the house and land value in this area and will also make living a lot harder. ... I would like 
to state clearly that I have no prejudice against colored people. Having been a ratepayer in that 
street for 15 years I protest strongly against having the houses put opposite my home. As you 
will realise, the value of all houses nearby will be decreased considerably. ... They're not very nice. 
They drink, you know. I guess they'd have picked ones brought here, but they all stick to one 
another, don't they - they'd cling together and they'd have their friends. ... Where should the 
houses be built? Oh, I don't know. The Common's farther out and they seem happy by 
themselves there, what I used to know of them. 

Social Exclusion 
An extreme, though common method of exclusion is that of "total suppression: suppression 
of the existence of Aborigines from major domains of Discourse, and elimination of the 
Aboriginal speakers on any topic".15  Goodall refers to denial which "has reflected the 
desire on the part of the colonisers that Aborigines should disappear (except where their 
labour was useful)."6  Bell states that "absences or exclusions are part of these (sic.) 
structure of representation", in this case, of Blacks.'7  All refer to the exclusion of the 
Black from discourse. This is social exclusion. In the seven hundred and seven items 
examined, only seven items can be attributed to Blacks, four of these being transcripts 
made by Whites. The three remaining were letters. 

While it is true that Blacks were virtually excluded from participating in Discourse, they did 
provide topics for discourse. Within the Discourse they continued to be excluded from 
White society. Since the Blacks were unable or unwffling to make statements in the pages 
of The Bulletin those made were by Whites. Social exclusion expressed in The Bulletin 
was originally based on ridicule. During the 1960s however there was a change of 
emphasis to that of social exclusion based on fear, fear involving the provision of human 
rights, fear involving political activism and violence, and fear involving land rights. 

Social Exclusion based on Ridicule 
Social exclusion based on ridicule or denigration took two major forms, both using 
dividing practices, and one using scientific classification.'8  

Social exclusion as represented in The Bulletin was often based on pseudo-scientific 
grounds (dividing practices and scientific classification). The Black was seen as a 
"Dinosaur and missing link"9, as "Stone Age Man, perhaps a hundred thousand years 
behind the white. nearer to the animal". 2°  
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Non-scientifically based social exclusion was also evident in the pages of The Bulletin. 
Blacks were described as "a menace to civiisation"21, "altogether filthy and disgusting"22, 
as "hairy and unprogressive nigger[s]"23, as "hopelessly and incurably useless"24. Other 
descriptions of Blacks included "downtrodden submissive worm[s]"25, "the morons and 
mentally deficits, the culls and the runts"26  and suffering from "paranoia".27  

In a survey published on 10/3/81 dealing with the acceptance of various sub-groups by 
middle management, Blacks came third last, ahead of prostitutes and homosexuals. 28  The 
list in order of acceptance included Catholics, tradesmen, doctors, masons, factory hands, 
footballers, auditors, policemen, truck drivers, Americans, blind people, senior executives, 
paraplegics, Jews, new Australians, Japanese, actors, intellectuals, politicians, religious 
people, spastics, Negroes,  
epileptics, trade unionists, 
women's liberation supporters, 

- 

lesbians, Aborigines, prostitutes  

and homosexuals. 

Social Exclusion based on Fear 
In the early part of the century the 
fear of Black attack in the bush 
was justifiably present.29  In later 
years fear was induced in three 
major overlapping areas, political 
fears involving calls for land 
rights and autonomy, economic 
fears involving labour and land, 
and social fears involving health 
and drunkenness. These three 
fears were particularly evident in 
the topics of citizenship rights, 
the rights to drink alcohol, 
political activism and the rights to 
land. All involved the threat of 
violence and the breakdown of 
the White democratic society. 
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There was little comment about crime by Blacks in the pages of The Bulletin. 

Provision of voting and citizenship rights 

The possible provision of voting rights for Blacks in the 1960s provided fears on at least 
two major fronts. The first dealt with the inability to physically implement a voting 
system. "The problem [is one] of distributing and collecting ballot papers among the stone 
age Bindaboos, who wander the western desert living on mice, lizards and yams; or the 
Guboingus and the unruly Andilyagwas of Amhem Land, where missionaries are battling 
to curb polygamy and savage clan feuds".3°  

A second fear involved the manipulation of Black voters by unscrupulous pressure groups. 
Such manipulation is based on the premise that Blacks were unable to understand the 
electoral system and so unable to vote for their own needs. "With a mass of uninformed 
and uninterested voters like these to be herded into the polling booths, the danger of 
pressure groups and a block vote arising is obvious. Grasp of the "ffliterate aboriginal vote" 
would almost automatically ensure for a candidate the Territory's seat in parliament".3' 

Provision of the right to drink alcohol 

While disparaging comments have been made concerning the apparent misuse of alcohol by 
Blacks throughout the period under investigation it is only in the latter years that such 

comments have been tinged with fear. The drunken 
Black provided a subject for many cartoonists. 

The icon in the heading of all "Aboriginalities" columns 
in 1941, which depicted a Black cooking a lizard and 
holding a wine bottle, provides an image of the Black 
stereotype of the period. The image of the metho 
drinker was also 
present32  as was 
disruption to White 
morality33  and White 
conformity. In 1991 
Ben Sandilands wrote ABORIGINALITIES 
that Blacks "can be (1/4/41, p.21; R.387) 

found lying in drunken huddles like corpses after a 
massacre along the dry river bed of the Todd".34  
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Many of the items dealing with alcohol and alcoholism (among other things) between 1951 
and 1971 are associated with an attempt to prevent the granting of voting and citizenship 
rights. 

Take this demand that the aborigines should be given full citizenship right as enjoyed by white 
Australians who are not in jail. Such rights include fiedom to go into hotel bars and drink 
alcoholic liquor. Anyone with first-hand knowledge of our natives knows that alcohol destroys 
them physically and morally - it is nonsense to advocate giving them citizen rights without 
qualification.35  

Their women would be debauched even more than at present. Drinking, alzeady a major problem 
among natives, would increase, with the inevitable resulting upsurge in violence and murder. 

It may be said that the items concerning the problems of alcohol are based on fact rather 
than the prejudices of Aboriginalism. It cannot be denied that alcohol abuse is, and has 
been, a problem in Black communities. Yet the problem is viewed by The Bulletin 
community in the light of Aboriginalism and inferential racism; the items appearing in The 
Bulletin demonstrate the emphasis of the problem to Whites. Drunken Blacks are an eye-
sore to Whites; they make Whites feel uneasy.37  The social problems which bring about 
alcohol abuse are not discussed. Nor are the effects of the problems on the Black 
community scrutinised. "In most instances, underlying causes and possible solutions are 
not discussed".38  The items are based on "unquestioned assumptions" regarding race.39  

Fear involving Political Activism and Violence 

Social exclusion was also based on fear of Black activists. It was believed from the 
beginning of the century that Blacks were making demands beyond their station. 

Cunneen states that "in the last 20 years the media portrayal of Aboriginal people has 
shifted from the pitying stereotype of a victim to that of a law and order problem"." In fact 
the fear of Blacks by The Bulletin community commenced much earlier. The fear of 
Communism in the 1950s was fierce enough for one writer to portray Blacks as being 
manipulated by the Communists. "Moscow ... does not care a rap about Brown Brother or 
Binghi so long as he stays discontented and provides an awful example of the dreadful 
brutality of capitalists when handling the weak".4' Communists were believed to have 
infiltrated any organisation which encouraged voting and citizenship rights for Blacks. 
"Mr. Walsh (manager of Singleton Station in the Northern Territory) said he believed his 
head boy had been indoctrinated by Communists while attending a hygiene school in Alice 
Springs".42  It is true that the Communist Party supported the provision of rights for 
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Blacks, however they were seen by The 
Bulletin community as instigators rather than 
supporters of the Black rights movement. 

By 1981 Blacks were seen as following the 
violence of the Black movements in the 
United States and Africa, particularly in their 
fight for land rights and freedom from 
oppression."43  They were seen as aligning 
themselves with radical groups throughout 
the world"44  Gary Foley was quoted by 
David McNicoll as saying "Our purpose in 
life is to smash Christianity and its perverted 
purveyors in any way we can".45  

Fear involving Land Rights 

By 1991 the fear had gradually changed from 
that of violence to that of resource destruction 
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Squatter's Wife: "Here, Johnny! You may have this 
old shirt!" 
Johnny: "You mend him!" 
(14/12/I1. p.21; R.129) 

by Blacks. The blocking of mining by Blacks at Coronation Hill provided The Bulletin 
community with an example.46  Both the 
pastoral and mining industry were seen as 
being threatened by the transfer of land to 
Black groups. Laurie Oakes wrote "There is 
evidence to suggest that, once converted to 
Aboriginal freehold title, many properties cease 
to be productive concerns and stock is rapidly 
depleted".47  Neither Oakes nor any other 
writer provided such evidence. Nigel Austin 
provided similar sentiments. "The transfer of 
vast areas to inalienable Aboriginal title (is) 
slowly whittling away the potential of the 
Territory's $100 million pastoral industry and 
$1.2 billion mining, oil and gas industries".48  

Total Exclusion 
Total exclusion takes two forms. The first which was prevalent from 1901 to the 1950s 
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was based on the belief that all Blacks were in the process of dying out. An editorial in The 
Bulletin in 1911 observed that there was no ultimate hope for the Blacks and that he/she 
would "pass out, either by disease, violence, or invisible causes". 

Other pointers to Black extinction appeared regularly.5°  Lawson describes total exclusion 
and social exclusion of the Blacks, and the relationship of this exclusion to the Chinese, in 
the following terms. 

The black Australian was felt, if not consciously, as a deeper threat than the Chinese; ... the 
Aborigine was dealt with by wishing onward extinction, and by silence. Ugly rhetoric constituted 
the line of defence against the Orientals; but against the first Australians - who could not be poil-
taxed or excluded or deported, who were not running laundries or growing vegetables or looking for 
gold, who were simply and incomprehensibly there - the only defence was taboo. They were to be 
kept editorially invisible until, conveniently, they disappeared in the greater invisibility of 
collective death.5' 

The "half-caste" was selected for special ireatment. 

Another point about the yellow man is his marked deterioration after marriage. After six months 
he is not so good as he was; at the end of 12 months he is hopelessly and incurably useless, and at 
the end of the second year he would be a positive nuisance but for the fact that he is generally 
deid.52 

The second form of total exclusion which gained ascendancy in the 1950s and is still 
current today accepts that some Blacks have survived, however, since they have lost their 
culture, they cannot be classed as "Aborigines". It is interesting that those who take the 
latter view of not accepting the people as Blacks refuse to accept the same group as Whites. 
Such views are implicit in the items examined rather than explicit. Characters are attacked, 
they are isolated from a traditional Black culture. They are described as abusing the system 
designed to assist them53, and of associating with, and therefore in agreement with radical 
world movements54. Senator Neville Bonner was particularly attacked as being intelligent, 
educated and therefore not a true "aboriginal".55  Even Albert Namatjira was not exempt 
from such attacks. It was considered ridiculous that he be seen "as a representative of 
aboriginal culture when he is really a product at one remove from the National Gallery 
school in Melbourne" •56 

Both of these forms of total exclusion demonstrate Churchill's contention that Whites see 
Blacks as "extinct for all practical intents and purposes." 
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Romanticism 
Romanticism and appropriation are inseparable in the milieu of Aboriginalism. 
Appropriation is 

a consistent trend in white Australian dealings with Aboriginal cultural productions which have 
sought to use such oroducts [of Black culture], 
for profit or to represent "Australia", in ways 
which do not acknowledge the Aboriginal artists 
or which ignore or contravene the desires of 
present day Aborigines.57  

Appropriation consists of aspects of Black 
culture being separated from their owners, 
Blacks, and being taken over by the White 
community with no acknowledgment as to their 
source nor reparation for the theft involved. 
Appropriation is a form of theft which involves 
desecration of sacred material58, denigration of 
ih i_.+;..59 ..,.i . 
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Tonight, John Antill's Corroboree. 
"Two front stalls, missus." 
(8/8/51, p.13; R.517) 
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considered the right of the designers of knowledge, the White experts, the anthropologists, 
the historians, and any other academic school that desired to appropriate Black material.6 ' 
Appropriation of Black material is also the right of the White society in general; it is 
provided for them by the White experts in museums and art galleries, isolated from its true 
setting, and often denying such a setting. 

Romanticism and appropriation are possibly the most destructive forms of exclusion as 
they involve both hope and despair as well as property theft Black hope is kindled when 
White interest is shown towards Black property. That hope is extinguished when the 
property, whether it be physical or intellectual, is stolen or appropriated by Whites. The 
change of a boomerang from a weapon belonging to certain Black groups to that of an 
Australian souvenir provides an example. 

The ballet "Corroboree" by John Antill, a White, provides another example.62  The ballet 
was choreographed for the Jubilee celebrations of 1951. The removal of the dance from 
Black ceremony, the use of White actors in black bodysuits, the placement of the dance in a 
city theatre in front of a White audience amply demonstrates the concept of appropriation. 

The romanticism and appropriation of Black culture is also evident in the use of Blacks in 
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advertisements. In this case the use is indisputably for the making of money through sales. 
That the product has no relationship to the Black is of no importance to the White 
advertiser. It is only the sales that are of importance. The advertiser can be either public or 
private.63  The appropriation of Black material for both public and private advertising where 
both economic and prestigious gain is sought by both sectors is exemplified by the use of 
the boomerang in the 2000 Olympics logo. The group of people least likely to benefit from 
economic gain created by this venture is the Blacks, hidden from the view of the predicted 
money wielding tourists. 

Demonstration of Racism 

Van Dijk in examining racism in Holland stated: 

The key concepts organising the prejudices about 'foreigners' in the Netherlands seems to be 
DIFFERENCE, DEVIANCE and THREAT. ... Minorities are categorised primarily by their 
different appearance, their different socioeconomic status (also a class prejudice), their different 
culture, their different (negative) acts, and their different mentality. 

He found four different overall prejudice categories regarding foreigners: 

They are different (culture, mentality), 

They do not adapt themselves, 

They are involved in negative acts (nuisance, crime), 

They threaten our (social, economic) interests.65  

In Australia there is another prejudice category, mostly unstated, and generally denied, that 
is associated with guilt stemming from past treatment of Blacks. 

They make us feel guilty. 

These prejudice categories were demonstrated in the pages of The Bulletin. 

They are different (culture, mentality), 
The Blacks are different. They are seen as oddities and novelties. This sub-category is 
associated with dividing practices and scientific classification. Their oddness is 
demonstrated through physical and psychological traits. The majority of items published in 
the Bulletin provided apparently unending examples of these differences, based both on 
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fact and very often on fantasy. They were described as primitive66, brutal67, 
superstitious68, humorous69, homosexual and irrational.7°  Differences in skulls71, hair72, 
eyes73, length of limbs74  and the ugliness of the Black75  were but a few of the physical 
traits described. Their hunting, eating, sleeping and sexual habits were ridiculed as were 
their names76  and languages. 

Some cartoons provided a second sub-category of differences between Blacks and Whites, 
a somewhat whimsical representation of Blacks 
which can possibly be seen as spanning the 
differences between the oddity and the noble 
savage. This sub-category displayed the 
emergence of wisdom from the innocence of the 
Black. Blacks were used as a foil to reflect the 
White society. 

Though Blacks were treated in a gentle manner 
by some cartoonists, the differences between 
Black and White continued to be stressed and so 
this sub-category remains associated with 
dividing practices. The cartoonist B.E. Minns 
was the major proponent of this style and in the 
years 1911 to 1931 his cartoons, like those of 
Jolly in the Australasian Post, did much to soften 
the impact of racism in The Bulletin. While this 
gentleness was generally confmed to cartoons, 
not all cartoons treated the Black in this manner. S 

IN NEED OF REFORMATION 
Rev. Claude Beriram (on his monthly 
round): "Well, how are you getting on, 
Jacky?" 
Jacky Boorabee: "Budgery, by cripe, boss. 
But mine bin tinkit, boss, you ought go 
and yabber plenty longa Jimmy - him swear 
plurry terrible longa bullocks." 
(25/5/I1, p.13; R.75) 
me of the most exnlicit racism was to 

be found in the cartoon. 77  

The representation of the noble savage also depicted the Black as being different. The noble 
savage occupies an interesting place in Aboriginalism. If the Black is described in idealistic 
terms can such descriptions be classed as racist? The answer to this question lies in the 
function of the noble savage rather than the language used. The noble savage serves three 
major functions, all of which benefit the White to the detriment of the Black. They are: 

to provide Australia with a noble past, 

to disassociate present day Blacks from Australia's past, 
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to justify the process of appropriation of Black culture. 

The noble savage provides Australia with an ancient and noble past. It provides a spiritual 
and mysterious past which satisfies White needs. 

Ages passed and transformation through a million years serene 
Man the monarch of the fauna, stalks across the magic scene! 
Man, the wild primeval savage, all the onward changes rang 
From the troglodytic cavern to the spear and boomerang. 
(Historic and Prehistoric Australia, Archie Meston, 1921)78  

Corroboree fires cast glint upon the tides of Arafura on the northern coast, 
and licked with light the red McDonnall gaps, 
and ran in pools of color on the dim dry sands of creek beds in the Flinders Ranges 
(The Great South Land, Rex Ingomell, 195 1) 

The artist also draws sustenance from the image of the noble savage. Elizabeth Durack 
described Blacks in the following way. "Ambiguous figures move towards infinity across 
a waste of pale red soil and yellow grasses. That's how I see them".80  White Australians 
seek to strengthen their hold on the continent as they ease their grip on their true origins 
through the development of a Black mythical history divorced from the true originators, the 
Blacks. The discovery of ancient artifacts is transformed from a history of Blacks to a 
triumph of Australia and the "true Australians" (White) who are its inhabitants. The 
Bulletin of 2 July 1887 described these "true Australians" as 

All white men who come to these shores - with a clean record - and who leave behind them the 
memory of the class distinctions and the religious differences of the old world; all men who place 
the happiness, the prosperity, the advancement of their adopted country before the interests of 
Imperialism. 

This myth has continued to hold some credence among Whites till the present. 

The concept of the noble savage disassociates the present day Black from Australia's past. 
The noble savage has passed on leaving only a poor crippled image, destroyed by White 
culture. "(The) aborigine (was) often a splendid man before being spoilt by white 
contact".8 ' "Before the arrival of white brother, the native was desireless of things outside 
nature".82  

The noble savage also served and continues to serve an economic purpose for Whites 
through appropriation of property, both physical and cultural. 
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They do not adapt themselves 
Whites believed that the Blacks could not adapt themselves to White ways because of their 
primitive, ignorant and simple nature. It was understood by the White community until the 
late nineteen thirties, possibly with some satisfaction, that the inability of the Blacks to 
adapt to the White culture would lead to the ultimate price of non-adjustment and non-
conformity, that of extinction.83  This was not to be the case and so Whites were 
confronted with the adaptation of the Black to White ways in a manner not expected nor 
condoned by the White community. Thus Whites continued to believe and to state till the 
present day that Blacks were unable to adapt to White ways. What they meant was that 
Blacks did not adapt in a manner suitable to their wishes and norms as set out in the policy 
of assimilation. It was the Blacks' ability to effectively adapt to meet the situations in 
which they found themselves which led to the consequent prejudice categories, 
involvement in negative acts and a threat to White social and economic interests. 

They are involved in negative acts (nuisance, crime) 
Studies of racism in the Australian media and overseas have indicated a propensity for 
reporting crime in association with the victim of racism. Bell when dealing with 
multicultural Australia reports that more than twenty three per cent of the items examined 
referred to crime.84  Van Dijk, Essed and Reeves all point out the high levels of association 
between racism and perceived crime. Harold Gurden in the British House of Commons 
said "Crimes are not committed only by coloured immigrants, but those that are out of all 
proportion to the number of immigrants and are of the worst kind - murder, rape, 
bloodshed, theft, dope-peddling, sex crimes and so on".85  The association of Black and 
crime has not been a dominant feature of racism in the pages of The Bulletin.. Until the 
1970s Black crime, especially when the victim was Black was generally ridiculed. Goodall 
et.al. suggests that there has been a shift in Australian Black representation from victim in 
the sixties, political disorder in the seventies and criminal and political disorder in the 
eighties. This study supports those fmdings with the addition of political manipulation 
rather than criminal disorder in the nineties. 

Blacks were seen as being deceitful and untrustworthy. They were also nuisances, 
especially with regard to public drunkenness and the public settlement of disputes. They 
were, in fact, considered nuisances whenever visible to the White. 
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They threaten our (social, economic) interests. 
Blacks were seen as problems to be faced by Whites. They were seen to threaten the 
Whites in three major ways. 

They were perceived as a threat to the sensibilities of the Whites, 

They were perceived as an economic threat to the Whites, 

They were perceived as a physical threat to the Whites. 

The Blacks provided a threat to the sensibilities of the Whites. Their very existence 
interfered with such sensibilities. There were the problems of the half caste and 
comboism.86  The wholesomeness of the White Australia policy was disfigured by the 
presence of Blacks. As previously mentioned, a writer, "Australia Fair" in the Society 
pages, described the degradation of Darwin where a lubra was rearing an abandoned Greek 
baby. 87  They were seen as dirty, ragged, diseased, drunken, immoral, violent, and 
preferably not seen at all. They were problems as parents, problems as neighbours, 
problems with alcohol, problems generally.88  

The Blacks provided a perceived economic threat to the Whites in the fields of labour, both 
in the provision of cheap labour and the withdrawal of labour in seeking higher wages. 
The governments were castigated for providing Blacks with preferential treatment89, 
particularly in the fields of housing, education and health in a situation of Third World 
need. The major perceived economic threat of the nineteen seventies, eighties and nineties 
was the demand for land rights and acquisition of land by Blacks, particularly in the 
Northern Territory, and associated influence on mineral rights.90  

The Blacks provided a perceived physical threat to the Whites. The animosity between 
Black and White broke into violence for the first time according to The Bulletin, since the 
undeclared land wars, in the streets of Melbourne in 1941.' The attack on a "white 
woman" by "two full bloods" and their consequent death sentence was reported under the 
headline "Sex and Color".92  Violence among Blacks was also making an appearance on 
"abo settlements".93  There was violence associated with drunkenness and poverty. There 
was violence, both perceived and real, involved in the call for land rights. There was fear 
of the influence of foreign subversive groups on Blacks and the land rights movement. 
There was also another physical fear, though not involving violence. It was a fear of the 
spread among the White population of diseases such as V.D. and leprosy carried by 
Blacks. 
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Blacks were not only seen as threats and problems, there were no satisfactory and legal 
answers to be found to the threats and problems Blacks presented. 

They make us feel guilty. 
The plight of the Black is generally bidden through isolation (the creation of Black ghettos) 
and through omission (the topic is generally ignored). When Whites are faced with the 
consequences of White occupation on the Blacks it can be assumed that the Whites suffer 
from a feeling of guilt though such guilt is hotly denied. The general response to the topic 
of White/Black relations is that today's Whites are not responsible for their fathers' sins.94  
It is not acknowledged that the Whites are happy to profit from the fruits of such sins, 
particularly with regard to land ownership. 
Present mistreatment of Blacks is ignored in this 
category. In some cases the guilt is thrown back 
on the victims. When it was reported in 1991 
that Blacks wanted the return of Black remains 
from museums throughout the world, most if not 
all of which had been obtained by dubious 
means including possible murder, the resulting 
mail stressed the "paranoia of part-Aborigines 
about past happenings and the public funds they 
waste in recovering and concealing 
anthropological resources"95. Those Whites 
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ANOTHER FIDUCIARY ISSUE 
Farmhand: "What do you get for hoeing old 
Skinflint's corn, Jackie?" 
Jackie: "Only plurry sore hands, mine 
tinkit." 
(20/5/31, p.20; R.302) 

who committed the questionable acts of collection in the past were described as zealous96  
and courageous.97  This prejudice category, "they make us feel guilty", is exhibited in its 
denial of guilt, in the relinquishment of responsibility for prejudicial actions both past and 
present, in the call to forget or put aside thoughts and discussion of the mistreatment of 
Blacks, and in the reversal of guilt, that is, blaming the victim. 

Race designation 

The term used to refer to a person provides an effective tool in determining one's attitude to 
another. 

Not Designated 
All items where race was not specified were either cartoons or advertisements. Race was 
indicated through graphic exaggeration and the stereotyped language used. The language 
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often had little to do with the reality, for example, the "mine tinkit" type of cartoon.98  The 
individual's name, for example, "Jacky", "Mary", "King Billy" also indicated that the 
person was Black, particularly in cartoons and advertisements. This sub-category was 
most evident in 1911 (forty two per cent), 1931 (thirty eight per cent) and 1951 (twenty six 
per cent). 

Black 
The term "Black" has been used in two different contexts over the period examined. Up 
until 1951 "black" was used to indicate a primitive and decadent people, for example, an 
item entitled "Re decadence of blacks".99  

In the period following the take-over of The Bulletin by Consolidated Press in 1961 the 
term "black" was not used. From 1971 it was associated with black power and activism, 
for example, an item entitled "Black Land Rights".'°°  The term was used in an explicitly or 
inferentially racist manner in the majority of appearances in the years 1901, 1911 and 1981 
(approximately fifteen per cent in each of those years). 

Abo 
It is interesting that the term "abo" should have been the main term used during the 
depression of 1931 (twenty eight per cent) and the Second World War (thirty eight per 
cent). Perhaps it was an attempt to produce a term of familiarity in times of adversity, 
"Aborigine" being too formal and most other terms negative. Sixty three per cent of the 
items examined between 1921 and 1941 which used the term "abo" were neither explicitly 
or inferentially racist. The following two excerpts provide examples. 

The coastal abos of the north are giving a little demonstration of the folly of civilisation just now. 
They don't give a dump for the old General de Presh and the price of wool means as little to them 
as the rate of exchange. ... Binghi has the laugh on us. He knows how to live in Australia without 
pawning it."' 

In view of his success in Sheffield Shield cricket there is a movement afoot in Brisbane to bring 
the young abo bowler, Gilbert, down from the settlement of his people at Baranibah to Brisbane.102  

The use of the term changed in 1951 at which time more than half of items referring to 
"abo" were found to be either explicitly racist or inferentially racist. 

Aborigine 
At the turn of the century the term "aborigine" appeared in fifty two per cent of the items 
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examined. Unlike its later use "aborigines" in the majority of appearances (sixty five per 
cent) was used in either an explicitly racist or inferentially racist manner. 

In the early period of the study the first letter of the word was always in lower case. The 
term changed from "aborigine"03  to "Aborigine"04  during the 1960s. 

The term Aborigine or Aboriginal began to gain acceptance by Whites from 1941 and has 
remained the main term since 1961 to refer to Blacks. In 1961 eighty per cent of items used 
either the term Aborigine or Native, by 1971 the term Native had disappeared and 
Aborigine appeared in eighty six per cent of cases, in 1981 seventy four per cent of cases 
and in 1991 seventy seven per cent of cases. 

Native 
In 1951 and 1961 there was a search to fmd a respectable word to use for Blacks. One 
word which gained some acceptance but later lost favour was Native. 

The terms "Aborigine" and "Native" were used in all cases of the use of scientific 
classification as a tool of Aboriginalism, though not all cases of the use of the term 
"Aborigine" involved scientific classification. The terms provided a guise of respectability 
and reliability, in many cases not deserved. This was evident particularly prior to 1961 
after which "Aborigine" became the dominant term. The following two excerpts provide 
examples. 

LEVF IT TOO LATE 
Artist: "Will you sit for me?" 
Grandma Binghi: "No fear! Mine bin 
finish hatchin' long ago." 
(29/7/31, p.22; R.330) 

Now that the Northern Territory is in the hands of the 
Commonwealth, there is a fine opportunity for 
experimental legislation; and the first step should be 
to deal stringently with the native race.'°5  

The aboriginal's faculty of bearing pain with little 
apparent discomfort is due to his nervous system 
being keyed to a much lower pitch than that of the 
Caucasian. He is a Stone Age Man, perhaps a hunched 
thousand years behind the white. Nearer to the animal, 
to put it bluntly".'06  

Binghi 
Binghi became popular in 1911 and 1921. Its 
meaning, black brother, at that time was used 
facetiously. Between 1911 and 1941 the term was 
used predominantly in an explicitly racist or inferentially racist sense (nine of eleven 
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occurrences in 1911, twenty of twenty nine occurrences in 1921, six of nine occurrences in 
193 1, and eight of fifteen occurrences in 1941). 

One of the most explicitly racist items examined in this study, written by the editor and 
appearing in the column "Plain English" was entitled "Binghi and the Church".'°7  

There is no evident reason for the decrease in the use of the term "binghi" in 1931, a drop 
from twenty one per cent in 1921 to eight per cent. In 1941 the term again became 
popular(sixteen per cent), however at this time it seems to have carried within its meaning a 
comradeship developed in war (nearly half of the occurrences being neither explicitly nor 
inferentially racist). In 1951 the term was used probably through habit rather than through 
malice since only four of the twelve items were either explicitly or inferentially racist. By 
1961 the term Binghi had disappeared from the pages of The Bulletin examined in this 
thesis. 

Derogatory 
Derogatory nomenclature by its very nature is explicitly racist. The terms used, nigger, 
boy, savage, tarpot, boong and darkie can only be interpreted in this way. "Nigger" was a 
possible exception. 

It is truly an advantageous thing to be a nigger in Westralia. For instance, here is how they hang 
the guileless aboriginal in that pleasant land of slavery. The nigger accused of murder is brought in 
by the police, probably having to tramp hundreds of miles on foot.'°8  

In this case and in similar items'09  the emphasis is on the behaviour of the squatter and the 
legal system, "In its first decade (and beyond) The Bulletin ... showed its contempt for 
squatters".'  10 

The term "nigger" was also used in the pages of The Bulletin in a derogatory sense. 

Of course, all men - even the hairiest and least progressive nigger - must die, but if there isn't an 
abundance of hairy and unprogressive nigger born to preserve the race and keep the world filled 
with the unfit, the Church takes the matter greatly to heart." 

Derogatory terms at no time went above ten per cent of the items examined and disappeared 
completely after 1941. 
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Gender and Age 
The number of items refernng to gender and age were low (twenty occurrences of gin/lubra 
and two of piccaninny in the total items under examination). Their usage does however 
deserve some discussion. The use of terms referring to gender and age were generally 
used to de-humanise Blacks. An example is the use of the term buck in reference to a 
Black male."2  The term does not appear as a sub-category because in the three cases in 
which it appeared another term dominated the item. It was used in all cases to belittle and 
dehumanise the Black. 

Dehumanismg by the use of the term lubra is exemplified by the cartoon captioned "Lubra-
cated". There is a similar cartoon outside the scope of this study entitled "Dry gin" by 
Hugh McLean and dated 1929. It depicts a Black woman drinking from a bucket."3  The 
term gin is in all cases except one used in a de-humanising manner. When a policeman at 
Anthonys Lagoon in the Northern Territory was refused permission by his employers to 
marry, The Bulletin commented 'The idea of a mere N.T. policeman wanting to marry! 
Are there not heaps of gins?"4  The one exception describes a" full blooded black gin, 
Mary Alice Throgmorton". She was a "slavey" at a hotel near Walgett, and was taught to 
read by the local teacher. She entertained shearers in the bar with "the works of the 
Australian bards as well as Shelley and Keats"."5  

A poem entitled "The Piccanirmy" by J. Brunton 
Stephens reflects the words of Jimmy Chi, author 
and composer of the musical "Bran Nue Dae", 
recorded in an ABC programme on the production 
of the play. He suggested that it was interesting to 
see the different attitudes Whites had towards 
Black children and Black adults."6  

Lo by the 'humpy' door, a smockless Venus! 
Unblushing bronze, she shrinks not, having seen us, 
Though there is nought but short couch grass 
between us. 

Die young, for mercy's sake; if thou grow older 
Thou shalt grow lean at calf and sharp at shoulder 
And daily greedier and daily bolder. 

A pipe between thy savage grinders thrusting, 
117 For .... and everlasting 'baccy lusting, 

And altogether filthy and disgusting; 

-r' 
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Just such another as the dam that bore thee, 
That haggard Sycorax now bending o'er thee! 
Die young, my sable pippin, I implore thee. 

Such sentiments are of course not held with regard to all Black children. The White 
citizens of Glen hines"8  made their feelings clear. 

I know in the schools the children are not very honest. They take other children's books and pens 
and the likes of that. ... I certainly wouldn't like my children mixing with them. I've got a little 
girl just going to school - she's five - but I wouldn't like her mixing with them. She's very 
frightened by this, you know. Very upset about it, more so than anyone else. I think she's scared 
of them. ... I don't think she's met any. But she's frightened and upset about them moving here. 

Race Specific 
Race specific terms used were "full blood", "half caste" and "colored". Though the 
numbers which make up this group are small (twenty one items in seven hundred and 
seven items), the influence of the first two terms has done much to focus White views. 

The term "full blood" is closely associated with the application of spatial exclusion. The 
full blood is differentiated from the half-caste who in White terms has been corrupted by 
White civiisation. In order to save the full blood "sequestration" was deemed 
necessary."9  Lang Hancock, Western Australian mining entrepreneur, as late as 1981 
called for the extermination of the "half cast" and spatial isolation for "full bloods".'20  

Descriptions of the corrupted half-caste appeared regularly in the pages of The Bulletin 
until 1921. The half castes were "a menace to civiisation"2' and "an increasing curse in 
Australia" •122  Another item stated that "Abo Protection officials" were hampered by 
"southern officials and chows who hate any interference with their ancient industry of 
multiplying half castes."23  

The term "half-caste" did not appear in the pages examined of The Bulletin after 1951. 

Aboriginalism and the Torres Strait Islanders 

Of the seven hundred and seven items examined thirty one referred specifically to Torres 
Strait Islanders. Of these only two were explicitly racist while twelve were inferentially 
racist. Though it can be inferred that much of what was written about Blacks, except when 
referring to specific individuals and groups, included Torres Strait Islanders, there was a 
different attitude expressed when referring specifically to Torres Strait Islanders. A much 



more sympathetic attitude was prevalent, though the paternalism evident in all items dealing 
with Blacks was present 

The characters of the authors of the items was in part responsible for the mellowness in 
attitudes. Because of the enforced isolation of the Torres Strait Islands by the Queensland 
government, the authors were generally involved in the administration of Black affairs, and 
were sympathetic towards the people of the islands. It is true that the islands attracted 
divers seeking pearlshell, trochus and beche-de-mer, however in these circumstances the 
Black was neither a threat nor a nuisance. Though there was some competition between the 
Blacks and the divers, especially with Japanese divers,'24  the Blacks were regarded as an 
asset by the owners and skippers of the luggers since they provided labour both above the 
waves as excellent crew'25, and below as competent divers.126  The owners and skippers of 
the luggers were not in conflict with the Torres Strait Islanders (except during strike action 
for higher pay prior to the Second World War) but with the government and missionaries 
who were encouraging the Torres Strait Islanders to go into business for themselves. 

Prior to 1921 the Torres Strait Islanders had no individual identity in the pages of The 
Bulletin examined. They were either included as Blacks, or possibly as South Sea 
Islanders. There was no distinction made by the "Blackbirders" in their Kanaka slave trade 
of the South Pacific. Many Torres Strait Islanders were forced to work in the sugar cane 
fields and on the pastoral stations of Queensland. Cartoons dealing with South Sea 
Islanders and the topic of cannibalism were common in the early issues of The Bulletin. 
They have not been included in this study since there was no direct link between the 
cartoons and the Torres Strait Islanders, though there was probably an insinuated link. 

Items dealing with the Torres Strait Islander as a resident of a distinct area appeared in 
1921. Nomenclature included Binghi, abo, native and aborigine as well as islander. The 
first two items examined provided conflicting views as to whether the Torres Strait 
Islanders were dying out.'27  Twenty eight items appeared in the items examined between 
1921 and the end of 1951. While ridicule was present, especially in items describing the 
Torres Strait Islanders and their implementation of law'28  the ridicule was tempered with 
humour rather than bitterness as often displayed when dealing with Blacks generally. It 
was not until 1981 that the Torres Strait Islanders were specifically portrayed as problems 
in an item entitled "Violence shatters the peace of the 'dole islands".'29  

The conflicting cue driven stereotypes are particularly evident when dealing with the Torres 
Strait Islanders. Since the writers refer to them using nomenclature common to the 
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Australian mainland Blacks it can be assumed that they and their audience think of them in 
common terms. Yet in the writings specifically referring to Torres Strait Islanders a 
different attitude is evident, a milder tone approaching that of the romantic. This difference 
in attitude does not bring into question the milieu of Aboriginalism. The Discourses of 
dividing practices, scientific classification and power/knowledge remain the major factors 
in the description of the Tones Strait Islander. 
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Chapter 8 Black Education and The Bulletin 

The term education is used in its broadest sense, namely formal education, non-formal 
education and informal or incidental education. It refers to the provision of information. It 
refers to the expression of a need for change or sustaining the status quo. It refers to 
attempts to bring about change or to sustain the status quo. Education is the method by 
which information is distributed and controlled and so determines how Aboriginalism is 
implemented. 

Foucault describes every education system as "a political means of maintaining or 
modifying the appropriateness of Discourses with the power and knowledge they bring 
with them".' These power/knowledge Discourses "operate through networks of Discursive 
and material practices which aim to produce 'docile bodies' and 'obedient souls'."2  

1901 to 1931 

The topic of education for Blacks was rarely discussed by The Bulletin community between 
1901 and 1931. There was little reason why such discussion should take place because of 
two major factors. The Bulletin community considered the Blacks incapable of being 
educated because of their low intelligence. As previously stated, Blacks were described as 
having the "muddiest brain pUlp,, ,3  in 1911 as "unfit", of "infantile intelligence", having a 
lesser brain, and of there being "no ultimate hope for a race which is incapable of 
developing some kind of civilisation of its own" .' In 1921 it termed Blacks as "the 
morons and mentally deficits, the culls and the runts",5  unsuitable for any form of 
education. Furthermore education would serve no purpose since it was considered that the 
Blacks would die out6, something which was seen as both fit and proper, and a source of 
relief. 

In the early part of the century it was considered necessary to provide some form of 
behaviour modification in order that the Blacks could fulfill their roles in some sections of 
White society as slaves both for the government and the White entrepreneur. 

A slave is a "a bond servant" (Websters); the Black was bonded to the entrepreneur under 
threat and with the power of the law to support the prospective slave owner through the 
indent system.7  The slave is "divested of all freedom and personal rights" (Websters) .'  

The slave is "a human being who is owned by and wholly subject to the will of another" 
(Websters); in a Bulletin item the assigned "nigger" was described as being the property of 
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the slave owner, "blood and bones".9  The status of many Blacks, publicised particularly in 

Western Australia though common elsewhere, was that of slave. 

Black prisoners in Western Australia were used as a labour force to construct roads and 

other facilities, particularly in the north of the state.'°  The educators or agents of change 

were the police, courts and enforcers of the pena' system. 

Throughout the outback the Black was driven from any land desired by the squatters. 

During this process the scalp and head hunt provided unforgettable lessons to the Blacks." 

Later, the survival of the pastoral industry depended on the use of Black slave labour. The 

Blacks played similar roles to that of horses in the development of the pastoral industry, 

though often they were not as highly regarded or as well treated. Selected Blacks had to be 

cajoled into returning to the land from which they were driven. In this the squatters were 

aided by the police and legal system.'2  The Black woman also had her role in the station 

environment as domestic'3  and as a sex item in a country where White women were 

scarce.'4  The tools of behaviour modification were whips'5  and chains'6  rather than chalk 

and blackboard. Ultimate behaviour modification involved the use of gun, rope and 

poison. "It is a common occurrence for one to be flogged to death or shot on the quiet, and 

the matter hushed up".'7  It should be realised that such treatment was not meted out by all 

stations, though less violent forms of behaviour modification were not mentioned in the 

pages of The Bulletin. 

There were Whites who wished to prevent the exploitation and mistreatment of the Blacks. 

The majority of those expressing their views in The Bulletin did not wish to educate them, 

since they were considered incapable of being educated, but to place them in reserves 

where they could live out their last days in peace. 

The only way to benefit the blackfellow is to keep him an industrious savage, working hard for his 
living by making and using his own hunting implements. Any endeavour to make him a 
degenerate copy of a white man is bound to end in failure)' 

It was believed that Blacks should remain in their traditional state under a system akin to 

Apartheid, receiving no education and waiting for ultimate extinction. "There is nothing for 

it but to wait the aforementioned course of Nature".'9  
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Attempts to educate the Blacks were made, especially 
by the church and its missionaries. These attempts 
were greeted with scorn by The Bulletin community. 
Such criticism confirmed The Bulletin's stated policy 
of 17/5/1893 when it demanded "Complete 
Secularisation and Freedom of State Education" and 
stated it was "against the claims of avaricious clergy 
who claim to monopolise salvation". Since its 
inception The Bulletin had continually attacked the 
Church. In 1911 The Bulletin accused the Church "of 
devoting itself, to the preservation, and still more to 
the multiplication, of the unfit" (Blacks).2°  The work 
of civiising and educating the Black "is the work of 
legislators, not of missionaries, with their narrow and 
positively silly ideas of thrusting our religion on a race 
which will never assimilate any such creed" •21  It 
carried this antipathy to the missions and missionaries. 

The clerical attitude towards BINGHI is a striking 
example of the unpractical character of the Church. It 
devotes itself, in theory at least, to the preservation, and 
still more to the multiplication, of the unfit. It prefers 
the unfit - presumably because, by reason of their 
infantile intelligence, they can be beguiled into treating 
the parson with more respect than people of bigger 
brain.22  

Drink and the missionary combined have wrought 
wholesale deterioration; for while the household gods of 

GOSPEL-HARDENED BLACKS 
At the annual missionary meeting held 
in the Petersham Baptist Church 
recently the president, Mr. T. E. 
Colebrook, said that at Roseby Park 
the natives seemed to be gospel-
hardened. 

k ., .:.. 

p% 
\\ 

1'  

Missionary effort among the 
Australian aboriginals would seem to 
be in a had way. 

I 

HALLELUJAH KNEE - A new disease 
prevalent among the blacks, said to 
have been introduced by the Salvation 
Army. 
(12/I/11, p.17; R.63) 

the primitive race have been displaced, the minds of the natives have been and will continue to be, 
incapable of absorbing the new dogma.23  

Not all missionaries were treated in such a derogatory manner. The author of the above 
statement made an exception of the missionaries at Beagle Bay in Western Australia. 

I except from this condemnation the work of the Beagle Bay Mission fathers, who are men of the 
world first and doctrinal priests after. What they have made of the native, through their practical 
organisation, is a lesson to the Commonwealth.24  
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The missionaries of New Norcia in Western 
Australia were also excepted.25  There Black 
children had been taught how to read and write. 
One of its major positive features recognised by 
the writers of The Bulletin, and the major reason 
for the success of the mission, was the separation 
of the children from the "wild myalls" at New 
Norcia. in 1901 New Norcia missionaries were 
continuing the work of early protectors; another 
generation was stolen from parents. 

The London Missionary Society, based in the 
Torres Strait Islands faced the full brunt of the 
disdain of The Bulletin writers.26  The attacks on 
the LMS, which by this time had handed over 
control of the Islander missions to the Anglican 
Church, provided a seemingly dualistic view in 

thc 

41 

UP TO DATE 
Steps are being taken to give a higher 
education to the aborigines of 
Queensland. Daily Paper. 
Squatter's Wife: "You bin wantit washin', 
Mary?" 
Marie (icily): Excuse me, madam, I was 
under the impression that your husband 
required a typist." 
(19/1/11, p.13; R.65) 
light of a much less racist attitude 

demonstrated towards the Torres Strait 
Islanders than the Blacks of the mainland. 
These views were probably influenced by 
the interference of church representatives 
in the industry of trochus and pearl shell 
collection rather than its Christian 
endeavours. 

In the more populated areas (by Whites) 
the missions did provide a compound 
whereby the undesirable Blacks could be 
held in detention, thus protecting the 
sensibilities of the Whites. It is recorded 
in The Bulletin that "Paddy, chief of 
Binghis at Yarrabah reserve, 
(Queensland) and a nuisance to the 
missionaries, (had) died".27  
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The Bulletin also reported that "Four black brudders (had) absconded from Barambah 
mission station".28  

One of the major problems which The Bulletin cartoonists saw involving the provision of 
formal education was the attempt of Blacks to rise above their station. The place of the 
Blacks was that of labourer. They were considered to have neither the ability nor the right 
to rise above that position. Education was seen as a tool of the radicals to destabiise 
society, a view which may have contained some truth. 

There were two cases where the possibility of successful training of Blacks was recognised 
by The Bulletin. They involved prospecting29  and a boomerang business enterprise.30  

1931 to 1951 

Prior to the end of the Second World War there was little interest shown in the education of 
Blacks in the pages of The Bulletin.. They were still considered to lack the intelligence 
needed to cope with education, they were "little higher than beasts"3' and were in the 
process of dying out.32  The writers of The Bulletin continued to advocate a form of 
apartheid. "Contact with white civilisation and its ways is about the worst fate that can 
befall Binghi, and for years people who know him and his habits have been urging that he 
be sent to his native bush and kept there".33  "[The] best plan is to see that the unciviised 
blacks are kept in their native surroundings".34  "As a basic policy, full-bloods not yet 
completely demoralised by enjoying surreptitiously the rights of the white should be kept 
away from towns. ... The nearer to conditions natural to his race he is allowed to live the 
better and happier the native will be"." The call for keeping the Blacks isolated implied the 
use of legally backed force. Such force was implemented in the form of curfews and the 
requirement of permission for Blacks to enter White communities. 

The call for the separation of Black children from their parents and community continued to 

be made. 

The worthless adult natives should be strictly segregated and denied all contact with the juveniles, 
however closely they are related. ... Those children, cared for under correct supervision, would yield 
a percentage of decent citizens.36  

Formal education of Blacks was being provided, both by government and mission. The 
missions were still denigrated37  though not to the extent of the early years of the century. 
In 1941 it was said that "blacks in N.S.W. are usually able to read and write"38  while in 
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1951 "W.A. 's Commissioner of Native Affairs said recently that 90 p.c. of these natives 
[living in Perth] are literate. They are given the benefit of a State-school education."39  

The expense to the N.T. Native Affairs Department of employing a Head Teacher in 
1939/40 at the cost of £446 per annum was questioned4°  though the program was given 
some justification by the 1939/40 N.T. Administrator's Report which in part stated that "a 
mouth organ band of 30 aboriginal performers assisted by child vocalists, gave several 
creditable performances."4' 

No mention was made in The Bulletin of training provided to Blacks by the armed forces 
during the war, though such training was significant, particularly in the north of Australia. 
Following the second world war there was a change in attitudes among many Whites 
towards Blacks in the field of education. This change was influenced by the work of Dr 
A.P. Elkin, who in 1931 "released in a sixpenny series, 'Understanding the Australian 
Aborigine'. ... [He] lived among the abos doing anthropological work".42  In 1937 he 
provided advice to The Federal government on the need for the implementation of a policy 
of assimilation.43  Assimilation was readily accepted by both Commonwealth and State 
governments and implemented in two completely opposing ways. The Commonwealth 
saw the policy of assimilation as an excuse for strengthening a system similar to that of 
apartheid by using settlements and reserves as a means of providing education and training 
in an effort to assimilate. The States saw assimilation as an excuse for taking what land 
remained in the hands of Blacks in the form of reserves for White use and forcing them 
onto the fringes of White society. 

Many of The Bulletin community had fought with and worked with Blacks in the defence 
of Australia. No longer could the plight of the Black be ignored, and Governments, State 
and Federal, now aware that the problem of the Black would not disappear through the 
extinction of the race, were faced with the need to take positive action. Paul Hasluck, 
Minister for Territories, was given the responsibility of formulating a Black program for 
the Northern Territory, which eventually led to reforms throughout Australia. 

An educational policy now to be adopted provides for assimilation of aboriginal children into State 
schools when their standard permits, and where it is necessary to provide schools the standards of 
these will be those of white schools, plus facilities to teach rural and pastoral work, trades and 
crafts, domestic science and the use and value of money. Special farms for training in outback areas 
are mooted; there are to be facilities to provide employment for children reaching working age ard 
for higher education through scholarships for those capable of taking advantage of it. 
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In addition Blacks, with the assistance of some dedicated Whites, were taking matters into 

their own hands. Two major community projects of the time were to influence the direction 

of future Black development. The Hermannsburg art movement" was the precursor to the 

$100 million p.a. Aboriginal art industry of today while the Pilbara co-operative 

movement,46  later to be known as the Strelley movement, led directly to the outstation and 

cultural strengthening movement of today. Both of these movements were started by the 

Blacks. In the Pilbara it was the Blacks who asked McLeod to assist them to form a co-

operative. At Hermannsburg it was Albert Nainatjira who, on seeing the paintings of Rex 

Battarbee, said "I can do the same".47  His success as an artist initiated the Hermannsburg 

art movement. That effective development could only occur when the Black was involved 

in the process of decision making was recognised by "Gravelsnatcher" in 1951 48  

1961 to1991 

The interest shown in Black education increased in both 1961 and 1971 though the success 

of education programs for Blacks was limited .49  By 1981 the topic received little attention 

and in 1991 there was only one item, a letter, dealing with any form of education. It called 

for the strict and immediate implementation of the assimilation policy.50  In this period the 

perceived primitiveness of Blacks was demonstrated through sanitary coding. The Blacks 

were deemed to be "unfit for citizenship"5 ' (1961), inferior to Whites in their ability to deal 

with alcohol52  (1971), easily led by radical groups53  (1981) and unable to adequately look 

after land when it was given to them (1991).54  While the direct language of racism had 

gone racism itself remained dominant in the pages of The Bulletin. The Black was still 

considered inferior to the White. The White continued to be the creator, owner and 

purveyor of knowledge concerning Blacks. The works of Black writers were ridiculed55  

while the works of the White anthropologists were praised.56  

The need for education for Blacks became evident in the pages of The Bulletin in 1961 

following the appointment of Donald Home as editor. Kylie Tennant pointed to the failure 

of the education system throughout Australia in assisting to provide Blacks with an 

adequate life style.57  In 1961 defmite statements appeared in The Bulletin about 

Commonwealth government policy regarding Black education and development. "The 

Government's Welfare Branch was established to bring the aboriginal, as quickly as 

possible, to the stage where he can be assimilated into the white community".58  This was 

contrasted to the aims of the missions in the north. "The missions, on the other hand, have 

worked, generally speaking, towards setting up separate, eventually self-supporting, all 

native communities". Two conflicting educational aims were apparent. The Governments 
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sought to implement a policy of assimilation while the missions of the north continued to 
follow a policy similar to that of separate development, through self-management and self-
sufficiency. Hasluck threatened that "if any mission is unwilling or unable to engage in the 
work that assimilation requires, then arrangements will have to be made to see it done some 
other way."59  The missionaries fought back through the co-operative movement, though a 
lack of adequate funding from government sources hindered the development of the 
programs.6°  A new independent school, Tranby, sponsored by the Australian Board of 
Missions of the Anglican Church, was established in Sydney to develop the co-operative 
movement in Black communities.6 ' It was the synthesis of these two policies, that of 
government and that of mission, which led to the development of the policy of self 
determination in the 1970s. 

The quasi-apartheid system was also evident in some states, particularly Queensland. 
Senator Bryant in 1971 described Palm Island in the following way. "It could not be more 
depressing if it were surrounded by barbed wire and schools of sharks. It is an island 
without hope; it is unreal" •62  The Commonwealth Government threatened both 
Queensland and Western Australia, the two remaining states that still had discriminatory 
legislation against Blacks, that it would make use of its newly gained powers to enact 
provisions concerning Blacks if such laws against Blacks were not revoked. Joh Bjelke 
Petersen, Premier of Queensland, responded by saying that it was "hypocritical of Gorton 
and Wentworth to be so concerned with the phraseology of our act when we look after our 
Aboriginal people much better than they do the Aborigines of the Northern Territory".63  It 
was unnecessary for the Commonwealth government to carry out its threat as both states 
withdrew the last of the offending legislation. Despite the rhetoric of the Commonwealth 
government concerning Black education the funding was not available. In 1971 the three 
members of the Council for Aboriginal Affairs, Dr Coombs, Prof. W.E.H. Stanner and 
Mr. Barry Dexter threatened to resign because of a lack of funds.64  The need for qualified 
educators on missions and settlements was stressed in 1961 by J. W. Blealdey, Chief 
Protector of Aborigines in Queensland from 1914 to 1942. 

He lays great emphasis on the necessity of trained personnel with knowledge of the native 
languages, of anthropologists and specialists, rather than superintendents who are willing to take a 
small wage in an obscure place because they have failed elsewhere.65  

The need for education of Blacks had become apparent to The Bulletin community. 
Unfortunately the needs expressed were the needs of the Whites rather than those of the 
Blacks. They included the need for better health for Blacks in order to prevent the spread 
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of disease such as venereal diseases,66  leprosy,67  and unspecified disease68  to Whites. The 
need for electoral education was advanced, not to prepare Blacks for citizenship, but as a 
reason for not granting voting rights.69  In 1971 the emphasis was on the need for Blacks 
to be educated in the use of alcohol,7°  not for their own benefit but because the presence of 
alcohol abuse by Blacks offended White sensibilities. Formal education received the 
minimum of attention. The need for Black pre-school education was called for in 197171 

while attempts to decrease prejudice in the classroom were made by Cohn Tatz at Armidale 
Teachers College in the same year.72  

The plight of Blacks in Ausiralia was receiving unfavourable publicity both outside and 
within the country. J.D. McGinness, Black president of the Federal Council for Aboriginal 
Advancement, stressed the need for the education of Whites about Blacks. 

"We're not the only people who need educating," he told Brisbane pressmen. "There are many 
people who need educating to realise that aborigines are human beings and should be accepted as 
such. Aborigines have not been able to play a full part in community life because of the 
restrictions put on them by legislation." 

The need for Black control in Black affairs and the success of such control was 
demonstrated in the community of Allawah Grove, Perth74, an area previously described as 
a complete failure under White control. 

In 1971 

Aboriginal Affairs Minister Wentworth opened a recent ANZAAS symposium on Aborigines. 
What he and other delegates learnt was that Australians ranked with South Africans and the whites 
in the South of America in their prejudices on color. 76  

The attacks made on the Federal and State Governments by the World Council of Churches 
in 1981 concerning the poor conditions for Blacks were alluded to in a disparaging way77  
yet were not reported. The church in Australia was also making its voice heard. Pastor 
Paul Albrecht of Hermannsburg Aboriginal community in the Northern Territory made a 
serious attempt to help The Bulletin community to understand the need to accept Blacks on 
their own terms and to provide education as desired by the Blacks using methods of 
delivery acceptable to them.78  The churches now concentrated on the call for human rights 
rather than on evangelism. 
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This call for human rights for Blacks did not remain the domain of only the churches. 
Donald Home in 1971 wrote 

"Assimilation" cannot be the basis of policy for the brown Australians: there must be a full 
sharing of rights, but no demand that "they" be like "us." If brown Australians want to be like 
pink Australians, help should be provided to overcome their disabilities; but, if they want to opt 
out and retain whatever degree of identity they fmd in themselves, this should be one of their 
choices. 

But even that is not the end of it. What will finally compensate for the disgrace of our history - 

the land-stealing of our predecessors, their murders and despoilations, their destruction of an 
indigenous society - is a repentance for what happened and a sense of expiation.79  

Blacks had found a partial answer to the problem of community development in a call for 
land rights, especially in the Northern Territory at Yirrkala8°  and Wave Hill,8 ' and in the 
development of Black controlled and run organisations such as the National Aboriginal 
Conference and the Aboriginal and Tones Strait Islander Legal Service. Both of these 
movements were denigrated and ridiculed by The Bulletin community, and today remain a 
major point of contention in Black/White relations. In 1981 Charles Perkins, Black senior 
public servant, and a leader in the land rights debate, called for improved education and 
Black participation in decision making.82  

The formal education of Blacks was not a topic of importance in The Bulletin during the 
century. There was a total of eleven items which mentioned education, schools or literacy 
in the ten years examined. The results of education were seen as a possible threat to 
Whites. Education produced Black spokespeople, puppets of the White intellectuals. 
Education produced in the Blacks a desire to rise above their station. It produced Blacks 
who were able to question the status quo. The universities particularly produced radicals, 
intent on taking over the land and preventing mining. They also produced White academics 
who encouraged such behaviour. Education brought the plight of the Black into the open, 
an arrangement not condoned by The Bulletin community, who preferred not to know 
about such matters. 
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Chapter 9 Black Topics in The Bulletin 

The topics covered by The Bulletin were varied and wide ranging. They were determined 
by events of the time, by the requirements of the audience, and by the fmancial 
requirements of the magazine. 

Anthropology 

Most of the information about Blacks in The Bulletin concerned Black culture and the 
physical features of the Black. The sub-category "Anthropoiogy" is closely associated with 
that of "attributes" and also that of "degradation", particularly when the information 
concentrates on the Black as stone age man. The word "anthropology" has been used in a 
very broad manner. It is "the study of the races, physical and mental characteristics, 
distribution, customs, social relationships, etc. Of mankind; often restricted to the study of 
institutions, myths, etc. Of primitive peoples" (Webster). Anthropoiogy is not restricted to 
the work of anthropologists, though such work is included, but can be the work of any of 
the writers of The Bulletin. Anthropoiogy can be divided into four areas, physical, 
description of customs and ceremonies associated with Black religion, descriptions of 
everyday activities of traditional Blacks, and descriptions of the work of anthropologists. 

"Binghi" was described "by anthropologists as just a little higher than the beasts".' The 
discovery of "three abo skulls take Binghi back to prehistoric times".2  The "now extinct 
Tasmanian may (have been) the cradle of the human race" according to Professor Keith3, 
while Father Wilhelm Schmidt of Vienna believed that the "Tasmanian abo language is the 
closest to primitive speech" .' There was however a "need to distinguish freaks from 
normal abos for anthropological reasons".5  

Physical description included the assertion that the left side of the "abo" skull is flatter than 
the right because "the lubra continually presses baby Binghi to her shoulder". This was 
said not to affect the Black's mentality.6  

While the Black was generally disparaged it was not always the case. It was suggested that 
"the average nigger" in the Northern Territory "exhibits not only manual skifi but very 
considerable inteffigence"7  and "knew more of the reproductive arrangements of the 
platypus than did embryologists"8, a direct rebuke to the Discourse of scientific 
classification. Nearly all "Binghis" are imitative9  and accept European science with ease.'°  
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The distinctions between the sacred and profane in Black society are not at issue in this 
thesis. It suffices to say that descriptions of magic and its relation to both the spiritual life 
and the life of practical survival are clouded and overlap. Descriptions of customs and 
ceremonies associated with Black religion found in the pages of The Bulletin included 
items dealing with funeral ceremonies, witchcraft, marriage customs, the "Rainbow 
serpent", the brolga dance, initiation, reincarnation, creation myths, bunyips, bone 
pointing, corroborees and various myths and legends. 

Descriptions of everyday activities of traditional Blacks found in the pages of The Bulletin 
included items dealing with methods of hunting and fishing and the magic involved, 
preservation of objects in hollow trees, weapon construction and use, views on astronomy, 
diet and food preparation, medicines, smoke signals, cannibalism, dingoes and pets, Black 
warfare, letter sticks, construction of canoes, the value of fire, the use of various bush 
materials, sleeping habits and contact with Polynesians. 

In examining the Discourse of scientific classification one fmds that it is the White expert or 
anthropologist who is the beneficiary of power/knowledge. It is not the Black who 
receives the respect of The Bulletin community but the person of power/ knowledge, the 
White anthropologist. It was the work produced by the anthropologist which was treated 
with respect, for example, that of Father Wilhelm Schmidt", Dr A.P. Elkin'2, C. Barrett' , 

L. Black14, C.D. Rowley'5  and J.W. Bleakley.16  In other cases the topic contained details 
about the White person who in some way was associated with Blacks, for example, Dr 
Donald Thomson'7, W.E. Harney'8, Daisy Bates'9, the Strehiow famil?°  and Amalie 
Dietrich.2' 

The work of Amalie Dietrich in the nineteenth century involving the collection of Black 
remains for various museums throughout the world provided the basis for the increase in 
items dealing with anthropology in 1991. Despite a call by Blacks for the return and 
respect of remains the general response by Whites to the intimation that murder was 
involved in the collection was rejection of the claims22, defence of Dietrich's actions23, and 
anger at the "paranoia of part-Aborigines about past happenings and the public funds they 
waste in recovering and concealing anthropological resources".24  

The Arts, Entertainment and Sport 

The arts became an important item of discussion in 1951, particularly in relation to the 
Jubilee year celebrating Federation. There were two areas of interest in that year, that 
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pertaining to Namatjira, and the production of a ballet by John Antill (a White person) 
entitled "Corroboree". While it was conceded that Namatjira was a reasonable artist he was 
considered to be a representative of a style of White art rather than a representative of Black 
culture.25  The work of his colleagues in the Hermannsburg art movement were considered 
of limited value.26  The major interest of Whites in Namatjira was not as an artist but as an 
example of the inability of the Black to cope with White culture and hence the inferiority of 
the Black man 27  

Black arts became popular from 1971 to the present with an increase of interest by world 
art investors seeking the exotic. The new recognition focused on the traditional art of 
Blacks. The question of the lack of significance of Black traditional art outside its 
association with culture, religion and everyday life is interesting, however in this thesis it 
suffices to examine the question only in the light of appropriation and its consequent 
association with Aboriginalism. The art material of Blacks presented for evaluation by the 
critics was provided by the White arts adviser to the Black communities and further culled 
by the gallery or tour director. Its quality was then decided upon by the arts critics of The 

Bulletin and other recognised media. In only two cases of those examined in The Bulletin 
were non-traditional materials examined by the arts critic. The first involved the Black 
magazine "Identity"28  which was severely criticised for concentrating on the need for Black 
land rights. The second dealt with the play "Bran Neu Dae" written by Jimmy Chi.29  

The arts critic of The Bulletin provides the near perfect example of scientific classification 
as it applies to the milieu of Aboriginalism. The Black traditional artist who knows the 
content of the painting has no contribution to make as to the quality of the work. It is the 
White critic and White scholar who decide. Black contemporary art has generally been 
ignored by the White critic. 

The sports writers generally provided positive pictures of the Blacks. Not only did they 
write of Black athletes such as the bowler Gilbert30, tennis player Goolagong31, and the 
rugby players the Ella brothers32  in glowing terms, they criticised the exploitation of Black 
sportspeople33, the lack of support given to them34, and racism in sport.35  

Attributes of the Black 

The attributes of Blacks as described in The Bulletin are closely associated with the sub-
category "anthropology". They differ, with some exceptions, in that they do not pretend to 
be associated with scientific principals. Attributes can be divided into three groups, 
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physical attributes, psychological attributes and skills, and individual attributes and actions. 
While ignorance could be considered an attribute it is dealt with in the sub-category 
"mistreatment and denigration". The majority of items dealing with attributes of Blacks 
appeared between 1921 and 1941. 

Physical attributes which were discussed by The Bulletin included such questions as 
whether there were any "cross eyed binghi"36  (three items) or "bald headed abs" (seven 
items). 37  Both questions were determined in the affirmative. The "abo's abundant lack of 
beauty" was also a point of discussion.38  

Psychological attributes and skills cited in The Bulletin included "Jacky's sense of 
humour"39  and the path of the Black towards extinction.40  The "abo's disregard for pain", 
particularly in the dentist's chair was ascribed by The Bulletin either to the training in 
initiation rites4' or to the "fact" that "stone age man" was nearer to the animals and had a 
less developed nervous system.42  The competence of the "aboriginal" as a tracker43  and as 
a horseman44  was also discussed as was the mystery of how the "inland abo learnt to 
swim".45  An exceptional item described the "lubras" in west Queensland as being good 
wives for White men as well as making excellent workers.46  

In 1931 during the depression a romantic description of the Black was apparent. "Before 
the arrival of white brother, the native was desireless of things outside nature".47  Another 
item described "the aversion of Binghi to the wanton destruction of trees and plants"48, 
while a third dealt with the lack of effect the depression has on "the abos of the north".49  

Descriptions of individual acts of Blacks were sometimes positive. Stories concerning the 
saving of lives of Whites who were lost in the Australian bush by Blacks50  were not 
uncommon and reports of deaths of prominent Blacks5' were also to be found in the pages 
of The Bulletin. The tales of individuals of note such as Mary Alice Throgmorton52  also 
found their way into its pages. Many were not so positive, for example, the story of how 
One Legged Emily, "an old lubra who used to infest the outskirts of Adelaide" outwitted 
the police53  and the story of a "boong" nicknamed Samson.54  

Items appearing in this sub-category provided a less racist view of the Black by the White 
than that shown in other sub-categories. At times the Black was almost seen as human, 
though the 'us/them' dichotomy was always apparent. Even the suggestion of good Black 
wives held in it the suggestion of cheap Black labour. The majority of items dealing 
favourably with the attributes of Blacks occurred in circumstances of hardship, the 
depression of 1931 and the Second World War of 1941. This could suggest that racism 
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may have diminishes in times of crisis when all Australians, irrespective of race or class, 
were threatened with economic hardship. It meant the us/them dichotomy was blurred in 
the interests of national cohesion and 
economic revival. 

Black Culture 

The topic "Black culture" deals in the main 
with the maintenance of Black culture rather 
the demonstration of Black culture which is 
dealt with in the topics "anthropology" and 
"attributes". The maintenance of Black 
culture was advocated by Whites since the 
Blacks were not contributors to The Bulletin 

The motivation of the Whites for the 
maintenance of Black culture, with few 

L ' 
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AFI.ER  THE CRASH 
Voice (from within): "Have you broken anything, 
Mary?" 
Mary: "No, missus - only bruise 'em." 
(4/2/31. p.21; R.275) 

exceptions, was not in the interests of the Blacks. It involved dividing practices, both 
social and spatial, since the maintenance of Black culture was considered dependent on the 
formation of reserves on land of little or no value to the Whites where Blacks could be 
concentrated, thus providing an excuse for further White takeover of valuable Black land.55  

The increase in items dealing with Black culture in 1961 was brought about by a number of 
Black legends transcribed by Roland Robinson and published shortly after Donald Home 
became editor of The Bulletin.56  

Black culture and its preservation was a matter of importance for Blacks throughout the 
struggle for land rights. While The Bulletin publicised the move for land rights in terms of 
a threat to Whites, the publicity strengthened the Black culture movement. 

Education and Employment for Blacks 

The topic of education for Blacks has been dealt with in the previous chapter. Items 
dealing with official Black labour and employment policy were almost non-existent Two 
items dealt specifically with these matters, one written by Kylie Tennant57  describing the 
lack of policy and another describing policy in the Northern Territory in 1951. 
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There was to be, according to the item 

provision for equal rights of employment and equal wage and privileges of trade-union 
memberships, where the abo. is free of wardship. State wards will have their minimum wages and 
conditions fixed by the controlling authority, along with standards of accommodation and health 
facilities.58  

The remaining items dealing with employment provided only passing reference to how 
Blacks were employed. The majority were employed "stockboys", as labourers in menial 
positions in the rural industry or as domestics as illustrated in the cartoons of The Bulletin. 
There were interesting exceptions; the boomerang enterprise by Blacks at Tilba Tilba has 
been mentioned.59  Various missions and government stations also provided employment 
though not always to the satisfaction of the Blacks. In 1911 "Binghis" of Wallagra 
aborigines station (N.S.W.) went on strike.60  The results of the strike were not published. 
The Torres Strait Islanders were recognised for their prowess in diving for pearishell, 
trochus and beche de mer.6' 

During the depression many pastoral properties were left under the management of 
Blacks.62  It is interesting that at that time they were 
considered acceptable managers of the land yet in 
1991 they were ridiculed because of their alleged 
lack of talent in the field of land management.63  
Another item appearing in The Bulletin of 1951, 
previously mentioned, unwittingly reported the 
commencement of the Black outstation movement. 
"A miner at Marble Bar organised about 200 abos in 
a co-operative mining venture".64  This venture 
proved successful and under the leadership of Mr. 
McLeod led to the formation of Strelley community 
in Western Australia, the precursor of the Black 
cultural revival and outstation movement. 

A new industry in which Blacks are participating has arisen in the last two decades, that of 
tourism, and with it has come a recognition, because of the fmancial value, of the skills and 
knowledge which Blacks possess. The following report dealt with a joint White/Black 
venture in the Northern Territory. 
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The Luritja community's elder statesman, Pastor Peter Bulla, is an ordained Lutheran minister who 
had a major input into the way the project (the development of Kings Canyon as a tourist 
destination) was put together. Bursten (Australian Frontier marketing manager) says the most 
important lesson that Australian Frontier learned during the project was to listen to traditional 
owners, rather than try to persuade them to do things the European way. "I think we learned a 
lesson about genuine unpatronising partnership and we're all going to do very well out of it," he 
says. "If only we had tried this approach sooner 

Health, Housing and Substance Abuse among Blacks 

It was in the fields of health, housing and substance abuse that Blacks were seen as major 
problems for the Whites. The Bulletin examined the health of Blacks in three major ways, 
the way in which health problems were causing the disappearance of the Black, an 
examination of Black bush medicine, and the problems facing Whites because of poor 
Black health. 

The effects of disease on the Black population 
was viewed by The Bulletin in a conflicting 
manner. The view that the eventual 
disappearance of Blacks was an expected event 
predicted by social Darwinism and brought about 
by the primitive nature of the Black has been 
discussed. Proof of the imminent demise of the 
Black was continually chronicled in the pages of 
The Bulletin until the end of 193166,  much of 
the blame being placed on the Blacks.67  

The availability of Black bush medicine and its 

DEAD FINISH ThIS TIME! 
Billy: "I'm fed up! I'm clearin out." 
Mary: "Baal! Before dark mine tinkit you 
bin come back." 
Billy: "No fear! This pfeller no plurry 
boomerang! 
(21/10/31, p.21; R.347) 

effectiveness was widely discussed in The Bulletin. The use of an abortive by Black 
women68, the ability of Blacks to set bones69, a Black cure for gonorrhea70, and the general 
ineffectiveness of Black bush medicine7 ' provided major topics. 

The threat of the Black as a transmitter of diseases to Whites has provided one of the major 
cue driven stereotypes of Blacks throughout the items examined. Sequestration of the 
Black was called for in order to prevent the spread of disease among Whites.72  "The 
prevalence of disease among native children at (Black camps) was a serious threat to the 
health of the general community".73  The possibility of transmission of V.D. and other 
diseases from missions74, that of leprosy from Black lepers in Darwin75, as well as the fear 
of disease spread by dogs owned by Blacks" caused consternation among Whites. 
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An extension of this fear of Black contact associated with the spread of disease was also 
found in the topic of housing. Housing was discussed in two conflicting manners, the 
need for the provision of housing for Blacks, and the problems of Blacks in housing, 
particularly as neighbours. 

In an item by "Gravelsnatcher" in 1951 a plea was made for the provision of adequate 
housing for Blacks in Perth. 

Advocating the building of 1000 homes ... W.A.'s Commissioner of Native Affairs said recently 
that 90 p.c. of these natives are literate. They are given the benefit of a State-school education. 
When they leave school they are thrown back on the scrapheap. 

The only solution to this problem is such a housing scheme. ... It's their only chance to raise 
themselves to the status of citizenship.77  

Not all agreed that the Black needed housing. "The nearer to conditions natural to his race 
he is allowed to live the better and happier the native will 
be".78  

It was the poor treatment of housing by Blacks which 
attracted the majority of attention. Unsanitary conditions 
were blamed on "the nomad natives, whom they (the 
residents) hesitate to offend". "The natives continue to 
be a nuisance to whatever district they are established in; 
breeding, drinking, being jailed and ruining their 
children's lives".79  "At Allawah Grove it is not a crime 
to fall behind in your rent, or to neglect your children to 
the point where they have to go to hospital".8°  Such 
descriptions are associated with the fear by Whites of 
Blacks as neighbours.8 ' 
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MODERATION 
Shepherd: "Ah! Tight again, Jimmy. 
You drink far too much you know." 
Jimmy: "No feah. Mine c'n'd drinkit 
plurry barrel." 
Shepherd: "Tut, tut, you must moderate 
your language." 
Jimmy: "Orright, boss. Mine c'n'd 
drinkit half 'em plurry barrel." 
(28/9/11, p.14; R.11O) 

The major form of substance abuse examined in the pages of The Bulletin was that of 
alcoholism. Alcoholism among Blacks was seen in three major ways. Alcoholism was 
seen as an object of ridicule. The cartoons of The Bulletin provided an effective means of 
presenting such ridicule however it was not confmed to cartoons.82  Alcohol was seen as an 
object of shame.83  Most importantly alcohol was seen as a threat to Whites due to the 
unruly behaviour associated with alcohol consumption.84  The reasons causing the problem 
of alcoholism among Blacks were at no time addressed in the pages of The Bulletin 



examined. It was the effect of Black alcoholism on The Bulletin community which was 
seen as the matter of importance. 

Human Rights for Blacks 

While mistreatment of Blacks by Whites was a major breach of human rights in the early 
part of the century it is dealt with in a category of its own. Mistreatment is relevant in this 
category as an example of the non-recognition of humanity of Blacks. The major rights 
examined are those involved in determining the way in which the individual is governed 
(voting rights) and equal rights to those held by Whites (rights to pensions, the right to 
consume alcohol and the removal of all discriminatory legislation). 

The major qualification when dealing with human rights is the recognition of humanity in 
Blacks. Such recognition has not been obvious in the writings found in The Bulletin. At 
the beginning of the century the Black was compared to the dinosaur and missing link 85  In 
1931 the description was little different, "binghi" was described by anthropologists as just 
a little higher than the beasts.86  In 1941 the Black was described as "nearer to the animal, 
to put it bluntly. And no animal feels pain as does a human. The fact that the animal brain is 
less developed proves that".87  In 1981 Lang Hancock, mining magnate, spoke of the 
implementation of genocide.88  

Treatment meted out to Blacks on the pastoral properties was similar to that given to the 
animals, and at times was worse.89  Treatment by the legal system was no better.90  W. 
Malcolmson described the attitude common among the Western Australian population. 
"What is the blank-blanky country coming to when a white man gets six weeks for 
shooting a blank-blanky nigger?"91  The police were less restricted by the law.92  Since 
Blacks were not considered human, the provision of human rights to Blacks was a 
contradiction in terms. 

The first call for rights for Blacks in the items examined appeared in 1901. Ernest Favenc 
wrote "When we entered upon Federation, the aborigines were excluded from any 
participation in such blessings as might possibly flow therefrom. If possible, this state of 
things should be amended, and now would be the time to do it".93  Favenc's call however 
was not for the extension of human rights but rather the restriction of such rights by the 
introduction of a policy akin to apartheid. 

Voting rights were given to Blacks in South Australia and, since the Northern Territory 
was governed by South Australia, to the Northern Territory, in 1901 and it was said that 
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Aboriginal voters "exercise the franchise most intelligently".94  These rights were lost in the 
Northern Territory when it was taken over by the Commonwealth government in 1911. 

In 1951 an item stated that "indiscriminate grants of 'rights' which have no real value to the 
recipients and may prove ruinous and attempts to turn the black into a white by legislation 
and administration, will not solve the (Black) problem".95  Apart from this item there was 
little interest in Black voting rights displayed in the pages of The Bulletin examined 
(except for a cover page in 193196)  until 1961 when a Parliamentary Select Committee on 
voting rights for "aborigines" was convened by the Commonwealth government. The 
major objections to the provision of voting rights came from the Northern Territory. In an 
item entitled "Where a Vote Could Mean Disaster, N.T. aborigines unfit for citizenship" 
Keith Wiley spoke of the certainty of political manipulation of the primitive Black vote. 
In a later item he stated that not only were the Blacks incapable of voting, they had shown 
no interest in obtaining the franchise. It was obvious, he contended, that where interest 
was shown by the station blacks, they were being manipulated by Communists.98  Despite 
such opposition voting rights were granted to Blacks and a Black was elected to the Senate 
in 1971. Senator Bonner faced criticism on two fronts. As a Black he was considered 
incompetent as a parliamentarian.99  Conversely as a parliamentarian he could not be 
considered a Black in the true sense since he was both educated and intelligent; he was 
more a White than a Black.'°°  

Associated with voting rights was the right to consume alcohol. 

Overall is the question: Should people classed as "wards" be granted a vote without the other rights 
of citizenship? What would happen to the Northern Territory aboriginal if all were made citizens 
and restrictions and protective laws repealed? The story would be horribly familiar. Their women 
would be debauched even more than at present. Drinking, already a major problem among natives, 
would increase, with the inevitable resulting upsurge in violence and murder.'°1  

With the success of the referendum of 1967 which allowed the Commonwealth government 
to legislate on matters dealing with Blacks, the Commonwealth government compelled 
State governments to remove all discriminatory laws against Blacks under threat of 
enforcing their new powers in the courts.'°2  

Land Rights for Blacks 

While the concept of Terra Nullius has been accepted as the dominant concept held by 
Whites in Australia during the twentieth century, it was questioned in the pages of The 
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Bulletin in the early part of the century. It was recognised that Whites were taking land 
from Blacks.'°3  The close association of Blacks and the land was also recognised, as well 
as the resulting deaths and suicides following the appropriation of the land by Whites.'°4  
These claims were countered by Bulletin management in an editorial in 1911. The Bulletin 
defended the rights of Whites to take land from incapable Blacks since they make no 
obvious use of, or improvements to, the land.'°5  Apart from the presence of two 
cartoons'°6, both of which recognised the prior ownership of land by Blacks, there was no 
mention of the relationship between 
Blacks and land, nor of the acquisition 
of Black land by Whites in the items 
examined from 1921 to 1961. During 
1971 five items dealt with Blacks and 
the land, two commenting on the 
governments' recognition of rights of 
Blacks to land'17 , one ridiculing Blacks 
for their ineffectiveness in dealing with 
governments when seeking land 
rights.'08  

By 1981 the ridicule had turned to fear 
of Blacks in their attempts to obtain 
land rights and an associated veto on 
mining permits. There were attempts to focus on the activities of Black radicals and 
attempts to defame them'09, to suggest that the real Black, in the outback, was not 
associated with the land rights movement The plea by the Gapuwiyak land council to 
prevent mining at Gapuwiyak in Arnhem Land, N.T.' 10,  and the results of voting in 
National Aboriginal Conference elections" which resulted in an overwhelming victory for 
the land rights candidates throughout Australia did not corroborate this view. 

By 1991 Black land rights were a reality, yet the land owners and the mining companies 
continued to dispute these rights. They based their objections on the supposed 
incompetence of Blacks and on the need for economic development."2  Prime Minister 
Hawke supported the veto of mining at Coronation Hill in the Northern Territory by Black 
land owners"3  much to the chagrin of The Bulletin community, and Minister for 
Aboriginal Affairs, in an item entitled "Fighting prejudice and ignorance" defended both 
Black land rights and economic development on Black controlled land."4  
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Mistreatment of Blacks 

The topic "mistreatment" includes physical mistreatment and non-physical mistreatment of 
Blacks. A large number of items dealing with physical mistreatment meted out to Blacks 
appeared in the Bulletin in 1901 and 1911. These items dealt with physical mistreatment by 
squatters on pastoral properties in Western Australia"5  and Queensland' 16,  by police"',  by 
the courts"8, and the penal system."9  After 1911 less attention was paid to the 
mistreatment of Blacks. This did not indicate an improvement in the treatment of Blacks 
but rather a gradual change in the nature of The Bulletin community and consequent 
Bulletin content. The squatter became a member of The Bulletin community. While the 
majority of items dealing with relations between police and the Black community referred to 
incidents in the early part of the century there were a number of items which dealt with the 
problem of Black deaths in custody in the latter part of the century.120  An increase in items  
describing physical mistreatment of Blacks occurred in 1961 with the appointment of 
Donald Home as editor of The Bulletin however the number dropped in the latter half of 
that year. 

Non-physical mistreatment refers to denigration and written abuse of the Black. The 
Blacks were denigrated in various ways. They were considered ignorant12 ' and unable to 
communicate with Whites.'22  This inability to communicate in English was proof of their 
ignorance. The fact that Whites could not communicate with Blacks in Black languages 
was not considered. Black names were seen as ludicrous.'23  Such ridicule was not 
restricted to the early part of the century. David McNicoll in 1991 ridiculed the names of 
various Black artists exhibiting their work in Russia.'24  The lax nature of Black morality 
was criticised'25  as was Black culture.'26  

During 1901 and 1911 there was a concern shown by The Bulletin and The Bulletin 
community about the mistreatment of Blacks by squatters, police, the courts and the penal 
system in Western Australia and Queensland. This concern subsided in 1921 due mainly in 
changes in policy and in the audience of The Bulletin rather than in an improvement in 
conditions for Blacks. The adversity faced by the Australian community during the 
depression of 1931 and the Second World War of 1941 tended to moderate the expression 
of explicit racism, though inferential racism continued. With the commencement of the 
Jubilee celebrations in 1951 attention was given to Namatjira and the Hermannsburg art 
movement, mainly in negative terms. A major symbol of explicit racism which has 
previously been mentioned, that of the wine bottle in the hands of the Black previously 
appearing in the banner for the column "Aboriginalities" was removed. 
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With the arrival of new management at the commencement of 1961 there was a radical 
change, both in structure and in the content, of The Bulletin. The banner "Australia for the 
White man" was removed and for the first four months an attempt was made to remove all 
traces of racism from the magazine. Large positive reflective items concerning Blacks by 
White authors of note made their appearance. This radical change lasted for only four 
months, a period of continuing decline in Bulletin circulation. With a return to the previous 
portrayal of the Black the major focus was the perceived inability of the Black to accept 
citizenship rights including the franchise and the right to drink alcohol. 

The call for Black land rights in 1971 brought with it a period of fear of the Black which 
was to continue throughout the period examined. The removal of all discriminatory 
legislation concerning Blacks in the states provided political interest as did the election of 
the first Black senator, though his ability to represent Blacks, since he was educated and 
thus removed from the cue driven stereotypes of the Black, was doubted. The fear of 
Blacks introduced by the call for Black land rights in 1971 increased in 1981. With the 
reality of Black land rights in 1991 this fear was converted to ridicule of Blacks in their 
inability to manage the land and the introduction of another fear, that of Black prevention of 
Australian economic development. 
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Chapter 10 Conclusions 

This thesis has examined the ways in which Whites have discussed and represented Blacks 
in the pages of The Bulletin during the twentieth century. This examination has taken 
place within the varying Discourses of Aboriginalism. 

Possible criticisms of the concept of Aboriginalism 

A major difficulty in the study of Aboriginalism concerns the selection of material. All 
items examined could be classified as exhibiting Dividing Practices since they were chosen 
on the grounds that they referred in whole or in part to Blacks as distinct from Whites. 
Other items (the vast majority of items appearing in the pages of The Bulletin) were not 
included because it was not possible to determine whether they were inclusive or exclusive 
of Blacks. This problem is inherent in similar studies by Van Dijk,' Goodall,2  Bell,3  
Wren,4  and Wetherell and Potter.5  

It can be assumed that Bulletin content between 1901 and November 1960, except where 
Blacks were specifically mentioned, was exclusive of Blacks since all copies of the 
magazine in that period carried the banner "Australia for the white man", a statement of 
policy which excluded Blacks. The writers were the "white men" as were the publishers 
and the audience. An examination of front page headlines in the years 1961, 1971, 1981 
and 1991 show only seven items which could be inclusive of Blacks.6  The seven items all 
dealt with problem groups such as the poor and unemployed which could include Blacks 
though they were not specifically mentioned. It has been argued in this thesis that Blacks 
have not been part of The Bulletin community. It can also be assumed that information is 
not provided for Blacks but for The Bulletin community. Information about Blacks is 
clearly defmed in the pages of The Bulletin through nomenclature or ifiustration. Therefore 
the method of selecting data based on nomenclature or illustration is valid. 

The Discourse of Scientific Classification can also be criticised on the grounds that it is one 
of the major functions of the media to provide information to the audience and the practice 
of scientific classification is a method of providing that information. This author accepts 
that information is to be supplied but questions the information supplier, the White expert. 
It is the provider of information, the controller of knowledge and hence power, and the 
provider's choice of what knowledge is to be imparted to the readership that forms one of 
the Discourses of Aboriginalism. 
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This author also is aware that in writing this thesis he can be accused of Aboriginalism. He 
is participating in the practice of Scientific Classification. Such criticism is unfounded 
since it is not the Black who is being examined in the thesis but the White and the attitudes 
of the White. It is possible then, that the author could be accused of participating in the 
Discourse of "Whitism", but not that of Aboriginalism. 

Above all, the author is aware of the difficulties and traps faced by examining the milieu of 
Aboriginalism and the practices of racism in the context of post-modernist theory. James 
states that 

Postmodemism questions the epistemological superiority of science (or any knowledge system), 
insists that the key to understanding racism is to pick apart its discourse of meaning construction 
in local settings, and questions any master narrative of social progress or global theory of history.7  

It is true that the three grand narratives of sociology, those enunciated by Marx, Durkheim 
and Weber, generally ignore the concepts of Aboriginalism and racism as a major form of 
human behaviour. They deal principally with social progress rather than individual actions 
and are unable to account for the adverse side of human behaviour. Yet it is within the 
physical sciences, that science practised by the geneticist who has demonstrated that there is 
more variation within races than there is between races, that the fallacies of racism are 
revealed. It is not the actions of scientists that are in question but rather the way in which 
the holders of power and controllers of knowledge guide the formation and present the 
result of scientific research to the public. 

Perhaps the greatest objection to the milieu of Aboriginalism as constrained by the 
Discursive practices of Foucault is, ironically, the role of government. Within government 
one would expect to fmd the bastion of power/ knowledge, that which holds, and defends, 
the power to make Blacks subjects. It would be expected that such a Discourse would be 
reflected in the pages of The Bulletin. Yet radical policies and views have been put forward 
by Governments, and political leaders such as Whitlam, Fraser, Hawke and Keating, these 
views often being contrary to the views of the Whites as expressed in The Bulletin. The 
stated introduction of self determination, land rights, the report on Black deaths in custody, 
and reconciliation have all been implemented despite the demands for the status quo by The 
Bulletin community.8  This demand was amply ifiustrated in 1991 by the letters in reply to 
an item entitled "The Body Snatchers"9  which described the "grim discovery that thousands 
of graves were raided and an unknown number of blacks killed, all in the name of science". 
The letters not only argued in emotional terms against the content of the item and against the 
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radical Blacks who were stirring up trouble, but also indicated that the letter writers did not 
wish to know what had happened'°, they did not wish to be told the facts of the past. 

It can be argued that, despite government rhetoric, these same governments have done little 
to effectively implement policies such as self determination and self management. Many 
actions would appear to be designed to inhibit policy implementation, particularly as 
demonstrated in the items examined in 1996. For example, the lack of provision of 
adequate infra-structure to allow self development, and continuing White control in the 
implementation of Black development programs.'1  Nevertheless, the milieu of 
Aboriginalism, as constrained by the Discursive practices of Foucault, could not allow for 
such statements, outside the Discourse, to be made by the managers of power/knowledge. 
One may therefore assume that the political spokespersons are not in fact the managers of 
power/knowledge or that they only play a small part in the control of power/knowledge. 
This argument is not new, and it would not be productive to follow it up in this thesis 
because of its diversionary nature. 

The fmal criticism follows from statements made by John Howard, the current Australian 
Prime Minister during the Sir Robert Menzies Lecture presented at Monash University on 
18 November 1996. He stated that he wished to ensure: 

that our history as a nation is not written definitively by those who take the view that Australians 
should apologise for most of it. 

This "black armband" view of our past reflects a belief that most Australian history since 1788 has 
been little more than a disgraceful story of imperialism, exploitation, racism, sexism and other 
forms of discrimination)2  

He believed that "our priority should not be to apportion blame and guilt for historic 
wrongs" but be to promote "a process of reconciliation with Aboriginal and Tones Strait 
Islander Australians". He sees some forms of history as being "distorted if highly selective 
views of Australian history are used as the basis for endless and agonised navel gazing 
about who we are". This sentiment parallels that described by Attwood as held "by 
conservatives claiming that 'that's history'; in their view it refers to the past, not the 

Plumb strengthened the notion of disassociation between past and present. 
The nature of modernity "does not need the past. Its intellectual and emotional orientation 
is towards change rather than conservation ... The new methods, new processes, new 
forms of living ... have no sanction in the past and no roots in it.""' 
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It is true that in this histoty the items from The Bulletin which have been examined are 
highly selective, however they are the only items dealing with Blacks in the magazine in the 
years examined. The thesis does not provide "elite opinion about our national identity". It 
allows the members of The Bulletin community to speak in their own words for 
themselves. The debate is not confmed to "the shortcomings of previous generations" but 
includes, indeed concentrates on, the shortcomings of the present generation. In order to 
change the present a knowledge of the past on which the present is built is essential. 

Aboriginalism in 1996 

The validity of this thesis lies in the data used and its interpretation. If Aboriginalism is a 
relevant milieu it should be possible to predict with some accuracy Black content of The 
Bulletin in 1996. It would be expected that there would be between thirty and forty items 
dealing with Blacks throughout the year. Blacks would continue to be seen as problems, 
probably still in the fields of land rights and mining. The Black arts would probably be 
featured in its pages. Since 1996 is an election year there would probably be some mention 
of Blacks in electoral promises or post electoral reality. While some Blacks may be 
interviewed by Whites there would be few items, if any, written by Blacks. The number of 
cartoons would in all probability continue to decrease. Items dealing with observed racist 
behaviour would be in the vicinity of forty five per cent (the average of 1981 and 1991 
figures for both observed explicit and inferential racism), while those dealing with 
expressed racism would be in the vicinity of thirty five per cent. 

In order to determine the accuracy of these predictions ten issues of The Bulletin appearing 
between 1 January and 31 August 1996 were examined. The selection was based on a 
computer generated random sample. The issues selected were dated 9 and 16 January, 20 
February, 12 March, 9 and 23 April, 18 June, 9 and 23 July, and 6 August. As in the 
previous data sample all items which referred to Blacks in these magazines were examined. 
Sixteen items appeared suggesting a higher number of items over the year than predicted. 
Because of the large percentage of short items (sixty three per cent), often only consisting 
of a mention of Blacks in an item dealing with other matters, the amount of information 
supplied was in accordance with that expected. 

More than thirty per cent of items dealt in some way with Black land rights, either in 
attempts to attain land rights", political campaigns against land rights16 , or attempts by state 
government to destroy the Native Title Act'7. More than thirty five per cent of items dealt 
with arts of Blacks. More than thirty per cent of items dealt with pre-election promises 
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concerning Blacks (all negative) and post electoral reality (again all negative). There were 
no items written by Blacks, nor were there any cartoons dealing with Blacks in the ten 
issues examined. 

Cases of observed racism (fifty per cent) appearing in items examined, mostly dealing with 
politics and politicians, exceeding the figure of forty five per cent expected. Cases of 
observed explicit racism reached twenty five per cent" compared to an expected fifteen per 
cent, while twenty five per cent of items demonstrated observed inferential racism" 
compared to the expected figure of thirty per cent. The total fifty per cent figure is not far 
below the total percentage figure for racism for the period 1901 to 1991 (fifty five per cent) 
while that of explicit racism is well above the average figure for the period 1901 to 1991 of 
sixteen per cent. 

Explicit racism in 1996 has taken a different form to that shown in previous years. It 
involves the belief that Blacks have received too many advantages, especially with regards 
to funding and land rights. James has pointed to similar changes in attitudes in the United 
States. 

Efforts to make up for past racism and past discrimination in countries other than South Africa, in 
particular America, have run into all sorts of difficulties. Affirmative action, employment equity 
and equal opportunities exhausted their political capital among the middle classes. ... (Public) 
commitment to reverse the consequences of past racism ... were, in the arena of politics, dead.2°  

Several political campaigners during the 1996 Australian election campaign pursued this 
point, declaring that money was being wasted on Blacks and that the Mabo decision 
regarding land rights should be overturned. They sought the removal of perceived (often 
imaginary) benefits for Blacks. These aspiring politicians were condemned by both 
Government and Opposition as being explicitly racist While rebuked by the political 
parties (two having Party support withdrawn), their views found popularity among the 
voters. All but one of them were duly elected to the Federal Parliament 

Expressed racism decreased from the expected thirty five per cent to twenty five per cent, 
probably because of the lack of letters from the readership; there was only one letter 
received in the editions examined. Explicit racism appeared in two items as expected. In 
one article Blacks were described by The Bulletin as raving anarchists2 '. The investigation 
of the construction of the Hindmarsh bridge in South Australia and the consequent 
opposition by Black groups to the construction because of the alleged presence of sacred 
sights was also treated by Bulletin journalist, Robert Mayne, with ridicule. "Just how the 
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visual resemblance (of Hindmarsh Island to female reproduction organs) came to be in 
Aboriginal lore before aerial surveys has never been satisfactorily explained".22  This 
negation of the science and history of mapping, both among Whites and Blacks over 
thousands of years, has no basis. 

James has suggested that 

There has been a decline in public racism but a rise in private racism, where the line between 
public and private should not be drawn too finely or permanently, under circumstances where 
there has been a reorganisation of the public private distinction in late modernity.23  

The actions and statements of prospective politicians, the Federal and State Governments, 
and recognised professional journalists bring into question the decline in public racism, or 
at least emphasises the broadness of the line between public and private racism. 

The sample of items taken from The Bulletin in 1996 confirms the continuance of racism in 
The Bulletin community and supports the concept of the milieu of Aboriginalism as do 
items examined since 1901. The majority, if not all of items published demonstrate the 
concepts of Dividing Practices (Them and Us, Racist Discourse, Romantic Discourse) used 
by Whites to exclude Blacks from the dominant society, Scientific Classification 
(Aboriginal Studies, Anthropological Discourse) used by Whites to dominate knowledge 
about Blacks, Subjectification (Political Identity) used to manipulate the self image of the 
Black and Political Power which was justified by the above and used by Whites to control 
Blacks. 

Race designation and stereotypes 

Though nomenclature and content have changed in The Bulletin over the one hundred 
years under examination, attitudes have remained constant. It has been suggested in this 
thesis that there has been a change in the episteme from that of protectionism to that of 
assimilation brought about by the reality of Blacks not dying out as expected. Such a 
change is questioned later in this chapter. Changes towards self determination and self 
management have been ignored by The Bulletin community. 

There has been a change in the language used by Whites when discussing Blacks as 
reflected in the pages of The Bulletin, a change described by Reeves as "sanitary coding", 
a change which is not in conflict with the concept of the epistemes.24  Similar changes have 
also taken place in Europe and America. Van Dijk recognises the sanitary coding involved 
in these changes. 
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Our review of earlier studies showed that during the last decades the coverage of ethnic and racial 
affairs in the Press, on both sides of the Atlantic, had gradually become less blatantly racist, but 
the stereotypes and the definition of minorities as a 'problem' or even as a 'threat' is still 
prevalent.25  

The last use of the terms "abo"26  and "binghi"27  in items examined in The Bulletin were in 
195 1. Since the beginning of 1961 terms such as Aborigine, Native and Black have been 
used, the majority of derogatory designators disappearing from the pages of The Bulletin. 
Yet the majority of changes are only cosmetic, they do not indicate changes in attitudes 
towards Blacks. The process of sanitary coding "leaves the racism still present, to be read 
by those inclined to do so, but also renders it deniable".28  

Is Aboriginalism then a realistic milieu in which White/Black relations can be examined? 
Somewhat reluctantly the author accepts its reality because of the evidence provided by the 
contents of The Bulletin. Despite cosmetic changes in Bulletin content, attitudes have 
remained constant. The Bulletin has continually exhibited dividing practices, scientific 
classification and the manipulation of political power. It is irue that The Bulletin has 
provided a forum for the discussion of White/Black relations, yet such a debate has been 
both defmed and confmed by the characteristics of Aboriginalism. 

A return to epistemes 

The existence of changing epistemes is questionable. The period of protectionism was 
based on the belief that Blacks were going to die out, total exclusion. The demise of the 
Blacks was inevitable and was grounded in both biblical and scientific principles, the belief 
of the survival of the fittest and the righteous (the White). 

The period of assimilation was based on the realisation by Whites that Blacks were not 
going to die out, rather than on an attempt to save them. The question facing Governments 
at the time was whether to implement the policy of apartheid or to train Blacks to be White 
people. The result was a compromise. The reality of assimilation was an excuse for the 
practice of a form of apartheid, spatial exclusion, on settlements and missions, under the 
guise of provision of training, and in fringe camps and ghettos where the Black presence 
could be ignored. It involved the imposition of movement restriction, the imposition of 
curfews and the restriction of rights, alcohol rights, voting rights and the right to co-habit 
with the White. While it was widely stated that Blacks should be trained to behave like 
Whites it was not expected that Blacks would be treated as Whites. 
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Self determination and self management provided the opportunity for the self 
aggrandisement of politicians and the relinquishment of responsibility by Government for 
the atrocious conditions within which Blacks found themselves. Blacks were now 
considered responsible for running their own affairs and therefore responsible for the 
conditions of poverty, unemployment, lack of essential services, poor health and social 
breakdown in which they found themselves. The fact that they were given insufficient 
resources, particularly with regard to infrastructure, to deal with these matters was ignored. 
The year 1996 saw these insufficient resources being reduced in the name of efficiency and 
fmancial restraint29. 

It has been suggested by others that there are but two epistemes, those of colonialism and 
post colonialism. The period where the ideologies of pre-protectionism and protectionism 
dominated have been called by some the colonial period. That of assimilation has existed in 
an ambiguous era between colonialism and post-colonialism. Colonialism in Australia has 
been characterised by the domination of Blacks by Whites, by a system of racism and 
prejudice, characteristics which are still dominant. McGrath stated in 1995 that: 

The term 'post-colonial' is favoured by some but I do not think it altogether appropriate; 
Aborigines have not gained full independence. Since the British invasion, and even after 
Federation, Australia's history is still 'colonial' not only because Aborigines continue to be 
colonised but because the country is still subservient to an imperial power and at the time of 
writing does not have its own head of state.3°  

The author is also unable to determine from the pages of The Bulletin when a change from 
colonialism to post colonialism occurred. The attitudes expressed in The Bulletin over the 
last one hundred years have not changed, though nomenclature and topics of interest may 
have. Physical abuse has lessened. The whippings at the turn of the century have ceased. 
The unjustified beatings of Blacks by police in the 1960s, which the author has observed, 
are less obvious. The psychological abuse of racism however continues as a dominant 
feature of Australian society. The era of colonialism is synonymous with Aboriginalism 
and has lasted from the arrival of the Whites in Australia to the present. It is therefore 
appropriate to say that there has been only one episteme in Australia during the twentieth 
century, one dominated by the exploitation of the Black by the White, one based on racial 
prejudice, and one based on governments generally incapable and unwilling to address the 
racism and exploitation. This episteme may be referred to as Aboriginalism. 

It can also be inferred that this episteme has been present since Whites first set foot in 
Australia. It is part of the modern episteme described by Foucault, that of humanist 
philosophy and the human sciences. 
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Aboriginalism is milieu, episteme and Discourse. Aboriginalism is milieu; it permeates all 
Australian society. Aboriginalism is episteme; it is an era of Australian history, the era of 
the twentieth century. Aboriginalism is Discourse, it contains the Discursive practices of 
division, scientific classification and subjectification. 

Aboriginalism adequately describes and explains Black/White relations over the last one 
hundred years. Aboriginalism appears to be confmed by Foucault's Discursive practices, 
particularly with regard to the closed nature of the episteme. The calls by both Black and 
White spokespeople for an end to racism in all its forms has gone unheeded. It can be 
argued that there has been an increase in racism in the last twenty years. Though the 
sample taken in 1996 is not as reliable as figures taken in other years (ten issues as 
compared to fifty two issues) it indicates that observed explicit racism in that year is only 
surpassed by the figures for 1901. 

During two periods under examination there was a decrease in racism. Both times were 
associated with a great amount of stress and hardship for all people in Australia, 1931 
during the great depression and 1941 during the Second World War. 

The histories examined in The Bulletin are metonymies of the present, perhaps in a more 
real sense than that described by Dening.3' It is hoped that they will not be metonymies of 
the future. Unless Aboriginalism in its three forms, milieu, episteme and Discourse, can be 
conquered the process of Reconciliation will remain a fantasy. For one hundred years 
Whites have tried to change the Black. It is now time to change the White. 
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Appendix 1 List of items 

K. No LPate Fge. Heading Content 
?LL0  Black Anthrn.tic fkMaiy 

2 12/1/01 14 Nil Gins shown how to dress in preparation of arrival 
of boss' wife. When told to bring in horses they 
remove clothes. 

3 12/1/01 15 An English paper re the Reports Blacks have risen against whites and have 
Governor Outrages massacred great numbers including women. 

Hingland has not learnt of white retaliation - head 

4 23/2/01 ................................. 7 Our Black Brother Police corruption with regard to the treatment of 
................................................................................................. Westralia 

5 2/3/01 0 Ausfertile? Aborigine often a splendid man before being spoilt 
.............................................................. by white contac. 
................9........ iLm1 iJik......  7 16/3/01 14 Writes a WA man to I Durack forced a black boy to shoot a native. From 

the Bulletin re the the blackfellows' standpoint Durack got his deserts. 
recent shooting of JJ 
Durack of Dunham 
Station 

.............. ......... 
9 13/4/01 14 Re death of Durack, Blacks say squatters taking 

land from them. 
10 27/4/0 1 14 NSW Aborigines Board reports full blood 

Aborigine divorce. Claims previously easier done 
......................... .............. .......................................................... .h .... 

11 4/5/01 14 Problems of census collection from Aboriginal 
.. ..9E1 .............................................................................................. 12 11/5/01 1 14 Poor treatment of blacks by employers. Unfair 

•J 3 . ....... ......................................................... :14 Cs ironic word 
14 18/5/01 14 1 Education of New Norcia aboriginal mission 

natives 
15 O. . . . 14 .Aborigine 9A!i&besick togamfood 

.16............. ......................... .1/6/0..... .. 

17 
. 

8/6/0 1 7 Poor conditions facing Aboriginal prisoners 
....................................................................................... at a!e .......oe. ie 

18................8/6/01 .... .. 
19 22/6/01 14 Description of nigger funeral ceremonies and 

witchcraft 
20 22/6/01 14 Description of ease with which Aborigines accept 

- -
European science. 
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K. NO vale Irge. Ileadung content 
...................7 7?.P......... .15.......  ...................................................... ....D ion of boo throwing 

22 22/6/0 1 32 A black blot on white Gives graphic accounts of atrocities to Aborigines 
Australia in Westralia 

23  4,Y .................................... 
24 29/6/01 14 W.Q1d aborigines dying at terrific rate due to opium 

supplied by managers seeking cheap labour and 
Chinese 

25 29/6/01 14 New Norcia most successful mission station in 
Australia 

26 20/7/01 15 Half castes, a menace to civilisation 
27 3/8/01 0 A Picaninni Describes a fine Aboriginal girl - begs her to die 

early so she won't grow up like other aboriginal 
women. 

28 10/8/01 14 In N.Qld aborigines dying out because of opium 
........................ .............. .............................................................. Chow. 

29 10/8/01 16 Westralian Blacks - Shows Justice blindfolded - 'Don't I hear cries for 
How they are treated. help?" - Station managers shown whipping 

. : . bo.rigine.. 
30 17/8/01 14 Aborigines at Tuba Tilba start business selling 

.. . boo...sat .. 
31 17/8/01 14 Qld Home Secretary Faxton said that now 

Aboriginal police force were seen as friends of the 
.............. ....................................................... ....bo.rigine. 

32 17/8/01 14 SA gives electoral franchise to aborigines - exercise 
.. .. fran 

LP.................................................................................... conc.c.rmn&.cy..............................  
2.......  ... .ABlackPastorale 

35 31/8/01 14 Westralia does not have monopoly of brutality. QId 
.............................. ....................................................... ....!.mn..of aborigine 

36 31/8/01 14 More Aboriginal Lack of knowledge of arithmetic 
Arithmetic 

37 31/8/01 14 In Qid Chinese treat Aboriginal employees better 
......................... .............. .............................................................. do.  

38 31/8/01 14 The Cairns white leases land to chow, chow 
employs the nigger, nigger poisons himself with 

........................ .............. ....................................................... .... 1iw .................................................................................... 
39 31/8/01 15 Difficulty in moving Aborigines to stations for the 

native black-fellow 
40 14/9/01 9 The Treatment of Inhumane treatment of prisoners building 

Westralian Blacks Wyndham cattle road 



R. No Date Fge. 1-leading Content 
41 J.??P..................................................................... uicide following loss of land 
42 21/9/01 14 West QId aborigines moved to coast being killed off by 

humid conditions 
43 ?L.9!°. ... .....4 
44 121 10/01 15 Re New Norcia - most successful mission station, 

children .Eiih ian. 
45 12/10/01 1 28 The Neglected Change can come about because of the Federal take-over 

Aborigine of the NT allowing Federal laws to be made re 
aborigines, and the horror and shame of treatment in 
WA. Land should provided with restricted access and 
aborinines allowed to live in their orimitive ways. 

•• 46 . .. /10/01 4........ •am Jn.. 
47 19/10/01 14 One third blacks on Georgina River perished in last six 

years due to hunger and disease. Author expects another 
......................... .............. . ........................................... ....drough..will wipe .themou... 

48 26/10/01 14 Blackfellow demanded tobacco after he claimed he made 
rain 

49 2.'.L.?P....................................................................... d ..2 the tail of a horse andief. 
50 (JJ.?P. ...... .....6  
51 9/11/01 17 Aborigines and horses always go into sun after 

exhaustion 
52 16/11/01 14 Area on Clarence in NSW upstream from Orara R., at 

present unoccupied by whites, would be a veritable 
.. .............. ....................................................................... 

53 23/11/01 14 Decrease in full-bloods and increase in half-castes in 
NSW 

54 30/11/01 14 There are no interpreters provided in courts nor is there 
............................... . .......................................... ....Y. 9!° ab 

55 3/8/01 7 More Westralian Describes slave like conditions of Aborigines in n.w. 
.................................................................... A. 

56 : 3/8/01 14 Re decadence of Difficulty in obtaining presentable blacks for corroboree 
blacks for Duke of York's visit 

57 3/8/01 14 The Aboriginal Appears to maintain some jurisdiction among his 
... onarch 

58 10/8/0 1 7 The Westralian Mahon MHR motion to inquire into enslaved 
Slave-holder gets Aborigines in NW Australia. While federal laws have no 

................................ , ..w' 9J••• e 
59 9L.?P......... •j4 ...Re Aboriginal medicine 
60 10/8/01 14 . Dr Roth Protector of Nth Qld Aborigines - 6000 to 

- 
16000 Aborigines suffering from disease brought by 
whites. Will not take medicine. 
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K. No Date Yge. tleamng Content 
61 5/1/11 7 Binghi and the Church Ridicules church support for Aboriginal claims to 

......................... .............. ....................................................... ....9P.2!1 .............................................................. 
62 5/1/11 14 King Billy's Lament Poem re city taking over the land - Vic full bloods 

..........................................q.Y.i'.&9' ......................................................................................... 
63 12/1/11 17 Gospel hardened blacks Two cartoons, one showing gospel hardened 

.. ..native !e 
64 19/I/1I 7 Demand for separation of the native race in the NT 

.............................. ....................................................... .....2r9.PS!X.m.9!'.1Ates 
65 19/1/11 13 Up To Date Re education for aborigines in Qld, wants typist 

hi 

66 26/1/11 19 ....................................................... Summer time in King Billy uses imported nulla nulla on wife 
Melbourne 

2/2.... 13 . .Aborigine .. 
68 30/3/11 13 When the hobble Mary: "By crine Missus been nut on dress iinsidp- 

reached the mu1a down mine trnkit 
69 13/4/11 13 Circumstances alter Differences in distance depending on mode of 

........................................................................................... .2°................2?.4'............... 4 ...... ....A'saners' bran...... ak.es  vaccination mark for bran. 
71 27/4/11 14 Re Black Brother's sense of humour 
72 4/5/11 13 A secret page of history 'The King pledges his regalia" - King Billy swaps 

...................................................................................... ...............rum 
73 ................. 36 ... Mackay ha..Abo. Town ................................. Ice 
74 ................ 4.......... umourofBingh... Describesvar..çu.....cesofAboriginalhumour 
75 25/5/11 13 In need of reformation Reverend told by Jacky that Jimmy the Bullocky 

......................... .............. ....................................................... ....need..help re Ianguae. 
76 . ?.L'.............. :aI.......  ...................................................... ro ....4an......... eati&s 
77 25/5/11 13 Describes the uselessness of the half caste and his 

......................................................................................... 
78 1/6/11 22 The problems with native help in the home on NT 

stations 
79 8/6.1I .14................................................................. rth... 
80 8/6/11 36 Paddy, chief of Binghis at Yarrabah reserve, and a 

nuisance to the missionaries died. 
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K. INO Date Fge. Heading Content 
81 15/6/11 13 A phantom wage . Aboriginal stockman works for man who pays high 

......................... .............. ....................................................... ... '......................................... 
82 ............ ..... porijnalhiou. 
83 29/6/11 10 Establishing his claim White man's claim as an Australian - grandfather 

........................ .............. ....................................................... .....dbyblack. 
84 29/6/11 13 Manners and customs 'What you do if one of your tribe gets bitten by a 

........... ........................................................................................... 1im 
85 6/7/11 12 The dusky Andromeda Chinese in NT keeping native girls in their huts - 

Perseus of Manly "Hold hard! I'm up here after big 
game and let me tell you there isn't going to be any 

........................................................................................... se ..... .ca10 
86 6/7/11 36 A king is crowned and a Jeny Straightfinger king of the Burnett blacks and 

king is dead bravest nigger of them all is dead. Saved white 
observers from a stray boomerang by catching it 

..........................  ............. ....................................................... ....Jki....ags ......................................................................  
87 13/7/11 3 ... Nigger..brigh..and breezy tongue 
88 13/7/11 14 A Question of Etiquette Black boy insists on riding beside rather than 

f4pe.on 
89 20/7/11 12 The Orange Tree By their fruits they will be known - black blood 

on the hands of the church 
.2° Jackgoing to Sydney to see his people 
91 27/7/11 14 Black Mary is not always a downtrodden and 

submissive worm. 
92 27/7/11 43 Nemesis in the North After his father is murdered Mourama seeks revenge 

but is shot. 
93 3/8.11 . 14 ... Aborigina1 humour 
94 3/8/11 36 Four black brudders absconded from Barambah 

mission station 
95 ./8....... .................................................................................. 
.26 . .................?L8.... . ................................................................................age customs in the Kimberl  
97 17/8/11 15 While dealing with a New Zealand problem in 

defence it uses blackfellow stealing eggs as 
.................. ................................................................ ....ainpl. 

98 31/8/11 :10 Cruelest spear thrown at brother Binghi by G. Ried 
in London - No dense forests and no wild beasts to 
disturb the gluttonous response of the Australian 
black. 

99 31/8/I1 11 Describes poor conditions of Aborigines on 
pastoral properties in the north west of Western 

......................... .............. ....................................................... includng .... ustralia Aitr.....nt of Black women. 
100 31/8/11 11 Country constable acquitted of having murdered 
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K. No Date Fge. Heading Content 
101 . 31/8.11 . 1.. . Be..known ............yPerkins 
102 7/9/11 12 As things seem in Reported cannibalism on Sunday Island 

Melbourne 
103 7/9/11 13 Use of traditional medicine 
104 7/9/11 14 In defence of North West Western Australia 
105 I(.9.................. 4 An .epicure .. nprefers possum and honey to lollie. 
106 9....... ............ 
107 21/9/11 . 13 Australian nigger dying out because young gins 

.............................................  . .............  . .....................................................  .... ie.............................................................  
108 de . Jacky describes bush as bei b&cIan 
109 21/9/11 36 Paddy Perkins, a blackfellow of infinite jest and 

............................ .............. ...................................................... ....excellent fan.. 
.JJ.P.......... 9.... 14 . Mod.eration .. &mi...tanding 
111 5/10/11 15 An Aboriginal : Aboriginal steals saddle 

Detective 
112 5/10/11 15 No cannibalism in Australia including Sunday 

Island 
113 5/10/11 16 Description of Aboriginal art gallery near the 

nWestralia. 
114 5/10/11 38 A sincere complement Joe describes veiled bride - My word, no plurry 

............................................................................... keete...ary. 
115 12/10/11 14 Binghis of Wallagra aborigines station (NSW) on 

Yi ti)' 
116 26/10/11 13 In nth Qid prospector fears spearing by Binghi at 

.............................................  ..............  . .....................................................  ....nigh..He must wak.cand  
117 2/11/11 13 Names from sloppy and erotic fiction used for 

in 
W.................................................................... •

gins 

118 ..............  ............. ...................................................... 
.: 

119 2/11/11 14 Abo Protection officials hampered by southern 
officials and chows "who hate any interference 
with their ancient industry of multiplying half 
castes " 

120 16/11/11 13 Misunderstood 
......................................................................................... 

Combo invites magistrate out for a pick me up 
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K. NO vate rge. I-leaaing Content 
121 .......... . Renigg ersmok. signa.. 
122 . 23...... J3 . . Ce in court 

ina1s................................................... 
124 23/11/11 13 How Nellie gave Re cattle killing - aged gin after police coaching 

............................ . ............. videnc ....e . s r..an. • gMaistrate 
.J25 ............................... 4  system of ruggers. 
126 30/11/11 "Since we have no specimens of prehistoric 

literary art, and no likelihood of unearthing any, 
..................... ...................................................................  eth .............t9L ..."..ce .2.9P!i ............. 

.J27 ......... ....7/12/1 ..... ......... 
128 7/12/11 20 Prof. Gilruth describes lone woman on Roper 

River station while her husband was overlanding 
cattle and how she worked with the tame Binghi 
and the wild black. 

129 LI2'............... . i in as ......... i.............................  
130 14/12/11 42 The Civilisation of A tracker gets the better of a hawker and has a 

............. ................ . ............. ....Sam . happy drunk 
131 26/12/I1 36 How simply our Describes how Lieutenant Cave massacred a party 

forebears dealt out of blacks. 
justice to the 

.............................. 132 6/1/21 20 Black brother and cannibalism 
133 6/1/21 . 22 .. çal . abos best han.csLoo. 
134 13/1/21 20 Smart weed used in northern NSW to catch fish 
135 13/1/21 20 Cannibalism in N.T. 
136 13/1/21 22 Average nigger in NT exhibits not only manual 

.............. ........................................................... skill but vely considerable inteiiigence. 
137 

......................  .?JL2..............?.2  .. Nr.lLih .... 
138 20/1/2...?.°.......  ..................................................... ....The humou..9LBundaburacy......................................  
139 27/1/21 20 Tones Strait Islanders are not dying out but their 

birth rate is low. 
140 10/2/21 . 20 Bow and arrow foreign to aborigine 
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147 24/2/21 
148 24/2/21 

149 24/2/21 

150 
.7.................. 

3/3/21 

151 
.,................ 
: 3/3/21 

152 
.......... 

3/3/21 

153 .7................... 

3/3/21 

154 
.,................... 

10/3/21 
155 : 10/3/21 
156 17/3/21 

157 17/3/21 4................... 

158 24/3/21 
.7................... 

159 24/3/21 

160 24/3/21 

K. No Date Fge.  Heading Content 
141 10/2/21 20 Black brudde?s belief that a turtle should not be 

killed  
142 10/2/21 22 Binghi's rite of removing skin from foot before 

........................................................................................................................................................................ 
143 Q2?.2........... 22 .. Within easy reach tanCe. 
144 .............. ?.°. ..... . .........................................................Cannibalism .among Bingh..n Gulf of •çapeana 
145 ?L.2........... 22 ..  ............................................................................. ............................... yJpo. back 
146 24/2/21 20 Seeks details of Narcissa Pelatier marooned for 

sixteen years among the blacks of Princess 
. .c 

22 ..............çs 
28 A bright sign in a black Aborigine above sign for Winchcombe, Carson 

outlook 
30 Jimmy Governor, the abo bush ranger 

tat on. 
20 Behaviour of Binghi suspecting wife of infidelity 

with white stockmen 
20 Superintendent in goldfields refuses rations to 

returned.  
22 No Queensland Binghi picking up matches with 

eyelid.  
22 Complimentary Jacky flatters woman when asked if her baby looks 

lj . y. yJjg1y 
22 Mary 92LY!J?J?.k.............................. 
22 ...Effective medical remedie..use..YJ:1Y .... 
26 In the Bad Old Days Blacktracker stopped chasing bushranger in order to 

£2!.h....rum 

20 Gins use abortive. 
22 Tones Strait natives dying out because of the use 

of abortive. Government resident has attempted to 
prevent women from obtaining the weed 

.......................................................................................... 
22 Asks if Binghi tribal surgeons set broken bones. 
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K. INO Date Fge.  Heading 
161 24/3/2 1 26 A Bright Sign in a 

Black Outlook. 
162 31/3/21 20 

163 14/4/21 24 
164 14/4/21 24 Anticipated 

165 14/4/21 26 
166 14/4/21 30 A Bright Sign in a 

Black Outlook. 
167 21/4/21 20 
168 28/4/21 16 

169 28/4/21 20 
170 28/4/21 22 
171 5/5/21 22 
172 5/5/21 22 
173 5/5/21 48 The Black Man's 

Justice 

174 12/5/21 1 24 
175 19/5/21 20 
176 19/5/21 22 

177 19/5/21 22 
178 19/5/21 22 
179 26/5/21 . 20 Taking no risks of 

color blindness 

180 1 9/6/21 20  

Content 
Repeat of advertisement Record 148 

Woman seeks divorce on grounds of her own 

Piccaninny does not need baptising as has fallen in 
the creek 

enige 
Repeat of advertisement Record 148 

ent fpicinni'.As... 
 ..... .. ......... .... Scientific commission inquiring into 

pneumoconiosis similar to nigger custom of 
pointing the bone among white miners at Broken 
Hill. 

inghi cure for gofloiThe. 
Pilbarra blacks sets bones 

arr 9y1Js........ 
sbesfih 

Black man maroons white man on mudbank during 
king tides using pretext of gold following being 
kicked by white man 

Mixed population of Thursday Island (Tones Strait 
Islanders) 

Bone. 
Even though sharks will not touch black men 
Jacky will not go swimming because they may be 
color blind 
Scoffs at Binghi's letter of resignation 
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K. No Date Fge. Heading Content 
9/6/21 .22 .L1be..cro...eyed Binh. 

2 . ..6/6/2..... .Binhisw..Uno..mention name of dead man 
183 23/6/21 20 Mathematical accuracy Aborigine's idea of distance at variance with white 

......................... .............. ....................................................... ....traveler 
Desc in . o................................................................ 2..• 9............................................................. .sAbe 

23/6/21 . 22 . ..iditaiy . Child s . Lfl1 fathe. 
186 23/6/2 1 22 Describes several cases of cannibalism by 

............................... . ....................... .......................................dblack. 187 30/6/21 22 The Point of View Jacky lucky when won sweep, got drunk and broke 
........................  .............. ....................................................... ....g 

188 7/7/21 20 Black Mack, Chief Protector of Aboriginals in 
.......................................................................................... 

7/7/21 22 .. .census collection ann. 
190 7/7/21 22 A Kathleen Only one disagreement in Marriage, which has 

... Moee. ..c tinued iu................................................................. 191 14/7/21 10 A Tragedy of the Federal Public Works plan to travel by car from 
Trackless Wilds Darwin to Oodnadatta to view future North South 

railway route. Section of cartoon entitled "The 
ladies are keenly interested" Shows car broken down 

......................... . ............. . ...................................................... .........surrounded by Aboriginal .women. 
J!2............... L 2..........?. ........ Th.Pe..ci.Iiibe........................e............a tribe .wh...hha. ie.... ...................  193 14/7/21 24 Making a little boss go Seeks money to console himself after boss eaten by 

.........................  ..............  ... ............................. ....alliatortenyear 
.J24............ 2 2..... 4  ...eadBingh.. 
195 14/7/21 26 Maggie cannot understand why people would pay to 

oiv.here ... an  
196 14/7/21 49 ................................................................. Plurry good Advertisement showing group of Blacks eating 

........................................................................................... 9!e...and stating purely Australian 
197 21/7/21 22 Blacks in north Queensland will not mention name 

of dead 
198 21/7/21 22 Binghi knew more of the reproductive arrangements 

.......................... ............. ....................................................... ....9.••pyu.than 199 21/7/21 22 Affinity Only regret of missionary was he and his wife are 

......................................................................................... 1.o 
200 21/7/21 22 Now extinct Tasmanian may be cradle of human 

race according to Professor Keith 
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K. No 

1 

 201 

202 

203 

204 
205 
206 

207 
208 

210 
211 
212 
213 

21/7/21 22 

28/7/21 20 

28/7/21 20 

28/7/21 20 
28/7/21 22 

.3....... 

4/8/21 20 
4........ 

4/8/21 22 
11/8/21 24 
11/8/21 24 
11/8/21 24 

4........ 

11/8/21 26 
.2........ 

18/8/21 20 
18/8/21 20 

214 18/8/21 22 
215 18/8/21 22 

216 18/8/21 22 

217 18/8/21 . 22 
218 i 18/8/21 22 
219 18/8/21 47 

Heading Content 
Binghi closely resembling antbed stalking emu. 

.Covered in Y.!21!!'..meiling him. 
Painting the lily Abo stockman tells new chum he should have 

horse with two bob tail rather than the bobtail 
Describes mission policy regarding European 

......................................................................... 
w the .....Was pamedbysavae. 

e..... 1Q bo.rigin • e 
One of first blacktrackers employed was a gin in 
Tasmania in 1816 

. .Pp ............................................. 
Two ofakind ..Boss offers Billy rum..wife wan....!oo 

Describes ..cAh. ............................................... . 
Cannibalism in Victoria 

'scarifu....to !kcleanwater 
Saddle Galled When asked why not wearing boots Jack replies 

"Oh that pheller too plurry tight - gibbit toe sore 
back" 
Describes bald headed Bingh.  
Told by abo that snake never recovers from wound 
as ants ge..t•o .. 
Describes massacre of blacks at Gins Leap (near 

I2llA Aiiin...§. 3  
Describes  

: ..9 •ç •k 
Historic and Prehistoric - Describes Australia from prehistoric times to the 
Australia present. Twenty eight lines are devoted to the 

period before man, four lines to indigenous 
Australians and fifty two lines to settler Australian 

....................................................................... 

History of race relations at Weymouth  Bay, Old 25/8/21 22 
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22 
22 

6 The land we love 

20 
20 .. 
17 There and Back 
20 Binghi Strikes a 

Double 
22 

20 
22 

22 
22 Too Ambitious 

20 The Race Problem 

17 There and Back 

20 

22 
22 A fair bit of 
18 

20 

20 A rooted prejudice 

R. No Date 
221 . 1/9/21 
222 1/9/21 

223 . 8/9/21 

224 8/9/21 
4.................. 

225 8/9/21 
.,................ 

226 15/9/21 
227 15/9/21 

228 15/9/21 

22/9/21 
230 22/9/2 1 

231 29/9/21 
232 29/9/2 1 

233 6/10/21 

234 13/10/21 

235 13/10/21 

236 13/10/21  
237 13/10/21 
238 20/10/21 

239 20/10/21 

240 : 20/10/21 

Content 
n..at Restoration ...Ian. 

London Missionary Society worst offender as 
regarding mission pupils (Torre.Strait Isl anders) 

Australia has no big color problem as yet, and 
arist9L::.'............................................... 

•JBoss ••tak.esadvantageofJacky 

Language misunderstanding re mm 

Difficulties facing men who go missionarying in 
the far north 

can five 

Torres Strait Islander tells of poor coconut harvest 
because of magic 

9pak.pg. flu. 
Re fighting with wife, every time a parson comes 
she wan....&!P1T1ed 
The white kid: How does your mother find out 

Advertisement for Boomerang Tyres showing 
tigines throwing boomerangs 

Demonstrates "tightness" of squatters - black boy 
tricked into handing over ten shilling note for 
thrjngs 

.......... 
tree grows fromgatepos. 

In Tones Strait Jap pearl divers attract sharks by 
throwing meat overboard when near islanders skin 

in.ders. 
Describes prowess of Tones Strait Islanders as 
skin divers 
Jacky dislikes cutting wood 
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K. io Pate Fge. tleafflng Content 
241 . 20/10/21 . 22 .. ngo nsysten ..nCentralia 
242 20/10/21 44 Answers to Correspondents In a rejected poem re women's make-up 

..................................................................................................... de.....a black in using m.ake-up 
243 27/10/21 20 Native councilors run the courts in Tones 

Strait whenever a native John Hop captures a 
law breaker 

244 3/11/21 7 A few less hours and a lot Re Sydney Municipal Council lowering 

.......................... 
l •s• pjod.... ..wotiUflghou..compared to Binh.  

245 3/11/21 22 Father Withelm Schmidt of Vienna believes 
Tas. abo language is the closest to primitive 

..............  ..................  .  
....spee.. .................................................................  

246 3/11/21 22 In Everard Ranges indigenous tobacco chewed 
......................................................2L S .......................................................................  

9'....?.2...?.°.......... Rough ...iiAta.k 1i2.t ..Lazine........ 
248 17/11/21 22 If only Captain Cook had Jacky as traditional land owner: "Mine tinkit 

missed the boat. dam' good job if Captain Cook missit plurry 
steamer." 

2.9............71../2...22 ...Brothe.. tt 
250 17/11/21 22 Re Binghi's ability to count. Arunta tribe at 

Herm... 
?4/..../2...22 . ..oof of At ..Mboriginal i&e.........................  252 24/11/21 22 Permanent blackfellows' camping ground on 

banks of Thompson River in Central Qid. A 
...................................................................................................... 

253 1/12/21 1 Clements Tonic Bucking horse with Aboriginal rider "Whoa! 
You bery libely today. Mine tinkit you bin 
takim Clements Tonic!" 

254 1/12/21 8 On spooks and other Following comments by Conan Doyal that 
aborigines the degradation and annihilation of the 

Aborigines was "a dark stain upon Australia" 
J.E. provides biblical justification for the 
c•tni 1.2 bo.riine.. 

255 1/12/21 20 ....... .. Changes in life of black brother brought about 
.. . ...... fl!od çe..... 

6 8/12/21 20 .. ............ow1ede of volume limited 
257 8/12/21 20 : Scientific proof that Jacky Wife says "Him bin go bl-a-a-ck" 

died of 'flu 
258 8/12/21 22 Blood of lost Tasmanian race still flows, very 

in diluted now. Acknowledges Tasmanian 
..................................................................................................... . ... ........................................................................... 259 10/12/21 1921 - Too much marry Complains of large size of Aboriginal 

now, mine tinkit families 
260 10/12/21 46 The end of all things Jacky warns dog he will let dog registration 

run out 
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K. NO Date 1'Qe. tleathng Content 
261 15/12/21 7 No white Re police department refusing police officer at Anthonys 

women need Lagoon (N.T.) permission to marry: "The idea of a mere 
apply N.T. policeman wanting to marry! Are there not heaps of 

............................................................................ . tl .. .............................................................................................................. 
262 22/......2 • ... ?!o.q ity of northemniggers English 
263 22/12/21 22 Describes excuses made by black boy following theft of 

saddle and bridle 
264 7/1/31 20 Binghi frightened of hairy man of gigantic proportions 

.......................................................................... and red snake at .. 
yan 9nd S1!c.......... 

265 7/1/31 20 Mistaken "My word Mary, he looks a regular Napoleon" "No 
Identity missie. Father belongen im his name Jimmy the 

Rooster." 
266 7/1/31 20 1 Before the arrival of white brother, the native was 

................................................................... desireless of thins outside nature. 
267 . 14/1/31 21 Binghi was never much of a land-grabber however 

Bathurst Island blacks attacked Larrakeeyah blacks in the 
.. .. ith.em ..Ix..and returneach year.ys. .c..iak 

268 14/1/3 1 21 Color line causes complications in Darwin. Man charged 
................... .............  ........................................ ....9ppjy .g. A!sy.o... is !ra w.... 

269 .................................................................... Queensland has a freak .bowle..in abo Gilbe.. 
270 21/1/31 20 Letter sticks are permanent records by which abo myths 

and legends were handed down. They constitute the tribal 
reference libraries. 

271 28/1/31 20 Inconstancy "You've lost him Warrigul - has got off the hook again." 
"Yes! Mine tinkit some dese plurry fish don't know their 
own minds." 

.Z2  ................................................. y1Jn. 
273 UL3............... 0  
274 4/2/31 21 Describes remnants of abo oyster feasts in northern 

N.S.W. 
275 4/2/31 21 "Have you broken anything, Mary?" "No missis - only 

bruise 'em." 
276 11/2/31 20 Professor Radcliffe-Brown estimates between 250,000 

and 300,000 abos before the whites came. At census of 
30 June 1929 there were 61,801 full-bloods. 

277 11/2/31 20 Divided 'These children all yours Mary?" "No pfear! Some of 'em 
responsibility ...................................................................................................... 

278 ?3......... o  ......................................................... 
279 18/2/3 1 21 : The left side of the abo skull is flatter than the right 

because the lubra continually presses baby Binghi to her 
........................................................................ 

280 4/3/31 21 Dwindling Victorian aboriginal population (39 full 
bloods) concentrated at Lake Tyers. 
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K. NO Date rge. heading Content 
281 ..................................................... pn .. n sts 
282 11/3/3 1 22 The thing Mrs. Sheepstation: "Jacky, when do all the flies come?" 

that mattered Jacky: "I dunno Missus. I bin wantem know when they go 
back." 

283 18/3/31 20 Describes the aversion of Binghi to the wanton destruction of 
.........................  .............. .................................  ....e 

284 18/3/31 21 i Binghi's description of the Rainbow Serpent - recognition of 
.............................. ................................. .......kc..1g'........................................................................................  

285 18/3/31 27 Since the remains of dingoes and extinct marsupials, 
diprotodons, etc. have been found together it is believed that 
the dingo migrated from Asia thousands of years before the 
abo. 

286 1/4/3 1 8 At Lake Though enclosed as an April fool prank the item provides a 
Tyers completely different view of the Aborigine and of his path 

towards extinction. 
287 1/4/31 21 More of this Combo (up tree): "Not a plurry 'possum! One time always 

deflation used to get two three 'possum in a tree like this." Midnight: 
............... ............. ................................ ....''Myword!Th...Jnn what pJrry 

288 8/4/31 20 Diplomacy Station boss: "I want you to ride this young colt for me, 
Jacky." Jacky (dubiously): "Better you ride 'im yourself, Boss. 

'  
.. . .JJStci9".. etting very scar..P2" ... .................................................... 

289 15/4/3 1 21 Description of women on East alligator River, N.T., who 
- . . . carry .dplJ while pregnan.. 
- 
22/4/31 

............?.°....................................... 
 .. t 1u.. 

291 22/4/31 21 The proof of Boss: 'Does your Mary know the value of money?" Jacky: 
it "My word boss - she spend every penny she can lay her plurry 

hands on." 
292 29/4/31 11 The wholesomeness of the White Australia policy is 

exemplified by the degradation of Darwin where a lubra is 
.........................................................an.ci Pree....................................................................  

.2 3.............. 2?.4?.3.................................................... ....Mtm çpe... :A. 
294 29/4/31 21 It is the fashion now to deplore the shooting of abos in the 

..2be . 
295 6/5/31 20 Perfectly Fit "You shouldn't be allowed to work your wife like that Jacky." 

WhyJo.......gte ................................................................ 
296 6/5/31 20 Bush Half-caste jockey: "I stir the plurry possum up in you that 

compliments time Jacky." Other half-caste jockey: "Yes and by cripes I bin 
. ................................ .... p in you ppe .inkit .ck. ' 

297 1 . 21 
.................................... 

Descriptiono..abo's broiga dane 
. 298...............6/5/31 .... .. Lazy habits of Bingh 
.29......... ......L?3...................................................... Ihe Jack of effect of the pe..kon  on .'°...91 the.iirth.............. 
300 13/5/31 21 Didn't like Facetious Visitor (referring to Mary): "My word. I wouldn't 

the look of like to be out in the bush here after dark." Jealous Jimmy: 
- 

him either "No my word - that what my Mary say too." 



K. No Date Yge. Heading Content 
301 20/5/31 20 Describes the attack by blacks on a homestead in 

the 1870s 
302 20/5/31 : 20 Another Fiduciary Issue Farmhand: "What do you get for hoeing old 

Skinflint's corn, Jackie?" Jackie: "Only plurry sore 
hands mine tinkit." 

303 3/6/31 21 Very few white men initiated as member of abo 
tribe. 

304 3/6/31 21 Rumors of a carefully concealed tribe of abos east 
of Mitta Mitta in Vic. who would take lone 
travellers. 

305 3/6/31 21 Internal Combustion Boss: "I'm glad I never hear you swear Jacky." 
Jacky: "No. But cripes, Boss, you hear this fella 

............................ ....................................................... ....i11Il......21 .e.you get piuny 
306 20/5/31 21 Describes how black brother finds bee hives. 

Ai..°........J'4.  
308 27/5/31 20 Piece work all right Swaggie: "Is this piece work Jackie?" Jackie: "My 

oaf. Boss tellit do mile - this pfella only do quarter 
mile." 

309 3/6/31 20 Abos extracted a kind of cider from the eucalypt 
re 

310 3/6/31 21 ................................................................................. Lack of knowledge by aborigine of the value of 
........................ . .............  . ...................................................... ....id 311 3/6/31 34 Lady Somers has added a real boomerang, an abo 

.......................................................................... ......iLP.irtInggt.. 
312 10/6/31 21 How Mary saved money for her hat (Torres Strait 

......................... .............. . ................................ ..........................'')............................................................................................  
313 17/6/3 1 20 He'd made that all right Parson (to Jacky who is drunk again): "You should 

be ashamed of yourself Jacky. Don't you ever think 
of poor Mary?" Jacky: "Too right hic-boss! Gottem 

J.vy..i:1e..forM.  
314 24/6/31 20 Story of One Legged Emily, an old lubra who used 

to infest the outskirts of Adelaide. 
315 ?3...........2.. .. Abo can gold if trained 
316 24/6/31 21 On the road to affluence 'What you mean comm home ebery night late 

from work?" "Boss say, time's money! I take it 
make  

317 1/7/3 1 20 Three abo skulls take Binghi back to prehistoric 
times. 

318 8/7/31 21 In North Queensland the Australian abo is a first 
......................... ............... . ...................................................... ....çs.prospecto.. 

J• n. 
320 15/7/31 28 In the way "Well Jacky, no luck - no fish there today, eh?" "0- 

oh Boss, plinty fish; but too much plurry water." 
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K. INO Date Fge. 1-leading Content 
321 . 1.5/7/31 . 29 . De.scribesfatB  in h.  
322 15/7/31 29 Initiation of Sidney Hadley, missionary into tribe at 

.............................................................................. Sunday Island .. 
323 22/7/31 20 Binghi described by anthropologists as just a little 

.. : higher than . . ...... rmation. 
324 22/7/31 21 Alcoholic drink made by Black Brother from fruit of 

................. .............. . .......................................... .. pandanu.. 
325 on of  !2?.3..........?......... .......................................... ................. . jtru çs 
326 22/7/31 21 Nil Desperandum Visitor "Ten children in twelve years! That will take 

some beating Mary." Mary "Yeh. Don' s'pose this-pella 

327 22/7/31 21 Need to distinguish freaks from normal abos for 
.............................. .: . an.thropo..oica1 reasons. 

328 29/7/31 20 Describes full blooded black gin, Mary Alice 
Throgmorton. Slavey at hotel near Walgett, taught to 
read by local teacher, entertained shearers with the works 

.. and s. iLas Jy ç  
329 29/7/31 21 What some "What, twins Jacky?" "Yeh, Mary no bin playin' fair - 

.............................. .....i!L°..................  
330 29/7/31 22 Left it too late Artist: "Will you sit for me?" Grandma Binghi: "No 

9J9:.. ........................ 
I'h.San ee" by Arth.ur Upfie!d reviewed. 

332 12/8/31 22 Once caught twice 'Do you mean to tell me you caught those fish about 
shy here/" "No plurry fear! I don't mean to tell anybody 

............................................................................. where ..cauh.'em..
' 333 26/8/3 1 21 
.............................................................................. 

The abos (the bucks) of the Tatiara tribe in S.A. had a 
................................................................... 29 iipe. 

334 2/9/31 20 
.. 

"Well what do you think about the depression 
Flowerbag?" "Aw Australia no plurry good - this pfeller 

............................................................ iii.&Qu j'............................................................................................  ......... 

............................................................................the skills of track.... 
336 9/9/31 11 Use of humorous names by natives in Tones Strait 

..................................................................... Ian.ds, often assoc...edh ... 
337 9/9/31 21 Sacred tree marking the route of J.McD.Stuart held in 

......................... .............. ........................................... ..........em .!1c.k............................................. 338 9/9/31 21 Just plain drunk "Good heavens, Mary, is master intoxicated?" "No fear 
missus! Him bin too drunk for that." 

339 9/9/31 22 Still got urn "Missus lost her temper, Jacky?" "My word no! She still 
.........................  .............. ...........................................  ........P.!''  

340 16/9/31 32 Child lost in the bush found with the assistance of 
twenty blacks from Carowra mission station. 
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K. No Date rge. heading Content 
341 Q'2.3............ .2° in 
342 30/9/31 21 One of Tones Strait Islands has a troop of fuzzy haired sea 

scouts. 
343 7/10/3 1 20 No more use City girl: "Oh Mary, he's such a darling - I think I'll have 

for Billy to take him back to Perth with me." Mary: "Couldn't spare 
that one missy. Couldn't spare other feller piccaninny 

............................ .............. ................................... ............................ ..........an take that felle 
344 7/10/31 22 A cert "Put a few bob on Jacky. I'm running him today." "Py 

................................. ....................................... pe..ysu....beat him 92..2LAm...' 
345 14/10/31 

. ........ 

30 : Abo fast bowler Gilbert has improved out of sight since 

346 21/10/31 ........................................... 20 Prescience Dave: '1 see old Bill Duffy's dead. Why, I thought he was 
gettin' better." Jacky: "No fear boss. I bin know it all up 

................................. .................................... ....with.jm ..oonas ff.ii:' ................................................. 
347 21/10/31 21 Dead finish Billy: 'I'm fed up! I'm clearin' out." Mary: "Baal! Before 

this time dark mine tinkit you bin come back." Billy: "No fear! This 
prypo... 

348 21/10/31 
.. 

1 31 1 The most promising bowler in sight is the abo Gilbert, 
.. . 

1J1...  never .JY.2..r!..!4V2p..............................................  
349 : 28/10/31 5 Released, "Understanding the Australian Aborigine" by Dr. 

A.P.Elkin, who lived among the abos doing 

350 28/10/31 ............................................................ 12 Description of Keith Langford Smith's assistance mission 
............................ .............. .......................................ta.........and attack by abos. 

351 28/10/31 20 Disappearance of 400 natives from Dunk and 
Hinchenbrook Island. 

352 28/10/31 21 Didn't want : Puller: "Bail that water out Jacky, quick fella." Jacky: 
more trouble. : "Better leave it where it is, mine tinkit. Too much plurry 

................................ 
. 

. 

353 4/11/31 20 The haul Boundary rider "I hear plenty gambling going on down 
here last week Jacky." Jacky: "My word - Boomi Bill 'im 
clean up all a camp." Boundary rider 'What did he get 
away with?" Jacky: "Cripe! Big money! Plurry near five 
shillin'." 

354 . 4/11/31 21 Blacks employed to catch Wallabies at Dalby (Qid.) in 
1870s. 

355 4/11/31 ................................................................... Cross  cut sawiarp. in foxes 

356 ................ .l . .Cita.. ; 9 b0 e. ci  
357 11/11/31 

!i.. 
30 Abo bowler Gilbert dismisses Bradman for zero. 

358 18/11/31 21 Saving his Stockman: "My word, he threw you that time Jacky." 
reputation Jacky: "No fear! That pfeller not throw me - only just slip 

from under me." 
359 18/11/31 21 Black tracker lets robber go because "I was hard up one 

timean'..................................................................... . 

360 18/11/31 30 NSW official usurped the umpire's functions and declared 
the abo bowler Gilbert to be throwing. 
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369 2/12/31 
4................... 

370 •: 9/12/31 
.3................... 

371 9/12/31 
4................... 

372 9/12/31 
.3................... 

373 9/12/31 
374 9/12/31 

K. ro vale rge. ileaffing Content 
361 18/11/31 30 Gilbert unlikely to get into Test team since NSW 

iranager has .accused himof th 
362 25/11/31 . 20 1 Speaking from bitter Stranger: "Who's that old gentleman? One of the 

experience early settlers Jacky?" Jacky: "No pfear. Him owe 
ix tchi11in'bout pfive year... 

1363 25/11/31 21 With suspension of state rural awards in QId. 
whites now taking jobs previously held by abo 
stockmen. 

364 1 25/11/31 21 Description of horse hunting with a couple of 
darkies 

365 2/12/31 20 Lubra-cated 
366 2/12/31 20 White men, good sorts, in west Queensland 

married to lubras; in their opinion the black ladies 

367 2/12/31 
.3.................. 

368 2/12/31 

I 375 1 9/12/31 

376 16/12/31 

377 16/12/31 
378 23/12/31 

9..................... 

379 23/12/31 
4..................... 

380 23/12/31 

wive..larpo. iw...1. 
.2°................................................................L1T..s Strait Islan 9of eleEth...igh.. 
21 The chance of a Missus: "Mary, wake him up at once. Tell him to 

lifetime sleep somewhere else." Mary: "Oright Missus. 
But you 2f1J ...... P. L'............................................ 

31 Aboriginal bowler Gilbert skittled four African 
batsmen for thirty eight ru... 

20 Describes how he traded tobacco for dry match 

20 Binghi's knowledge of the law in Torres Strait 
rJ/ln.ci.)......................................................... 

2°....... ................................ .........................Tone...Jian. ty 
21 How abo deals with snake bite 
21 A married man himself Boss: "My word, we must clean up the place 

proper, Jackie - the Missus will be home 
.2..............y2pp0-.99LPiJ1SJ.'.'............ 

22 Jackie sees trouble "Missie married now all right." "Mine tinkit all 
brewing. wrong. She tellit me 'Jackie, this one my 

husband; man 
24 The meeting place Stranger: 'TI'm sure I've seen you somewhere 

before." King Billy: "Oh yes - you bin read the 
Bulletin." 

25................................................................Describe.grave... 
1 i Black brother has an Politics of larger lizards 

election 
21 Description of hunt for turtle in Torres Strait 

Islands 
21 While Binghi does not harm noisy minor bird or 

plover he dislikes them because they frighten 
game away. 
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K. No Date Pge. 
381 23/12/31 . 30 
382 30/12/31 20 

383 30/12/31 20 
384 30/12/31 21 
385 30/12/31 31 
386 1/1/41 11 

387 1/1/41 16 

388 1/1/41 17 

389 8/1/41 17 

390 15/1/41 14 
391 15/1/41 16 

392 15/1/41 17 
393 22/1/41 16 

394 29/1/41 17 

395 29/1/41 17 

396 29/1/41 36 
397 5/2/41 10 
398 5/2/41 30 

399 E 12/2/41 36 

400 12/2/41 36 

Content 
Umpire Bar..Ow hoo kbe.rt. 
Old lady: "Why do you keep so many dogs?" Mary: 

Fate of last Tasmanian abos. 
Describes how black exiled from his native town. 
Shock bowle.. abo Gilbert out  
"Gad, it's amazing Prendergast - just watch how 
their ammunition return.. Q oo 
Header shows Aborigine with goanna and wine 
bottle. 
Description of dark brother's courage in the dentist's 
chair. 
Re abo's abundant lack of beauty, abos consider 
white......................................................................................... 

return..to .. 
Constable points blacktracker's bone at cook's tent. 

.I~jrty. Jackson . epu 
Re abo's disregard of pain in dentist chair, training 
in youth 
Tones Strait Islanders legend of Wakamab, a 
murderer turned to stone. 
Swanland legend of illicit love and resultant 
murder. 
9vpndingby• NT . 
Case 
"Lubra belong Tom Blarney bin walkabout along 
Egypt all same". (Woman carries all of Tom's 

Problems facing flying doctor attending half-caste 
woman N.T. 
Binghi will not follow medical advice given by 

Head 

Absorbing the 

Abonginalities 

An Expensive Abo 
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K. No Date Fge. Heading Content 
401 12/2/4 1 36 Mick Sawtell, adviser to the Aborigines 

Progressive Association has been making sweeping 
allegations about the seduction of abo girls in 
Darwin. 

402 12/2/41 36 Describes how three Mirriwinni men save old white 
bushman. 

4°.... ?L4.............................................................................. HOW P!!AV.abo valued fire 
404 19/2/41 50 Treatment of Binghi Describes poor treatment of Binghi at turn of 

................  .............. ....................................................... ....century an.drecommend..Aparth.eid. 
405 12/3/41 17 Boss refuses bread to abo. 

: 12/4... 7.......  ...................................................... .......................................................... . 
.40.7 •2 ...Problem....9fl N.T. 
408 26/3/41 37 Urn, crook tonsils. 
409 74.... . ....I.is.Icseof paperbark. .. 
410 2/4/41 16 Importance of circle of stones to abos on Daly 

River. 
411 2/4/4 1 36 Population statistics. Aboriginal population 

remaining yA!!le . reasing. .e.inc 
412 L4. ........... 7....... of ................................................................. in.iapairn.  
413 ..............7................................................................ ... te..n hollow nees. 
414 2L4.............7.................................................................. had be...........n. 
415 ?9L4....................  ...................................................... ......p.9p 
416 L4..................  ......................................................  .....&iiJcALin un ijs. ... 
417 30/4/41 . 17 Binghi suffered severely during prolonged rain in 

south of W.A. 
418 30/4/41 17 The aboriginal's faculty of bearing pain due to 

poorer nervous system. Stone age man nearer to 
animals. 

419 30/4/41 17 While early Europeans found the native ugly the 
I!9P fl ................................................ 

420 7/5/41 17 "So you're going to join the AIF Quartpot." "Yes 
boss, I'm fed up with this open air life." 
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K. io uate rge. lieaaing Content 

422 14/5/41 16 'Toughest bloke ever I knows was an abo ....... ..................... nicknamed Samson ... boong". Given spirits of 
........................ ........................................................................................ d  asked for more. 

423  . ...... .. ..... ................................................................. Bn. ion m yth. 
424 ?E.?.4............7.......  ...................................................... .... S~nius of 
425 441 .16. .. O.... j ann.. 29J2oo................. 
426 . 11.6.41 .17................................................................. cef .uacker 
427 .............. 7................................................................. ion bo mio.. Larf. ......................................... 
428 18/6/41 27 The N.T. 1931/40 Administrators Report includes 

"a mouth organ band of 30 aboriginal performers 
assisted by child vocalists, gave several creditable 

.. 
.................................. 

prm...... 
429 25/6/41 16 Youngest smoker was Tones Strait abo girl 3 yrs 8 

mths. 
430 2/7/41 16 "... grandma, at 17 years of age, already her hands 

callused through catching and hurling back at the 
marauding blacks the spears which were part and 

.... ............................................................................... !.9rm.allife .. 
431 !2.'.4...............7..................................................................&i!ts..mushr29.!S 
432 16/7/41 17 Not all aboriginals are good trackers. Must be 

.. . .m.. 
433 6/8/41 16 Abos are born horsemen. 
434 41 . 16 ...White. are as ......tracking as an .o. 
435 ............... 7................................................................ .Theft of revolver by Bingh.  
436 13/8/4 1 17 How binghi keeps mosquitoes away. (uses term 

..................................................................................... 
437 13/8/41 1 29 Tones Strait lugger skippers finding it hard to get 

..................................................................................... . .. . . 
438 3/9/41 17 Abo horsemen are overconfident 
439 10/9/4 1 8 "Mine tinkit boss get ten years" "You plurry 

............................................................................................................. 

440 10/9/41 15 
....................................................... 

 Jacky Jacky claims sun dial should be seen to. 
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K. NO Hate rge.  Ileafling Content 
441 17/9/4 1 15 Making blade of Binghi's axe was more difficult 

......................... .............. .......................................................... .nfitting han.die. 
442 17/9/41 36 Court in Darwin told of difficulty in finding father 

of half caste. Court would not accept this as little 
attempt had been made because of her mother's 
color. 

443 24/9/41 2 Review of "Coast of Adventure" by C. Barrett, 

444 24/9/41 9 Describes Melbourne's first street fight between 
whites and aboriginals. 

445 24/9/41 14 Mountain devil was only creature abo kept as pet 
446 24/9/41 36 "... It is many years since the centre (of Irvinebank) 

has witnessed the spectacle of an aborigine in her 
native dress." 

447 1/10/41 14 Describes fanning of bardies (witchetty grubs) by 
W.A. abos. 

448 1/10/41 15 Maranungo legends (Finnis River, N.T.) legends of 
a and rtl. 

449 15/10/41 14 Describes abo breast feeding child and pup. Also 
............................ . ...................................................... .....ing child suck of pipe ..........................................................  

450 22/10/41 15 Black brother uses nulla nulla as a missile 
451 22/10/41 35 "... a self styled 'razor gang' of young hoodlums at 

Palm Island abo settlement. Abo Dept. should send 
Jerry Jerome, cx pug from Baramba, to knock some 
sense into them." 

.......................................................................... t9. pJiian 
453 29/10/41 15 Abos have mercenary use for mountain devil - to 

........................ .............. ..... ....................................................... .99JL'P ......................... ...................................
454 29/10/41 15 .c . m. ifJi . . an 
455 29/10/41 35 The Abo. Problem Sees Senator Collings as providing too much for 

the abo, with reference to budgets in the N.T. of 
1934-35 and 1940-41. 

456 5/11/41 15 The Australian blacks had method of making water 
holes available to all. White man broke customs 

JA2.ti&.  ........................ ...................................  457 26/11/41 2 "Nemarluk, King of the Wilds" by Ion Idriss 
reviewed - "... north Australian abo, ... one of the 
last of stone age men ... hunted by police and 
trackers 

458 10/12/41 2 "Burial Trees" by Lindsay Black reviewed. "... 
valuable booklet on the carved trees of the abo 

459 9J2 ... 4..............  .................................... ......................P9be... 
460 10/12/41 24 On a recruiting bus Full blooded aboriginal could not be enlisted. 
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K. No Date Fge.  1-leading Content 
461 17/12141 9 Sex and Color Two full bloods criminally assaulted a white 

woman were sentenced to death. Blacks in N.S.W. 
are usually able to read and write. They are attracted 
to illustrations of nearly nude women in Sydney 

.........................  .............. ....................................................... .......es 
462  .!!J2L4. .... ............  in ...................................................... ........ rth .'e.. 
463 31/12/41 15 Reports death of two outstanding abos, Governor 

Sam of Reedy Springs and Paddy Hopper, the best 
.............................  ....................................................... ....•e..ci.iifi'..a1oo..mcc.nc.....rry ..rome. 

464 20/8/41 4 Kaijek the Songman Aborigine fails to understand the thought processes 
of white man. 

465 
.............................................................................. ..

acc tj . 

. i tan 
............ 

466 20/8/41 36 Black Brother To deny full-bloods who have served in the AIF 

467 27/8/41 16 ........ ........ Tracker assists relation to escape from Kahlin 
......................... .............. .................................. ..................... ....c9P2.!.m  Darw.in. 

468 
. 

27/8/41 17 Torres Strait Binghi constitutes court to try his 
.. . 

469 27/8/4 1 17 Describes difficulty experienced by Binghi in fitting 
a handle to stone axe. 

470 3/1/51 5 Australia for the White Banner 
.Man 

.471 JL'......................... Aboriinalitie...B....has. 
472 S 3/1/51 12 Binghi diver in Tones Strait now uses dress diving 

........................ .............. ....................................................... ....2PiifiU... liii.......
. 

473 JI.5.............. ?.6  
.................................... 

..........itd..pfelle..ebil JJ'................................... 
474 17/1/5 1 11 Suggests Binghis have little to contribute to the 

Jubilee celebrations. 
475 LJL5.................... Close upe finish . .Anti-arm. poem. 
476 -....

•
l ..... Miio t ginalpeopie .. 

477 7/2/51 19 John Antill's ballet "Corroboree" opened at 
Melbourne Princess Theatre 

478 14/2/51 6 In a long article on the highlights of the half 
century Aboriginal people get one mention - 'The 
Kenniffs and the Dora Dora blacks are almost 

.. ............ 
' 479 14/2/51 27 
............................................................................. 

Native Camps Suggests that native children should be supplied 
.. . . with .. 

480 21/2/51 12  Describes sleeping method of aborigine 
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K. No Pate Yge.  tleaaing Content 
481 28/2/51 12 Describes Binghi's "wailing ceremony" following 

death. 
482 28/2/51 23 Selina Muller has a show of aboriginal subject 

......................... .............. ...........................................................matter a. the M.elbourn.....Dub Gallery. 
483 14/2/51 9 Prime lots in demand at Aboriginal men viewing Aboriginal woman 

Cooee 
?.3.......... ç19bo.ree Description . pion of John Antill's bal Ic.. 

485 7/3/51 10 Supports team of Binghi dancers performing at 
Jubilee celebrations. 

486 7/3/51 12 Describes in disparaging terms rainmaking 
...................................................................................................................................................................................... 

487 14/3/51 6 On the Diamantina Describes death of a half-caste at hands of the 
Y2J.e...9th  ..n.. 

.......... .. 488 . ........... ....ghi in north west o 
89 28/3/51..13.................................................................?rovides am le 

490 4/4/5 1 19 John Antill's "Corroboree" in a return season. 
491 4/4/5 1 21 Describing Bill Harney - "What the old stager 

doesn't know about Binghi and his country is not 
much use asking the next man about. ... He loves 
the blackfeller." 

492 25/4/51 7 New era on the The introduction of diesel trains and effects on 
Nullarbor natives. 

493 25/4/51 19 Harold Blair, aboriginal tenor to open Jubilee year 

94 ...............................................................................~th of Kabbarli 
495 2/5/51 18 Has the Australian Description of cannibalism. 

Aborigine ever been 
known to practise 
cannibalism? 

496 9/5/51 14 Burial customs of abos. from Bathurst and Melville 
Islands. 

497 9/5/51 23 Patron's Medal of Royal Geographic Society 
awarded to Dr. Donald Thomson OBE of 
Melbourne for his exploration and scientific work 

.. . . the m .Lano.. 
498 . .. .4 . .Need for housing for native. 
499 23/5/51 12 Re steam trains on Nullarbor "... Or halted at a 

siding where, through the windows one watched the 
antics of some of Australia's primitive people 
seeking to sell, and successfully, samples of their 
handicraft. 

500 23/5/51 14  Description of dress in Tones Strait Islands 
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K. No Date rge. I1eaaing content 
50 I . 23/5/5... 24 ...'Th.inkIcolle..piurry 
502 30/5/5 1 19 Sale of Elsey Station. Used since 1915 to elevate 

the abo. 
503 ..................................................................................'.'W 
504 13/6/51 6 Territories and Sense Issues which must be faced with regard to the 

territories. Includes small section on failure of 
government measures regarding natives, especially 

.........................  .............. ....................................................... ....thregard 
505 13/6/51 18 Some particulars about Description of Tasmanian aborigines. 

the Tasmanian 
aborigines and their 
habits? 

506 13/6/51 18 List of books on List supplied 
Australian aborigines 
published since 1940, 
with names of 

dprice... 
507 27/6/51 24 Classical and Traditional and modern song and dance in bush and 

po w..arf 
508 4/7/51 12 At Melbourne National Gallery boy likes 

traditional aboriginal paintings because you can at 
...........................................................................................I as..t•e...!x . 

509 4/7/51 14 Method of training by Binghis in Tones Strait 
.. . Islands in order to dive to depths 9!.91•.................... 

510 4/7/51 14 Antiquity of aboriginal occupation shown by 
carvings of footprints of giant flightless birds in 
the north west of South Australia. 

511 J.L2?. ............................................................................Sa the nnannsburg artsmovernen. 
512 18/7/51 14 In response to a statement by Superintendent of 

Hermannsburg stating that Namatjira was going 
walkabout the author acknowledges the right of 

............................................................................................... 
513 18/7/51 14 Describes rituals involved in dugong hunting in 

Tones Strait Islands 
514 18/7/51 19 Hermannsburg school (apart from Namatjira) 

considered to be inferior art. 
515 1/8/51 4 Lead on, white man Story of the fringe-dwellers who hitch a ride back 

........................................................................................... 
516 8/8/51 12 Rituals regarding natives of Tones Strait Islands 

i&!!e............................................................................... 
517 8/8/51 13 "Two front stalls, missus'. Attending John Antill's 

"Corroboree" 
518 22/8/51 2 Namatjira Reviews Modem Australian Aboriginal Art by Rex 

........................................................................................... ... ..  
519 29/8/51 33 What is nardoo and how do the abos prepare it for 

food....ease. ............................................... 520 5/9/51 2 The Great South Land An epic poem by Rex Ingomell. 
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538 14/11/51 11 

539 14/11/51 12 
540 21/11/51 2 

Heaalng onten 
HMAS Warramunga returns from Korea. Describes 

rramuna tribe 
Albert Namatjira A description of the problems facing Albert 

Nm. ..people. •h 
Use of no parking Use of no parking beacons instead of grave posts 
beacons instead of grave on Melville and Bathurst Islands 
posts on Melville and 
Bathurst Islands 
The AboriginalAxe . .Poem ..Describe.  ..... e in the bush. 

'iif.....ike th.isabout'er...
'.... 

Mr. Hasluck and the Positive policy adopted by govt. 
Abo. 

Miner at Marble Bar organised about 200 abos in a 
29Pe..ative minin venture. 

Art of Tasmanian natives mdc but done in an 

................ 
: abo  

The Color Problem Attempts to provide answers for development of 
pfi1JJ!ood.s and mi.xed 

The Northern Territory abo is getting civilised and 
so becoming subject to white man's diseases such 

P2Andic .............................................................................. 
Contrary to popular belief mosquitoes prefer the 

stowhite...as menu piece.. 
neffectivene...of Binghi's bush medicine 

Nomads Poem 
"'rhey'rer.c.ars 

'................ 

That Polynesians found their way to north 
Queensland TorrJegend. 
Sketch by Norman Lindsay from the serial "The 
Letters of Rachel Henning" - "...Groaning and 

Most likely that appendicitis has not been 
diagnosed among Binghi thananew .ise.................. 
Abo1eendofMulka,aterrib1enativeian. 
Complementary T, eview of "Adam in Ochre" by 
Cohn Simpson. 

K. Date 1'ge. 
521 12/9/51 

522 12/9/51 34 

523 19/9/51 12 

524 19/9/51 24 
525 19/9/51 . 30 
526 26/9/51 7 

527 26/9/51 12 

528 26/9/51 13 

529 3/10/51 12 
530 3/10/51 34 

531 17/10/51 10 

532 17/10/51 13 

533 31/10/51 15 
534 7/11/51 2 
535 7'.... .5. 12 

536 7/11/51 :13 

537 7/11/51 20 
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K. No Date Fge. lleaalng Content 
541 21/11/5 1 13 Evidence pointing to possibility that Maoris 

reached north Queensland and took abo women back 
to New Zealand. 

542 21/11/51 13 Describes ceremonies in north of Western Australia .....: 
arnges arearranged. 

543 5/12/51 : 13 Describes three yearly treck to ceremonies in Bunya 
........................ ................................................................... .. ......... ............. 544 5/12/51 13 Torres Strait Island natives have own names for 
........................................................................... European e.. 
2?.5.......... 42 Natives No  

546 12/12/51 1 12 1 Abos of the Northern Territory have their own 
version of a white debil debil which lives in cold 
dark caves. 

547 12/12/51 12 Claims Morrell, a white man, led marauding blacks 
.. .. iunorth.  .Qid. 

548 12/12/51 13 Aborigines know length of time a man can go 
without water is dependent on rate at which water is 

549 4/1/61 19 Aboriginal Stories from Five short stories by various Aboriginal narrators 
the NSW South Coast. 

........... Poem ............... cs.&k............................ . ............................................................................................................... 551 11/1/61 38 Training at Tranby Describes Tranby College, an independent 
Aboriginal adult education centre sponsored by 
Australian Board of Missions of the Anglican 
Church, and specialising in co-operatives 

........................................................................................... 
................9 

. LaIT................................. . gi.aJ YJcSSL.M.umbulla 
553 8/2/61 33 They walked here Describes how it was possible for aborigines to 

cross on foot to Australia because of lower sea 
........................ ...............  .: . Ie• e..brough.. 

554 15/2/61 45 1 The Umbali Massacre . Description of Umbali massacre in north west of 

555 22/2/61 11 Aborigines and Alcohol "In an Australian wide poll 51 per cent of people 
said they were in favour of full blooded aborigines 
being allowed to buy alcoholic drinks. ... it is 
about time the Federal and State Governments 
decided not only to investigate the whole question 
of the rights of aborigines but to do something 
about it." 

556 22/2/61 
. 

32 ..Story ofaRive . .W. 
557 22/2/61 45 Milingimbi Trading Describes life on Milingimbi mission 

....................................................................................... 558 22/2/61 53 Spirit of the Aborigines Congratulates Bulletin on publication of "The 
Umbali Massacre" 

559 1/3/61 10 Problems round the Attempts by Church of England to train aborigines 
Gulf to run own affairs 

560 : 8/3/61 2 The Namatjira Tragedy Review of book "Nomads in No Man's Land" by 
T.G.H. Strehlow 
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K. ro uate rge_ neaaing content 
561 8/3/6 1 8 Trouble in the Territory Legal and political problems relating to the supply 

of 9L9 aborigines in the N..T. 
562 22/3/61 43 Aborigines snubbed in Lists prominent colored sportsman. "Promoters and 

sport organisers do not bother to scout for talent among 
......................... .............. . ......................................................  ....2.P 1Y' ............................................... 563 29/3/61 7 Our National Pets Describes state by state what is being done with 

regard Aborigines in the fields of population, legal 
position, housing, administration, employment, 
education. 

564 5/4/6 1 29 Lesson for primitives Two primitive aborigines in Kimberleys speared 
cattle. 'The serious charge of illegal killing of 
cattle was reduced to one of being in possession of 
beef suspected of being stolen. The sentence - £50 
fine or 50 days imprisonment. The time - March 
22, 1961." 

.1 2/4/6 ........ ...4 ..Myetchins.'.. Showinwoman 
566 12/4/61 18 Black hope Election of aborigine J.D. McGinness to Federal 

............................................ ....c°u'cIo....9ga1Advan.cien............................... 567 3/5/61 19 A social experiment Failure of Allawah Grove, Perth as a social 
experiment in the education of natives to the 

........................ .............. ....................................................... ....an 
568 3/5/61 28 Mulparinga's Crime Incompatibility of white and aboriginal law at 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 569 17/5/61 20 "We will kill you all" Violence on aboriginal settlement of Papunya, 
N.T. 

570 L61........ .7 .The .11nk.s . .P1.m .. .iLParw 
571 10/6/61 4 The tragedy of Tudawali While describing the problem of alcohol the author 

.. . ..... ................. ............ In. 4h...o.. down the aborigine an  
572 10/6/61 44 Elizabeth Durack and Describes how Durack as an artist feels about 

the Aborigines P° iJhe d............................................................. 573 24/6/61 6 VD on the Mission Describes the problem of disease on missions in 
S.A. and the possibility of transmission to the 

.................................. ....................................................... ....wide..ccAty ..........................................................................  574 24/6/61 6 At 60 Sussex Street Communist conference including 2 aborigines. 
Possibility of agitation among Australian 

2?ls ................................................................................... .... 575 24/6/61 37 The Aborigines Review of 'The Aborigines of Australia" by 
........................  .  ....................................................... ............. ......W 

576 1/7/61 5 When lepers get out The problem of lepers leaving the leprosarium near 
Darwin 

.2!.1 ..... jN:T........................ 578 15/7/61 5 The caning of Jim Describes caning of aborigine by missionary in QId 
Jacko following absconding with girl and subsequent 

........................ .............. ....................................................... .... .....Note.çommunist artyinterference. 
579 22/7/61 6 Not subjects of the Lack of voting rights for natives in W.A. and the 

........................ .............. . p E2as 
580 29/7/61 6 60 years of perpetual Differences in policies of government 

change (assimilation) and missions (self supporting 
communities). 
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K. No Date Fge. heading Content 
581 29/7/61 20 Where a vote could Aborigines in N.T. not sufficiently educated to 

... mean .disaster . . vote. The ........nShip 
.6... 3o u. . Describes visit to old aboriginai mate 

583 12/8/61 28 The Death of Freddie The poor treatment of aborigines in outback 
..... Lee N.S.W. ....................  9/8/61 ........ 

585 
1 

 c 2/9/61 10 . The Minister Regrets Qid Minister for Native Affairs apologised for 
exonerating and defending Pastor Kemich for caning 

........................................................................................ 
586 9/9/61 24 The Death of Freddie Defends action of whites at Quambone 

Lee 
587 23/9/61 30 The Devils Marbles Describes sacred place of aborigines, Devils 

Marbles, N.T. 
588 30/9/61 30 Love in the Crocodile Describes in disparaging terms wrong marriage at 

... Ji .d... Mi1inimb.  
589 14/10/61 8 Native Violence Over protective welfare policy has led to more 

violence 
590 14/10/61 9 "You've got to hand it to them, They've come a 

........................................................................................ l ..... 
591 21/10/61 7 "As far as I can make out it's some sort of takeover 

bid". 
592 ..0/6.. .. Native. e . .Gettintouh..on native.. o. the n..e. 
593 4/11/61 4 The Penalty for Beer Unreasonable laws imposing 6 months 

......................... .............. . ...................................................... sonent ....pi.i19r...p.......... 
594 11/11/61 8 The Next Book Bill Harney awarded £500 Commonwealth Literary 

Fund Fellowship to write a book on life and 
aborigine. 

595 2/12/61 10 Kenyatta in Perth The need for self determination expressed by natives 
at a meeting of the Anthropological Society in 
W.A. 

596 2/12/61 28 The Loneliness of the Yanula people moved from Borrooloola to 
................................ frLooll Robinson JJy..Only afewoldp orsremai 

597 9/12/61 20 South Australia and the Describes sentencing of Rupert Max Stuart, a 
Stuart Case member of the Aranda tribe, to death in 1958, 

subsequent appeals, and the apparent attempt by 
government to prevent the hearing of supportive 
evidence 

598 9/12/6 1 32 The Fitzroy River Describes visit to Fitzroy Crossing. Includes 
... Cro...in ..descripti2no....A8A ...toc... 

599 16/12/6 1 31 I got the recipe from Familiar faces with caption 
......................... .............. ....llJarn.  ............................. ................................................................................................................ 

600 23/12/61 25 South Australia and the Defends Playford Government and South Australian 
Stuart Case Courts of Justice 
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K. No Date Fge. Heading Content 
601 30/12/61 3 This Australia, 1961 ..."On the Aboriginal front, white men 

continued to be arrested for associating with 
aboriginal women, and in Queensland Mr. 
Jim Jacko was caned for running away with 
one. 

602 30/12/61 7 The Black Rebel from Appeal by George Koolmateri to 
Lucindale International Commission of Jurists after 

.. .. failure to obtain exempt native ..u.. 
603 30/12/61 11 A Legal Education Description of trial of two primitive 

: .. ............. x.Sr.°.1.P& ............................. 604 2/1/71 16 Black Power Governments have accepted the idea that 
Aborigines should administer substantial 

................................ ...................................................................... ...piece of the' 

605 9/1/71 18 Getting on with Aborigines Federal government threatens to use new 
powers following 1967 referendum to 
enforce removal of all legislation which 
discriminates against Aborigines in W.A. 

......................... .............. ...................................................................... .....Q!q............................................................................. 606 9/1/7 1 36 National Crime Review of "The Destruction of Aboriginal 
.................................................................................... 607 23/1/7 1 14 In the dark A "rolling fast" demonstration in demand of 

Aboriginal land rights being held outside 
...................................................................................................... 

608 6/2/71 22 Right! We're to be a multi- Attitudes to brown Australians have to be 
racial society. What do we do different from attitudes towards immigrants. 

: now? 
609 20/2/71 20 It's a friendly street, she says. Description of attitudes of residents in Glen 

hines to the fact that two houses for 
Aboriginal families are to be built in their 
street. 

610 27/2/71 31 Evonne Goolagong: a touch of Interview with Evonne Goolagong prior to 
TNT. visit to South Africa. 

e Racial intoleran.ç •Qe. 
612 13/3/71 7 Not TNT, Indifference Plea for Evonne Goolagong not to go to 

South Africa 
613 13/3/71 51 Australian Council for the Advertisement for development programs 

.......................... .............. .... 9iinLart......................................... 614 24/4/71 31 Pitjantjatjara a common Concentrates on job of Native Patrol 
.............. ............................ .gigF .................................................... Office... .  i a 

615 7. ,  Mr. a real Aboriginal. 
616 1/5/7 1 26 The Commonwealth's The Commonwealth government is 

hypocrisy embarrassed by the disclosure of poor 
........................ .............. ..................................................................... ............facing Aborigine... 

617 8/5/71 70 We're not the first tube makers Shows Black playing didgeredoo. 
.................................. 

618 15/5/71 19 Holding the line Includes photo of McMahon with Blacks 
from Yirrkala. 

619 22/5/71 27 Wanted - the adaptable man. Has nothing to do with Blacks but includes 
........................................................................................................ 

620 5/6/71 26 The scrub-feller comes good QId. Liberal Party vote black man Neville 
Bonner into Senate. 
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K. NO Date ree. tieaaine content 
621 12/6/71 27 Island paradise that isn't Criticism of conditions on Palm Island by Labor 

622 12/6/7 1 27 In a dust bowl of plenty Poor conditions facing Aborigines in the . : .............. CY.:&)...................................................... 
.M1fl£ 

 children !i11 ...........  The need 9a.:i°..educatio.. 
624 26/6/71 29 The man with all the Part of Peter Howsen's portfolio includes 

..... 
....trendy job 

625 10/7/71 28 Land rights Victoria gives title of Lake Tyers and 
................................ ......................................................... to Aboriginaes F mlingham I.ri'................................ 

626 10/7/71 28 Giving our Aborigines While drinking rights are provided to Aborigines in 
.............................................................................. !i!).Ji° ç.fii..m. 

627 24/7/71 24 A case of mistaken Poor review of Aboriginal Publications 
identity? Foundation's magazine, 'Identity" with particular 

............................... ................................................................. JAng ih..an 
628 14/8/71 23 When color and politics While Liberal Party is congratulated for electing 

mix Neville Bonner to the Senate there is some doubt 
..... ...... ....... .............. .  ....................................................... ....ciu..kikar xi''i".. 

629 14/8/71 28 Black and white in W.A. parliamentarians complain about whites 
reverse getting a poorer deal than blacks from the 

Commonwealth Government. 
630 21/8/71 36 32,000 years of Professor of Australian Pre-history appointed at 

...................................... ¶.Y9P.!P........ !3J.L' Miie..ity. 
631 21/8/71 44 1 Justice done Review of "The Aborigine Today" by Barbara 

Leach 
632 4/9/71 20 Problems in Howson's In part - The three members of the Council for 

empire Aboriginal Affairs threaten to resign because of 
lack of funds. 

633 ................6 .Dreamtime ..Senato 
634 25/9/71 20 Bonner tries a "Aboriginal senator from Queensland Neville 

boomerang Bonner has so far made his mark in Canberra only 
with a plea for protection of the boomerang 
industry, something which many of his fellow 

......................... .............. ..................................... 'P°.....&c!xkial................................. 
635 18/9/71 27 Crossing cultures in the Attempts to decrease prejudice in the classroom by 

............................................................................ rofessor c2J..Iin tZ at Armidale Teachers College. .. 
636 2110/71 46 Why teach Aborigines Describes how Roper River Aborigines are taught 

how to make films? to use movie cameras using funds provided by the 

45 What the whites don't Review of "The Aborigines of South-eastern 
know about the Australia: As they were" by Aldo Massola, aimed 
Aborigines at schools. Found by David Moore, curator of 

Anthropology at Australian Museum, Sydney, to 
- 

..contain man..... 
Outcasts in White Complementary review of "Outcasts in White 
Australia ...... 
A cold one "An Aboriginal, checking his meagre groceries at a 

Port Lincoln supermarket, patted the bottle of 
methylated spirit. "Haven't you got a cold one?" he 
asked." 

A myth examined Favourable review of 'Daisy Bates: The great white 
queen of the Never Never" by Elizabeth Salter 

637 9/10/71 

638 23/10/71 53 

639 20/11/71 21 

640 27/11/71 53 
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K. INO nate 
1641 6/1/81 

642 27/1/81 
. ................ 

643 24/2/81 
. ................ 

644 10/3/81 

645 14/4/81 

646 21/4/81 

647 9/6/8. 

648 30/6/81 

649 . 21/7/81 

650 i 25/8/81 

651 1 15/9/81 

652 

653 

654 

655 

656 

657 

658 

659 

660 

ze. rieaaing content 
22 Ethnic radio gives 2EA (SBS) provides 1/2 hr broadcast per week for 

Blacks some air time Aboriginal affairs. ABC experimenting with an 
Aboriginal radio station run by Central Australian 
Aboriginal Media Association (CAAMA) in Alice 
P&s. 
Yi1!m1 jir..  Aboriginal çte. 

30 World tour planned for World tour planned for Aboriginal art 
Aborigc #iiiLart.......................................................................................................................................  

35 Old prejudices are Survey of middle management of attitudes to 30 
hanging on and on social groups. Aborigines come third last followed 

219 .'!ctes ' d homosexuals. 117 Churches put on the Ken Colbung, Aboriginal leader, condemns World 
rights path Council of Churches resolution condemning 

m.n Noonkenbah .i:i.e.................................. 
2 Solved: the great B. Wongar is pseudonym for Yugoslav Stretin 

:Wongarysteiy . .Boziv. 
98 Ella Brothers Interview with Aboriginal rugby union players, the 

Ella brothers 
123 'Black bans lifted N.T. Government has thrown open Arnhem Land 

and 2F.2 ye.. .12~jcr.s. 
32 IRA, PLO and Sydney conference of IRA, PLO and Aboriginal 

Aboriginal activists activists. 
unite 

44 An Aboriginal leaders In an attempt to discredit an Aboriginal activist in 
view of Christianity the eyes of the World Council of Churches David 

McNicoll produces an old letter concerning 
cAs.!Aan..................................................................................... 

24 Land Rights threatens Interview with Charles Perkins regarding possible 
Brisbane Games demonstrations regarding Aboriginal land rights at 

Brisbane Commonwealth Games. 
132 Brisbane Games Seems to get further away the closer we get (Land 

................................................................................................ 
8 Perkins' views 'racist' Criticism of comments made by Charles Perkins 

Association  . 
6/10/81 13 : Incredible ignorance Need for co-operation between Aboriginals and 

............................................ gs 
6/10/81 14 Perkins so right Need for Aboriginal land rights, education and 

Uart.k.cn.. A.Lc!ak1................... 
13/10/81 20 Aborigines outraged 

. 

Lang Hancock recommends the drugging of water 
supplies to sterilise half-castes and the removal of 
all full blood Aborigines to the Ord River area in 
WA. 

13/10/81 43 Threat to important site The destruction of important Aboriginal relics 
between stan.d Roma in aian.q 

27/10/81 14 Aborigines and the Plea by the land council to prevent mining at 
Land ........................................: Gapuwiyak .•mLan.c1i'T....................................... 

3/11/81 37 Yesterday the world Problems experienced in display of exhibition 
today just Brisbane 

. .............................................................. 

17/11/81 20 Black land rights An area twice the size of Tasmania was handed over 
to Pitjantjatjara Aborigines in South Australia by 
Premier David Tonkin. 

22/9/81 

6/ 10/8 1 
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K. No Date i've. i-ieaumnn Content 
661 17/11/81 53 Sitting members lose Voting in National Aboriginal Conference elections 

key seats in NAC poll 
. 

resulted in an overwhelming victory for the land 
.. . rights .andidate..throtihou..Australia 

662 24/11/81 133 Repent sinners Job Bjelke Petersen attacks Aboriginal land rights 
........................ .............. ....................................................... ......otesters with .thar 

663 1/12/95 19 Aboriginal Art's vital The decision not to send the exhibition "Aboriginal 
............................. !9J. .................................................. 1xc.ras 

664 1/12/81 37 Violence shatters the Problems facing the Tones Strait Islands 
peace of the 'dole 
islands' 

665 8/12/81 55 Talking on whose The need to accept Aborigines on their own terms 
terms? 

666 8/12/81 95 Australia's first people Positive review of television program "Women of 
..cry enough .. 

667 15/12/81 26 Baume caught up in Senator Peter Baume in conflict with administrators 
Aborigines row of Aborigines and Tones Strait Islander Legal 

Service. 
668 15/12181 106 The sony tale of a Story of the latter years of Aboriginal boxer, Tony 

....................... PP .1cu.. ge... Mundine. 
669 15/1/91 99 Bran nue hit Positive review of play "Bran Nue Dae" though 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 
670 22/1/91 83 A few serves In criticising the standard of television the program 

...................................................................................... 
671 29/1/91 63 Tracks in the west 1841 While describing Western Australia Blacks are 

........................ .............. t•0 1991 
.... 672 26/3/91 85 Bad scenes in the Includes suggestion that statue of Aborigine 

crystal ball Beimelong be placed near Sydney Opera House at 
.. ...................................................................................... 

673 9/4/91 23 Dreamtime in space To celebrate 10th anniversary of space shuttle, 
David Pwerle Ross of Utopia Station (N.T.) has 
been commissioned to paint a model of spacecraft 
Columbia 

674 16/4/91 25 Islanders lose leader One of the witnesses to the last documented armed 
conflict between Aborigines and white Australians 
has died at Momington Island - Arthur Paul 

............. ......................................................................... (NYAi)......................................................................................  
675 30/4/91 103 Aboriginal crown Deals with the Strehlow family and the Strehiow 

.............................. jewe 
676 7/5/91 22 Lifestyle on the lines The effects of a new telecommunications system on 

Tones Strait Islanders at Yorke Island 
677 2 1/5/91 : 42 Justice being denied; 

........................ .............. ......tice being done . 
678 28/5/9 1 22 Most Australians Morgan Gallup Poll shows that 3 1 % of Australians 

favour Kakadu mining believe mining should be permitted in Kakadu 
National Park regardless of the view of the Jawoyn 

pe ....................................................................... 
679 28/5/91 31 Is that enquiry really In part discusses the relevance of the Royal 

............................... ....nece..... Comm....ion into Aboriginal ..... in Cust 
680 18/6/91 8 Mining in Kakadu Rejects Morgan Poll figures in favour of mining at 

Kakadu 
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K. No [Jate Fge. 1-leading 
681 25/6/91 19 Aboriginal Picasso 

682 2/7/91 14 This nearly was mined 

683 9/7/9 1 74 Time to start again 

Content 
Aboriginal artist Ginger Riley of Ngukurr (N.T.) 
will tou.withMichae..Leunig, cart....... 
Prime Minister Bob Hawke steamrolled cabinet 
into voting against mining at Coronation Hill 

Takes a pro-mining stance on Coronation Hill, 
disputes the views of the Northern Land Council 
and sees economic development as the only method 

684 17/9/91 75 Opinion Condescending look at the names of Aboriginal 
artists' names at an art exhibition in Moscow 

685 24/9/9 1 97 Marietta Mick Namarari Tjapaltjarri's acrylic on canvas 
"Bandicoot Dreaming" has won the $10,000 first 

.............  ................................................................ 
zein Award. 

686 8/10/91 27 Sparks fly on NT land Fear of land in the NT coming under the control of 

.................................. pJi.e..................................... ....Aborigine. 
687 8/10/91 103 History unhidden Positive review of Aboriginal Women's Exhibition 

!Art..Galleryof NSW. 
688 29/10/91 88 

................................................
Rewriting the script of In Western Australia, unprecedented moves to 
WA law improve relations between police and Aborigines 

are starting to bear fruit, despite more complaints 
about harassment and abuse. 

689 5/11/91 78 In the never never know While providing a negative picture of Alice 
Springs, a positive picture is given of Aboriginal 
influence on the development of Kings Canyon as a 
tourist destination 

690 5/11/91 92 The fight for the Aborigines, miners and cattlemen are battling for 
frontier the Northern Territory's rich mineral and pastoral 

resources. At stake is the future of the Territory 
A iis.  

691 12/11/91 30 The body snatchers The battle to get foreign museums to return 
Aboriginal remains collected last century has 
reached new heights with the grim discovery that 
thousands of graves were raided and an unknown 
number of blacks killed, all in the name of science. 

692 19/11/91 7 Alice is no drunken Author disputes comments regarding Alice Springs 
wonderland in Record 689 

693 2/7/91 14 Kakadu dreamtime is a Cartoon degrading Bula legend. Black not depicted. 
lot of Bula 

694 2/7/91 14 The things we said "I am asked every day by my people why and who 
is stopping the mine at Coronation Hill. My 

.......................................................................... 921. .j ••andafutU.efo..our fami1ies.' 
695 8/10/91 27 I tend to think this is a As above 

case of land rights 
versus land tes d whi  

696 19/11/91 91 Fighting prejudice and Aboriginal land rights is one issue that never fails 
ignorance to stir emotions. ROBERT TICKNER, the Federal 

minister for Aboriginal Affairs, blames interest 
9iP.1°..J.o... f the 

697 26/11/91 10 Bury the past . Calls for return of Aboriginal remains for burial 
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K. No tate i'ge. Ileaning 
698 26/11/91 10 Society in black and 

white 

content 
Sees two solutions to Aboriginal problem. a) 
assimilate into white society with exactly the same 
rights as whites, b) retain own culture but make 
their own way without assistance from 

699 26/11/91 10 Footsteps of the Points out errors in the item of that title (record 
..Pioneers . 690) 

700 1 26/11/91 50 Black deaths: the path : What happens now to Aboriginal remains held in 
to enlightenment Australian and foreign museums, following 

........................................................................................ 

701 3/12/91 i 6 Grave robbery a Deplores return of Aboriginal remains to 
common crime Aboriginal community on the grounds of their use 

to science 
702 3/12/91 6 Murder evidence thin I Questions whether Aborigines were murdered in 

............................................................................................. to collect museum 
703 3/12/91 7 Woman's role Questions the emphasis placed on women in the 

................................... 1!ci.ifAbo '.i ..................................... 
704 3/12/91 7 Unfair to courageous Defends actions of Amalie Dietrich, previously 

naturat..................................... iPe.q••as ATI ' :................................ 

705 3/12/91 7 Few qualms about States that the taking of Aboriginal heads was not 
J)is....................................................................................................................... 

706 E 3/12/91 7 Zealous researchers Deplores the "paranoia of part-Aborigines about 
bound by duty past happenings and the public funds they waste in 

recovering and concealing anthropological 
resources." 

707 10/12/91 113 Ernabella goes to town Complementary review of Ernabella paintings at 
Kutjupa-Kutjupa Aboriginal Arts Gallery, Sydney 
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Appendix 2 Selected Transcripts from The Bulletin 

The transcripts have been selected on the grounds that they are the most quoted items in 
the thesis. A list of all items and a short summary of each has been given in 
Appendix 1. 

1901 
Record 4 
Our Black Brother 
It is truly an advantageous thing to be a nigger in Westralia. For instance, here is how they hang the 
guileless aboriginal in that pleasant land of slavery. The nigger accused of murder is brought in by the 
police, probably having to tramp hundreds of miles on foot. The police also bring in the witnesses 
against the nigger. Nobody brings in witnesses for the nigger, so there never are any. The police are 
paid so much per day for the keep of the witnesses against the prisoner, and as they make a good profit 
out of payment they have a direct interest - a pretty large one too - in getting up cases. The gang of 
aboriginal witnesses against the prisoner are kept in the custody of the police till they are wanted, 
therefore the police have every opportunity to coach them, or to terrorise them, into giving the 
evidence wanted. As the policeman's promotion largely depends on his success in "sheeting home crime 
and bringing the perpetrators to justice", and as it is bad for him if it turns out he has been drawing 
Government money for the keep of a lot of useless nigger witnesses, he probably does usually coach 
them. Even if the witnesses don't give the right kind of evidence, however, it doesn't matter so much as 
one might suppose, for the interpreter is almost always a black "police boy", and he has every reason 
to interpret the evidence to suit the police case. The court and the jury and the Crown Prosecutor are, as 
a rule, utterly ignorant of the native dialects, and the whole show rests on that "police boy". The 
accused has no lawyer - no interpreter of his own - no case - nothing at all. It isn't even certain whether 
the charge is explained to him or whether he is the right nigger; all depends on the "police boy". There 
are even cases when he interpreter's defective English has to be translated by the arresting constable 
before it is intelligible to the bench. So the accused is duly scragged after trial by a jury, which is the 
palladium of British liberty, and all is well. 
(23/2/01, p.7.) 

Record 22 
A Black Blot on White Australia 
W. Malcomson writes plainly on doings in the Far West:- 

The "indentured" natives are kept near starvation-point on most N.W. stations. Camp on a station 
and the "enslaved" natives (tied by the "indent" to that station) will pester you for food. A man on 
tramp can't carry much, but for the bit he can give, he can pick his choice with the native women and 
girls. It's hunger drives them, not lust. 

John Forrest says "all J's P. are native protectors, and the police are specially charged to repress any 
cruelties to natives that come under their notice." But most of the J'sP. are squatters and squatters' 
friends - the squatters being the "slave- kings" of the Nor'-West. I ask any reasoning human being what 
justice will an unfortunate "slave" get if up for an offence, when, as is mostly the case, the 
complainant is a brother squatter and a brother slave-driver. 
I spoke to a white man in Roebourne, about five or six years ago: he drove the Govt. watercart up to 
the well where I was filling my waterbag. He wore the broad-arrow suit, and I gave him a piece of 
tobacco (regret doing so ever since), and asked him what he was "doing time" for. Said he "I suppose 
you read about that nigger-shooting case at Nullagine? Well, what is the blank-blanky country coming 
to when a white man gets six weeks for shooting a blank-blanky nigger." He thought, really and truly, 
he was doing no harm in putting a hole through "his assigned servant"; he thought, no doubt, the 
nigger was his, "body and bones"; for what else did the W.A. Govt. mean by assigning "the nigger" to 
him? Hence his very natural astonishment at the severity of his punishment. The shooting was done so 
openly, right in a diggers' camp, that there was no option but to take notice of it. 
(22/6/01, p.32.) 
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Record 27 
The Piccaninny 

Lo by the 'humpy' door, a smockless Venus! 
Unblushing bronze, she shrinks not, having 
seen us, 
Though there is nought but short couch grass 
between us. 

She has no polonaise, no Dolly Varden; 
Yet turns she not away, nor asketh pardon; 
Fact is, she doesn't care a copper "farden." 

And yet, her age her reputation spareth; 
At three years old pert Venus little careth, 
She puts her hand upon her hip and stareth. 

All unabashed, unhaberdashed, unheeding, 
No Medicean, charmingly receding, 
But quite unconscious of improper breeding. 

'Tis well; it smacks of Eden ere came sin in, 
or any rag of consciousness or linen, 
Or anything that one could stick a pin in. 

Could boundaries be neater? posture meeter? 
Could bronze antique or terra cotta beat her? 
Saw any artist anything completer? 

A shade protuberant, beyond contesting, 
Where this day's 'possum is just now digest-
ing, 
But otherwise, all over interesting. 

Trim without trimming, furbelow, or bow on; 
Was ever sable skin with such a glow on? 
So darkly soft, so softly sleek, and - so on? 

Was ever known so dark, so bright an iris, 
Where sleep of light, but never play of fire is - 
Where not a soupcon of a wild desire is? 

Oh swarthy statuette! hast thou no notion 
That life is fire and war and wild commotion? 
A burning bush, a chafed and raging ocean? 

Hast thou no questioning of what's before 
thee? 
Of who shall envy thee, or who adore thee? 
Or whose the jealous weapon that shall score 
thee? 

Hast thou no faint prevision of disaster - 
Of dark abduction from thy lord and master - 
Of aliens fleemg, kindred following faster? 

No faint forehearing of the waddies banging, 
of club and heelaman together clanging,  

War shouts, and universal boomeranging? 

And thou the bone of all the fierce contention - 
The direful spring of broken nosed dissension 
A Helen in the nigger apprehension? 

Nay, my black tulip, I congratulate the, 
Thou canst not guess the troubles that await 
thee, 
Or carest who shall love and who shall hate 
thee: 

Recking as little of the human passions 
As of the very latest Paris fashions, 
And soaring not beyond thy daily rations! 

Die young, for mercy's sake; if thou grow 
older 
Thou shalt grow lean at calf and sharp at 
shoulder 
And daily greedier and daily bolder. 

A pipe between thy savage grinders thrusting, 
For . ...' and everlasting 'baccy lusting, 
And altogether filthy and disgusting; 

Just such another as the dam that bore thee, 
That haggard Sycorax now bending o'er thee! 
Die young, my sable pippin, I implore thee. 

Why shouldst thou live to know deteriation? 
To walk, a spectre of emaciation? 
To grow, like that, all over corrugation? 

A trifle miscellaneous like her, too, 
An object not "de luxe" and not "de vertu" - 
A being odious even to refer to? 

Her childhood, too, like thine, was soft and 
tender; 
Her womanhood hath nought to recommend 
her, 
At thirty she is not of any gender. 

Oh, dusky foundling, let the warning teach 
thee! 
Through muddiest brain pulp may the lesson 
reach thee. 
Oh, die of something fatal I beseech thee! 

While yet thou wear'st the crown of morning 
graces, 
While yet the touch of dawn upon thy face is - 
Back, little nigger, to the night's embraces! 

Printing on microfilm was unreadable. 
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Hope nought; each year some new defect dis-
closes; 
As sure as o'er thy mouth thy little nose is, 
Thy only hope is in metempsychosis. 

Who knows but after some few short grada- 
tions, 
After a brace or so of generations, 
We two may have exchanged our hues and sta- 
tions? 

Methinks I see thee suddenly grow bigger, 
White in face, and stately in the figure, 
And I a miserable little nigger! 

Should this be thus - oh come not moralising! 
Approach not thou my humpy poetising! 
Spare thine lambics and apostrophising! 

Let subtle nature, if it suit her, black me, 
Let vesture lack me, bigger niggers whack 
me, 
Let hunger rack me, let disaster track me, 
And anguish hoist me to her highest acme - 

Let me bear all thine incidental curses, 
Nor share the smallest of thy scanty mercies, 
But put me not - oh, put me not in verses. 

She grins. She heedeth not advice or warning, 
Alike philosophy and triplets scorning. 
Adieu, then. Fare thee well. Ta-ta. Good morn-
ing. 

J. Brunton Stephens 
(Bulletin, 3/8/01, Red Page.) 

Record 40 
The Treatment of Westralian Blacks 
Myself and another warder (armed with rifles) had charge of about 25 blacks, chained in gangs of three 
or four from neck to neck, about 2 ft. to 2 ft. 6 in. apart. Work hours 7 to 12, 2 to 5. The miserable 
wretches were confined at night in a galvanised dwelling, about 40 ft. by 12 ft. with no windows, only 
air holes about 9 ft. up. They were chained by the leg at night to ring bolts in the floor, the neck 
chains being left on. In this black-hole they had to eat their food alongside their own excrement in 
broken buckets in which it was impossible to put disinfectant. Their blankets were full of vermin, and 
the only wash they got was when, on a Saturday, they were carted down in their chains to the sea aril 
bathed there in a batch - just a walk in and out. 
Warder, Wyndham, W.A., 3rd Aug., '01. 
(14/9/01, p.9.) 

Record 45 
The Neglected Aborigine 
Ernest Favenc, who knows as much as most authorities about the above person, writes as follows:-
Two independent and quite dissimilar causes seem now to be working together to force Australia into at 
last, after more than a century of passive injustice, doing in some way its duty to the few remaining 
aborigines. One is the prospect of the Northern Territory becoming a Federal property, and the other is 
the growing feeling of shame aroused by the treatment of the blacks in Westralia. When it acquires the 
Northern Territory, the Commonwealth Government will be compelled to legislate in some sort for the 
aborigines there; and the increasing publicity to the black Westralian slave system must certainly bring 
enough outside pressure to bear upon that state to compel a change, or some pretence of a change, for 
the better. 
When we entered upon Federation, the aborigines were excluded from any participation in such 
blessings as might possibly flow therefrom. If possible, this state of things should be amended, and 
now would be the time to do it. The system adopted by the states (there were differences in detail, but it 
was practically the same system all the time) has been to pass laws regulating the intercourse between 
the whites and the blacks, and then - save for a hysterical outburst or so - to allow these regulations to 
become practically a dead letter. One instance of rational, or irrational, legislation with regard to the 
blacks occurred in Queensland during the regime of the native police of that state. Some talk having 
been aroused about this force, the order went forth from headquarters that henceforth only blank 
cartridge should be issued to the troopers! Of course, this put the authorities on safe ground; if blacks 
were shot, they could say, at any rate, that, according to the tenor of the orders, it could not be with 
government bullets. 
But, not to go back to old history, nor to the hypocrisy that has always governed our dealings with the 
Australian blacks, is there no practical scheme which could be enforced, even now at the eleventh hour, 
for the benefit of the residue of the Myall or semi-Myall tribes? The principle of establishing reserves 
for the blacks where they could live in their primitive state, without interference, has never been tried 
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in this country. By reserves, the ordinary mission-stations are not meant, but large areas of country 
where permanent water and game could be found, and where the aborigines could live in their old style 
as respectable savages instead of as station and township loafers. We have plenty of country adapted for 
the purpose - country which would not pay to stock, and if rough and scrubby, the blacks would be of 
actual service by preventing the cattle from forming wild mobs in it as they do at present. The 
intercourse between the blacks and whites should be strictly confmed to the proper officials, and the 
punishment of unauthorised persons found on the reserves should be heavy. No white man should be 
allowed there except on business, and by official authority; and no blackfellow should be pennitted to 
come on white territory excepting on the same terms. This would put an end to that prolific source of 
trouble and strife, the abduction of the black women, and prevent the growth of a half-caste population, 
an increasing curse in Australia. It would be a matter of some trouble to initiate such a system, but the 
early difficulties could be overcome by tact and firmness, and after a few years the blacks would 
appreciate the life, and the young generation that had not grown being debauched by association with 
the whites, would ask for nothing better. But it is a stern fact that the missionary must be as 
absolutely prohibited as the rest of the general public. Success could only be attained by allowing, and 
in fact encouraging, the blacks to follow their primal life as far as is compatible with good order and 
peace. 
As regards the necessary space there is enough of what is known from a pastoral point of view as 
"unavailable country" to accommodate the natives. It will be urged that the game on these reserves 
would be driven to take to the good country to escape the blacks, but if this did happen then at certain 
times battles could be inaugurated and the blacks invited to aid in the work of destruction. At first a 
strong and expensive force would be needed to teach the blacks to keep within their boundaries, and also 
to see that unscrupulous whites did not interfere with them. But the blackfellow is not quite such a fool 
as is commonly supposed, and it would not take him long to learn his lesson; then the force could be 
reduced. By having a standard reward for white outlaws or malefactors who sought refuge in the 
reserves, the capture of such by the blacks could be assured. 
The system of reserves could be applied in Queensland, the Northern Territory, and Westralia. 
In adapting such a comprehensive scheme to Australia, the one main idea should always be kept in 
view. The only way to benefit the blackfellow is to keep him an industrious savage, working hard for 
his living by making and using his own hunting implements. Any endeavour to make him a degenerate 
copy of a white man is bound to end in failure. The details of such a scheme are too full to enter into 
the space of an article, but if an intelligent attempt were made to carry out a reserve system the 
Australians of 50 years hence would have one blot partially wiped off their history, and a big blot too. 
(12/10/01, p.28. ) 

Record 55 
More Westralian Slavery 
"Carisbrook" (W. A.) writes on the Westralian native question:- 
W. Malcolmson (B., 22/6/01) has a good grasp of the far Nor'-West question, and anyone who has 
lived in these parts can fully bear out his statements. ... Slavery is existent to a very large extent 
throughout the nor-west part of Westralia; and I doubt if slaves are so maltreated in any other country 
in the world. The slaves are the aboriginals, more familiarly termed 'black boys', and the slave owners 
are the squatters. ... The 'boys' are indentured to the squatters every 12 months, and woe betide those 
who refuse to sign their mark on the agreement drawn up. There are some 1200 of these unfortunates 
employed on the various stations, and in return for their services they receive daily just enough to exist 
on. ... Some of the cruelties perpetrated on the blacks on the out-back stations are disgraceful to any 
civilised nation. It is a common occurrence for one to be flogged to death or shot on the quiet, and the 
matter hushed up. 
(3/8/01, p.7.) 

1911 
Record 61 
Binghi and the Church 
------------ 
The periodical disordered cry re our black brother BINGHI is in full blast these days. Reverend and other 
gentlemen fill much space in the daily papers with unprovable statements concerning him, and with 
dubious legends re the deep damnation of his partial taking off. The people who did the evil deeds 
enumerated are dead now - just as dead as the early invaders from Germany who bogged in to utterly 
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exterminate the older inhabitants of England, and came within an ace of blotting out a much better 
nation than BINGHI; so there is nothing much to be gained by digging up the ancient stones; but the 
digging habit seems incurable. One excited cleric (W. J. Gunther by name) supports his case with the 
statement that "the Great All-Father gave them" (the BINGHI people) "this continent for an 
inheritance," which is a fine example of the utter recklessness of parsondom. For all the evidence to the 
contrary, the original owners to whom God gave Australia for an inheritance were killed off millions of 
years ago, and the present JACKY JACKY may represent the last of a vast succession of slaughterous 
invaders - in other words, his title to the land may be a lot worse than ours, for he didn't cultivate the 
land and we do a little in that way. There is much talk, too, in the nigger was wiped out by "the white 
man's vices," which is mostly an ancient story, and goes to show the unfitness of BINGHI, who 
couldn't stand against "vices" which the white man easily survived. And there is very little talk about 
how, at this very day, the only important section of the black people which remains is being wiped 
out by the brown and yellow men's vices - by Chinese opium and Japanese sin and Malay bestiality. 
The average parson would just hate to say an unkind word about a Chinaman, Jap or Malay, so the 
process of extinction goes on with no clerical protest which counts for anything. ... The clerical 
attitude towards BINGHI is a striking example of the unpractical character of the Church. It devotes 
itself, in theory at least, to the preservation, and still more to the multiplication, of the unfit. It prefers 
the unfit - presumably because, by reason of their infantile intelligence, they can be beguiled into 
treating the parson with more respect than people of bigger brain. So far as all available evidence goes, 
there is no ultimate hope for a race which is incapable of developing some kind of civilisation of its 
own, and BINGHI, who left in Australia not one public work, is plainly one of the incapables. When a 
more advanced people come along, the incapables pass out, either by disease, violence, or invisible 
causes. The Church objects to this - in theory, at least. If it had its way it would preserve them all, and 
the earth would be full of them, and there would be no room for the more hopeful races. Its theory is 
that the white man is always wrong and that the nigger is always right. There is no aboriginal so 
small, hairy and hopeless that it won't weep over his peaceful exit. Of course, all men - even the 
hairiest and least progressive nigger - must die, but if there isn't an abundance of hairy and 
unprogressive nigger born to preserve the race and keep the world filled with the unfit, the Church 
takes the matter greatly to heart. And in this matter the Church is up against a tough proposition. In 
fact, it is an ant fighting against the inevitable. 
(5/1/11, p.7.) 

Record 64 
"Chloe": Now that the Northern Territory is in the hands of the Commonwealth, there is a fme 
opportunity for experimental legislation; and the first step should be to deal stringently with the native 
race. There must be sequestration unless the Australian tropics are to be a hotbed of diseases for the 
future white settler. It is, as others have remarked, a "tough proposition"; but it only cries for a strong 
hand. Above all, it is the work of legislators, not of missionaries, with their narrow and positively 
silly ideas of thrusting our religion on a race which will never assimilate any such creed, and whose 
native beliefs have produced in them the best results of our own or any other faith. For blackfellow to 
blackfellow is perfectly honest; lies are hated and despised, and the moral code is most stringent, until 
there is contact with civilisation. Drink and the missionary combined have wrought wholesale 
deterioration; for while the household gods of the primitive race have been displaced, the minds of the 
natives have been and will continue to be, incapable of absorbing the new dogma. Hence the fall. I 
except from this condemnation the work of the Beagle Bay Mission fathers, who are men of the world 
first and doctrinal priests after. What they have made of the native, through their practical organisation, 
is a lesson to the Commonwealth. If the Commonwealth reserved large areas of suitable land, and 
thereon grew cotton, tobacco, sugar, and, combined with this, cattle, sheep and pig-raising, a source of 
revenue would be established; and apart from any weak and puling sentiment, an excellent piece of 
moral legislation would stand to the credit of the young country. But the missionaries must stand out. 
(19/1/11, p.7.) 

Record 77 
"Climax": "Yalgun" (B. 30/3/11) inquires re the early demise of the half-caste aboriginal. ... Another 
point about the yellow man is his marked deterioration after marriage. After six months he is not so 
good as he was; at the end of 12 months he is hopelessly and incurably useless, and at the end of the 
second year he would be a positive nuisance but for the fact that he is generally dead. 
(25/5/I1, p.13.) 
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Record 78 
From a woman in one of the outposts of the Northern Territory 
"Oh, yes, we have our 'help' troubles too. But when our Mary Ann goes alonga bush (without notice) 
or gets sacked (without notice) for stealing sugar, we can't fall back on the pastry cook or ham and beef 
shop, but have to make our own bread and cake and pastry, and make our own meals, and do our own 
everything else." 
(1/6/11, p.22.)Record 92 
Nemesis in the North 
"took here, Jimmy," he said. "I'm a J.P. I'll get somebody to send Mourama out 'orse-huntin', and as 
soon as he's gom you charge him with abscondin' - he's bound to you for 12 munce yet. Then we gets 
the trooper to lumber 'im, an' 'e's brought before me, an' I remands 'im till we can get another J.P., an' 
that won't be till Drawin' Room comes back -'e's the on'y other beak 'ere." 
That night Mourama was arrested, remanded for a month, and chained to the gum log that served the 
settlement for gaol, lock-up and stockade. 
Randoif Bedford 
(27/7/11, pp. 43-44.) 

Record 99 
"Nix": Now that the Commonwealth government has made up its mind to be a foster-father to Binghi 
let me draw your attention to a scheme which the squatters in the nor'-west of W.A. have been and still 
are working. They are legally permitted to "sign on" a mgger for 12 months, and, during that time, if 
he runs away, he can be pursued and forcibly brought back to Simon Legree. In return, black brother 
receives, or, rather, he is supposed to receive, a good ration allowance (including tobacco), two suits of 
clothes, and medicine when he is sick: but in these nor'-west parts the average squatter would not 
dream of bankrupting himself for such extravagances. The "signing on", which is optional (sometimes) 
with the nig., may be performed before a magistrate, police constable, or J Pay: and the J Pay is 
generally a neigbbour who would be greatly distressed to see a poor abo. unable to make up his mind 
as to what was best for his own welfare. Not long ago, one aristocrat, after waiting until a mounted 
policeman had departed, "signed on" 12 blacks for a year, in the sympathetic presence of a brother 
broadacres. And, if I know anything about the aristocrat, it wasn't because he was concerned about 
inconveniencing the troopers that he passed the job onto somebody else. 
(31/8/11, p.11.) 

Record 104 
"Mallarapoonie": That wearisome old bogey about the ill-treatment of natives in the nor'-west of W.A. 
is threatening to bob up again. That the niggers out there get a fairly rough time goes without saying; 
but the saving feature is they are a mighty tough race. As a general rule they get a fairly square deal, 
and any extra kind of rough time they may hit against mostly arises out of white fellows' horse-play. 
Race hatred is practically non-existent. Of course, the white man is severe when he takes the law into 
his own hands in cases of misdeeds by natives, and the evildoer is mostly made to wish himself 
temporarily dead; but the severity is mostly tempered by justice. In fact, the amount of justice meted 
out to his black brother by a rough but decent class of white man in North Australia is rather 
astonishing when one comes to recognise the brand of it. It is the justice if primitive man - the horse-
sense brand that obtained before hair wigs and silk gowns were invented. As regards a remedy for 
trouble with natives in North Australia, I arise to remark that thee isn't any - none, that is, beyond the 
ordinary course of Nature, which points to the extinction, sooner or later, of the black race. In the 
meantime, justice tempered with severity needs to be handed out to both sides - especially the white, 
and it is time the lower-class white got his share. For a start miscegenation (combo-ism) should be 
declared a crime throughout the North of Australia, and white men handed penal servitude for 
harbouring native women. That reform alone would go a long way towards bettering the status of races 
in the North. The usual misdemeanours (such as cattle killing on one side, and ill-treatment of natives 
on the other) can be dealt with as usual, if usual is looked on in a common sense light. Otherwise, 
seeing that reservations for natives and other weird proposals are foredoomed to failure, there is nothing 
for it but to wait the aforementioned course of Nature; but waiting is not much of a game unless one 
has tucker and blankets with him. 
(7/9/11, p.14.) 
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Record 131 
How simply our forebears dealt out "justice" to the aboriginal! Brisbane COURIER (December, 1861) 
told how Lieutenant Cave pursued a party of blacks supposed to have been implicated in the massacre 
of the Wills family on the Nogoa, and drove them "up a steep ridge, where escape was impossible, 
except by jumping over a precipice. Here they were all shot to the number of 60 or 70. One fellow 
cried out, 'Me no kill white fellow'; but he also was killed. This little incident proves that the blacks 
well knew why they were being punished." No miserable sorting out the innocent from the guilty in 
those days. 
(26/12/11, p.36.) 

1921 

Record 137 
(The Empire Slogan) 
I love my country, the British Empire 
I honor the King, King George the Fifth 
I salute her flag, the Union Jack 
I cheerfully obey her laws. 
(13/1/21, p.22) 

Record 192 
The Dead Tribe 
Here they dwelt of old 
Breathed and had their being 
Yon gleams the spindrift 
Down the distance fleeing. 

Hither came the Spring 
Flower and frond bestowing 
Red dawn and gold noon 
On the vision glowing. 

Came the reaper, Death 
Hither, thither reaping 
Pale dust on lone graves 
Lie they all a-sleeping. 

Creeping slow and sure 
This did doom befall them 
Ti tree and gaunt gum 
Do you ne'er recall them? 

Wherever they were born 
We shall know in season - 
Know that for all things 
God hath rhyme and reason. 

Faded are their fires 
Vanished ash and ember 
Lone dune and grey cliff 
Do you remember? 
Rodenc Quinn 
(14/7/21, p.24) 

(Mutilated version) 
I give my hunter a new camp pie 
I holler and sing and gorge in filth 
I shoot her glad the Banyan black 
I carefully shave her lords 
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Record 219 
Historic and Prehistoric Australia 

Ages passed and transformation through a million years serene 
Man the monarch of the fauna, stalks across the magic scene! 
Man, the wild primeval savage, all the onward changes rang 
From the troglodytic cavern to the spear and boomerang. 

Archie Meston 
(18/8/21, p.47) 

Record 254 
"i.E." on spooks and other aborigines 
Our late spookish visitor CONAN DOYLE has written a book, 'The Wanderings of a Spiritualist", about 
his visit to Australia. I learn that when he reached Fremantle he was struck by the fate of the aborigines, 
and he thinks their degradation and annihilation "a dark stain upon Australia." Men of long vision like 
DOYLE and me often have intuitions like that. When I visited England with a view to writing my 
unpublished book, "Meanderings of a Dispirited Cuss", I had barely caught sight of Eddystone Lighthouse 
before I was struck by the hard lot of the Highland crofters - by their degradation because they were still 
alive and not annihilated, and by their annihilation because they were dead and so couldn't be degraded. Then 
I thought of the horrible situation if they had been living in a dead state under conditions that would make 
them wish they had never been born, and I wept into the Channel and made a high tide. 
Yet it is bound to occur in the long run to people of a prophetic turn, like CONAN DOYLE and me, that 
the preservation of races that have lagged behind and show no sign of catching up may be overdone. The 
vigorous Early Scripture is full of recipes for wiping out peoples that failed to make good - the whole lot 
on Deluge Day, and smaller assortments in the case of Sodom-and Gomorrahites. As to the Canaanites, 
their utter obliteration was given as a sacred trust to JOSHUA. They were to go so as to make more 
breathing-space for more progressive folk. 
Now there is an idea that it is the duty of the races for which there is hope to preserve and promote the 
increase of the morons and mentally deficits, the culls and the rums, so that they may multiply exceedingly 
and force the superior peoples to restrict their birthrate to make room. They are superior, else the culls 
would be called on to help them - not the other way around. 
(1/12/21, p.8) 

1931 
Record 278 
"Old Q": In view of his success in Sheffield Shield cricket there is a movement afoot in Brisbane to bring 
the young abo bowler, Gilbert, down from the settlement of his people at Barambah to Brisbane, the idea 
being that by playing in grade cricket he will improve out of sight, and thus become an acquisition to 
Australian cricket. The Protector of Abos is said to have intimated that he will have no objection provided 
Gilbert is given suitable employment with a responsible person. Still, I hope it won't be done. The 
aboriginal athlete has been too much exploited in Queensland for the benefit of others than himself. Two 
instances that come to mind were the handling of sprinter Charlie Sainuels and boxer Jeny Jerome for the 
benefit of mean whites, who battened on their earnings. Samuels was too early to reap the benefits of the 
Aborigines Protection Act. Jerome was not, yet was exploited for years until press comment induced the 
then Col. Sec. to put him under the care of the department. Jerry was then at the finish of his run, but the 
Protector got enough cuts out of his finishing fights to settle him in comparative affluence. What the heads 
made out of him before that, the deuce only knows. 
(11/2/31, p.31) 

Record 280 
"Nakhoda": The Victorian aboriginal is dwindling so rapidly that the Government has concentrated all that 
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are left at Lake Tyers, 210 miles east of Melbourne. Here 39 full-bloods pass a more-or-less halcyon 
existence amidst some 250 half-castes or quarter-castes or anything less. Each is entitled to a weekly ration 
of 1 lb. of soap, 8 lb. of bread, 2 lb. of sugar, 1/4 lb. of tea, 7 lb. of meat, tobacco, rice, sago, split peas, 
jam, oatmeal, etc., according to requirements. There is also a yearly allowance of two suits of clothes and a 
pair of boots. The recipients of these and other bounties can work if they like, but outside protests recently 
brought about a change of management, the previous superintendent's efforts to make the abo. self 
supporting being resented. Captain Newman is the present manager. Those who care to work get fivepence 
an hour, and there are kangaroos, wallabies and emus to hunt and plenty of fish in the lovely Lake Tyers. 
Despite the allegedly degrading effect of a life of idleness, I was struck on a recent visit by the dignity and 
self-sufficiency of the full-bloods. The younger generation talk like dinkum Australians; the older men like 
Oxford dons, with soft melodious voices. 
(4/3/31, p.21) 

Record 286 
At Lake Tyers 
Lake Tyers is an aboriginal reservation in the south-east of Victoria. The story told by Mr. Skipper is, he 
assures us, given in almost the exact words of one of the full-blooded residents. 
"Good-day Jacky. You wantit 'bacca, you wantit tchillun?" 
"No sir! I am not in need of the weed. The Government stores supply my small requirements. Nor do I ask 
for money. It is true I could accumulate wealth even in a reservation for aborigines, but that would only 
earn me the envy of my fellow residents; and I value their friendship too highly. Nevertheless, I shall be 
glad to show you round the station and explain it to you. I am, of course, presuming that you understand 
the English language, though your opening remarks might easily lead one to an opposite conclusion. 
"Now, what would you like to see first? The honor roll in our chapel, perhaps. You will see there are eight 
names on it, four with stars. H. Thorpe was in the 7th Battalion and was killed in France. He received the 
Military Medal. H. Murray was killed at Arvenieres just before the Armistice, and his brother William gave 
his life for the Allied cause at Passchendaele, Booth died of wounds at Poperinghe, and Stephens died from 
the effects of gas at Caulfield Hospital. You see that gentleman over there. That is Macraedy. I think he was 
on Gallipoli, but I am not quite certain. There is a story current that he was up in an aeroplane in France 
when the pilot was shot, and that Macready brought the machine down though harassed by six of the 
enemy. 
"So you see we aboriginals have not altogether lost our martial values. But naturally, as a white Australian, 
you will be more interested in our sporting achievements, so let me introduce you to Mr. Charley Green. 
For 20 years Mr. Green has been one of the leading runners in Victoria and has won cups and medals 
innumerable. ... And, oh, here is an interesting ceremony, of fire-making. Of course, the old gentleman 
squatting and twirling the rod in that piece of dog-wood uses Bryant and May's for ordinary purposes; but - 

well, we must flatter visitors. 
"This is the schoothouse. Yes, those designs are done by pupils. The designs are not native, you say, but 
European? That is quite true, unfortunately; but it is scarcely logical for you to suggest that we have 
thereby degraded our native taste, unless, of course, you believe your Western culture to be inferior. 
"Please don't be indignant! I had no wish to be offensive. But I could not help being reminded of a recent 
visitor from Melbourne. He was an artist, a very channing gentleman if a trifle neglectful of his dress, and 
he was kind enough to show me some of his works. I could not help but pointing out the remarkable 
resemblance they showed to the rock drawings my great grandfather executed at Mootwingie, near Broken 
Hill, though I feared the comparison might offend him deeply. To my surprise he said it was a compliment. 
He said that European art was dead, that Rubens was a back number, and that all the best painters nowadays 
tried to paint like the aboriginals. 
"You wish to hear our native music? Here is the gumleaf band. What they are playing sounds suspiciously 
like jazz you say? It is jazz. Written music is hard to come by, so our bandsmen listen on the wireless and 
thus become acquainted with the latest masterpieces. 
"Ah, here is the storeroom. You see we are well provided for. The ration is liberal if the food is plain, and 
the clothes that are issued to us are serviceable, if not particularly ornamental. 
"From the top of this hill you get a pleasant panorama. The view of the lake, studded with islands and one 
time full of fish, the deeply wooded hills sloping to the water, and the glimpses of blue ocean make a 
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glorious prospect. Of this far flung pageant of natural beauty no less than 4000 acres have been reserved by 
a benevolent government to the kangaroo, the native bear, the emu and the aborigine, and it is gratifying to 
know that at least the first three are increasing. 
"You say that all this fills you with indignation that we good-for-nothing aboriginals should be loafing our 
lives away in ease and plenty when tens of thousands of your fellow white men are unemployed and on the 
breadline in the slums of your great cities. The emotion, sir, does your heart credit. Might I point out that 
before Mr. Batinan landed at Port Phillip unemployment was non-existent in Victoria? the population was 
admittedly not large but it was entirely self supporting. We raised no foreign loans to conceal the fact that 
we were not earning our keep. Seventy five per cent of the community was not living on the thrift and 
industry of the other 25 per cent. We had a short way with wastrels. Our only non- producers were dial 
ones. 
"If we had been more unfriendly we might have cost you a couple of expensive wars and several millions in 
rents annually, like the Maoris. It is true that we are good-for-nothing, though the good is, don't you think, 
rather a question of relativity? Your explorers were good for nothing but to die of thirst and starvation in 
places where my forefathers were able to bring up families in comparative comfort! However, unlike some 
of your unemployables, we were doing our best, with the help of syphilis and consumption, to ease the 
burden from your shoulders. According to the last census there were 55 full-blooded aboriginals in Victoria. 
I have more fingers than I have full- blooded friends of mine at present living at Lake Tyers. Nevertheless 
we are grateful to your European medical science even if it fails to cure us of your European diseases. 
"It is, you say, the survival of the fittest. In that regard allow me to quote one of your own writers, who 
has pointed out that army tests during the war showed that 60 pc of the white populations have intellects 
not superior to that of a 12-year-old child, and only 10 per cent are really intelligent. I do not know whether 
the proportions at Lake Tyers are similar, but since the Government kindly supplied us with a radio 
listening set I am inclined to think so. 
"You must be going? You are tired of me? I am a damned old gas bag? No? Ah, well, when one is aware 
that one is going to be both individually and racially extinct in the space of one short generation, it does 
tend to turn one into a philosopher." 
M .G.Skipper 
(1/4/31, p.8.) 

Record 293 
"Irawuni": Derby, North Westralia, has its own pet aboriginal leper tied up in the hospital back yard. 
Owners of a lugger and a truck have asked one hundred and fifty pounds and two hundred pounds respectively 
to take him up to Darwin or down to Cossack, where there are lazarettes, so the fantastic little town on the 
marsh elects to keep him for economy's sake. An amenable soul, he goes and puts himself on the chain 
when his warder happens to be out late in the afternoon. 
(29/4/31, p.21) 

Record 299 
"Palanda": The coastal abos of the north are giving a little demonstration of the folly of civilisation just 
now. They don't give a dump for the old General de Presh and the price of wool means as little to them as 
the rate of exchange. ... Binghi has the laugh on us. He knows how to live in Australia without pawning 
it. 
(13/5/31, p.20) 

1941 
Record 396 
An Expensive Abo 

"P.D.": Mulga wires from Darwin have been humming with rumours - "Northern Territory 
administration officials hinted today that the Native Affairs Department may soon be abolished. ... One 
high official said that even if the department was not abolished it would die within 12 months." 

In 1934-35 the N.T. Native Affairs Department was a comparatively modest affair with an expense 
sheet on these lines; - 
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1 superintendent Darwin compound £402 
I matron Darwin half-caste home 100 
1 superintendent Alice Springs half-caste home 276 
1 matron Alice Springs half-caste home 75 
Maintenance of abo. affairs for the year 4741 
Assistance to missions 1120 

Total expenditure for the year, £67 14. 
Next year (1935-36) saw a little expansion. The Darwin superintendent suffered a drop of £62 in 

his annual screw, but an assistant chief protector of aboriginals appeared with a yearly remuneration of 
£462. The matrons and the superintendent at Alice Springs got the same as before, but the bill for 
maintenance of abo. affairs jumped to £6921 and the missions got £1235, a total of 9409 for the year. In 
1936-37 the assistant chief protector landed an increase of £17 a year, making his pay envelope up to £479; 
the Darwin superintendent got a £15 rise, bringing him up to £355; and a patrol officer appeared with 
annual pay of420. Maintenance of abo. affairs increased to £9828 and the missions got £1410, bringing 
the annual expenditure to £12,943. 

The following year (1937-38) was expensive. The assistant chief protector went up to £504; patrol 
officer to £440; superintendents at Alice Springs and Darwin whacked up £690 between them, while the 
two matrons shared £283 (they earned it). There also appeared an assistant superintendent at £336 a year and 
one clerk at £282. Maintenance of abo. affairs ran at £15,127 and assistance to missions at £2510, making 
a total of £20,172. 

In 1938-39 the bill for maintenance of abo. affairs dropped to £13,996; but the pay of the assistant 
chief protector was increased to £532; that of the patrol officer to £466; of the two superintendents to £710; 
of the assistant superintendent to £346; of the clerk to £292. The missions received £3337, and there 
appeared a typist at £267 a year. Total for 1938-39, £20,230. 

Next year (1939-40) saw the disappearance of the assistant chief protector and his £532 a year, but 
he was replaced by a Commonwealth Adviser on Native Affairs at a cool £1500, and a secretary at £700. 
There also appeared a district officer at £600; another patrol officer, making two of them at £900; a head-
teacher at £446; two more clerks, making three of them at £1074; and an assistant at £298. The two 
superintendents shared £758, the assistant superintendent rose to £352, the typist to £271, while the two 
matrons shared £345. Maintenance of abo. affairs amounted to £13,438, and assistance to missions to 
£4250. 

By 1940-41 there emerged a fully-fledged Government department with an expense sheet:- 
I Commonwealth Adviser on Native Affairs £1500 
1 secretary 638 
1 district officer 606 
2 patrol officers 824 
2 cadets 608 
2 superintendents 770 
1 assistant superintendent 392 
1 head-teacher 434 
2 matrons 354 
3 clerks 1128 
1 assistant 358 
1 typist 282 
Maintenance of abo. affairs (estimate) 13,140 
Assistance to missions (estimate) 4,250 
Total expenditure for the year, £25,284. 

The total expenditure for the seven years reviewed adds up to £104,684. That doesn't include some 
£40,000-odd spent recently on a compound at Darwin and other expenditure incurred by occasional, and 
mainly fruitless, inquiries into abo. conditions and affairs. Abos. and half-castes involved totaled 16,000. 
They could have taken much better care of themselves than the department does if they had been kept away 
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from the towns and left to the supervision of the N.T. police and pastoralists, who know Binghi better than 
anyone does. 

Contact with white civilisation and its ways is about the worst fate that can befall Binghi, and for 
years people who know him and his habits have been urging that he be sent to his native bush and kept 
there. It is being done at last, mainly because of the growth of Darwin's white population. And the sal 
irony of it all is that "when all half-caste children and natives have been transferred from Darwin to 
missions and ration centres, the department (of Native Affairs) would be unnecessary." 
(29/1/41, p.36.) 

Record 418 
"Anthropo": The aboriginal's faculty of bearing pain with little apparent discomfort is due to his nervous 
system being keyed to a much lower pitch than that of the Caucasian. He is a Stone Age Man, perhaps a 
hundred thousand years behind the white. Nearer to the animal, to put it bluntly. And no animal feels pain 
as does a human. The fact that the animal brain is less developed proves that. Reinforcing the initial Stone 
Age anaesthesia came the practice, throughout the ages, of deliberately inflicted pain, having as its objective 
the survival of the fittest. Insensitiveness to pain can be seen in the way the primitive aboriginal woman 
accepts the act of parturition. 
(30/4/41. p.17.) 

Record 444 
"Nakhoda": Over one hundred years had to pass before Melbourne staged the first battle between 

whites and aboriginals. It occurred in Fitzroy last week and resulted in the rout of the abos., who were 
hopelessly outnumbered and lacked munitions in the shape of beer bottles, the pubs being closed against 
them but open to their antagonists. A police report blamed the abos. for the fracas. They wander about the 
streets begging and giving gumleaf concerts, thereby upsetting the Melbumian, who is the most 
conservative of creatures. Abo. sympathisers blame the whites for displaying color prejudice. Non-partisan 
citizens want to know why the abos. aren't at Lake Tyers Mission, which contains several square miles of 
lovely lake and island. 
(24/9/41, p.9.) 

Record 455 
That Abo. Problem 

"P.D.": Like most of his predecessors, Senator Collings, now Minister for the Interior, discovered 
the "abo. problem" almost as soon as he was in office. So he is "going to see that the whites keep their 
marauding hands off, and that these people are given a chance to live like human beings and not slaves and 
chattels." 

"Slaves and chattels" is ridiculous - if anything, the semi-civilised abo. has a bit more freedom 
than is good for him. He has, of course, suffered to some extent from "marauding hands", but the reason 
rests largely with himself and with people who fail or refuse to recognise that fact. Once an abo. has 
sampled the white man's pleasures he won't stay away from them; he gravitates to the towns, which are the 
worst of all places for him to be, and there degenerates. 

If the Senator wants to keep "marauding hands" off the abo. his best plan is to see that the 
uncivilised blacks are kept in their native surroundings, and that the partly civilised variety are confmed to 
stations and other places well removed from the towns. And if he wants someone to carry out that policy he 
has none better than the N.T. police, who know Binghi as well as anyone knows him. 

Other evidence that the Senator might consider is that Binghi is a human being and is no more 
anxious to have his existence run by anthropologists, civil servants and the like than any other human 
being; and that compounds, such as the one built at Darwin at a cost of many thousands of pounds 
(fortunately some other use was found for it) are the last word in folly. 

(P.D. provides the same figures for 1933-34 and 1940-41 N.T. Native Affairs expenditure as can be 
found in record 396.) 
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A precise account of benefits which have accrued to Binghi in the seven years during which the 
Native Affairs staff has grown from four to 18 and its expenditure from £6714 to £25,833 would be 
interesting. 
(29/10/41, p.35.) 

Record 466 
Black Brother 

J.W. Bleakley, Queensland Director of Native Affairs, has given the Federal Parliamentary 
Committee on Social Security something to think about should the members thereof be inclined towards 
that politically dangerous practice. He pointed out that half-blood abos., many of them no better or different 
from full-bloods in any intellectual or social respect, are eligible to receive pensions and maternity 
allowances denied to their aboriginal neighbours and relatives. Everyone who has had opportunities of 
observing such matters will agree hartily with his opinion as to the injustice of it in many cases. 

We are just as glad to receive full-blooded indigenous Australians in this A.I.F. as we were in the 
last one, and fine soldiers many of them have proved. To exclude such men and their families from civil 
rights and benefits enjoyed by any half-caste who prefers to stay safely at home is obviously unfair. A 
certain degree of discrimination would of course be necessary, but why can't Australia adopt the just and 
wise "Paper Dutchman" practice of the Netherlands Indies and grant the privileges of citizenship to any full-
blood who conforms with certain reasonable and definite standards of conduct and living" To deny them to 
one who has been honourably discharged after combatant service in the A.I.F. is flagrantly unjust. - 

Dungeness (Q.). 
(20/8/41, p.36.) 

1951 
Record 474 
"Cauboy": Pastor Douglas Nicholls, aboriginal parson of Fitzroy (Vic.), has pointed out that the original 
owners of this fair land have been completely forgotten in the Jubilee celebrations programme, though there 
is mention of a ballet in which white ballerinas clothed from head to foot in black tights will perform a 
corroboree, ... It would be ridiculous to fetch down Albert Narnatjira as a representative of aboriginal culture 
when he is really a product at one remove from the National Gallery school in Melbourne; and it would be 
insulting to ask a team of Binghis to perform their sacred ritual ... Why not stage an all-aboriginal 
buckjumping show? 
(17/1/51, p.1  1) 

Record 475 
Close Up 'E Finish 
S'pose 'e loosem jetplane, rocket, 
sing out: "Ere 'e come!" 

Empty money out of pocket 
buy bic atom-bomb: 

Up go cloud, make dirty weather, 
heap bic feller row; 

moon and sun knock 'ead togetter: 
W'ere bin Big Smoke now? 

Down come wet, up go ribber, 
atom-bomb, 'e fix! 

white fella longa blackman shibber, 
catchem fire wit' sticks. 

QUEENSLAND E. M. England 
(24/1/51, p.13) 
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Record 476 
Monsoon Patrol 

Until at night beside the smouldenng fires 
I listen to the chants of these strange men, 
Hearing their children laugh; and, once again, 
My thoughts go back into the natives' lore 
And through a misty haze I see once more 
The dreamtime children marching with their sires. 
N.T. W. E. Hamey 
(24/1/51, p.13) 

Record 479 
Native Camps 

A Perth magistrate, referring to a native camp in a Perth suburb and speaking to a representative of 
the Native Affairs Department, said "These aborigines have been terronsing the neighbourhood for too long, 
and it is time you people did something about it." 

The next day the Minister for Native Affairs pointed out that his department's duty was "to 
exercise general supervision and care over all matters affecting the interests and welfare of the natives and to 
protect them against injustice, imposition and fraud." He added that it had "neither the obligation nor the 
desire to usurp the functions of the magistracy, the police, the Prisons Department or of any other 
authority." 

That seems to leave the question of native guidance or control up in the air. No one can do very 
much about it, and the natives continue to be a nuisance to whatever district they are established in; 
breeding, drinking, being jailed and ruining their children's lives. 

As usual, the children are the worst sufferers. 
There's good in those natives - some of them - and it would show up under different conditions. 

The worthless adult natives should be strictly segregated and denied all contact with the juveniles, however 
closely they are related. 

Those children, cared for under correct supervision, would yield a percentage of decent citizens. ... - 
Bass (W.A.) 
(14/2/51, p.27) 

Record 485 
"Curate's Egg": There would be nothing incongruous in asking a team of Binghis (B. 17/1/5 10) to perform 
a dance ritual for the entertainment of a Jubilee crowd. Binghi puts more spirit into most of his measures 
when assured of a European audience, for he is essentially a showman. Admittedly there are certain ritual 
measures which he would not perform for the uninitiated, but these, which are but a fraction of his 
repertoire, are performed before only a very restricted audience of his own tribe. Even some of the seemingly 
aimless cavortings have a starkly sexual significance which is cloaked by elaborate symbolism penetrable 
by few Europeans. If it were intelligible the censor would come down like a ton of bricks. Most, however, 
of Binghi 's dances are didactic by nature, and designed to inculcate some lesson of hunting, woodcraft or 
citizenship. By his counselling against the inclusion of a Binghi dance item on the Jubilee bill, "Cauboy" 
does an injustice to a seasoned trouper in the person of Binghi himself, as I've known him on a 
Thargomindah to Thursday Island circuit. 
(7/3/51, p.10) 

Record 493 
Harold Blair, the 26-year-old aboriginal tenor ... is due to open his Jubilee Year concert season under the 
A.B.C. in Sydney tomorrow. ... Blair's introduction to music was as a trumpeter in the band of the 
Salvation Army, which operated on the Government reserve at Murgon (Q.), where he was reared. 
Sturdily-built, with a speaking voice as mellifluous as his singing one. Blair has shown a remarkable 
facility in mastering languages for the purpose of his art. 
(25/4/51, p.19) 
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Record 494 
"W.E.F.": Kabbarli is dead, and the natives from the Bight to the Fitzroy are mourning. Born in Tipperary, 
she caine to Australia a colleen of 20, and married a Jack Bates, a stockman. ... (She) caine back to 
Australia in 1899 to investigate ... allegations of cruelty to abos of the nor'-west. Thereafter, for the better 
part of 50 years, she lived among them, ate their foods, traded, worked and cared for them. Her headquarters 
was a tent on the Nullarbor Plain, where she lived in the clothes-style of 60 years ago. She spent a private 
fortune in making more pleasant the last days of old natives ... Her work is recorded in her book The 
Passing of the Aborigines. 
(25/4/51, p.19) 

Record 498 
Native Homes - In a sparsely-populated section of a Perth suburb I met two half-caste children, a boy and a 
girl. About nine years of age, they were bright, intelligent, well clothed and -fed. ... Those children were 
ashamed to admit that they lived at the "abo. camp ... ... 

The ground on which these natives are camped is owned by some of them. They have saved and 
bought it. But they can't afford to build a house which will conform to the requirements of the local 
authorities. Consequently they live in huts which are little better than mia-mias, and under unsanitary 
conditions made so, not by the owners of the property but by the nomad natives, whom they hesitate to 
offend. 

Advocating the building of 1000 homes ... W.A.'s Commissioner of Native Affairs said recently 
that 90 p.c. of these natives are literate. They are given the benefit of a State-school education. ... When 
they leave school they are thrown back on the scrapheap. 

The only solution to this problem is such a housing scheme. ... It's their only chance to raise 
themselves to the status of citizenship. - GRAVELSNATCHER (W.A.) 
(16/5/51, P.34) 

Record 502 
Mrs. Aeneas Gunn ... will be interested in the auction (of Elsey cattle station) in Brisbane. ... (Harold Eric 
Thonemann) used it as a more-or-less socialistic experiment in elevating the abo., native mothers getting 
child-endowment long before their white sisters. 
30/5/51, p.19) 

Record 504 
Territories and Sense 

Among the notable changes in the Commonwealth Ministry is that which groups Australian 
territories under a special Ministry. The new Minister is Mr. Hasluck. 

There are three issues which call for long-term settlement in regard to these large areas of land, 
which, regarded in bulk, are about half the size of India. They are defence, development and the native. 

Policy so far in the post-war years has been inclined to reverse this list in order. Mr. Ward placed 
the native first - amid chuckles from Moscow, which does not care a rap about Brown Brother or Binghi so 
long as he stays discontented and provides an awful example of the dreadful brutality of capitalists when 
handling the weak. 

The native in the Northern Territory has died off faster than ever under the impact of the new 
"Labor" brand of civilisation. In the more civilised areas the one issue at the moment seems to be whether 
he shall be allowed to drink alcohol at will. 
(13/6/51, p.6) 

Record 511 
"F.S.": Something seems to have gone wrong with the aboriginal art renaissance so rapturously hailed by 
the critics when in 1938 a show of pictures a show of pictures by Albert Namatjira burst onto Melbourne 
and sold out in a few days. This was only two years after Rex Batterbee had initiated his camelboy into the 
mysteries of Western painting. ... It is now reported from Alice Springs that the sudden realisation of the 
power of art converted into money is tending to debauch the unsophisticated inhabitants of the Never Never, 
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and leave them "unhappily suspended between the white men's world and their old world." One of them is 
reported to have been thoroughly disgusted when he heard that he only got eight guineas apiece for his 
pictures, and Albert has been severely rated by his pastor for spending his money in lavish entertainment of 
his 300-odd tribal friends and poor relations who prefer to sit around waiting for the proceeds of his next 
exhibition to working for a living. 
(18/7/51, p.12) 

Record 512 

"Dick Turpin": Despite their dwindling numbers and tragic history, we don't seem to be able to leave the 
abos in peace. First Bertie's little brother wants to hand them over again to the tender mercies of John 
Barlycom, their greatest enemy in days gone by; now the Superintendent of Hermannsburg Mission has 
referred to artist Namatjira as a "restless nomad in danger of losing himself between two worlds"- this 
because he still wishes to go walkabout despite the money his paintings have earned him. If many 
successful whites went "walkabout" instead of hanging on to make more, they would be better off in many 
ways. After all, the abo's walkabout is merely a break from routine and normal living, in the Yoga sense of 
the word, to enjoy uninterrupted the peace and beauty of nature; for too many White Australians the idea of 
"escape" leans more towards clip-joints, racetracks, gin-soaking, rubbish from Hollywood and housie-housie 
schools. The joke is that the city dweller, and the country-town dweller, live much closer to disaster than 
the abos. Binghi still has a few things we haven't got. 
(18/7/51, p.14) 

Record 514 

Whether it was the primitive style of aboriginal art which was included in the Jubilee exhibition or the 
European style now being demonstrated by 11 aboriginal artists in Tye's Gallery, Melbourne, Australians 
will always fmd it difficult to look at the work of the native race without sentimentality- "Sir," said Dr. 
Johnson, "a woman preaching is like a dog's walking on its hind legs. It is not well done; but you are 
surprised to find it done at all." Albert Namatjira, who is a genuinely accomplished water-colorist at his 
best, may be an exception; but the others at Tye's ... have only exchanged for their own primitive 
conventions the more advanced conventions of the National Gallery school in Melbourne. If their pictures 
were robbed of their romantic glamour and, unsigned, were hung in an ordinary exhibition nobody would 
take any notice of them. 
(18/7/51, p.19) 

Record 518 

Namatjira 
Rex Battarbee's Modern Australian Aboriginal Art (Angus and Robertson) has come out at a time when his 
star performer, Albert Namatjira, has been much in the news, and somewhat disturbingly, because Pastor 
Albrecht of the Hermannsburg Mission has published a pamphlet about the artist in which he expresses the 
fear that Namatjira may become a wanderer "between two worlds" - the white man's and his own. 
The emphasis in the newspapers was on the more sensational part of the pamphlet- the pastor's fears- and 
there was no mention of the warm and sincere tribute he pays to Namatjira's personality and his art; with 
the simple assurance that "he neither drinks nor gambles." Pastor Albrecht's chief worry is that Namatjira 
spends his money too freely, to the constant disorganisation of the Hermannsburg Community. 
Mr. Battarbee is doing his aborigines a disservice by his overpraise; not only by confusing artistic values 
generally, but he is providing ammunition for the critics, who, whether out of racial jealousy or worship of 
the primitive, have always been eager to deride the Hermannsburg movement, and who demand that the 
aboriginal artists- as if Harold Blair should be allowed to sing only corroboree chants- shall confine 
themselves to the elementary designs of concentric circles, which, as both Mr. Battarbee and Mr. Strehlow 
point out, are all that, by tribal law, are legally and religiously permissible to Arunta painters. 

It is, of course, phenomenal, and full of hope for the future, that these paintings should have been done 
at all; and if most of them are best described as "creditable considering their origin" they remain- creditable. 
And Namatjira- the spark that has set them all going- would rank as a sensitive and capable watercolorist in 
any company. - D.S. 
(22/8/51, p.2) 
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Record 522 
I wish to compliment the Red Page (B. 22/8/'51) on its splendid article upon the artist Albert Namatjira. I 
have seen the real aboriginal art in the secret caves on the Kimberley coast and it is very crude. 
I'm interested in the implications of Albert's art. "Art" is now demoralising his people. Young boys who 
have learnt to paint a few crude daubs upon a piece of paper can now sell these wretched pictures to tourists. 
If you ask one of them "Why are you not working?" he will reply "Oh, I am an artist." 
Albert does not know whether to be a white man or an aborigine. He could easily become "exempte'l" from 
the aborigine ordinances and become a full citizen in his own right, but, then, he would have to live in a 
house away from his people at Hermannsburg Mission. For the sake of his art he does not want to live 
away from his country. Hence his inner conflict. He likes the things that the white man's money will buy, 
but he has no desire to take on the responsibilities of white citizenship. Again, that opens up the most 
interesting and serious problem: Can we detribalise and Christianise our aborigines without demoralising 
them? I don't think so. Aborigine welfare effort usually leads to deeper and deeper demoralisation and finally 
extinction. In their native state our aborigines are ruled entirely by tradition and the authority of the old men 
of the tribe. There is nothing in our civilisation to take the place of that authority. 
Although it is probably heresy for me to say so, I consider the police are the best people to handle the 
aborigines. The aborigines see that the police have authority over white men and respect them for it. - M.S. 
(NSW) 
(12/9/51, p.34) 

Record 526 
Mr. Hasluck and the Abo. 
New Minister for Territories Paul Hasluck, who has shown a sure touch in getting down to work, made an 
excellent move in the appointment of former Westralian Premier Wise as Northern Territory Administrator, 
irrespective of the appointee's being a Labor man. 
A second matter on which Mr. Hasluck has been active is the native problem, and a Commonwealth and 
States Conference held at Canberra early this month defmed a policy which covers agreement on most 
issues of controversies of the past few years. 
In principle aborigines are now to be regarded as Australian citizens in the full sense, but "persons to whom 
special legislation applies are wards of the State who, for the time being, stand in need of guardianship and 
who should automatically cease to be wards when they are able to assume the full citizenship to which they 
are entitled." It was agreed to recommend amendments in existing legislation so that the law will apply 
only to those classes which need State guardianship and tutelage - a wise move. 
Health care is to be systematised by provision of a sick-bay and trained nurse at every mission, and 
missions and Government stations will be expected to have sufficient personnel with medical knowledge for 
accident and prevalent-disease treatment. Defaulting missions will lose their licences; Government abo. 
stations will be subject to the Native Affairs Department. 
An educational policy now to be adopted provides for assimilation of aboriginal children into State schools 
when their standard permits, and where it is necessary to provide schools the standards of these will be those 
of white schools, plus facilities to teach rural and pastoral work, trades and crafts, domestic science and the 
use and value of money. Special farms for training in outback areas are mooted; there are to be facilities to 
provide employment for children reaching working age and for higher education through scholarships for 
those capable of taking advantage of it. 
Also provision for equal rights of employment and equal wage and privileges of trade-union memberships, 
where the abo. is free of wardship. State wards will have their minimum wages and conditions fixed by the 
controlling authority, along with standards of accommodation and health facilities. 
The native problem will not be settled until Binghi has been completely assimilated into the general 
population. And there are many tribes, now fast dwindling, whose mental standard is so near that of the 
caveman that with them extinction will probably beat civilisation. But there are some tribes, such as the 
Arunta, capable of high mental development and multiplication of numbers. These might one day provide 
more abundant populations for our desert interior if they are nursed along. 
At any rate there is now a unified national policy. 
(26/9/51, p.7) 
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Record 530 
The Color Problem 
The first essential in any policy for helping our aboriginal full-bloods is that it should not be in the hands 
of metropolitan ministers, women's organisations or uninformed idealists. 
Most of these have a picture of our black brother, his circumstances and needs which are quite unreal. With 
the best of intentions they would hasten his ruin. Take this demand that the aborigines should be given full 
citizenship right as enjoyed by white Australians who are not in jail. Such rights include freedom to go into 
hotel bars and drink alcoholic liquor. Anyone with first-hand knowledge of our natives knows that alcohol 
destroys them physically and morally - it is nonsense to advocate giving them citizen rights without 
qualification. 
Our color problem has two aspects, perhaps three - the full-bloods and the mixed, and both living in settled 
areas. As a basic policy, full-bloods not yet completely demoralised by enjoying surreptitiously the rights 
of the white should be kept away from towns. The half-castes should be given opportunities gradually to 
take their places in white communities. Camps and compounds housing both full and mixed bloods have 
proved tragic failures. 
Much has been made of the achievements of aboriginals like Albert Namatjira and Harold Blair; and there 
are other remarkable exceptions to the dictum that the Australian abo is a primitive stone-age man. There 
are also the boomerang and the sense of design evident in the fashioning and decoration of native weapons 
to suggest that aboriginal man has intelligence which in some instances could be developed usefully. But a 
practical policy cannot be based on the comparatively few exceptional facts that are known. 
The abo. is a nomad, and it is very doubtful that he can be turned into a farmer or made to stay put in any 
regular occupation. He is a good stockman - the variety and movement of station work suit his 
temperament. 
In parts of the Murcheson and in the north-west of W.A. the aboriginal native is a valuable - almost 
invaluable - worker on the sheep-stations; but he is not the cheap labor which metropolitan trade-union 
organisers say it is. For every 10 abo. stockmen or rouseabouts there are at least 40 non-working 
dependents kept by the station. And, lately, pastoralists have had to pay fairly substantial wages. With the 
extension of child-endowment to the natives quite a lot of money comes into the wurley. This money is of 
little use to the natives, if, indeed, it is not harmful. Clothes and tobacco don't cost much, and there is little 
to be done with the surplus. 
There have been exploitation and discreditable indifference to the welfare of the renmant of our aboriginals 
in the past, but in haste to make amend there is danger of proceeding to unpractical extremes. Indiscriminate 
grants of "rights" which have no real value to the recipients and may prove ruinous and attempts to turn the 
black into a white by legislation and administration, will not solve the problem. 
The nearer to conditions natural to his race he is allowed to live the better and happier the native will be. 
There's plenty of room for him in the big pastoral areas of North Australia, and on the great cattle-stations 
he could e permitted to take, under supervision, a beast or two for his meat ration as a change from 
kangaroo, emu and other game. - G.Elberg (NSW) 
(13/10/51, p.34) 

Record 534 
No m ads 
Where once the grey scrub's finches cried with thin 
voices through the heat their "nm-nm-nm," 
bursts now the golden burgeon of this change 
before the gibber-plain, the pale blue range. 
Here to the fettler' s sunken water-tank 
the blacks came in; their three dun camels sank 
down to their knees; the tall and bearded blacks 
unslung the water drums tied to the packs, 
filled them, and called their camels and were gone 
to where, out on the iron plane, led on 
their lubras, children and lean dogs ... to know 
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always the evening ranges' ebb and flow, 
the shifting sands that bare the parched white bone, 
beneath their feet, the knife-sharp gibber-stone. 
Roland E. Robinson (N.S.W.) 
(7/11/51, p.2) 

Record 545 
Natives 
A W.A. country centre, which has a sizable native population and is big enough to hold an attractive 
sports-meeting, organised such a meeting. To be held solely for aboriginal and caste competitors, it was 
supposed to be a Jubilee gesture demonstrating the town's tolerant or magnanimous attitude to its native 
population; and the whites rolled up in force to cheer the blacks and part-blacks and treat them, for a day, 
like human beings - immature and inferior, but still human beings. 
Unfortunately the natives didn't turn up and the thing became a fiasco. The sports committee and organisers 
were hurt by the natives' refusal to parade for the people's enjoyment, and spoke bitterly of human - for a 
day - ingratitude. The Native Affairs Commissioner upheld the natives, who, he said, "are tired of being 
treated like zoological specimens." 
Of course they are, and their independent attitude towards the meeting showed a far sounder sense of 
proportion than is being displayed by many whites. Most of us don't give a second thought to the original 
inhabitants of this country, and among those who do there are too many who can speak glibly of the 
"treachery" of natives who opposed our conquest of their territory, and the "faithfulness" of the ones who 
assisted it. A black man, apparently, is still good or bad according to whether he exalts or deflates a white 
ego. 
A sports meeting, or a thousand of them, won't benefit the blacks. Neither will any action that is based on 
an attitude of superiority. 
There may be little that we can do for the older natives, but the children should be given at least as good 
treatment as we extend to the children of prostitutes and criminals. There's only one way to do that - give 
the natives the opportunity to acquire their own homes, and police their living conditions in their children's 
interests. - Gravelsnatcher (W.A.) 
(5/12/51, p.42) 

1961 
Record 550 
Ayers Rock 
I saw God stand on the mountain's crest, 
Bowed was Wananibi's head as in the gloom 
His bowl poured kapi to the earth below. 
Life-giving rains that the red earth should grow 
Rich fruits from Kerungra's womb. 

I sat beside Nginindi's storm worn pool 
Where mortal man was baptised with divine 
Storm-given kapi from the Gods on high; 
Within the storms a Rainbow of the sky 
To bless the tribes who worshipped at his shrine. 

Around me are strange stories, old as time 
Graved with the wind ... This wrinkled age-worn stone; 
What allegories from other lands are here? 
Where now the tourists scramble, climb and peer 
Down where Wanambi sleeps and waits alone. 

I heard wild chanting from Lagari's cave, 
Where mirth resounded and its echoes pealed 
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From grim Wialburu 's peak, where peered the eye 
Of stem Karuka, ready to defy 
The Leru-Mulu with his kuditdj shield. 

Now rise the Kunia horde beside the cleft 
Where towering Nangu stood with quivering spear; 
That dread Urumbu soars and over all 
Comes crashing Kuditdj at the Welu's call 
"Death to the Mulu who would rule by fear." 

"Kapi agalyu Wanambi!" they cry 
(Strength in God's waters), "Give, give all rebirth!" 
Only the tourists' tramping feet resound, 
Only their voices from the cliffs rebound 
To camp-fires glowing on the warm red earth. 
W. E. (Bill) Harney 
(4/1/61, p.43) 

Record 551 
Training at Tranby 
By Kylie Tennant 

You have all your life walked barefoot on sand or bush tracks, live in a tiny palm-thatch village 
with the Barrier Reef a few miles off-shore. Now you come to Sydney to study for two years. What does it 
feel like? 

John Butcher and Frank O'Brien were two students at Tranby Co-operative Training Centre who 
had come down from the "Peninsular" - John to learn boat-building, Frank to study motor engineering. 
John is a big, gentle full-blood aboriginal, and Frank is an aboriginal with a dash of ... Anyway, his skin is 
lighter than John's. 

They were saving to take back presents to their wives and children, but a letter was a tremendous 
task. They were directors of their far-off aboriginal co-operative, but they had never learnt to read or write 
very well. Now, at night, they had to learn. They could sail a lugger or repair an engine, ride after cattle or 
build a house. Now they must grapple with business principles and accounts. 

"We fellows," John said with dignity, "got to help them others." 

Not all the aborigines at Tranby are from the far north. Promising lads recommended by the 
N.S.W. Aborigines Welfare Board are there, too. This year there will be aborigines from every state in 
Australia 
Although it is sponsored by the Australian Board of Missions of the Anglican Church, Tranby is quite 
independent, and its students may be of any religious affiliation. Sometimes they are recommended as likely 
leaders of their dark community. The men from the co-operatives have signed that they will go back and 
give two years' service in return for the training they receive at Tranby. 
Before a co-operative can be started there needs to be a study group, adult education. .... Picked men from 
the study group will come to Tranby, then go to the coalfield to learn store book-keeping and management. 

Who provides the scholarships to bring these young men to Sydney? Women's organisations and 
Apex have helped Tranby with labor, furnishings and money, but the chief fmancial support comes from 
trade-unions and co-operative societies. The Trades and Labor Council of Broken Hill now strikes an annual 
levy of two-shillings a member to provide scholarships and help the aboriginal co-operatives. 

At Collaroy there is a hostel for aboriginal girls who are also brought to Sydney on scholarships. 

The Australian Board of Missions now trains the missionaries it sends out in ways of helping 
primitive people to set up co-operatives. In time it hopes to see all its mission stations run by aboriginal 
people working on this system. 
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Aborigines understand the idea of all men of the tribe working together - it is their old tribal 
pattern. But the case that a modern co-op is a highly technical business, and the more aborigines take up the 
idea the more trained men you need, black and white, and more training centres. At present there is only one 
in the whole continent - the unique experiment at Tranby. 
(11/1/61, p.38) 

Record 559 
Problems Round the Gulf 

Last week's sharp exchange between the Church of England's Bishop of Carpentaria and the 
Queensland Department of Native Affairs over some four thousand pounds which the department had 
promised to improve living conditions at Mitchell River, Edward River and Lockhart River, has now been 
smoothed out. It appears that the money was available, but not exactly in the way the Bishop had expected 
it to be. Church and State, however, are once more on amicable terms. 

The Bishop's eagerness to see quick improvements is understandable. "The Peninsular" which is 
Cape York, has one word for everything: "Bime-by." To keep staff on isolated mission stations, conditions 
must be made bearable; and nothing sooner takes the heart out of a missionary than straining the eyes 
seawards for the lugger, loaded with promised building materials and irrigation equipment, that never 
arrives. At Mitchell River, for instance, the staff housing had been improved somewhat, but the plan was to 
re-house the aborigines. Last year these aborigines formed themselves into a Cattle Co-operative on the 
lines of Lockhart River, where there is an Aboriginal Christians Co-operative running the luggers and the 
store. 

The Australian Board of Missions had declared its policy to train all the aborigines under its charge 
to run their own affairs through co-operatives. Mitchell River had a small income through its cattle, but its 
two sources of income are the Australian Board of Missions, which collects contributions from the richer, 
better populated states, and the Queensland Government, which subsidises the missions. For extras, such as 
irrigation plant, housing and water supply the Government is asked to put its hand in its pocket. 

(1/3/61, p.lO) 

Record 563 
Our National Pets? 
By Kylie Tennant 

"Duggai!" the aborigines of the North Coast settlement called mockingly after the old black man. 
Women sneered at him from verandahs. They knew he was on his way to pay his rent. But what could he 
do? The "Government" which owned the houses had arranged to take his old truck and sell it if he couldn't 
pay. Without his truck he could not get to his work on the Main Roads job. How many times had he heard: 
"They can't chuck us out. They own us like dogs and they've got to keep us"? Some people paid a little 
rent at harvest time but it had to be screwed out of them. That was a point of honor. Now he had lost the 
respect of his people. They were calling him "Duggai" - the lowest and dirtiest insult they could use. It 
meant - "white man." 

Today the very people who could never address an aboriginal in simple friendship are exercised in 
their minds over The Aboriginal Problem. It makes them feel uneasy that in a population of ten million 
there are 70,000-odd people who are known to be ignorant, miserable, ill-housed, ill-fed, and in many cases 
ill-treated. As Mr. Paul Hasluck, now Minister for Territories, once said in Parliament: "When we enter 
into international discussions and raise our voice, as we should raise it, in defence of human rights and the 
protection of human welfare, our very words are mocked by thousands of degraded and depressed people who 
crouch on rubbish heaps throughout the whole of this continent." 

The aboriginal does not regard himself as a Problem but as a man looking for a job, food, shelter 
for his wife and kids. The problem from his point of view is a social one - he wants a better place in 
society. 

The present policy in all States is "assimilation," an unhappy word which suggests a piece of 
roughage being slowly absorbed by the social gastric juices. "Assimilation" in recent years has taken on a 
new and better meaning: helping aborigines to better housing, better education, more skilled work and more 
opportunities. 
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The Next 100 Years 
No matter how many hand-outs you give, gifts are always suspect if you hold the giver (sic) in 

subjection. He would sooner be able to buy it for himself. Most good Welfare Departments realise that 
training the aboriginal to do things for themselves, either as individuals or co-operative groups, is the only 
way. They are often demoralised and have no coherence. In tribal society there was no "leader" or "king." A 
group of experienced men made the decisions. Today there are a few "spiv"  leaders of their own color who 
talk loud and who are not trusted. Aborigines are often good judges of character. 
"Well," one of them said at a conference of white men, "I've been listening to all these heads saying what 

good blokes the abos. are. They've only been talking about us for a hundred years. I guess they'll go on 
doing it for the next hundred". 
(29/3/61, pp.  7-10) 

Record 566 
Black Hope - A new hope rose for Australia's 70,000 aborigines last week when a 47-year-old Cairns 
(Q.) aboriginal was elected president of the Federal Council for Aboriginal Advancement. He is Darwin born 
wharf-laborer J. D. McGinness, whose quiet voice and imitable diffidence of manner belie his appearance - 
he is 6 ft tall and weighs 14 stone. 

Queensland University's senior lecturer in psychology, Dr. J. A. Keats, was frankly pleased at the 
election result. "Mr. McGinness can do a lot for his own people," he said. "He has their confidence, and 
that's a big start." 

There is no suggestion of "Uncle Tomism," however, in Mr. McGinness's approach to his new 
job. "We're not the only people who need educating," he told Brisbane pressmen. "There are many people 
who need educating to realise that aborigines are human beings and should be accepted as such. Aborigines 
have not been able to play a full part in community life because of the restrictions put on them by 
legislation." 
(12/4/61, p.18) 

Record 567 
A Social Experiment 

At Allawah Grove it is not a crime to fall behind in your rent, or to neglect your children to the 
point where they have to go to hospital. Allawah Grove, the shabby housing settlement for aborigines in 
Perth, which shelters about 100 men, women and children, has become a playground for social workers. No 
one would deny their sincerity, but a recent statement by a Perth doctor certainly throws doubts on their 
effectiveness. 

The doctor ... said the prevalence of disease among native children at the camp was a serious threat 
to the health of the general community. Poor living conditions and dirty surroundings made the camp a 
breeding ground for dangerous diseases, such as trachoma and gastro-ententis. 

Investigations by W.A. newspapers allegedly revealed that drunkenness and prostitution occurred at 
Allawah Grove. 

Native Welfare Commissioner Stanley Middleton followed these revelations with a forthright 
statement that Allawah Grove had failed as a social experiment in the education of natives to the standards 
of urban living. He said the natives were fully capable of looking after themselves, but refused to do so. 

Middleton's pessimism is probably influenced by the fact that his department wanted to close the 
camp in 1960, but was overruled by a Ministerial decision to allow the voluntarily organised Native 
Welfare Council to supervise the settlement and collect rents. 

Though he did not say so outright, Middleton implied that the natives would be assimilated far 
more quickly if they were scattered through the suburbs and forced into assimilation. 

If the present situation continues, Allawah Grove will probably be closed and its occupants will be 
forced out into a world of respectability which they do not understand and which does not understand them. 
(3/5/61, p.19) 
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Record 570 
The Elusive Drinkers 

Planes using Darwin's international airport now face a new hazard - drunken aborigines. Residents 
either of the Reserve at one end of the strip or of the camp at the other end, they wander about the strip 
smashing bottles and getting in the way of incoming aircraft. The officials have to search the runway each 
morning, taking away buckets full of glass from broken flagons and bottles. 

Mr. Evans (District Welfare Officer) has advocated supplying a light beer at aboriginal settlements 
to teach them "civilised drinking". The Rev. Mr. Lloyd Shirley of the United Church feels the answer is in 
"voluntary total abstinence" by white Territorians. You can take your pick. 
(24/5/61, p.7) 

Record 571 
The Tragedy of Robert Tudawali 
From K. G. Willey in Darwin 

The lot of the aborigine - in the Northern Territory at least - can be pretty near to Lotus Land. He 
doesn't have to work, unless he feels like it. His tucker is supplied. If he has the energy to "book in" at the 
nearest Government settlement he will be looked after from the cradle to the grave. 

But now and then one rises above the norm, sometimes almost by accident. Rex Battarbee taught 
the camel boy Albert Namatjira to paint. Charles Chauvel picked Robert Tudawali to play Marbuk in a film 
called "Jedda." 

Like Namatjira, Tudawali was different. From the days when the playing of Australian Rules 
football revived in Darwin, after the war, Tudawali was a well-known town identity. 

With his team mates he knew the humiliation of being sent home early from inter-club football 
parties as the Wanderers always had to be out of the way before the grog could be "turned on." 

Tudawali is not a citizen. Like most of his people in the Northern Territory he is a ward of the 
Government Welfare Branch which, among other things, prohibits him from drinking alcohol. And Robert 
Tudawali, like most of us, enjoys a drink of beer. 

Because of this he appears periodically in the Darwin Police Court, invariably on offences 
connected with liquor. 

Tudawali has been quoted in the south, at times, as being bitter about the plight of his people. In 
Darwin he is more subdued. He once told local pressman: "When the Welfare Branch thinks I am ready to 
be a citizen they will make me one." 
(10/6/61, p.4) 

Record 575 
The Aborigines of Australia 
J. W. Bleakley. Jacaranda Press. £3 3s. 

The trouble between the Australian aborigines and whites, when the newcomers began to fan out 
and investigate the land, was not the hostility of the blacks but their extreme friendliness. The aborigines 
were willing to share what they had -that was their idea of gentlemanly behaviour - even if it was only a 
piece of half raw wallaby; but they were also willing to share all the whites had. To fmd a tribe of greasy, 
spear-carrying and naked aborigines roaming in to plunge dirty hands into the flour, butter and cases of 
clothing was more than white human nature could bear. It was a case of "Keep the blacks out!" And keeping 
the blacks out, driving them off somewhere else, became standard white behaviour. 

Mr. Bleakley was Chief Protector of Aborigines in Queensland from 1914 to 1942. His great 
sympathy and practical concern for the people with whom he was so long associated and his access to many 
important sources make his book of value to any interested in aborigines. 

He lays great emphasis on the necessity of trained personnel with knowledge of the native 
languages, of anthropologists and specialists, rather than superintendents who are willing to take a small 
wage in an obscure place because they have failed elsewhere. 

The crux of the problem, of course, lies in the lack of an aboriginal franchise. "Year after year 
provision made in the annual estimates for funds seemed invariably the first to be excised in the general 
order for economy. The unfortunate blacks, having no votes, were easy and always the first victims." We 
will probably never have a Government ready to spend the necessary money until all aborigines have votes 
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at all elections and are politically significant. Aborigines are notoriously careless of the other means of 
becoming important in the eyes of white people: that is by owning property. Over 150 years have not 
taught them the white man's habits of acquisitiveness. Until they learn, that is become "assimilated," some 
of them will go on needing protection. 
Kylie Tennant 
(24/6/61, p.37) 

Record 578 
The caning of Jim Jacko 
From John Higgins in Queensland 

The first "open inquiry" ordered by Queensland's Nicklin Morris coalition Government during its 
four year term of office has ended, and the public is anxiously waiting to hear the findings. The inquiry was 
into the caning of aboriginal Jimmy Jacko by Lutheran Pastor E. C. Kernick, the mission superintendent at 
Hopevale, 32 miles north-west of Cooktown. 

Jim Jacko, it seemed, had absconded with a 16-year-old aboriginal girl named Genie Simons, 
without so much as by-your-leave to her parents. There was much tribal to-do about it , which resulted in 
some sort of kangaroo court being conducted by Pastor Kernick in association with tribal elders when the 
errant couple returned from their primitive walkabout honeymoon. Three whites and two native elders were 
present when Pastor Kemick imposed the 12-stroke caning on Jacko, and delivered the punishment himself. 

Native Affairs Department officials seem to think that Pastor Kernick was justified in his action, 
but spokesmen for the Federal Council for Aboriginal Advancement take a dissenting view. Naturally, as 
part of the Woo-the-Aborigines campaign, the Communist party has taken the case in a big way. 

In the course of time, Mr. Lee's report will be handed to the Native Affairs Director Mr. Con 
O'Leary, and then to Dr. Noble. The whitewashing of Pastor Kernick is tipped as a foregone conclusion. 
(15/7/61, p.5) 

Record 580 
60 Years of Perpetual Change 
From Keith Willey in Darwin 

For years there has been friction between the Government and the Christian missions in the 
Northern Territory. Both have done some good work among the natives, but their aims have been basically 
different. 

The Government's Welfare Branch was established to bring the aboriginal, as quickly as possible, 
to the stage where he can be assimilated into the white community. The missions, on the other hand, have 
worked, generally speaking, towards setting up separate, eventually self-supporting, all native communities. 
They were in the field long before the Welfare Branch. They have done fine work. But the main object with 
many of them remains, as it must, the saving of souls. 

In the most forthright statement ever made on this subject by a Cabinet Minister, Mr. P. Hasluck 
called for an entirely new approach to mission work in the North. "We have no interest in spending money 
to build missions. Our interest is in advancing the aborigines, " he said. "We have to help them become 
self-supporting members of the community, living and working wherever they choose. ... Christian 
missions must prove their success by eventually working themselves out of a job." 

The Government looks to the Christian missions, he said, to help in temporal as well as spiritual 
matters. This includes education, health, hygiene, nutrition, training for employment, provision of 
occupations and better housing. 

Mr. Hasluck said: "I don't want it thought that the Government wishes to make a takeover bid, but 
if any mission is unwilling or unable to engage in the work that assimilation requires, then arrangements 
will have to be made to see it done some other way." 
(29/7/61, p.6) 
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Record 581 
Where a Vote Could Mean Disaster 
N.T. aborigines unfit for citizenship 
By K. G. Willey 

The future of the Northern Territory may hang on the decisions of the Parliamentary Select 
Committee on voting rights for aborigines, after its hearing of evidence in Darwin. 

For most of Australia giving the vote to all aborigines, whatever their state of development, would 
be little more than a gesture. It would look good in United Nations; it would salve the conscience of those 
people - most vocal in states like Victoria, where full blood aborigines are rarest - who never cease to grieve 
over the "sins" of wicked old great-grandad who "stole" Australia from a handful of ragged natives. But for 
most of Australia a blanket vote for aborigines would mean or matter little. In the Northern Territory the 
effects could be catastrophic. 

It would be easy to ridicule the whole idea of a blanket vote for aborigines by pointing to the 
problem of distributing and collecting ballot papers among the stone age Bindaboos, who wander the 
western desert living on mice, lizards and yams; or the Guboingus and the unruly Andilyagwas of Arnhem 
Land, where missionaries are battling to curb polygamy and savage clan feuds. 

With a mass of uninformed and uninterested voters like these to be herded into the polling booths 
the danger of pressure groups and a block vote arising is obvious. Grasp of the "illiterate "aboriginal vote" 
would almost automatically ensure for a candidate the Territory's seat in parliament. 

Overall is the question: Should people classed as "wards" be granted a vote without the other rights 
of citizenship? What would happen to the Northern Territory aboriginal if all were made citizens and 
restrictions and protective laws repealed? The story would be horribly familiar. Their women would be 
debauched even more than at present. Drinking, already a major problem among natives, would increase, 
with the inevitable resulting upsurge in violence and murder. Leprosy and other diseases common among 
the natives would spill over even further into the white community. The aboriginal would lose his racial 
identity and, in a few generations, a fullblood would be as rare in the Territory as in Victoria. 
(29/7/61, pp.  20-21) 

Record 584 
Namatjira was Sorry 
From Keith Willey in Darwin 

The Newspaperman's Best Friend - the aboriginal - certainly rose to the occasion in recent weeks 
when the Parliamentary Committee on Voting Rights for Aborigines was touring the north hearing 
evidence. 

There was little real interest in the franchise among the natives. ... But there were some strange 
disclosures. At Tennant Creek Singleton Station, manager John Walsh said his head boy wanted to lead a 
deputation to the Prime Minister seeking return to the aborigines of their tribal lands. The head boy had 
promised other natives he would get control of Singleton and they would become managers of surrounding 
stations ... . Mr. Walsh said he believed his head boy had been indoctrinated by Communists while 
attending a hygiene school in Alice Springs. 

In Alice Springs, Rex Battarbee, "father of the Aranda art colony, introduced a sad note. He said the 
late Albert Namatjira, before his death, had twice approached the authorities and asked them to take his 
citizenship away. Namatjira once told Battarbee: "We aborigines have had a good social life for hundreds of 
years. We don't need yours." 
(19/8/61, p.10) 

Record 595 
Kenyatta in Perth 
From a Perth Correspondent 
At a recent meeting in Perth of the Anthropological Society in Western Australia there were a few shocks 
for those who like to deny any similarity between the problems of native assimilation in Australia and 
Negro integration in the U.S.A. The society formed a panel to discuss the problem of native families living 
in an urban environment, specifically in Perth and the much publicised Allawah Grove settlement near the 
city airport. Four of its five speakers came from the native community. 
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Two of them, native welfare officer George Harwood and radical leader George Abdullah, are fairly 
familiar figures and their divergent views are well known. Abdullah is a kind of aboriginal Jomo Kenyatta, 
preaching the gospel of self-determination in a spirit of antagonism towards the white community. 

The surprise of the evening came in the two speakers from Allawah Grove Progress Association. 
The association was formed only nine weeks ago as a last attempt to bring some kind of social discipline 

to Allawah Grove. The natives living there had resisted all official attempts to turn them into respectable 
citizens, so the Native Welfare Council which is responsible for its administration decided to let the natives 
run their own domestic affairs. 

Mr. Bodney told the audience in plain English that the natives did the job better than the whites. 
The State Government, he said, should select outstanding natives and train them to become leaders of 

their own community. 
Des Davies supported him with a forthright plea to the whites to give the natives a go. He said 

they didn't want patronage, just the chance to prove they could make the grade As responsible citizens. 
It became clear that the granting of State Citizenship rights which now seems inevitable could 

bring forth some very forceful spokesmen indeed for the native community. 
(2/12161, p.10) 

1971 
Record 605 
Getting on with Aborigines 
SHOWDOWN. Last March the Commonwealth Government dropped hints to State Ministers that by 1972 
their Governments would have to scrap all legislation which discriminates against Aborigines. Failing 
effective action, the Commonwealth would challenge State laws in the High Court, and - because of its new 
constitutional powers in Aboriginal matters, arising from the 1967 referendum - it would undoubtedly win. 

This year the showdown may begin. Western Australia and Queensland, which between them contain 60 
percent of the Aboriginal population, have shown much less enthusiasm for reform than Canberra. A 
Western Australian Bill which would have removed some of the most blatantly discriminatory provisions of 
the State's "Native Welfare Act" was deferred until the new session this year because "the Government has 
more important business for Parliament." In the Senate election campaign Mr. Gorton said that all 
discriminatory laws against Aborigines would be gone by the next Federal elections. 
(9/1/71, p.18) 

Record 607 
In the dark 
SINCE December 10, more than 60 people in Sydney have taken part in a "rolling fast" in support of 
Aboriginal land rights. Each night, a new team takes over for a 24-hour shift at the George Street church 
which is the fast's base. During their shifts, fasters are only allowed water and (if they want them) 
cigarettes. They spend the night in the church ("The minister's orders - they've got to get some sleep, after 
all") and the day telling passers by about the objects of their fast. 
These include a demand that "the N.S.W. Government recognise (the authority of) the Aboriginal Lands 

Board ... to negotiate for land rights and to act as trustees for the Aboriginal people." 
Mr. Hewitt says that none of the fasters' "demands" have, in fact, been put to the State Government. 
The Minister might be well be right, but the "rolling fast" technique is expected to be taken up in 

Melbourne shortly nevertheless. It is unlikely that much will be achieved until some solid work is done in 
defining the areas of land sought, the condition under which the land would be held, and so on. 
(23/1/71, p.14) 

Record 608 
Right! We're to be a multi-racial society 
What do we do now? 
By Donald Horne 
AUSTRALIANS - for so long floundering round apparently not knowing what to do with themselves and 
their prosperity - have at last been given a great new national ideal: the creation in Australia of "the first 
truly multi-racial society with no tensions of any kind possible between any of the races within it." 
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What do we do now? Mr. Gorton was quite correct in being most specific about the Aborigines: "There is 
legal discrimination still in some Australian States against Aborigines, but my Government has told those 
States that those laws will be repealed ... ... 

Many other policy details need settling to allow a wide range of choice for Aborigines, a return of some of 
the land our predecessors stole from them so that those who want to live their own lives can do so, 
integrated with and accepted by the rest of our society, but different from it, and at the other extreme, for 
those in the cities who want their children fully assimilated, assistance ranging from special pre-school 
programs to the kind of lowering of standards announced last week by the University of New South Wales, 
which compensates for earlier unequal opportunity. 
Attitudes toward the brown Australians have to be different to attitudes toward immigrants. 

"Assimilation" cannot be the basis of policy for the brown Australians: there must be a full sharing of 
rights, but no demand that "they" be like "us." If brown Australians want to be like pink Australians, help 
should be provided to overcome their disabilities; but, if they want to opt out and retain whatever degree of 
identity they find in themselves, this should be one of their choices. 

But even that is not the end of it. What will finally compensate for the disgrace of our history - the land-
stealing of our predecessors, their murders and despoilations, their destruction of an indigenous society - is a 
repentance for what happened and a sense of expiation. 
(6/2/71, p.22) 

Record 609 
It's a friendly street, she says. 
By David Harcourt 
"THAT land over there," said the cab-driver as we drove down Mosman Street, "is where they're going to 
build a couple of houses for Aborigines. There's a few living over on what we call the Common, but I 
think they've been kicked out now." 
Why? Had they been making nuisances of themselves? "They're always a nuisance - it's the same in 

every country town. Those ones over on the Common, they'd use the gullies as a toilet, that sort of thing. 
There were no proper facilities for them." 

Nearly two months ago it was announced in the "Glen lanes Examiner" (N.S.W.) that two houses for 
Aboriginal families were to be built in Mosman Street. Several residents of the street promptly sent letters 
of protest to the Glen Innes 'Municipal Council'. When these letters were published in the "Examiner" a 
week or so later, a row broke out that made more exciting conversation than floods, elections and weather 
put together. 
• Mrs. R. D. Webber, of 25 Mosman Street , wrote: "I am an elderly widow and I have a great fear of them 
coming here as this is not a sewerage area. I would like to state that I have no prejudice against them 
having decent homes to live in, but think they could be put farther out of town." 
• Mr. A. Brown, of 37 Mosman Street, wrote: "I might draw your attention to the fact that where these 
houses are to be built in unsewered. Now, everybody is aware of the hygiene habits of these people. This 
alone should prompt the council to relocate these dwellings." 
• Mr. Mervyn Hutton of 17 Mosman Street, wrote: "I consider that this plan being accomplished will 
cause much concern and displeasure, and will also lower by a great degree the house and land value in this 
area and will also make living a lot harder." 
• Mrs. E. J. Cooper, of 27 Mosman Street, wrote: "I would like to state clearly that I have no prejudice 
against colored people. Having been a ratepayer in that street for 15 years I protest strongly against having 
the houses put opposite my home. As you will realise, the value of all houses nearby will be decreased 
considerably." 

Mrs. Webber ... said that "living alone - and I sometimes go to church at night - I would be very much 
afraid." Had she had much contact with Aborigines? "No, I haven't had anything to do with them really." 
Were there many Aborigines in Glen limes? "I wouldn't know, but some live out on the Common. 
They're not very nice. They drink, you know. I guess they'd have picked ones brought here, but they all 
stick to one another, don't they - they'd cling together and they'd have their friends. 

"What I hear of them out at Guyra (about 40 miles south) is that they bash the windows in. It's only one 
or two families are any good. One lady - a very reliable lady - said she couldn't raise her two girls next to 
them and she was going to shift holus-bolus. So when you hear these things, well, it doesn't give you a 
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very good opinion, does it?" ... Where should the houses be built? "Oh, I don't know. The Common's 
farther out and they seem happy by themselves there, what I used to know of them." 

Next door to Mrs. Webber, Mrs. Cooper told me that what she didn't like about Aborigines was "their 
way of life - I know in the schools the children are not very honest. They take other children's books and 
pens and the likes of that." And the adults? "Oh, well, I don't really have much to do with them. I think 
they are more or less the same, aren't they? They are not real clean ..." 

Mrs. Cooper is very worried about the effect the presence of Aboriginal families will have on her children. 
"I certainly wouldn't like my children mixing with them. I've got a little girl just going to school - she's 
five - but I wouldn't like her mixing with them. She's very frightened by this, you know. Very upset 
about it, more so than anyone else. I think she's scared of them." Has the little girl ever met any 
Aboriginal children? "I don't think so, because she goes to the west school. I don't think she's met any. 
But she's frightened and upset about them moving here." 

Opposite another of the sections, just down the street, Mrs. Brown ... said "it's not so much the people 
that come here - they might be quite reasonable - but if you get a settlement you usually get all their uncles 
and aunties, and, you know, different people out of town. They usually end up living there if they have 
more than a couple of houses." 
(20/2/71, p.20) 

Record 613 
AUSTRALIAN COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS 
The Australian Council for the Arts is the Government's financial agent and adviser on the performing arts 
and other activities connected with the arts in Australia. The Council is about to consider applications for 
financial aid in the following fields: 
Development Programmes 
Special Projects - Aboriginal Arts - Music - Festivals - Film and Television - Youth and Education - Travel 
Grants. 

Aboriginal Arts 
Applications are invited for assistance for Aboriginal arts projects. These projects should be designed to 
foster interest activity and quality of work in both traditional and contemporary Aboriginal arts, including 
dance, drama, music, writing, painting, carving and the crafts. The services of professional advisers, 
directors, etc., may also be sought. This fund is designed primarily for work by persons of Aboriginal 
descent. 

(13/3/71, p.51) 

Record 616 

The Commonwealth's hypocrisy 

"WHEN the gun is pointed at their heads," said a senior Commonwealth Government official in January, 
"we may find that we do not have to fire the bullets." 

And so it came to pass. Last week's Darwin conference of Ministers and permanent heads of the State 
departments responsible for Aboriginal Affairs was an anti-climax. The confrontation which had been 
looked forward to - Commonwealth Minister in charge of Aboriginal Affairs Billy Wentworth ranged 
against Queensland and Western Australia - was rendered unnecessary by Mr. McMahon's initiatives in 
Queensland and a Labor victory in the West. An era ended with the undertakings by Premiers Tonkin and 
Bjelke- Petersen to repeal legislation which discriminated against Aborigines. 

But the Commonwealth Government still had to fmd an answer to Mr. Bjelke- Petersen's accusation in 
February that it was "hypocritical of Gorton and Wentworth to be so concerned with the phraseology of our 
act when we look after our Aboriginal people much better than they do the Aborigines of the Northern 
Territory." 

In the light of the Commonwealth Government's zeal in defending Aborigines' interests in the States, 
it's fair to ask why Mr. Wentworth hasn't been attending to the problems in the Commonwealth's own 
backyard. The answer to that is that they are not Mr. Wentworth's problems but those of Minister for the 
Interior Mr. Hunt, a member of the Country Party. Mr. Wentworth, a Liberal, has made little progress in 
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persuading Country politicians to view the Aborigines' plight a little more sympathetically. 
(1/5/71, p.26) 

Record 621 
Island paradise that isn't 
NEW FEDERAL Aborigines Minister Mr. Peter Howson will face a bitter attack from the Opposition 
benches in the next session of Parliament over the tropical island 'paradise' for Aborigines, Palm Island, off 
shore from Townsville. Labor chairman of its Aboriginal Affairs Committee, Mr. G. Bryant, of Victoria, 
led a group of six committeemen to inspect the settlement which he said had "gone backwards" since his 
last visit 12 years ago. Mr. Bryant's impression: "It could not be more depressing if it were surrounded by 
barbed wire and schools of sharks. It is an island without hope; it is unreal." 

Aboriginal Senator-elect, Neville Bonner, said that much of the criticism of the island was "a lot of 
phooey." 
The Queensland conscience had already been awoken on the Aboriginal question, when former Aboriginal 

Affairs Minister Wentworth opened a recent ANZAAS symposium on Aborigines. What he and other 
delegates learnt was that Australians ranked with South Africans and the whites in the South of America in 
their prejudices on color. 

Premier Jo Bjelke-Petersen visited all the States' Aboriginal settlements in February with a large press 
team and said that Mr. Bryant was deliberately exaggerating and distorting conditions and that his express 
intention had been to make political capital. 

He then said that the Labor Committee could better spend its time looking at the Aboriginal fringe 
dwellers in cities and towns, where increased Commonwealth aid would help in providing accommodation 
for those Aborigines who did not choose to live on reserves. He said he would be interested to know when 
Mr. Bryant and his committee were going to inspect Northern Territory reserves administered by the 
Commonwealth. As the Premier said, people on reserves had failed to make a success of living in the 
general community. 
(12/6/71, p.27) 

Record 625 
Land Rights 
For people who four years ago were not allowed, by law, to own any wheeled vehicle, even a bicycle, to 
have the Governor come up and hand you the title to more than 4000 acres of land must seem like progress 
indeed. Next week Victoria's Governor, Sir Rohan Delacombe, will hand over former reserves at Lake 
Tyers in East Gippsland and Framlingham, near Warrnambool, making Victoria the first state to hand over 
unconditional title to the residents of a reserve. 
Turning the reserves into trusts may solve problems, but only for about 100 of Victoria's 6000 

Aborigines. And some Aboriginal leaders are still not happy, one pointing out that the Aborigines who 
originally lived at Lake Tyers left the settlement years ago and settled throughout the state. "Surely," he 
said, "they have more right to the land than the people who are there now." 
(10/7/71, p.28) 

Record 626 
Giving our Aborigines a drink 
ON JUNE 24 the Western Australian Government announced that it would extend drinking rights to all 
Aborigines. One week later hotel doors were legally opened but often physically closed to Aborigines in 
the eastern goldfields and the Kimberleys. Drinking restrictions are among the last of the repressive and 
discriminatory legislation left in Western Australia and abhorred by the Federal Government. 

About 50 (Aborigines) are convicted of drunkenness every month in Kalgoorlie, which, because it is 
the biggest town affected, has come out strongly against aborigines drinking - though racism, is of course, 
equally strongly denied. Aborigines, say most publicans, will be allowed to drink only if they conform to 
rigid behaviour and cleanliness standards. Some say they will not serve Aborigines - confidently aware that 
a few publicans in the derestricted areas have successfully banned Aborigines or have served them with 
bottles only in natives-only bars without prosecution. 

In Kalgoorlie in 1971 it is hard to find a favourable comment on the State Government's action. "Bush 
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natives are incapable of coping with a town environment," said lawyer and Labor parliamentarian, Tom 
Hartrey. But his party has yet to show how it will cope with the problems which open drinking will 
create. If the Springboks visited Kalgoorlie, it is likely that the would not only get a rousing reception but 
they would also be asked for a few tips on the handling of blacks. 
(10/7/71, p.28) 

Record 629 
Black and white in reverse 
TWO Members of the Western Australian Parliament have claimed that there is discrimination in the North-
west - but discrimination in reverse. Mr. W. R. Withers (Liberal) and Mr. J. Hunt (LABOR) have alleged 
that whites are getting a poorer deal at the hands of the Commonwealth than are Aborigines. Mr. Hunt told 
the House of an Aboriginal laborer in Hall's Creek who pays $4 a week rent for a $32,000 home built with 
Commonwealth funds. Meanwhile a white man in a similar job paid up to $20 a week rent for a State 
Housing Commission home. 

"Public pressure and lay organisations have committed the Federal Government to a policy of 
discrimination against the non-Aboriginal Australian," said Mr. Withers. He said he was referring to 
Commonwealth allowances that provided free secondary education for Aboriginal children - even to those 
who came from families with incomes higher than those of whites. "I am in favour of high standards and 
allowances but they should be available also to non-Aborigines so there is quality without the 
discrimination that can cause so much ill-feeling." 

It did not take long for Aborigines in Perth to comment, though, as expected, there was no reaction from 
Aborigines in the North. of the Kimberleys' 7000 Aborigines only a handful live in good quality homes. 
"The special allowances and provisions of housing are part of the plan to help Aborigines escape from the 
perpetuating cycle of poverty in which they have been trapped with the able assistance of the dominating 
society," said Aboriginal Advancement Council Secretary, Mr. Ken Winder, and added: "Mr. Withers should 
consider the Aborigines' infant mortality rate and prison numbers when comparing facts with the white 
population." 
(14/8/71, p.28) 

Record 637 
What the whites don't know about the Aborigines 
By DAViD HARCOURT 
IT SEEMS that once a child's secondary education begins, subjects of greater utility must be permitted to 
crowd Aboriginal studies out of the curriculum. Virtually all that white children are formally taught about 
Aboriginal culture, therefore, is taught to them in the primary schools. Naturally, much of the best 
material in the field is far too sophisticated for primary-school children. What, then, is available to them? 

Aldo Massola's "The Aborigines of South-eastern Australia: As They Were," published in Melbourne last 
month by William Heinemann Ltd., is the latest of a number of books which have been written for younger 
readers and published with an eye on the school textbook market. 

Mr. Massola has set out to depict the range and complexity of Aboriginal life prior to European 
settlement. ... But are its anthropological insights sound? Mr. David Moore, the Curator of Anthropology 
at the Australian Museum in Sydney ... has a number of comments to make on what he considers to be the 
"many glaring errors" in the book. Some specific points. 
• Mr. Massola states that "there appear to have been at least three distinct migrations or waves of 
Aboriginal migrants to Australia ... ... He also suggests that the Tasmanian Aborigines were of distinctly 
different origin from the "Australian Aborigines ... ... Mr. Moore says that what is called the "tn-hybrid" 
theory of the Aborigines' origin "is held by few anthropologists today." Further, "it is not now generally 
considered that the Tasmanian Aborigines were a separate race." 
• Mr. Massola states that "homosexuality was condoned" among young Aboriginal men. Mr. Moore says 
that the paragraph containing this contention is "full of curiosities. I never heard of homosexuality among 
Aborigines." 
• Mr. Massola illustrates his text with a map of "possible trade routes" among the Aborigines of the 
South-east. Mr. Moore comments that "most of these trade routes are pure imagination ... ... 
• Mr. Massola, in introducing a chapter heaced "What they were like," suggests that Aborigines "had the 
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long arms and long, thin legs peculiar to people used to walking long distances at low altitudes" and makes 
a number of other observations on the Aboriginal physique. Mr. Moore says that Mr. Massola's comments 
are "full of 19th century misapprehensions and theories long disproved." 
Mr. Moore enumerates other points and concludes: "These are just a few of the more glaring errors - the 

whole book is full of them. I think it must not be recommended as a school textbook because, quite apart 
from the mistakes, its whole attitude is so old-fashioned. It makes the Aborigines out to be queer, 
irrational savages; completely 'different' from nonnal human beings. This is exactly the dangerous racist 
image that anthropologists and social workers are trying to eradicate." 
When I telephoned Miss Fardell, the officer-in-charge of the School Library Service in New South Wales, 

"As They Were" was about to be placed on a booklist to be sent to schools. 
Referring to "As They Were", she remarks that it is "just the sort of thing they're looking for" (because of 

its excellent graphic material) and she expects that it will prove to be popular with schools. 
Pending a closer investigation of the text of "As They Were", Miss Fardell has, however, now removed 

the book from the N.S.W. list..... 
(9/10/7 1, p.45) 

Record 639 
A Cold One 
AN ABORIGINAL, checking his meagre groceries at a Port Lincoln supermarket, patted the bottle of 
methylated spirit. "Haven't you got a cold one?" he asked. Welfare worker, Jim Stanley, himself an 
Aboriginal, is inclined to believe the story. 
Although case-hardened by rum and metho drinkers in the Queensland canefields, Stanley was shocked by 

what he saw on a recent tour of South Australia's Eyre Peninsular. Although Aborigines have access to 
beer and other liquor, except on reserves, Stanley says that methylated-spirit drinking is becoming 
widespread among fringe dwellers. 

Stanley, a welfare worker for the Prisoners' Aid Association in Adelaide, has made a plea to restrict 
methylated-spirit sales to chemists only to try to control the problem. 
(20/1 1/71, p.21) 

1981 
Record 644 on next page. 

Record 645 
Churches put on the rights path 
SELF-APPOINTED guardians of Aboriginal land rights in Western Australia have come under stinging 
attack recently from Aboriginal leader Ken Colbung, a former army sergeant who over the last few years has 
acquired a rare reputation of combining tough-minded militancy with commonsense. 

Of the Australian Council of Churches' plan to sponsor a resolution at Amax Inc's shareholders' meeting 
criticising that company's role in the Noonkenbah dispute, Colbung said that before "sponsoring hate 
sessions against Australia overseas" the council would do better to persuade some of its member churches to 
surrender some of their own prime land holdings and shares in mining and other enterprises. 

The rev Roy Poole, general secretary of the WA Council of Churches, said Colbung's statement was 
misleading. An education program had been launched by the Australian Council of Churches and the 
Catholic Commission on Justice and Peace. The ACC had called on member churches to consult with the 
Roman Catholic Church "to give some land or property to Aboriginal groups as a symbol of commitment 
to land rights." 
(14/4/81, p.117) 

Record 649 
IRA, PLO and Aboriginal activists unite 
By SAM LIPSKI 
THE CHURCH of the Friendly People in Devonshire Street, Sydney, was the location foe Australia's first 
national liberation conference. It brought together local supporters of the IRA, the PLO, and the anti-South 
Africanist Congress with representatives of Aboriginal land rights organisations. 
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According to Willesee, each was dealing with a conflict that had a history of British involvement, each 
was trying to publicise its concerns over human rights, and each was fighting a war. 

Although Willesee was a prime mover in arranging the Sydney conference, the key organisers in the 
network are likely to be pro-PLO activists who have been working to gain support in other "liberation" 
organisations in Australia, and especially among Aboriginal lands rights groups. Funds for interstate 
travel, publications, and provision of office space and equipment are expected to come from pro-PLO 
sources associated with extreme-Left trade unions or local Arab organisations and newspapers. 
(21/7/81, p.32) 

Record 644 
Old prejudices are hanging on and on 
By BOB CARR 
AUSTRALIA'S silent majority remains conservative in its social attitudes - despite the widespread belief 
that there were dramatic changes in the 1960s and 1970s. This conclusion emerges from a survey of 301 
Australian men holding lower to middle management positions in large commercial organisations. 
According to the survey there is still considerable bias against foreigners, Jews and the physically 

handicapped. There is glaring bias against Aborigines, women's liberation and homosexuals. 
The survey was conducted by Professor Emeritus Neville Wills and Dr. Elizabeth More of the Kuringai 

College of Advanced Education who gave the test to groups of middle managers over a period of three years. 

Attitudes of middle managers to 30 community sub-groups expressed as percentages of a sample of 301 
(listed in order of acceptability) (10/3/81, p.35) 

Sub-Group 

Catholics 
Tradesmen 
Doctors 
Masons 
Factory Hands 
Footballers 
Auditors 
Policemen 
Truck drivers 
Americans 
Blind people 
Snr executives 
Paraplegics 
Jews 
Artists 
New Australians 
Japanese 
Actors 
Intellectuals 
Politicians 
Religious people 
Spastics 
Negroes 
Epileptics 
Trade unionists 
Women's Liberation 
Lesbians 
Aborigines 
Prostitutes 
Homosexual  

Percentage accepting 
the sub-group 

% 
85 
80 
79 
76 
72 
71 
71 
69 
67 
67 
66 
63 
58 
57 
56 
55 
53 
53 
49 
48 
39 
38 
38 
37 
36 
32 
15 

9  

Percentage with reservations 
about or reluctance to socialise 
with the sub-group 
% 
15 
20 
21 
22 
28 
29 
29 
31 
33 
33 
34 
37 
41 
42 
44 
45 
46 
46 
51 
51 
59 
59 
61 
61 
62 
64 
66 
84 
68 
65 

Percentage rejecting 
the sub-group 

% 
0 
0 
0 

4 
19 
5 
23 
26 
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Record 650 
An Aboriginal leader's view of Christianity 
By DAVID MCNICOLL 
THE World Council of Churches report was predictable. When I've had a chance to study it, I'll give some 
of my views on the Aboriginal problem - which will not endear me to the council. 

One point that must be made about the report. The Aboriginal activist Gary Foley was adviser to the 
World Council of Churches team. Which throws a strange light on what sort of a person Foley is, when 
one considers a letter be wrote a few years ago, which is reprinted in Bob Santamaria's News Weekly. 

A Protestant group sent Foley a copy of their magazine, Today (Foley was at the time publicity officer of 
the Redfern Medical Service). Foley's charming reply to the editor of Today ran: 
'The Aboriginal Medical Service has for some time been the unwilling recipient of a pornographic 

magazine of which you are the editor. I want you to know that, apart from toilet paper, the Today 
magazine is of no use to us whatsoever ... we are an organisation which is concerned with the physical and 
material problems of our people and have no time for people who are still actively involved in the 
destruction of our society and values. 

"As you no doubt know, Christianity has brought more misery and suffering to the people of the world 
than any other single disease in the history of mankind. 
"Our purpose in life is to smash Christianity and its perverted purveyors in any way we can..." 
I wonder if the World Council of Churches people saw that letter. 

(25/8/81, p.44) 

Record 651 
Land Rights threatens Brisbane Games 
Aborigines will move to block the Commonwealth Games in Brisbane unless the Queensland Government 
agrees to land rights, Charles Perkins says. The Aboriginal leader, now close to Malcolm Fraser and a top 
public servant, gives an exclusive interview to ROBERT DREWE. 
AUSTRALIANS shaking their heads in bemusement at the Springbok riots in New Zealand should not feel 
too smug. According to Charles Perkins, those demonstrations have been nothing compared to what will 
occur in Brisbane next year. 
The nation's most senior Aboriginal public servant revealed to the Bulletin that plans were ready for 

Aborigines to prevent the Commonwealth Games from taking place - unless land rights were immediately 
granted by the Queensland Government. 

Perkins, chairman of the Aboriginal Development Commission (ADC), deputy secretary of the 
Department of Aboriginal Affairs and special adviser to Malcolm Fraser on Aboriginal matters, said: 'There 
will be at least 5000 Aboriginal people in Brisbane to stop the Games. What you've seen before in 
Australia and New Zealand during the Springbok tours is nothing. And this time the faces on national TV 
screens will be black. Quite definitely, the Games will not go ahead in Brisbane. 

"It will be the first major confrontation between whites and blacks in Australia. And if Russell Hinze and 
his police thugs try to annihilate us, they're welcome. The Brisbane Games will be Australia's Battle of 
Wounded Knee, and that's a statement of fact." 
"White Australians shouldn't be able to sleep at night when they consider Queensland's attitude to 

Aboriginal people. They must get their rights - over Joh's dead body, if necessary; I mean that politically, 
not literally). The man is no longer any use to Australia. He is acting to the detriment of Queensland and 
Australian society. 
"We are not going to tolerate Joh's attitude any longer. There will be no Games unless land rights are 

granted in Queensland - freehold first and then perpetual lease. There will be no Games in Brisbane, 
irregardless of the outcome between NZ and South Africa." 

According to Perkins, the plans to stop the Games are well under way "with state and town committees 
and funds pouring in." Asked about his involvement, he said, "Of course I'll be there myself. I have to 
participate. I will serve in the front line without any hesitation." 
Perkins regarded it as "improper" that Queensland should hold the Games. 'They have no right to pose 

before the world as a just society. They have a history of persecution of the Aboriginal people, they won't 
consider land rights and the police have a history of violence towards us. I certainly won't go as far as 
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violence - I'm not violent - but the demonstrations will be violent because the police will ensure it. 
It will amaze certain white conservatives to discover that Charles Perkins  views on Asian immigration 

can seem somewhere to the right of the League of Rights or the Immigration Control Association. To 
quote him: "Every third face on the street is Asian - you must have noticed. I'm upset about the number of 
Indo-Chinese refugees driving cars and walking in the streets. They're here for only two years and they have 
cars, houses and flash clothes and yet the poor here, black and white, struggle along for years. 
(15/9/81, p.24) 

Record 653 
Perkin's views 'racist 
It is astonishing and regrettable that such a so-called responsible leader of Aboriginal Australians as Charles 
Perkins uttered such racist views about Asian migrants and in particular Indo-Chinese refugees. Several 
years ago Perkins and several other part-Aboriginal spokesmen advocated discrimination against Asian 
migrants to Australia. It is a classic case of "the pot calling the kettle black - or rather white or yellow." 
His views appear to be another variant to the late Arthur Caiwell's infamous jibe of "Two Wongs don't 

make a White" only this time it is two Viets don't make a Black," or 'Two Hos don't make an Abo." As 
regards his generalisation that every third face in the street is Asian, Mr. Perkins must have been visiting 
either Dixon Street in Sydney or Little Bourke Street in Melbourne where he must have found some dinki-
di Chinese tucker preferable to witchetty grubs, goannas, fish and chips or hamburgers. 
His obvious jealousy and resentment of some Indo-Chinese refugees having cars, houses and flash clothes 

does not reflect too well on Australia's first Aboriginal university graduate ... I ask Mr. Perkins if he has 
seen a drunken Vietnamese or Chinese bludging on their fellow Australians. 
EDMUND YOUNG 
Vice-President and Chairman of Sub-Committee on Chinese Immigration, Discrimination and Ethnic 
Matters, The Chinese Association of South Australia, Adelaide SA 
(6/10/81, p.8) 

Record 656 
Aborigines outraged 
WEST Australian mining entrepreneur Lang Hancock outraged Aborigines and civil libertarians in an 
interview on Queensland television by calling for the sterilisation of half-caste Aborigines by drugging their 
water supply, and the relocation of full-blooded Aborigines to the On! River area of WA. His statements 
were widely criticised, and brought even a mild rebuke from close friend Queensland Premier Joh Bjelke-
Petersen. 
(13/10/81, p.20) 

Record 658 
Aborigines and the Land 

It is our earnest wish that mining and industry can leave us alone so we can follow our own development 
program. Too much pressure will kill us and this will not be in the long term national interest. You 
should remember that some of our people can still remember being shot at by hunters and we feel that if 
our land is to be taken then shooting might be a better way to kill us. If our arguments are not logical then 
forgive us, we are people; we appeal to your heart to support us by doing what you can to stop mineral 
exploration and mining in our region. 
Signed by 7 members of the Gapuwiyak Land Council. 
(27/10/81, p.14) 

Record 665 
Talking on whose terms? 
By PAUL G. E. ALBRECHT 
HARDLY a week passes without one or other of the media highlighting the disparities between the living 
standards of Aboriginal Australians and white Australians. Visually and statistically Aborigines are shown 
to lag well behind the average Australian in matters of housing, education, health, employment, per capita 
income etc. 
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This has led to the debate about who is to blame? Answers vary, but broadly they fall into two 
categories. Those who blame the whites, and those who blame the Aborigines. The former say whites are 
racist, exploitative and don't care about the "blacks". The latter maintain that if only Aborigines would get 
off their backsides and do some work they could share in the generally high Australian standard of living. 
There is no doubt that there is a "problem" in white/Aboriginal relations and that blame can be 

apportioned and that faults should be amended. However to move to a resolution of the situation means 
first to clearly define the situation. 

Looking at both the past and current situations, the real problem in Aboriginal/white relations has been 
the almost total failure by white Australians to understand and accept Aborigines on their terms. 
Aborigines have generally been seen, not as people in their own right, but as people who had to be 
Christianised, civilised, educated, developed or whatever to make them acceptable to white Australians. 

Philosophically the government policy of self-determination, self-management and land rights is the most 
enlightened that Australia has ever yet adopted towards the Aborigines, and the one which addresses itself to 
the crucial problem that has always been at the root of white/Aboriginal relations. 
However at the practical level, it is no better than the policies that preceded it, because it offers Aborigines 

self-determination, self-management, and land rights, not on their terms, but on white terms, thereby 
negating the very things it sets out to do. 
Official policy says to Aborigines that they have a right to their own culture, to do things their way, to 

determine their lifestyle, and the proceeds to deny this by the way it puts this policy into practice. 
If we as Australians are interested in promoting racial harmony, then the place to begin is by respecting 

Aborigines as persons. That is accepting them and dealing with them on their own terms. 
(8/12/81, p.55) 
1991 
Record 679 
Is that enquiry really necessary? 

The report is the springboard for action, not the end of the line 
The problem is illustrated in some of the reactions to the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in 

Custody. The lack of prosecutions - "runs on the board" - has been seen by some as a failing of the 
enquiry. There is no doubt that bereaved families and others in the community would feel anger and 
frustration. But, as mentioned earlier, this is but one outcome and, hopefully, the final word has not yet 
been heard on this score. But the failure to initiate prosecutions lies not with the commissioners who 
painstakingly assembled evidence, trenchantly criticised police and prison authorities, recommended criminal 
and disciplinary action in a number of cases, launched a powerful indictment of the social, economic and 
political status of Aborigines in Australia and emphasised the need to introduce changes well beyond the 
criminal justice system. 
The responsibility rests with federal and state governments and police, prosecution and prison authorities. 
One of the positive features of the Deaths in Custody inquiry was that it raised public consciousness about 

Aboriginal issues in an incontrovertible manner over a sustained period. The stories were told and the 
families of the victims and Aboriginal organisations will not let Australia forget. They are on the political 
agenda. 
(28/5/91, p.31) 
Record 682 
This nearly was mined 
To mine or not to mine Coronation Hill in the Northern Territory turned out to be not so much a question 
of environmental ideology or even Aboriginal rights but whether Prime Minister Bob Hawke could 
emotionally blackmail cabinet into voting against the majority's gut feeling and thus establish his 
command. 

Many round the cabinet table wanted mining to go ahead, so did a large number of Jawoyn people who 
needed the jobs it provided. But Hawke, who called some of his colleagues "scum" and talked of the mining 
lobby's attitude of racial superiority, argued that mining would disturb the spirit Bulla and destroy the 
country. Geologist Ruce Walpole, who discovered the site 40 years ago, maintained it had no religious or 
environmental significance and that no Aborigine had ever mentioned Bulla to him. 
(2/7/91, p.14) 
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Record 686 
Sparks fly on NT land splurge 
A very heated political row is raging in the Northern Territory over the purchase of a string of pastoral 
properties by organisations representing Aboriginal interests. Federal Minister for Aboriginal Affairs 
Robert Tickner has been accused of secretly approving the spending of millions of dollars to increase 
Aboriginal land ownership in the territory substantially before the deadline on claims under the Land Rights 
Act. 

Privately held land is not available for claim under the Act - unless ownership is in Aboriginal hands. 
That is what makes the spate of purchases so controversial. ... In 1985, Aboriginal Affairs Minister Clyde 
Holding made a written promise to the Chamber of Mines that "government would not allow the 
continuation of the present arrangements whereby pastoral leases could be acquired on the open market and 
then converted to inalienable freehold title under the provisions of the Land Rights Act". The promise was 
not kept. 

But for this, no one could legitimately object to the purchases. ... ABTA funds, after all, are the result of 
mining on Aboriginal land - paid as the equivalent of royalties. If Aborigines themselves choose to spend 
the money on property, that should be their right. 
The land rights aspect, though, makes a difference for a number of reasons. In the words of a territory 

government internal briefmg paper: "Once Aboriginal freehold title is granted over a former pastoral lease, 
the land is effectively frozen as an asset which can be used to raise capital for commercial development of 
the property. It also has significant ramifications for the mining industry. There is evidence to suggest 
that, once converted to Aboriginal freehold title, many properties cease to be productive concerns and stock 
is rapidly depleted." 
As the government in Darwin never tires of pointing out, more than 48% of the area of the N'F is now 

held by Aboriginal interests or is subject to land claims. With a concerted push obviously under way to 
boost that even further, an increase in political angst is inevitable. 
(8/10/91, p.27) 

Record 688 
Rewriting the script of WA law 
In Western Australia, unprecedented moves to improve relations between police and Aborigines are starting 
to bear fruit, despite more complaints about harassment and abuse. VICKI LAURIE reports. 
When Royal Commissioner into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, Pat Dodson described the Aboriginal / 
police relations in Western Australia in his report earlier this year, he wrote of "continuing serious 
miscommunication". Recent events suggest this was a tactful understatement of deep division between 
sections of the police force and Aborigines in the state. 
Local media reflect an increasing polarity of community views about police conduct. The ingenious 

attempt by one church group recently to gauge levels of alleged police misconduct by using a phone-in was 
quickly dubbed "dob-in -a cop". The phone-in location and identities of volunteers had to be suppressed as 
feelings rose over the propriety of probing into police matters. 

Against that, the Aboriginal Legal Service (ALS) in Perth has been receiving a record number of 
complaints about police conduct. ... The most serious complaints emerged from raids on Aborigines 
accused in police tip-offs of harbouring firearms; raids conducted by the anti-terrorist Tactical Response 
Group (TRG) and 79 Division, the quick-response unit. 

A firm believer in putting everything on the public record, (Rob) Riley (Director, ALS) says it was three 
reports - the 1989 Equal Opportunity Commission report on Police Practices, the National inquiry into 
Racist Violence and the Deaths in Custody findings - that made it impossible for police authorities, 
especially in Western Australia, to deny problems within their ranks. Yet Riley says the ALS will not 
"jump on the bandwagon of kicking the cops". He reserves praise for the most senior ranks of the West 
Australian police force; in the last 12 months, he says, they have begun tackling their image problem. 
(29/10/91, p.88) 
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Record 689 
In the Never Never Know 

Outside the souvenir and postcard shops of Alice Springs, the survivors of the collision between 
Aboriginal and European cultures shove their hands into the faces of visitors, begging for a dollar or two. 
They can be found lying in drunken huddles like corpses after a massacre along the dry river bed of the Todd. 

The Luritja community's elder statesman, Pastor Peter Bulla, is an ordained Lutheran minister who had a 
major input into the way the project (the development of Kings Canyon as a tourist destination) was put 
together. Bursten (Australian Frontier marketing manager) says the most important lesson that Australian 
Frontier learned during the project was to listen to traditional owners, rather than try to persuade them to & 
things the European way. "I think we learned a lesson about genuine unpatronising partnership and we're 
all going to do very well out of it," he says. "If only we had tried this approach sooner ..." 
(5/11/91, p.78) 

Record 690 
The tight for the frontier 
Aborigines, miners and cattlemen are battling for the Northern Territory's rich mineral and pastoral 
resources. At stake is the future of the Territory and its Aborigines. NIGEL AUSTIN reports. 

...As suburban Australia's social conscience overcomes the interests of pastoralists and miners, the 
Territory's future has been changed forever. Up to 80% of it may be back in Aboriginal hands by early next 
century. Unless balance is restored to the land rights debate, the Territory's economic viability and 
statehood ambitions will be critically diminished by the apartheid-like situation. 

The problem has turned one of the last great frontiers into a cauldron of discontent: a land torn by the 
failure to balance adequately respectable Aboriginal living standards and vital economic development. The 
chief culprit is the 1976 federal Aboriginal Land Rights (NT) Act (ALRA). The act's failings have reduced 
relations between the 34,000 black and 123,000 white Temtorians to an internecine level, with an 
increasing number on both sides regarding the Territory as the sacrificial lamb of black politics. 

...The transfer of vast areas to inalienable Aboriginal ownership virtually removes it from laws relating to 
environment, disease eradication and fencing and roading. This is providing wealth to Aboriginal 
organisations and slowly whittling away the potential of the Territory's $100 million pastoral industry and 
$1.2 billion mining, oil and gas industries. 
(5/11/91, p.92) 

Record 691 
The body snatchers 
The battle to get foreign museums to return Aboriginal remains collected last century has reached new 
heights with the grim discovery that thousands of graves were raided and an unknown number of blacks 
killed, all in the name of science. DAVID MONAGHAN reports on the war with museum staff in Britain 
that will have far reaching consequences - and not only for anthropologists and Aborigines 

...For 200 years, scientists around the world have been collecting the bones of Aboriginal Australians to 
study. This year, British and Australian scientists have found that their Aboriginal relics have left them 
cursed. The bones gathered by their predecessors have tainted scientists with racism, grave-robbing and, 
according to new evidence, murder. 
British and Australian scientists ran one of the biggest grave-robbing networks ever organised. Studies by 

an Australian academic researching in Oxford indicate the graves of between 5000 and 10,000 Australian 
Aborigines were desecrated, their bodies dismembered or parts stolen to support a scientific trade. 
Worse, it appears that Aborigines were murdered to obtain specimens for science. 
Aborigines are demanding the resignation of the most powerful man in British archaeology following his 

request for more Aboriginal bodies for his museum's collection. Dr Robin Cocks, head of paleo-
archaeology at London's Natural History Museum, said on the eve of the handing back of 300 remains from 
the collections at Edinburgh University that he wanted more Aboriginal bodies. 

In Britain, one of Australia's best-known prehistorians, Dr John Mulvaney, rallied against the returns in a 
recent edition of the quarterly magazine Antiquity: "White treatment of Aboriginal society has been 
shameful ... But past repressive colonialism does not mean the present academic generations must pay the 
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price by never opposing the strident claims by radical Aboriginal leaders. Not to do so will be to replace 
white violence and repression with black intellectual totalitarianism." 
(12111/91, p.30) 

Record 692 
Alice is no drunken wonderland 
(in response to record 689) 

The drunken huddles in the dry riverbed that he also mentions are cause for concern both to the 
Aboriginal and white community. It is however a highly visible problem and one which is being tackled. 
I have been equally distressed to see such drunken huddles and their corpse-like aftennath in Sydney's Hyde 

Park. Alice Springs holds no monopoly over the social distress caused by alcohol in this country and 
should not be highlighted as if it did. 
(19/11/91, p.7) 

Record 696 
Fighting prejudice and ignorance 
Aboriginal land rights is one issue that never fails to stir emotions. ROBERT TICKNER, the Federal 
minister for Aboriginal Affairs, blames interest groups for a lot of the misconceptions. 

As a Labor minister for Aboriginal affairs I ... reaffirm Chany's view that land rights matters should 
be above party politics. The comments need to be remembered in the context of the present campaign of 
attack on the Land Rights Act by certain interest groups which have been long on rhetoric but short on 
evidence. Too often, it has been accepted uncritically by the media. 

One of the recurring themes is the claim that Aboriginal people oppose development and that land rights 
stifle mining activity. The Bulletin, in its November 5 issue, recycled many of the politically inspired 
myths about Aboriginal land rights in the Territory. The article reported, unchallenged, a statement that the 
"almost total lack of exploration activity on (NT) Aboriginal land for at least 20 years is a national 
tragedy". The statement is absurd. Aboriginal land provides more than 90% of mineral and energy 
production in the Territory. Every one of the Territory's big mines is on Aboriginal land. 

Far from attempting to stifle development, Aboriginal people are working with the government to 
improve the provisions governing it. 
The process of reconciliation - the first important reform in Aboriginal affairs at federal level for 10 years 

to receive cross-party endorsement - offers hope of a similar breakthrough on a national level. As well as 
aiming to change fundamentally relations between Aborigines and non-Aborigines, the reconciliation 
process can bring a pennanent end to the political point-scoring which has marred the Aboriginal affairs 
portfolio for too long. 
(19/11/91, p.91.)... 
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Appendix 3 List of Items 1996 

K.no iPate rage Heading Content 
709 9/1/96 11 Bridge of Sighs 1 Takes anti-Aboriginal stance on claim for 

otection of eed sacred ..igh. 
710 9/1/96 73 .......................... A foot in all worlds Aboriginal production, "Ningali", at 

............................................................................................... 
711 16/1/96 22 : Battle for the brewery Land rights debate over old Swan brewery site 

in Perth. 
712 16/1/96 44 Southern discoveries Account of voyage of Quiros and Torres with 

minor mention of Torres Strait in 1606. 
.Z13...................6/1/96 . 8 
714 .2/3/96 . ... .. Problem..facin Aboriginal drink.ean'.in. 
715 12/3/96 18 Labor's long list of In part describes racist statements made by 

deserters politicians Graeme Campbell, Bob Katter and 
Pauline Hanson, and would be politician Bob 

................................................... 
Bure... 

716 12/3/96 19 Counting heads In passing makes mention of racist statements 
by politicians and the unpopularity of the Mabo 
decision. 

717 23/4/96 34 In passing notes that while ATSIC fears the 
future under the Coalition government things 

......................... : ... could only  beworse ..d o.. 
718 23/4/96 40 No mandate for heavy In part questions Government's heavy handed 

........ ak... approach .9••bo!Laff.airs. 
719 18/6/96 : 37  Court holding on West Australian Premier states that his state 

Mabo cannot function properly if native title laws 
............................ .................. ................................................... ................................ e. 

720 18/6/96 92 Rise of a new Aboriginal opera singer, Deborah 
Cheetham. 

721 18/6/96 92 Touring show "Buralga" uses modern theatrical 
techniques to evoke the magic of ancient tribal 
tales. 

722 9/7/96 12 "Aboriginal Affairs Minister John Herron, 
proved he could say just the right thing to turn 
one of the world's most placid lobby groups 

.................................................................................................. t arch....... 
723 23/7/96 36 "I have never been an admirer of the didgeridoo, 

But I changed my mind at the dinner 
hosted by the Australian High Commissioner, 
Darren Gribble. Aboriginal musician Alan 
Dargen produced sounds on his didgeridoo that I 
had never heard before, and the diners were 

.............................................................................................. .A!!y ia.PxAcLM.cNicoll. 
724 6/8/96 86 . Entertainer Ernie Dingo born at Bulladoo 

Station, W.A." (photo included) 
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